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FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the December 2019 edition of Petrophysics. In this issue you will ¿nd four papers to conclude our “Best of
the 2019 Symposium” series, as selected by the 2019 Annual Symposium Technical Committee. Also included in this issue
are six regular submissions to Petrophysics. There is quite a diverse range of topics represented in this month’s edition, and I
hope that everyone will ¿nd something of interest to them.
As I mentioned in my previous columns in Petrophysics, as Vice President Publications for the SPWLA I have de¿ned three
high-level goals for this year. My third goal for the coming year is to improve the ¿nancial position of SPWLA publications.
‘Publications’ is one of the largest line items in the SPWLA annual operating budget. We prepare six issues of Petrophysics
and six of SPWLA Today each year. To support this, we employ the skills of a Managing Editor, a publishing company, and
a printing company to ensure that we continue to produce the highest quality publications that we can for the bene¿t of our
membership.
Historically, the printing and distribution of Petrophysics in hard copy has been a major part of the publication costs. To
reduce the overall cost of SPWLA publications, the decision was taken a couple of years ago to move to primarily electronic
distribution, with Petrophysics in hard copy available as an additional subscription. This did have the intended effect of
signi¿cantly reducing costs associated with the preparation of our publications, but an unintended consequence of this was
a major decrease in the amount of advertising revenue our publications attracted. To address this, we are revamping our
advertising strategy for SPWLA publications, positioning SPWLA Today as our primary platform for advertising. We are also
continuing to look at our expenses relating to hard copy distribution of Petrophysics, with the aim of ultimately reaching a
cost-neutral position on hard copy publications.
To further offset costs associated with the preparation of Petrophysics, a paper preparation fee was introduced at the
beginning of 2019, replacing the historical color pages charges. Similar fees are levied by many of our sister professional
societies, as well as other publishers of technical papers, and we do offer a waiver of this fee to those authors who are
unable to pay it. However, such a fee can certainly act as a deterrent to those who may be considering submitting a paper
to Petrophysics, which leads to my third goal for this year. This goal is to secure, through increased advertising and other
sources, suf¿cient income so that we can do away with the paper preparation fee, and hence remove any roadblock for our
potential contributors.
Since becoming Vice President Publications, I have probably received more correspondence related to the ¿nancial
aspects of our publications than any other topic, particularly relating to the paper preparation fees. This is obviously an area
of concern for many of our members. As readers of, and contributors to Petrophysics, I welcome your feedback and thoughts
on this topic.
Tom Neville
Vice President Publications
tom.neville@formation-evaluation.asia
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Inversion of High-Resolution High-Quality Sonic Compressional and Shear Logs for
Unconventional Reservoirs1
Ting Lei2, Smaine Zeroug2, Sandip Bose2, Romain Prioul2, and Adam Donald2

ABSTRACT
Interpretation of elastic properties honoring ¿ne
heterogeneity has garnered recognition recently in
petrophysical analysis, bedding failure prediction, and
hydraulic fracture job design for unconventional reservoirs.
Traditional sonic log processing assumes homogeneity of
the formation over a speci¿c sonic tool receiver aperture
length, e.g., at least 2 ft. This assumption may not be
appropriate for highly laminated reservoirs. Additionally,
shear slownesses extracted from low- and high-frequency
processing are associated with different wavelengths and
different rock volumes. Shear slowness logs from a highfrequency monopole transmitter and a low-frequency
dipole Àexural mode can exhibit different axial resolutions
even when using the same receiver aperture length.
We developed a new interpretation algorithm to
improve the layer slowness contrast for thinly laminated
formations in vertical wells using borehole sonic data
from array-based logging tools equipped with either
a monopole, dipole, or a quadrupole transmitter. This
novel interpretation method can yield high-quality highresolution sonic compressional and shear logs. It is based
on a robust deconvolution technique that jointly combines
all logs processed at different array resolutions. This

method yields the sonic log with an optimal apparent
resolution better than that estimated from the conventional
1-ft single-resolution subarray method. Finally, the residual
is formulated to serve as a log quality-control Àag and can
be used to switch to more reliable low-resolution logs in
depth intervals of poor-quality hole data.
The algorithm was validated with synthetic logs from
¿nite-difference modeling and was then tested on a ¿eld
dataset collected in a vertical well traversing a thinly
laminated formation. The resolution of deconvolved
compressional and shear logs from ¿eld measurements
exceeds that from conventional processing, and is
consistent with a higher resolution ultrasonic log from an
ultrasonic imaging tool logged in the same well. The ¿elddata application suggests that this deconvolution algorithm
enhances the spatial resolution and more accurately
captures the layer slowness contrast while removing
outliers thereby improving the log quality.
The application of this method results in a superior
characterization of the acoustic properties of thinly layered
rocks relative to that from conventional processing. The
estimated elastic moduli could improve stress pro¿ling and
rock-strength correlations for geomechanical modeling.

INTRODUCTION

device propagates in a direction parallel to the borehole
trajectory as headwaves. The propagating wave trains are
then collected by an array of receivers placed a few feet
above the transmitter. Processing the recorded array signals
yields estimates of rock compressional and shear slownesses
within the volume of receiver aperture. If a thin layer exists
within the receiver aperture, the sonic signature can be
complicated by reÀections, mode conversion and phase
change, depending on the layer contrast. Under the simple
assumption of ray tracing, the measured slowness represents
an averaged value of the slowness within the receiver
aperture size.

Rock heterogeneity due to laminations plays a critical
role in geomechanical analysis for unconventional reservoirs
(Weng et al., 2018). Thinly laminated formations often
display large contrast in elastic moduli between layers with
implications for wellbore stability and fracture propagation
(Xu et al., 2019). Borehole sonic logs are the most widely
used technology for capturing such layer contrasts.
Figure 1 shows a borehole sonic logging device
deployed in a vertical well. Part of the energy produced by
either a monopole or dipole transmitter of the sonic logging

Manuscript received by the Editor July 22, 2019; revised manuscript received October 23, 2019; manuscript accepted October 28, 2019.
1
Originally presented at the SPWLA 60th Annual Logging Symposium, The Woodlands, Texas, USA, June 17–19, 2019, Paper QQQ.
2
Schlumberger-Doll Research, One Hampshire St., Cambridge, MA 02139, USA, tlei@slb.com; zeroug1@slb.com; bose1@slb.com;
rprioul@slb.com; Schlumberger, 4-8 Nicolae Titulescu St., 011141 Bucharest, Romania; donalda1@slb.com
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Fig. 1—Schematic view of an array sonic logging tool penetrating a thin
lamination in a vertical well.

Obtaining high-resolution sonic logs for thinly laminated
formations is not an easy task. Several subarray signalprocessing methods have been proposed either in the time
domain (Hsu and Chang, 1987; Tang et al., 1995; Valero
et al., 2000; Tang and Patterson, 2001) or in the frequency
domain (Sunaga et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2018; Sun et al.,
2019). The time-domain methods, such as the multishot
subarray slowness-time-coherence (STC) method (Kimball
and Marzetta, 1984; Hsu and Chang, 1987), can yield higher
layer contrast by reducing the number of subarray receivers
(down to three). It might require several iterations to ¿netune processing parameters and relabel coherence peaks
manually. Care must be taken in the manual relabeling work to
make sure that the high-resolution sonic logs are not affected
by the reduced signal/noise ratio associated with a smaller
number of subarray receivers. Additionally, experience in
sonic physics is often required to select a better sonic shear
log when multiple processing options are available. Such a
choice is usually based on the understanding of the physical
characteristics of different sonic logging modes, i.e., the
monopole and dipole borehole modes. In conclusion, there
is no ef¿cient way to automatically deliver quality-control
(QC) logs for the processed answers.
Other approaches have also been proposed recently
to enhance layer elastic contrast. For example, Huang and
Torres-Verdín (2016) suggest a way to get high-resolution
sonic logs using a nonlinear inversion method. Such an
inversion gives a layer-by-layer estimation of compressional

698

and shear slownesses, although layer boundaries need
to be accurately de¿ned in advance. Khadhraoui et al.
(2018) propose a way to automatically extract slowness by
combining model-driven and data-driven approaches and
thereby to stabilize the arrival times from the ¿rst arrival
detection method they propose. A limitation of this method
is that it can only get the compressional slowness.
Here, we propose a multiresolution based inversion
algorithm that improves contrast and robustness of
compressional and shear logs relative to traditional singleresolution approach. The new method outputs highresolution sonic logs on a depth-by-depth basis and therefore
does not require prede¿ned layer boundaries. The robustness
of this method is achieved by jointly deconvolving logs with
different axial resolutions. As the algorithm is formulated
into an overdetermined equation, a QC log can be generated
and this serves as a disagreement Àag to further cross-check
logs with different resolution. The QC log also improves
the ef¿ciency in the sonic processing workÀow because it
enables an automated switch to a better-quality log when
detecting noise in the conventionally labeled logs.
We begin with ¿eld and synthetic examples to explain
receiver aperture and acquisition frequency effects on
sonic log resolution and reliability. These observations
motivated us to develop a deconvolution workÀow, which
is given in the following section. Then we use a 2D ¿nitedifference modeling code to generate synthetic logs to
evaluate the proposed method in terms of accuracy and
robustness. Finally, we apply the algorithm to ¿eld data
for geomechanical analysis to demonstrate the values of
high-resolution logs to the mechanical earth model (MEM)
(Plumb et al., 2000; Berard and Prioul, 2016).
SONIC LOGS AT DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS
The STC (Kimball and Marzetta, 1984) and dispersive
STC (DSTC) (Kimball, 1998) techniques are commonly
used to extract compressional and shear slownesses from
monopole and dipole waveforms, respectively. These
methods are coherence-based methods, meaning that
slownesses are estimated from peak coherence between
wave trains recorded across an array of receivers. Figure
2 shows a ¿eld example of the STC processing results
from a sonic logging tool with 13 receivers in a laminated
formation. The STC method is applied to sets of waveforms,
each made up of a different number of subarray receivers,
i.e., 13, 8, 5, and 3. We observe a slowness tendency, where
the processing using fewer receiver subarrays gives higher
layer contrast for both compressional (labeled as DTCO)
and shear (labeled as DTSH) slownesses. This aperture
effect represents an apparent axial resolution of the tool.
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For instance, a 5-receiver subarray for a logging tool with
interreceiver spacing of 0.5 ft yields an apparent axial
resolution of 2 ft.

the monopole shear shows a better axial resolution (spatially
and in slowness contrast) than the dipole shear and has better
correlation to the compressional slowness, especially from
X175 to X215 ft. Note that there is also a difference in depth
of investigation between these two measurements. However,
a detailed analysis on the radial pro¿le (Zeroug et.al., 2018)
shows that such an effect is not the dominant factor here.

Fig. 2—Sonic ¿eld logs processed using different numbers of subarray
receivers. A slowness resolution tendency can be observed associated
with thin layers.

However, the apparent axial resolution based on the
number of receivers and interreceiver spacing does not
reÀect the resolution that the logging tool is capable of
delivering. This issue can be caused by various reasons.
They have been studied widely (Zhang et al., 2000; Huang
et al., 2015; Zeroug et al., 2016; Zeroug et al., 2018; Walker
et al., 2019).
One reason is on the complexity in both the modal
structure and signal frequency bandwidth that play a role in
de¿ning sonic spatial and slowness resolutions. Generally,
for a sonic logging tool that operates at the frequency range of
1 to 15 kHz, the shear slowness from a monopole transmitter
is extracted in the relatively high-frequency band, e.g., 8 to
15 kHz, whereas the shear slowness from a dipole transmitter
is extracted from the low-frequency asymptote, e.g., at 1 to
2 kHz, of the formation primary Àexural dispersion mode.
Consequently, in a laminated interval, there is a frequency
effect that might cause spatial resolution differences between
the monopole shear slowness and the dipole shear slowness.
A ¿eld interpretation example is shown in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3, Track 1 displays the gamma-ray log, which con¿rms
the presence of layering; Track 2 plots the compressional
slowness from the 3-receiver processing of the monopole
waveform; Track 3 overlays the monopole shear (shown in
blue) and the dipole shear (shown in red), both of which are
processed with the same 3-receiver subarray. We can see that

December 2019

Fig. 3—Field data comparison between monopole shear and dipole
shear of a thinly laminated formation. Track 1 plots the gamma-ray
log. Track 2 plots the compressional slowness. Track 3 overlays the
shear slownesses processed using monopole waveform and dipole
waveform in blue and red, respectively. Note, the differing resolution of
the monopole and Àexural shear.

Such an observation can be reproduced by numerical
modeling. For example, in Fig. 4, we simulate the response
of the monopole and dipole waveform to a 1-ft thick layer
using a 2D ¿nite-difference modeling code (Randall et
al., 1991). The output monopole shear and dipole shear
are shown in green and orange circles, respectively (Fig.
4), whereas the true input shear log is shown as the solid
purple line. We can see that, like the ¿eld data, the monopole
shear can resolve a slightly better layer slowness contrast
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than the dipole shear. The synthetic logs are processed using
5-receiver nondispersive STC with a frequency ¿lter band
of 6 to 16 kHz for the monopole waveform, and a ¿lter
band of 2 to 3 kHz for the dipole waveform. Note that in the
modeling, the transmitter is located below receivers, as in
the case shown in Fig. 1. In this modeling con¿guration, we
observe that the output logs are depth shifted with respect to
the thin layer. This is caused by the reÀection and refraction
of the propagating borehole waves. Consequently, in Fig. 4,
the synthetic logs are depth matched to the thin layer using
a peak-to-peak method. For ¿eld data, the depth matching
could be done automatically with a traditional correlationbased method or a machine-learning-based method
(Zimmermann et al., 2018) to get depth-consistent sonic logs
with respect to other petrophysical logs.

poses problems in slowness reliability, because coherence
peak position and its labeling with the minimum receiver
aperture processing tends to present a robustness challenge
to an algorithm and requires a tedious manual relabeling
task.
Figure 5 illustrates an example of such a case. In Fig.
5, Track 1 displays the gamma-ray log; Track 2 shows
the borehole shapes; Tracks 3, 4, and 5 display the STC
slowness projections using 7-, 5-, and 3-receiver subarray
processing, respectively, where the black dots represent
the coherence peaks. We notice that 3-receiver processing
can yield larger coherence values than 5- and 7-receiver
processing; however, based on an error bar analysis (Kimball
and Scheibner, 1998), a higher coherence does not represent
smaller slowness variation. In fact, we notice that with
3-receiver subarray processing, the coherence peaks become
very noisy and peak labeling becomes challenging.
Consequently, we believe that the variation of
estimated slowness with receiver aperture observed within
a layer provides qualitative yet valuable information on
laminated formation evaluation. We believe this enables us
to con¿dently distinguish a real layer from an artifact that
might be caused by a noisy downhole logging condition.
Inspired by this observation, we will, in the next section,
present a mathematical formulation to quantify this effect
and thereby invert for a high-quality high-resolution sonic
log.
AN INVERSION ALGORITHM FOR HIGHERRESOLUTION HIGH-QUALITY SONIC LOGS
The ¿rst step of the algorithm is to calculate multiple
slowness estimates from different sets of receiver subarrays.
It is well known that the average slowness measured by
a N-receiver logging tool can be written as a convolution
(Heliot et al., 2005) in the form of

Fig. 4—Synthetic modeling comparison between monopole shear and
dipole shear of a 1-ft layered formation. Note, the slight excursion in
DTSH from monopole in the shallow depths (between 17 and 18 ft) is
caused by the waveform reÀection effect in the modeling, where the thin
layer is located between the transmitter and the receiver array.

Based on the above comparisons along different receiver
apertures and between transmitter frequency ranges, one
can conclude that the high-frequency monopole waveform
processed with a minimal number of receivers in the subarray
is preferred in resolving thin layers. Although this is true in
theory, we have found in practice that such an interpretation

700

(1)
where FN(l) denotes the axial transformation function, or the
response function, of a sonic logging tool with N receivers,
s(l) represents the true slowness pro¿le, L is the tool receiver
aperture length, and l is the length coordinate de¿ned from
to –L/2 to L/2.
It is important to note that FN is model dependent,
i.e., it depends on layer contrast, waveform frequency and
processing method. Here, under the assumption of a simple
propagation mode where layer reÀection is ignored, using a
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Fig. 5—Example of STC projections and peaks processed using different number of subarray receivers. Track 1 plots the gamma-ray log; Track 2
shows the borehole shapes; Tracks 3 to 5 display the STC projections using 7-, 5-, and 3-receiver subarray processing, respectively, where black dots
represent slowness peaks. The scattered distribution of dots inside the red rectangle is believed to be caused by noise in the acquired waveforms.

perturbation approach (Huang et al., 2015), we can obtain
(see Appendix 1 for detail)

where PNk is de¿ned by
(4)

(2)
we can get
Interpolating s(l) using a P th-order Lagrange polynomial
shape function and N consecutive slowness values
sk (k=1,2,…,N) as

(5)
where the coef¿cients gNk can be evaluated explicitly as

(3)
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Second, based on the formulation to calculate the
average slowness, we can derive a linear inversion algorithm
that combines sonic logs processed at different apparent
resolutions to invert for the high-resolution sonic log.
We de¿ne the high-resolution sonic log at each
measurement depth as a vector

and
(12)
A linear inversion can be done to solve for the high-resolution
sonic log, S,

(7)
(13)
where q is the number of measured depths, and s1, s2, …, and
sq are the slowness values at each depth.
The sonic logs measured by a sonic tool using N-receiver
subarray can be written as

where d1, d2,…, dq are the measured slownesses.
We can therefore write the convolutional relationship
between S and DN in matrix form as

where G+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
(Weisstein) of the matrix G.
In the inversion algorithm de¿ned by Eq. 13, we use
the input sonic logs that have the same measurement depth.
Assuming a sonic logging tool with 13 receivers, sonic logs
processed with 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, and 3 receivers share the same
measured depth at receiver number 7, which is set as the
middle receiver of the subarray. Other input sonic logs can
be used in the inversion with proper interpolation.
Finally, a QC log can be obtained simply by calculating
a mismatch between measured and modeled logs of each
receiver set N as,
(14)

(8)
where the transformation function, GN, is an N-by-N matrix
de¿ned as

The QC log can be used to check the correlation between
input logs, as will be seen in a ¿eld data example in the paper.
SYNTHETIC DATA VALIDATION AND
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

(9)

and gNk (k =1,2,…,N) is given by Eq. 6.
Mathematically, S can be found by inverting GN.
However, because the transformation matrix is illconditioned when N > 3 (a synthetic example is shown in
the next section), we propose to construct an overdetermined
linear equation using multiple-resolution logs, denoted as
DN1, DN2,…,DNp.. The linear equation can be written as
(10)
Where
(11)
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In this section, we carry out an inversion test using
synthetic logs and a sensitivity analysis toward the input
uncertainties from logging noise.
We ¿rst present our inversion evaluation using synthetic
logs. The synthetic logs are generated by a 2D ¿nitedifference time-domain (FDTD) modeling code (Randall
et al., 1991). In the forward modeling, the sonic logging
tool is placed inside a vertical Àuid-¿lled borehole and is
moving upward to cross synthetic horizontal thin layers of
1 to 2 ft in thickness. In order to test our depth-by-depth
inversion algorithm, we de¿ne the synthetic thin layers as
smooth curves instead of blocky logs, based on the fact that
the depth sampling rate is usually every 0.5 ft in real logging
conditions. Consequently, the curve is de¿ned by polynomial
interpolation of slowness values at measured depths. The
tool has 13 receivers with an interreceiver spacing of 0.5 ft.
In Figure 6, the synthetic pro¿le of compressional
slowness is shown as a black curve whereas the synthetic
FDTD logs processed using different number of receiver
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subarray (13, 11, 9, 7, 5, and 3 receivers) STC are labeled
with different colors. The deconvolved high-resolution log
is overlaid as the purple curve. We can see that generally
the deconvolved high-resolution log (purple) better
approximates the true log (black) than all input logs, and the
approximation improves with increase in the layer thickness.

Next, we conduct numerical experiments to test the
effect on an inversion using a single-resolution log, i.e.,
a log that is processed using a ¿xed number of subarray
receivers. Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c, show the inversion result
using a single-resolution log with 13-receiver, 5-receiver,
and 3-receiver log, respectively. We can see that when N > 3,
the single-resolution-based inversion becomes numerically
unstable. Additionally, the 3-receiver single-resolution
inversion shows slightly worse result (at depths around
–1 ft and – 4 ft) as compared to the multiresolution-based
inversion, as shown in Fig. 6.
To test the robustness of the inversion algorithm, we
further conduct two numerical experiments by adding
random Gaussian noise to the input logs to simulate slowness
variations due to downhole logging noise. Figure 8 shows the
test result in a case where we only use the 3-receiver log as
the input, and where a random Gaussian noise with standard
deviation of 0.3 ȝs/ft, i.e., ±1 ȝs/ft from the mean value in
the 99.9% con¿dence interval, is added to the 3-receiver log,
as shown in Fig. 8a. The inversion result is shown in Fig.
8b as overlaid plots with the width representing uncertainty,
which shows approximately the same uncertainty as the
input 3-receiver log.
Next, we test the sensitivity of the multiresolution joint
inversion. Because logs from shorter subarray receiver
apertures manifest larger uncertainties, whereas logs with
larger apertures have smaller uncertainties but lower contrast,
in Fig. 9, we only add the above noise standard deviation to
the 3-receiver log maintaining other inputs, including 13-,
11-, 9-, 7-, and 5-receiver logs, as noise-free. The resulting
deconvolved high-resolution logs are shown Fig. 9b as
overlaid plots with the width representing uncertainty. It
features much smaller uncertainty as compared to the singleresolution inversion result in Fig. 8b.

Fig. 6—Multiresolution joint deconvolution result for synthetic ¿nitedifference logs processed using 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, and 3 subarray receivers.
The deconvolved high-resolution log, in purple, approaches the closest
the true log, in black.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7—Deconvolved high-resolution log for a single-resolution synthetic log processed using (a) 13 subarray receivers; (b) 5 subarray receivers; (c)
3 subarray receivers.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8—(a) Synthetic ¿nite-difference log processed using 3-receiver subarray after the addition of 1,000 realizations of random Gaussian noise with
a standard deviation of 0.3 ȝs/ft; (b) the overlaid plots of deconvolved high-resolution sonic logs using the 3-receiver log, with the Gaussian random
noise added.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9—(a) Synthetic ¿nite-difference log processed with 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 receivers; (b) the overlaid deconvolved high-resolution sonic logs using
inputs from (a). Note that only the 3-receiver log input is given a Gaussian random noise (with a standard deviation of 0.3 ȝs/ft) and is overlaid with
1,000 random realizations.
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The previous two sensitivity tests demonstrate that the
algorithm using multiresolution logs yields a high-resolution
log that can be well-constrained by all available inputs.
APPLICATIONS TO FIELD DATA
In this section, we apply the proposed workÀow to an
openhole vertical pilot well traversing a thinly laminated
rock formation. Two types of acoustic tools were logged in
this well: a conventional sonic logging tool and an ultrasonic
tool. The ultrasonic tool is con¿gured with a pitch-catch
modality, which employs a transmitter and two receivers
spaced 100 mm from each other. The distance between
transmitter to near-receiver is 250 mm. The transducers
are aligned at angles to enhance coupling to the rock
compressional and shear waves, respectively. The tool was
logged twice to acquire data for the two wave types with a
1.5-in. axial sampling rate and a 10° azimuthal sampling rate.
A direct measure of the slowness across the two receivers
is calculated from the transit times of the early-arriving
events, estimated with a zero-break detection algorithm.
The tool operates in the range of 50 to 600 kHz with an
approximately effective probing wavelength ranging from
several millimeters to several centimeters (roughly 0.5 to 3
in.), therefore achieving higher spatial resolving capability
than the sonic measurement (Zeroug et al., 2018).
Figure 10 plots the standard 2-ft resolution sonic
compressional log in black and the deconvolved highresolution compressional log in magenta (Track 2), and
the 2-ft resolution shear log in black and high-resolution
shear log in orange (Track 3). The ultrasonic compressional
and shear logs, shown in green and cyan, are overlaid in
Tracks 2 and 3, respectively, for comparison with sonic
measurements. We observe that the slowness contrast from
the deconvolved high-resolution sonic log yields much
higher spatial resolution than the standard 2-ft resolution.
Further, we see that its values fall within the corresponding
ultrasonic log—a reasonable outcome reÀecting the
frequency difference (a factor of 20) between the sonic and
ultrasonic logging devices but also con¿rming that our sonic
deconvolution approach is reliable. Note that in Fig. 10,
the slightly faster ultrasonic shear log reading is associated
with the measurement mechanism, i.e., the pseduo-Rayleigh
surface wave, relied upon to extract a shear slowness (Zeroug
and Lei, 2017); it is not germaine to the discussion in this
article.
Figure 11 shows an illustrative example of how the QC
log can help us to detect noise in the input logs. In Figure
11, Track 1 plots the gamma-ray log; Track 2 overlays the
monopole shear logs, using 7-, 5-, and 3-receiver subarrays.
These three shear logs are inputs to the inversion for our
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high-resolution shear log, which is shown as the green
curve in Track 5. The QC log generated using Eq. 14 is
displayed as an area ¿ll in Track 3, with a smaller value
representing a better correlation. We observe that this QC
log shows large values at an interval between X860 to X900
ft, meaning that it successfully detects the disagreement
tendencies among different resolution logs shown in Track
2. Taking advantage of this QC log, we automatically switch
to a more reliable log in such an interval. For example, in
this case, the dipole shear log shown in Track 4 is used to
replace the deconvolved high-resolution log (green curve in
Track 5) when the QC log shows a residual value of more
than 2% relative to the standard-resolution log, and the
¿nal constructed log is shown in the orange curve in Track
5. The last track plots the compressional slowness and we

Fig. 10—Comparison of high-resolution sonic logs with ultrasonic logs.
Track 1, gamma ray; Track 2, compressional logs from standard 2-ft
resolution sonic (black), high-resolution sonic (magenta) and ultrasonic
(green); Track 3, shear logs from standard 2-ft resolution sonic (black),
high-resolution sonic (orange) and ultrasonic (cyan).
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can see the ¿nished high-resolution shear log shows good
correlation with the compressional log. Note that the highresolution compressional log at this interval actually shows
good quality based on its QC log (not plotted in Fig. 11).
Figure 12 compares the compressional velocity/shear
velocity ratio (VPVS) vs. compressional slowness (DTCO)
crossplots using different resolution logs: (a) using the
conventional 2-ft monopole compressional and shear, and
(b) using the high-resolution monopole compressional and
the ¿nal high-resolution shear. Colors overlaid on dots
represent values of the gamma-ray log. The histogram ¿gures
shown above and right of the crossplot represent normalized

distributions of DTCO and VPVS, respectively; the dotted
rectangles are placed to help with a visual comparison on
the distribution of DTCO/VPVS ratio. We observe that the
high-resolution log estimation yields higher ranges in both
slowness and VPVS ratio. We believe this should translate
into more accurate and representative correlations for the use
of sonic data in petrophysical analysis. We also observe that
the conventional low-resolution processing in (a), pointed
with the black box, there is a coalescence that is not showing
a physically meaningful trend line. Such a coalescence is
not present in the better resolvable rock slowness in (b).
These plots highlight that the high-resolution log estimation

Fig. 11—An illustrative example on the use of the QC log to automatically switch to a more reliable sonic shear log. Track 1, gamma ray; Track
2, monopole shear logs processed using 7, 5, and 3 receivers are shown in blue, green and orange, respectively; Track 3, QC log to check the
correlation between monopole shear logs displayed in Track 2; Track 4, a more reliable 2-ft dipole shear log; Track 5, the deconvolved high-resolution
shear log (green) and the QC-¿nished high-resolution shear log (orange); Track 6, the deconvolved high-resolution compressional log.
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better honors the layered rock heterogeneities by reducing
the averaging effect associated with the conventional lowresolution slowness estimation.
Finally, to illustrate the effect on the MEM using the
high-resolution logs, we choose an interval to compare
Young’s modulus (YME), Poisson’s ratio (PR) and the
minimum horizontal stress built from either the conventional
2-ft resolution logs or the high-resolution logs within an
isotropic (vertical-only) assumption for the stress estimation.
In Figure 13, Track 2 compares the static Young’s
modulus using conventional 2-ft resolution logs (blue)
and the high-resolution logs (orange). The static Young’s
modulus is converted from the dynamic modulus using an
unpublished core-based correlation method. Similarly, Track
3 compares the static Poisson’s ratio using the conventional
2-ft resolution logs (blue) and the high-resolution logs
(orange), where the static Poisson’s ratio is taken the same
as the dynamic Poisson’s ratio. Track 4 compares the 2-ft
resolution minimum horizontal stress (blue) and the highresolution minimum horizontal stress (orange), which are
computed using the poroelastic horizontal strain equation
(Thiercelin and Plumb, 1994), where we assume the horizontal
strain terms are neglected. In these plots, we observe that for
both elastic moduli and horizontal stress, the high-resolution
MEM shows markedly larger amplitude contrast than the
conventional MEM. Larger variations in MEM can help
to improve the accuracy in core-log integration, where the
scale of core samples is usually smaller than the mechanical
properties derived from sonic logs (Qiu et al., 2005). In
addition, a higher-resolution MEM can capture more closely
the thinly laminated mechanical properties and thereby can
be applied in the downstream completion job design and
sanding prediction models for thinly laminated reservoirs
(Abbas et al., 2018). Note that here we build the MEM just
to compare between high-resolution and 2-ft resolution logs.
The effect of anisotropy on the MEM is not included. Such an
effect requires a high-resolution horizontal shear slowness,
which cannot be obtained from traditional low-frequency
Stoneley processing. A more complete and well-calibrated
high-resolution geomechanical case study is deferred to a
future study.

(a)

CONCLUSIONS

(b)

We have demonstrated through ¿eld-data examples that
formation thin lamination can challenge the conventional,
receiver-array and multishort subarray estimation and
interpretation workÀow due to the averaging effect inherent
to the conventional workÀow. We have proposed a new
method to reliably resolve a better lamination contrast
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Fig. 12—A comparison of VPVS vs. DTCO plots using different
resolutions, with (a) using the 2-ft resolution monopole compressional
and shear slownesses, and (b) using the monopole high-resolution
compressional and the ¿nal high-resolution shear. Colors overlaid on
dots represent values of the gamma-ray log. The histogram ¿gures
shown above and right to the crossplot represent normalized distributions
of DTCO and VPVS, respectively. The dashed rectangles and lines are
used to help with a visual comparison between the distributions in (a)
and (b).
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using a multiresolution approach. We argue that this method
yields a sonic log with an optimal apparent resolution that
is better in spatial and slowness contrast resolution than
that, for instance, estimated from the conventional 1-ft
single resolution subarray method with additionally more
robustness to noise. We have validated the proposed method
using synthetic logs. We have also formulated a QC log to
cross-check the input sonic logs. The QC log can help in
selecting the best shear log between the monopole shear
and the dipole shear, although the best shear selection will
also depend on the targeted petrophysics or geomechanics
applications.

The algorithm has been applied to ¿eld data to obtain
a high-resolution sonic log that is consistent with an even
higher resolution ultrasonic log from an ultrasonic imaging
tool logged in the same well. Our preliminary application
to a geomechanical study shows that a high-quality highresolution sonic log can help to better support operational
decisions, such as landing laterals or staging stimulation
intervals to avoid weak or strong interfaces.
Finally, it is important to point out that the proposed
method remains limited by the physical constraints in the
operating frequency range of a sonic logging device (below
20 kHz). For instance, this method will not be able to resolve
inch-scale lamination. Such a scale can only be detected
by use of a higher-frequency ultrasonic device, which can
resolve the rock heterogeneity and layering anisotropy
often encountered in unconventional reservoirs (Prioul et
al., 2017; Zeroug and Lei, 2017). Sonic measurement from
compressional and shear headwaves can probe deep into the
formation and is not largely affected by near-wellbore rock
property variation in the radial direction, whereas ultrasonic
measurements have their own limitations, such as shallow
reading of the near-wellbore that can be affected by logging
conditions or their inability to yield reliable shear logs in
medium to slow formations. Consequently, we believe
that a multiscale interpretation that combines sonic and
ultrasonic measurements would be an optimal choice to fully
characterize a thinly laminated reservoir.
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NOMENCLATURE

Fig. 13—An illustrative example of building MEM using either
conventional 2-ft resolution sonic logs or the deconvolved high-quality
high-resolution sonic logs. Track 1, gamma ray; Track 2, static Young’s
modulus from 2-ft sonic (blue) and high-resolution sonic logs (orange);
Track 3, static Poisson’s ratio logs from 2-ft sonic logs (blue) and highresolution sonic logs (orange); Track 4, minimum horizontal stresses
from 2-ft sonic logs (blue) and high-resolution sonic logs (orange).
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Abbreviations
DSTC = dispersive slowness-time-coherence
DTCO = compressional slowness, ȝs/ft
DTSH = shear slowness, ȝs/ft
FDTD = ¿nite-difference time domain
GR = gamma ray
HR = high-resolution
MEM = mechanical earth model
MD = measured depth
PR = Poisson’s ratio
QC = quality control
STC = slowness-time-coherence
VPVS = compressional velocity/shear velocity ratio
YME = Young’s modulus, GPa
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Symbols
Sigh =
DN =
GN =
FN(l) =
l=
PNk =
S=

minimum horizontal stress, MPa
N-receiver measured sonic log
N-receiver convolution matrix
N-receiver tool transformation function
length coordinate de¿ned within receiver aperture
Lagrange interpolation function
high-resolution sonic log
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An analytical expression for the average slowness is
obtained by least square regression as given by (Eq. 10 in
Huang et al.),
(A1.4)
On the other hand, with a constant perturbation of ǻs
located between receiver m í 1 and m, from Eq. (1), we can
write the average slowness as
(A1.5)
Evaluation of the integration in Eq. A1.5 yields expression
as
(A1.6)
Consequently, by comparing Eqs. A1.4 and A1.6, we can
derive a1 as
(A1.7)
Substituting the expressions of a1, a2, and a3 into Eq. A1.1,
we can get

APPENDIX 1: DERIVATION OF THE
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION

(A1.8)

Assuming the transformation function is symmetric, we
can write FN(z) as a quadratic function
(A1.1)
where N denotes the number of receivers; l is the length
coordinate de¿ned from to –L/2 to L/2; and L denotes the
tool aperture.
From

we can get
(A1.2)

Considering the symmetry distribution along l = 0 (i.e.,
F(l) = F(–l)), we can see a2 = 0. The last coef¿cient, a1,
is addressed using the approach proposed by Huang et al.
(2015). In Huang et al. (2015), the wave spectrum is assumed
to have a phase delay across the receiver array. Consequently,
considering a case where a constant perturbation of ǻs is
located between receiver m – 1 and m (m = 1, 2,…,N – 1, we
can write the arrival time at each receiver as
(A1.3)
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New 4.75-in. Ultrasonic LWD Technology Provides High-Resolution Caliper and
Imaging in Oil-Based and Water-Based Muds1
Peng Li2, Jonathan Lee2, Richard Coates2, Jing Jin2, and Siong Ming Wong2

ABSTRACT
Imaging technologies from azimuthal logging-whiledrilling (LWD) tools provide valuable insight into borehole
conditions and address multiple drilling and formation
evaluation applications, such as wellbore stability
assessment and fracture and bedding plane analysis.
Although high-resolution images are widely available
for water-based mud (WBM) applications, such as from
azimuthally focused resistivity tools, their availability in
oil-based mud (OBM) applications is limited.
This paper presents a 4.75-in. LWD ultrasonic imaging
tool that provides high-resolution borehole caliper and
reÀection amplitude images, independent of the mud type

used. Analysis of datasets collected by the tool, in OBM
with varying mud weights and under multiple drilling
conditions, demonstrate the suitability of the imaging
technology in boreholes ranging from 5.75- to 6.75-in.
diameter. We present log data and analysis from the ¿eld
tests that illustrate the quality of both the caliper and the
reÀection amplitude measurement provided by the tool.
The comparison of these datasets with wireline
measurements demonstrates the potential for these LWD
ultrasonic logs to be the primary imaging solution in
applications where the deployment of wireline technologies
is either too risky or costly to be considered.

INTRODUCTION

limited, although tools to produce ultrasonic measurements
have been available on wireline from the late 1990s
(Hayman, et al., 1998), and LWD azimuthal density image
tools were introduced in the early 2000s (Ballay et al., 2001).
The resolution of density images is largely limited to the
spacing between the source and the detectors, and, to some
extent, the spacing between the detectors. This is typically
several inches, and therefore, the images are not considered
high resolution. Although LWD ultrasonic caliper tools,
used primarily for compensating other measurements, were
introduced in the early 2000s (Labat, et al., 2002), until
recently, ultrasonic LWD tools capable of generating highresolution borehole caliper and reÀection amplitude images
have not been available.
In this paper, we describe an LWD ultrasonic imaging
tool capable of generating these images in both conductive
WBM, and nonconductive OBM. The tool layout and
principles of operation are described, followed by an
overview of the laboratory testing conducted during tool
development, and ¿nally results from a number of ¿eld trials
are presented and discussed.

The deliverables from ultrasonic LWD tools can
be used to address a wide range of drilling and formation
evaluation challenges in both WBM and OBM. For
example, caliper measurements are used for calculation of
average borehole size to help calculate cement volumes,
as a borehole quality indicator for packer placement, and
for environmental corrections for other LWD sensors.
Borehole ellipse and azimuthal sector images are used for
geomechanics analysis, and high-resolution borehole images
for the identi¿cation of faults and fractures. ReÀection
amplitude uses include formation porosity estimation and
detailed analysis of faults and fractures, and geological and
lithological analyses of bedding planes, laminations, and
determination of stratigraphic dips.
Borehole imaging technologies based on electrical
measurements have been available for conductive WBM on
wireline since the late 1980s (Ekstrom et al., 1987) and early
1990s (Davies et al., 1994). Analogous tools were introduced
for LWD a decade later (Li et al., 2005; Bittar et al., 2009).
Options for imaging in nonconductive OBM were more
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TOOL LAYOUT AND OPERATION
The sensor section of the tool is shown in Fig. 1. It is
composed of four transducers positioned at 90° increments
around the tool body at the same axial location. Every
transducer acts both as a transmitter and as a receiver.
Each transducer only detects and records the echo of the
pulse it generates, and not the echo of pulses emitted by
other transducers. This mode of use is sometimes denoted
“pulse-echo”. During the ¿ring stage, all four transducers
(acting as transmitters) are excited simultaneously. After a
short mute time, all four transducers are activated in parallel
(acting as receivers) to acquire four individual inputs. Four
azimuthally distributed transducers are used to compensate
for tool motion and eccentering. The tool is equipped with
a high-speed digital signal processor (DSP) that analyzes
the four channel raw waveforms, performs ringing removal
and then echo detection. The tool can perform 500 ¿rings
per transducer every second, from which it can acquire
and process 2,000 echoes per second. These elements are
described in more detail below.
Each transducer is composed of a single circular diced
wafer of piezoelectric material, which is diced from the
top surface to about 80% of the thickness (see Fig. 1b).
The top surfaces of all columns are connected electrically
via conductive epoxy, while the bottom surface acts as the
other electrode for the driving voltage to be applied to. This
special dicing feature has the bene¿t of providing high
power, together with the wide bandwidth of the piezoelectric
composite. The design also retains the robustness of a
piezo wafer with a complete bottom surface, and facilitates
epoxy bonding of the bottom surface onto the backing
material, which serves to attenuate the ultrasounds emitting
backwards.
The single-wafer transducer design was chosen in
preference to other possible designs because it provides
stronger driving forces and greater sensitivities. Other

designs, including a ring transducer with multiple concentric
piezo rings allowing a dynamic focusing capability (Morys
et al., 2011) were considered, but the diced wafer proved
preferable due to its higher power with wider bandwidth,
which converts to smaller ring-down noise. A strong signal
with low ring-down is especially important for the tool to
handle logging in heavy mud.
The ultrasonic source pulse is generated by applying
voltage on the piezo transducer, and the ultrasonic pulse
travels through the borehole Àuids, with part of the wave
reÀected from the borehole wall. By analyzing the traveltime
of the pulse wave from transmitting to the echo being received,
the transducer standoff, and therefore borehole radius, can
be derived given the Àuid sound speed. Analysis of the
amplitude of the echo signal enables the reÀection amplitude
of the borehole surface to be derived. The continuous ¿ring
of the pulse signal and receiving of the echo while rotating
enables radius and reÀection amplitude images to be obtained
as functions of azimuth and measured depth.
The pulse-echo transmit-receive operation begins with
the transducer acting as a transmitter, where electrical energy
is applied to the transducer, and through the piezoelectric
effect of the wafer, the electrical energy is converted into
acoustic energy. Then, operating as a receiver, the wafer
senses the reÀected ultrasonic echo and converts the
associated pressure wave back into electrical voltages that
are ultimately digitized. This is our signal of interest, and
the one referred to when we discuss signal/noise ratio (SNR)
below. The digitized voltages also consist of those generated
by ambient acoustic noise, electrical noise from the tool and
others in the bottomhole assembly (BHA), and of residual
ringing of the transducer caused by the ¿ring pulse. Ambient
acoustic noise in the borehole environment decays rapidly
with frequency (Joyce et al., 2001), and electronic noise can
be minimized by best-practice circuit design. However, the
residual ringing of the transducer must be mitigated with
special care.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1—(a) 4.75-in. ultrasonic imaging tool layout, featuring a sensor section composed of four ultrasonic transducers and a communication port.
Stabilizers are recommended on either the battery collar, or the crossover sub or both. (b) A schematic of the diced piezoelectric wafer.
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Simply increasing the drive voltage will generate a
stronger emitted signal but will also induce higher amplitude
ringing. Thus, the resulting SNR may not improve. However,
the unique wafer construction of the transducer is designed
to achieve both strong transmitting power, high sensitivity,
and ensure rapid ringing reduction after ¿ring. Adding a
backing material behind the transducer further attenuates
residual ringing signi¿cantly. Even these steps may not
completely solve the problem, particularly in OBM. These
muds can attenuate the ultrasonic energy by more than 20
dB/in., i.e., an order of magnitude/inch reduction in signal
level in heavy-muds (> 14 lbm/gal). In these circumstances
small amplitude echoes can still be buried under transducer
ringing noise making them dif¿cult to detect and interpret.
We de¿ne the ultrasonic transducer SNR as the peak
amplitude of the echo divided by the amplitude of the
transducer ringing at the echo detection time. The echo
amplitude and detection time are calculated from the
recorded waveforms automatically using a proprietary
method. Each raw waveform measurement is decomposed
in both the time and frequency domains, and then the echo is
extracted through a matching ¿lter, to obtain the associated
traveltime and amplitude. Both the amplitude and time vary
with the standoff of the tool from the borehole wall, and the
transducer ringing decays as a function of time. Hence, the
SNR also varies with echo arrival time, or equivalently with

standoff. A group of echo-signal measurements with varying
standoffs is shown in Fig. 2, illustrating the decay of echo
amplitude with standoff. The amplitude of the transducer
ringing does not vary with standoff, hence its amplitude at
a point in the waveform can be estimated from recordings
corresponding to very large standoffs and very late echo
times.
The resulting SNR for varying standoff is demonstrated
in Fig. 3. The SNR can be seen to degrade as the standoff
increases, although the transducer still achieves more than
10 dB SNR over a large standoff range. In our experience,
with a SNR above 10 dB, the echo can be reliably extracted
automatically.
The transmitter beam pattern was evaluated by placing
the transducer in a ¿xed location and recording it ¿ring
with a calibrated hydrophone moved in a three-dimensional
(3D) grid pattern in front of the transducer. The amplitude
of recording was extracted as indicative of the acoustic
pressure at each point. The displays in Figs. 4a and 4b show
two orthogonal slices through this 3D volume crossing in
front of the center of the transducer. The images show a
well-collimated beam transmission pattern out to at least
2-in. standoff.
Similarly, Figs. 4c and 4d show the sensitivity of
the transducer operating in reception mode. These were
generated using a calibrated source ¿red on a 3D grid in

Fig. 2—Transducer echo measurement with different standoff showing a stable echo and consistent ringing. The ringing amplitude for any time can
be estimated from waveforms corresponding to large standoffs, e.g., the dashed box contains only ringing for standoffs greater than 0.75-in.

Fig. 3—Transducer SNR response with varying standoff. The SNR remains above 10 dB beyond 2-in. standoff.
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front of the transducer. The images show orthogonal slices
that cross in front of the center of the transducer. Again, we
see a well-collimated response. The collimated nature of the
transducer emission and reception patterns are important in
producing high-resolution images over a range of standoffs.
The electronics of the tool are composed of three

subsystems that are illustrated in Fig. 5. These are the
digitization subsystem, the multiple ultrasonic-transceiver
subsystem, and the directional subsystem. The combined
electronics system generates the borehole shape and
reÀection amplitude measurements.

Fig. 4—Transmitter (a) and (b), and receiver (c) and (d) beam pattern in water. The transmitter and receiver beam images are independently
normalized to their respective maximum values. The images illustrate that the transducer has a well-collimated response within a 2-in. distance
(standoff) for both transmission and reception functions.

Fig. 5—Block diagram detailing the electronic subsystems.
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The ultrasonic-transceiver subsystem is composed of
the transmitter ampli¿er, the analog signal conditioning
circuit, and the four ultrasonic transducers. The transmitter
ampli¿er ampli¿es the ¿ring pulse and applies the highvoltage pulse on the transducer. In order to address the
changing attenuation rates of different OBM types and
densities, an adjustable power supply is included in the
transmitter ampli¿er so that a different ¿ring voltage can
be used for different mud weights. A transmitter/receiver
interface circuit is designed to protect the receiver from
high-voltage ¿ring signals during the transmitting phase,
and also to block the transmitter from loading on receiving
paths during the receiving phase. The signal conditioning
circuit takes the received charge signals generated from the
transducer and ampli¿es them to a level that is compatible
with the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Appropriate
¿ltering is also included in the signal conditioning circuit to
remove nonrelevant switching noises from other parts of the
system.
The digital subsystem mainly includes the DSP, the
memory components, and the ADCs. The DSP acts as
the central control, communication, and processing unit
generating the ¿ring reference signals and controlling the
transmitter ampli¿er to enable the ¿ring. In addition, it
synchronizes the ADCs to acquire the reÀected echoes at
the correct echo reÀection time. These echoes are processed
inside the DSP to generate the transducer standoffs and
reÀection amplitude values. Gyros and magnetometers are
used to acquire the tool-face information during tool rotation.
The gyro provides accurate rotational information, and the
result is compensated with the magnetometer measurements
to remove biasing errors. The tool face is synchronized
with the ¿ring pulse to achieve azimuthal standoff and
amplitude measurements. The digital processor combines all
measurements and processed results together to save into the
memory and for transmission to surface.
The accuracy of a conventional wireline mechanical
caliper can be affected by both the limited number of arms
and borehole spiraling conditions. LWD ultrasonic caliper
measurements have the advantage of full-borehole coverage
while the sensor is rotating in the drillstring, and therefore,
the potential to provide more accurate measurements.
However, a number of challenges can affect the accuracy of
LWD ultrasonic caliper measurements.
First, the ultrasonic measurement generates a standoff
measurement, which represents the distance between
the face of the transducer wafer to the borehole wall, and
therefore, is not a direct measurement of borehole diameter.
The standoff at multiple orientations together with the tool
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size are needed to produce a diameter measurement. To
minimize the radial motion (eccentering) of the tool we use
an undergauge stabilizer, which is a short metal sleeve that
is secured over the BHA having an outside diameter (OD)
equal to, or a little smaller than the bit size. Consequently,
the undergauge stabilizer is slightly smaller than the borehole
(hence its name) and serves to minimize, but not eliminate
the amount of eccentering the tool experiences.
Second, if the transducer is in too close proximity to
the borehole wall, the reÀected echo will be hidden beneath
the highest amplitude transducer ringing described earlier.
To avoid this, and mechanical damage caused by transducers
impacting the borehole wall, all four transducers are recessed
slightly from the tool’s outer diameter. This helps guarantee
the minimum standoff required by a pulse-echo measurement
and alleviate transducer wear and damage problems.
A ¿nal step is real-time ringing removal. This is
facilitated by the large amount of memory incorporated
in the downhole electronics to store the raw waveform
measurement. The transducer ringing components of
the waveforms are identi¿ed and extracted from the raw
waveforms in real time using a proprietary algorithm
that identi¿es invariant portions of the waveforms over
an ensemble of multiple ¿rings and subtracts them from
adjacent waveforms. Note the ringing may vary with the
temperature and pressure experienced by the transducer. To
minimize this effect, the estimation of transducer ringing is
updated periodically during the drilling run.
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the implemented ringing
removal. Figure 6a shows raw waveforms for a full rotation of
the tool plotted as a two-dimensional (2D) azimuthal image.
The horizontal axis is the azimuthal angle of the acquired
waveform, and the vertical axis indicates the traveltime in
microseconds. The amplitude of the waveform is illustrated
with a variable density grayscale, with brightness and
darkness indicating larger and smaller values, respectively.
The heavy black and white stripes in the lower part of Fig. 6a
indicate the transducer ringing. The wavelets with variable
arrival times in the middle of the displays are the echoes.
The varying reÀection times result from tool motion and the
deviation of the borehole cross-section from circularity. Note
the ringing and echo possess similar frequency content, and
the ringing component extends to 60 ȝsec. Figure 6b shows
the same 2D azimuthal image with the ringing removed. This
¿gure only shows the effect of ringing removal; the ringing
itself is typically estimated from a much larger ensemble of
data. After removal of the ringing it is much easier to extract
the echo signal.
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Fig. 6—Transducer ringing removal shown using a variable density display. (a) Raw waveform data from one transducer for one complete rotation of
the tool, and (b) the data after transducer ring removal.

In a nonstabilized or poorly-stabilized con¿guration,
tool-body movement during the caliper measurement can
be detrimental to the standoff, and corresponding calculated
borehole diameter. This is illustrated in Fig. 7a where a 4.75in. tool is depicted in a 7-in. borehole with enlargement. The
center of the tool body is following a circular motion (the
motion trajectory shown in red) during the tool rotation. In

this example, the circular motion is off-center with respect
to the borehole center, and the tool traverses the trajectory
shown in red at the same rate as the tool rotates. As a result,
the transducer sees a reduced standoff throughout a full
rotation and the generated caliper result (in green) shows the
effect of the motion on the caliper measurement (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 7—Schematic representation of the use of multiple azimuthally distributed transducers for tool-motion correction. In this example (a) shows a
single transducer (blue dot) mounted on the circumference of a tool (black) whose center traverses a path shown in red as the tool (and transducer)
rotates through 360°. (b) Without compensating for tool motion, the inverted borehole shape (green) is systematically smaller than the true borehole
(blue). (c) Adding additional transducers distributed azimuthally allows for (d) a more accurate inversion of the borehole shape (green) shown.
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The
four
identical
transducers,
distributed
circumferentially at 90° intervals, allow us to compensate
for the tool motion, shown in Figs. 7c and 7d. The motioncorrection algorithm relies on the fact that at any given
moment standoffs are measured on opposing sides of the
borehole and along orthogonal axes. Thus, if the tool is
displaced to one side (as in Fig. 7), it is manifest in the
raw data as a decreased standoff for one transducer and a
corresponding increased standoff for the transducer on the
opposite side of the tool. The algorithm uses the fact that
the tool measures echo times (borehole standoff) in four
orthogonal angles as it rotates. It begins by calculating an
approximate borehole shape from these measurements and
the associated recorded rotation angles. The tool motion
is then calculated by minimizing the difference between
measured and modeled echo times by adjusting the assumed
tool location for each ¿ring using a least-squared cost
function. A re¿ned borehole shape can then be calculated.
This removes the requirement for an assumed borehole
shape, e.g., circular or elliptical, which is a feature of some
borehole-shape algorithms.
The speed of sound in mud is an input into the borehole
diameter and shape calculation. The mud speed is known to
depend upon mud composition, temperature, and pressure.
We use two steps to determine the appropriate speed. First,
a casing calibration is performed where the ratio of the
known internal casing diameter to the measured echo time
is used to calculate the speed of sound in the mud. Second,
an environmental correction to that speed is applied, based
on temperature and pressure changes to account for varying
downhole conditions.
A big challenge in obtaining a continuous highresolution image is the downhole system’s computational
power and memory space. High-resolution images require
an uninterrupted, rapid ¿ring rate and high-density data
throughput on the downhole electrical system. With a
limitation on downhole memory size, the downhole computer
may not have the capacity to save all the raw waveforms for
surface post-processing when long drilling or logging runs
are anticipated. To overcome this challenge, the downhole
computer processes all the raw waveforms in real time and
saves the traveltime and reÀection amplitude results.
LABORATORY DETECTION AND RESOLUTION
QUANTIFICATION
The detection and resolution capabilities of the
transducers are important system characteristics. Detection
refers to the smallest size and magnitude of an isolated
feature that can be seen. Resolution refers to the smallest
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distance between adjacent features that allows them to be
discriminated. To investigate these transducer characteristics
the 2D scanning system, shown in Fig. 8, was constructed in
the laboratory to evaluate the transducer’s ability to generate
images from various features.

Fig. 8—A schematic representation of the transducer imaging scanning
system used for the initial laboratory testing setup. The transducer (red)
can scan in a horizontal plane using two orthogonal stepper motors
above the target, all immersed in Àuid. The height of the transducer
above the target may also be adjusted.

A target sample was placed at the bottom of a Àuid-¿lled
tank. The transducer was mounted on a slider frame driven by
two stepper motors operating in orthogonal directions. This
enabled motion in the horizontal plane above the sample. A
data acquisition system controls the motor drivers to drive
the stepper motors, controls the driving circuit to generate a
¿ring pulse, and interfaces with the preampli¿er and signal
conditioning circuit to acquire the echo after the ¿ring pulse.
A number of tests were conducted on samples designed
to evaluate the transducer’s ability to identify individual
features (detection) and its ability to distinguish the
separation between two closely spaced features (resolution).
The ¿rst test was designed to study detection. The target
was an acrylic block drilled with holes of different diameter
and depth. Each hole was suf¿ciently separated from the
others so as not to interfere with each other. The size and
pattern of the holes drilled in the acrylic sample are shown
in Fig. 9a.
The raw amplitude image created from the transducer
moving over the sample at a standoff of 0.5 in. is shown in
Fig. 9b, and demonstrates that under the test conditions the
transducer detects all the holes, including the two with 0.1in. diameters and depths of 0.1 and 0.2 in. Note, that while
all the holes were detected there is no simple relationship
between the amplitude of the ultrasonic image and the
diameter and depth of the holes.
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Fig. 9—(a) Schematic of the acrylic test sample, and (b) ultrasonic
image used to evaluate feature detection. The targets were holes of
varying diameter (0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5 in) and depth (0.1 and 0.2 in).

The second test was conducted to assess the ability of
the transducer to distinguish two closely situated features
as separate objects (resolution). Again, an acrylic block was
used with parallel slots engraved in the surface with varying
distance between them, as illustrated in Fig. 10a. Four pairs
of thin cuts of 0.1-in. width and 0.1-in. depth were engraved
closely together, with distances of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in.
between each pair. Each pair was separated suf¿ciently to
ensure there was no interference between pairs.
The 2D scanning equipment and procedure used were the
same as for the ¿rst test. The raw image results are shown in
Fig. 10b. The image shows that under the test conditions (in
water, with a standoff of 0.5 in.), the transducer resolved a
separation between the 0.1-in. wide cuts when the separation
between members of the pair was  0.3 in., but not when the
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Fig. 10—(a) The schematic of grooves of 0.1-in. depth and 0.1-in width
engraved in pairs in the surface of an acrylic block. The grooves were
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 in. apart. Each pair was suf¿ciently separated from
the next that there was no acoustic interference. (b) The ultrasonic
image result from scanning the transducer in a 2D plane above the
target with a standoff of 0.5 in.

separation was  0.2 in.
A third test was conducted to simulate the transducer
response to Àuid-¿lled fractures. A cement brick broken
through its complete thickness was used to mimic a fracture.
The two halves of the brick were positioned at varying
separations from one another to simulate different fracture
widths, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The test was performed in
water with a 2-in. standoff. The dashed green boxes in the
upper row shows the approximate area covered in the middle
and lower images. The gradient in the traveltime image
reÀects slight misalignment between the scanner plane and
the brick surface.
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Fig. 11—Cement-block fracture imaging with a 2-in. standoff. The upper row shows photographs of the cement block with varying fracture apertures;
the middle row shows the reÀection amplitude image; and the lower row shows the standoff image obtained from echo times.

The raw amplitude image clearly detects all the
fractures, including the 0.1–in. aperture fracture. Note the
standoff image is less sensitive, with the 0.4-in. aperture
fracture detectable, the 0.2-in. fracture marginal, and the
0.1-in. fracture almost undetectable. Although the fracture
with a 0.1-in. aperture is clearly seen in the 2-in. standoff
image, it is more clearly resolved when the experiment was
repeated in water with a standoff of 0.5 in. (Fig.12). The
dashed green box in the upper image shows the approximate
area covered in the lower images, and again the gradient in
the traveltime image reÀects slight misalignment between
the scanner plane and the brick surface.
Both Figs. 11 and 12 show that the transducer standoff
image obtained from the echo traveltimes is less sensitive
to small fractures than the amplitude image. This can be
explained with reference to Fig. 4, where we see that a
signal integrates contributions from a ¿nite area of the target
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illuminated by the beam. Thus, the echo time is controlled
by the earlier portions of the signal reÀected from either
side of the fracture but within the beam illumination, while
the amplitude is more affected by destructive interference
between the reÀections from inside and outside the fracture.
Therefore, traveltime, and hence, the standoff image, is less
sensitive than the amplitude image to small features on the
borehole surface. Conversely, the borehole rugosity has
a greater impact on the echo amplitudes when the surface
roughness is comparable to the ultrasonic wavelength.
Having veri¿ed transducer performance under the
limited test conditions offered by the 2D setup, a 3D rotating
apparatus was constructed to evaluate the transducer’s
azimuthal measurements. In order to simulate downhole
conditions as closely as possible, the 3D system setup
included four transducers and the downhole electronics as
part of the hardware, as illustrated in Fig. 13.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12—Cement block fracture imaging with 0.5-in. standoff. (a) A photograph of the cement block with 0.1-in. fracture aperture. The lower row shows
the standoff image determined from (b) the echo times, and (c) the reÀection amplitude image.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13—The 3D rotating laboratory equipment for system-level veri¿cation. This setup tested the transducers integrated with the downhole
electronics. Figure 13b shows an enlargement of a cross section of the transducer assembly (top); two of the target blocks in the dashed-green box,
hand-engraved with the letters “HAL” (middle) and a photograph of the test assembly from above (bottom).
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In the 3D setup, two-axial rotational movements are
controlled by two stepper motors, and the z-axis motion
is controlled by a linear driver. The four transducers were
mounted on a head that could be immersed in the drilling
Àuid containers. In the same way that the combined tool
would operate downhole, the setup was directly controlled
by the downhole electronics, with synchronized ¿rings and
directional measurements being obtained. The test samples
used were six concrete bricks, two of which had the letters
“HAL” hand-engraved on them.
Figure 14 shows the reÀection amplitude images from
the rotating test, conducted in water for the individual
transducers without compensating for the azimuthal position
of the transducers. Thus, each image is rotated by 90° from
its adjacent image, reÀecting the fact the transducers were
located at 90° increments around the assembly. Note that
towards the edge of the bricks, specular reÀection is not
detected by the transmitter.
The laboratory testing described, and further testing
discussed by Li et al. (2019), veri¿ed the potential for the
combined four-transducer con¿guration to provide caliper
measurements and generate traveltime and reÀection

amplitude images in both WBM and OBM. The transducers
were incorporated into two 4.75-in. collars, and prepared for
¿eld trials.
FIELD TEST COMPARISON WITH WIRELINE
TECHNOLOGIES, DIFFERENT LOGGING
PARAMETERS AND MUD WEIGHTS
A ¿eld test of the tool was conducted at a test rig in
Cameron, Texas, USA. For the ¿rst trial run, one tool with
a 0.25-in. undergauge stabilizer was placed within a BHA
comprising a 6.25-in. bit, a 4.75-in. mud motor, a 4.75-in.
pressure-while-drilling (PWD) sub, a measurement-whiledrilling (MWD) tool, and gamma-ray sensors. The well
plan involved logging through a 9.625-in. casing shoe set
at 1,290 ft measured depth (MD) and 12.25-in. rathole to
1,380 ft MD and drilling a new borehole while building
from vertical with a 10°/100 ft dogleg to an inclination of
45°. This allowed evaluation of images in both vertical and
deviated sections. The ¿rst section was drilled using 9.5lbm/gal OBM. The logged section allowed for assessment of
sensor performance within a number of different formations,

Fig. 14—ReÀection amplitude image of the six target bricks for one complete rotation of the 3D rotating apparatus. Each row corresponds to data
from a single transducer. Note the dark vertical stripes are the gaps between the bricks where no reÀection was detected. The dashed-green boxes
highlight the location of the two bricks containing the hand-engraved letters “HAL”.
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as shown in Fig. 15. Average drilling rate of penetration
(ROP) was 60 ft/hr, with string rotation maintained at 40
rev/min (RPM).

Fig. 15—The well inclination and major formation tops (based upon
offset vertical well gamma-ray log correlation) for Well 1. The formation
above the Eagle Ford Shale is the Austin Chalk. The vertical and
deviated sections of the well are shown.

After landing the well at 45° at 2,669 ft MD, and
having acquired 1,289 ft of while-drilling data, the drilling
assembly was pulled out of hole, and two wireline runs were
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performed to collect high-resolution ultrasonic imaging
and pipe-conveyed 6-arm multi¿nger caliper data. Both
datasets were evaluated to identify zones of interest over
which a series of wipe runs was performed using the 4.75in. ultrasonic imaging tool.
Comparison of LWD caliper with the average caliper
(obtained from the mean value from each arm) and maximum
caliper (obtained from the maximum value of 180° separated
pairs of arms) from the multi¿nger caliper tool showed
excellent correlation throughout the drilled section (Fig. 16).
The caliper data from both LWD and wireline show that the
borehole is slightly overgauge for the majority of the drilling
run. Separation between the LWD caliper and the wireline
caliper in deviated sections is attributed to the wireline tool
not being perfectly centralized within the borehole (Li et al.,
2019).
The wireline data also identi¿ed a zone of interest
between 1,360 and 1,420 ft MD, interpreted as fractures
within the Austin Chalk formation. The log example shown
in Fig. 17 compares the ultrasonic imaging data from the
wireline run with the corresponding reÀection amplitude and
radius data from the LWD drilling run over a short section of
the zone of interest. In general, the images show agreement,
with the reÀection amplitude images showing more detail
than the caliper images, and the LWD images showing a
little more detail than the wireline images. The interpreted
fractures, highlighted in the green box on the LWD amplitude
image, are most prominent on the amplitude images, but are
also visible on the radius images. However, there is one
signi¿cant difference; a vertical feature to the left of center
of both the wireline caliper, and more clearly, the wireline
amplitude images. This corresponds to a gouge or scratch in
the borehole wall of at least 20-ft length, which we believe
was caused by the wireline itself or one of the centralizers
required for the wireline ultrasonic tool. Obviously, this
feature is not present on the LWD data, which were recorded
as the borehole was drilled.
Figure 18 shows a further comparison of the wireline
and the LWD images in the Eagle Ford Shale and Buda
Limestone formations. Again, both sets of images have much
in common, this time illustrating borehole characteristic of
drilling with a bent mud motor. The amplitude images show
more contrast than the caliper images with the LWD caliper
images showing more details than the wireline. As in the
previous image, a wireline gouge can be seen in the top-right
corner of the wireline amplitude image.
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Fig. 16—Comparison of LWD caliper and wireline 6-arm caliper data. The left track shows the well trajectory. The center track shows the LWD
ultrasonic caliper data (blue), the 6-arm wireline average caliper (red) and maximum caliper (black). The right track shows details of the caliper in the
near-vertical (top) and deviated (bottom) well sections.

Fig. 17—Log section comparing wireline data with LWD over a short section within the Austin Chalk formation. Track 2, wireline radius image; Track
3, LWD radius image; Track 4, wireline reÀection amplitude image; Track 5, LWD reÀection amplitude image. The radius images are on the same color
scale, but the amplitude images have been independently scaled. Two fractures are shown in green in Track 5.
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Fig. 18—Log section comparing radius and reÀection amplitude images from wireline data with LWD within the Eagle Ford Shale and Buda Limestone
formations. Borehole spiraling is observed in each of the images. The radius images are on the same color scale, but the amplitude images have
been independently scaled.

The fractures within the Austin Chalk formation were
then logged multiple times in wipe mode by the LWD tool
within the BHA while tripping in hole (denoted as TI)
with varying logging speeds and drillstring RPM with 9.5lbm/gal OBM. The use of different combinations of ROP
and RPM during the wipe runs allows us to evaluate the
inÀuence of each on image quality. The relevance of logging
speed and drillstring rotation to image quality is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 19. Rapid rotation and slow penetration

have the potential to produce ¿ner axial resolution than
slower rotation and faster penetration. Thus, the ratio ROP/
RPM is the critical parameter.
Table 1 shows the parameters for each logging pass.
Note, that from these passes the highest data density
(measured in total samples/ft) is obtained with the slowest
logging speed (the tool ¿res at a constant 500 samples/
transducer/sec), in this case 30 ft/hr. However, the best axial
resolution is expected from a logging speed of 59 ft/hr and
160 RPM due to the resulting low ROP/RPM ratio.
Table 1—Logging Conditions for Wipe Passes Between 1,370 and
1,450 ft While Tripping in Hole (TI) With 9.5-lbm/gal OBM

Fig. 19—Schematic illustration of the effect of varying the ratio ROP/
RPM on potential axial resolution of images for a single transducer.
For slow penetration and rapid rotation, the transducer moves only a
small distance axially during each rotation. For rapid penetration or slow
rotation, the transducer moves a long distance axially for each rotation.
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Figure 20 illustrates the high-resolution reÀection
amplitude (a) and radius (b) images from the eight wipe
passes. Despite the wide range of logging speed and RPM
combinations, the notable fracture features observed around
1,390 ft are clearly visible for each wipe pass. The images in

Fig. 20 con¿rm the predictions shown in Table 1. The nearvertical feature below the fractures, believed to be a gouge
mark from the wireline tools, appears progressively less
prominent from left to right, suggesting the feature is being
eroded by each wipe pass.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 20—ReÀection amplitude images (a) and radius images (b) from the wipe passes between 1,370 and 1,450 ft while tripping in hole with 9.5lbm/gal OBM. The logging speed and string rotation, and the ratio of penetration to rotation rate (ROP/RPM) are listed for each example with the
lowest and highest, corresponding to the best and worst axial resolution, highlighted in green and red, respectively. The approximate locations of the
fractures are shown by the green lines in the top-left panel.
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Having completed the wipe passes with 9.5-lbm/gal
OBM mud, the well was then displaced to 11.5-lbm/gal
OBM and a sequence of wipe runs over the same section of
interest was performed while tripping out of hole (denoted as
TO) in order to evaluate the impact of different mud weights
on the images. The logging conditions for the trip-out wipe
passes are shown in Table 2.
In Fig. 21, the reÀection amplitude (a) and radius (b)
image wipe pass plots with 11.5-lbm/gal mud weight again
show the highest data density plots occur when the logging
speed is slowest (TO1), with a logging speed of 30 ft/hr and
string rotation of 40 RPM, and the smallest axial resolution
seen during the TO10 pass with a logging speed of 59 ft/hr
and 160 RPM string rotation. The fractures within the Austin
Chalk are identi¿able on all of the reÀection amplitude and
radius images.

Table 2—Logging Conditions for Wipe Passes Between 1,370 and
1,450 ft While Tripping Out of Hole (TO) With 11.5-lbm/gal OBM

(a)

(b)

Fig. 21—ReÀection amplitude images (a) and radius images (b) from the wipe passes between 1,370 and 1,450 ft while tripping out of hole with
11.5-lbm/gal OBM. The logging speed and string rotation, and the ratio of penetration to rotation rate (ROP/RPM) are listed for each example with the
lowest and highest, corresponding to the best and worst axial resolution, highlighted in green and red, respectively. The approximate locations of the
fractures are shown by the green lines in the top-left panel.
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The drilling data from the 4.75-in. ultrasonic imaging
tool showed excellent correlation with both the caliper
measurements from the wireline multi¿nger caliper, and the
radius and reÀection amplitude images from the wireline
high-resolution OBM imaging tool. The impact of logging
speed and string rotation variations on LWD image quality
was assessed and highlighted how the ROP/RPM ratio
determines the axial resolution of the images. Assessment
of image quality in different mud weights was made, with
high-resolution images obtained in both 9.5- and 11.5-lbm/
gal OBM.

FIELD TEST TO DETERMINE IMPORTANCE OF
STABILIZATION IN VERTICAL WELL
For the second trial run, a 6.125-in. vertical well
was drilled with 9.5-lbm/gal OBM off the same primary
wellbore used for Well 1 (open hole drilled from below the
same 9.625-in. casing shoe). The main objective of the run
was to evaluate the impact of decentralization of the tool
in a vertical well on the quality of the images. Two 4.75-in
tools were included in the BHA, one tool with a 0.125-in.
undergauge stabilizer, i.e., with OD of 6 in., and the second
tool without any stabilization. The vertical well also allowed
for assessment of both borehole caliper and image quality
through a wide range of formations, as shown in Fig. 22,
which highlights the major formations through which the
tools were logged.
The 256-sector reÀection amplitude images shown in
Fig. 23 are from a section of the Austin Chalk formation.
In Fig. 23a the image on the left is from the nonstabilized
tool, and shows signi¿cant “blurring” compared to the
image on the right from the stabilized tool. The images from
both tools clearly show striations believed to be caused by
a section of the mud motor, shown in Fig. 23b. The dark
areas on the nonstabilized tool image from 1,428 to 1,444
ft and from 1,452 to 1469 ft, indicate that there was greater
standoff, resulting from eccentricity. For reference, each of
the circular features on the kickpad is 0.605 in. in diameter.
The vertical well ¿eld trial illustrated the importance of
stabilizing the 4.75-in. ultrasonic imaging tool in order to
minimize the impact of decentralization on the image quality
in OBM. High-resolution radius and reÀection amplitude
images were collected through multiple formations, allowing
future assessment of fractures and bedding features in shale,
limestone, and sandstone formations.
FIELD TEST TO EVALUATE IMAGES IN HIGHANGLE WELL
A third trial well was drilled with 9.5-lbm/gal OBM,
building from vertical to horizontal in order to assess both
caliper measurements and image quality in a high-angle
wellbore. As with Well 2, the wellbore was drilled from
below the same 9.625-in. casing shoe as Well 1. The hole
was drilled with a mud motor, and a fully stabilized tool was
run with 0.125-in. undergauge stabilizers placed directly
above and below the tool to minimize decentralization and
its potential impact on image quality.

Fig. 22—Well 2 inclination and major formation tops based upon offset
vertical well gamma-ray correlation.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 23—(a) A comparison of the amplitude images from nonstabilized tool (left) that shows “blurring” and the stabilized tool (right) that shows higher
resolution. The vertical striations on the images, highlighted within the dashed-green box, are attributed to gouges made by the kickpad of the mud
motor (b).

The fractures observed within the Austin Chalk
formation on Well 1 and 2 were again identi¿ed on both the
high-resolution, 540-sector radius and reÀection amplitude
images, shown in Fig. 24. The log section also identi¿es
a zone of borehole washout from 1,420 to 1,432 ft, as
illustrated by the average borehole size plot (Tracks 4 and 5)
and the 3D borehole pro¿les (Tracks 6 and 7). The reÀection
amplitude image also shows the same striations believed to
be caused by a section of the mud motor that were observed
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over the same section in Well 2.
A high-angle section (approximately 80° inclination) of
the log within the Rodessa Limestone formation is shown in
Fig. 25. Thin laminations, with dip and strike corresponding
to the bedding, are clearly visible on the reÀection amplitude
image, despite the presence of eccentricity and associated
large standoff, represented by the dark shading on the radius
image.
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Fig. 24—Log section: Track 1, gamma ray; Track 2, reÀection amplitude and radius images; Track 3, potato plots; Track 4, average caliper. Tracks 5
to 8, 3D borehole pro¿le plots across a fracture and borehole washout zone within the Austin Chalk formation.

Fig. 25—Log section showing: Track 1, gamma ray; Track 2, reÀection amplitude and radius images; Track 3, potato plots; Track 4, average caliper;
Tracks 5 to 8, 3D borehole pro¿le plots within an 80° inclination section of the Rodessa Limestone formation.

Bedding features are also visible on the reÀection
amplitude image taken from a section where the borehole
inclination was 87° (Fig. 26). The dark features on both the
reÀection amplitude and radius images between 3,754 and
3,757 ft are caused by the kickpad on the mud motor at the
start of a slide section to drop angle.
The wellbore enabled assessment of both borehole caliper
and images in vertical, build, and near-horizontal borehole
sections using OBM. The borehole caliper, radius images,
and 3D borehole pro¿le plots created from the traveltime
measurements identi¿ed zones of borehole enlargement, and
the high-resolution reÀection amplitude images identi¿ed
fractures and bedding features within multiple formations.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a 4.75-in. LWD ultrasonic imaging
tool with four transducers arranged at uniform azimuthal
spacings. We demonstrate how the tool’s hardware design
and advanced algorithms can compensate for the systematic
errors introduced into the caliper and reÀection amplitude
images by tool center motion. We describe the laboratory
testing performed on the transducers using both 2D and 3D
apparatus, and measure the potential detection and resolution
capabilities of the tool.
Three ¿eld tests demonstrate the impact of poor
stabilization on both caliper and reÀection amplitude
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Fig. 26—Log section showing: Track 1, gamma ray; Track 2, reÀection amplitude and radius images; Track 3, potato plots; Track 4, average caliper;
Tracks 5 to 8, 3D borehole pro¿le plots within a near-horizontal section of the Rodessa Limestone. The section highlighted inside the dashed green
boxes represents a slide section to drop inclination where tool marks related to the kickpad of the mud motor are observed at 3,754 ft on the top of
the borehole on the amplitude image. The start of the slide sections corresponds to a slight increase in borehole diameter.

images that leads to a recommendation that this tool should
be centralized within the borehole using stabilizers with
outside diameters that are 0.125-in. smaller than the nominal
borehole size, i.e., 0.125-in. undergauge. Comparison of
images acquired at different logging and drillstring rotation
speeds shows that the resolution of the radius and reÀection
amplitude images were comparable over a wide range of
conditions, although some improvements were seen at low
values of the ratio of ROP to RPM, consistent with theory.
The three ¿eld tests also demonstrate that the tool is
able to produce high-resolution images in both vertical and
horizontal borehole sections. From these images we are able
to identify fractures, bedding features, and drilling-induced
features in multiple formations. The excellent correlation of
these results with those from analogous wireline ultrasonic
imaging and 6-arm caliper technologies highlights the
potential for the 4.75-in. LWD ultrasonic imaging tool to be
the primary logging solution in wellbores where the use of
wireline may be either risky or costly.
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Deducing Electrical Permittivity of Formations From LWD Resistivity Measurements1
Stein Ottar Stalheim2

ABSTRACT
The electrical permittivity (İ) of rock has been
measured and applied in petrophysical evaluation for
decades. With the new-generation tools the popularity and
application of İ has increased in the past years. One of
the advances of the new-generation tools is measurement
of İ at multiple frequencies (f), also known as dispersive
permittivity (İ(f)). Drawbacks with these tools are that they
respond to the invaded zone and the data must be acquired
on wireline and therefore is not always accessible.
Logging-while-drilling (LWD) propagation resistivity
records the phase shift and attenuation between two
receivers and responds differently to electromagnetic
rock properties (resistivity, permittivity and permeability).
The characteristic of the phase shift and the amplitude
decay can therefore, under given conditions, be used to
extract both electrical permittivity and resistivity from the
measurements.
The purpose with this paper is to show that electrical
permittivity and its dispersion can be extracted from

INTRODUCTION
This paper unveils that information about electrical
permittivity is hidden in LWD resistivity measurements that
can be extracted and used.
Electromagnetic properties of a formation determine its
response to an electromagnetic (EM) ¿eld. Electromagnetic
properties are electrical conductivity (ı), magnetic
permeability (ȝ.ȝ0) and electrical permittivity (İ.İ0). ı, ȝ,
ȝ0, İ, and İ0 will be explained. Electrical conductivity, ı
(inverse of resistivity) is the measure of a formation’s ability
to conduct electric current. ı is heavily related to the amount
of saline water (free charges) in a formation and is a key
input for calculation of formation water saturation, e.g., by
use of Archie’s equation. Relative magnetic permeability,

LWD resistivities. The work is motivated by the fact
that information about İ and İ(f) is hidden in the LWD
resistivities, so why not extract it and use it? The
permittivity can be used in the petrophysical evaluation, it
is acquired in real time and can be used to identify bypassed
zones, as geological marker and for geosteering. The LWD
resistivity accuracy will also be improved by replacing the
empirical-based assumption about İ with the more correct
value on İ in the LWD processing. This improvement in
accuracy of LWD resistivity will be signi¿cant in rocks
with large permittivity, e.g., organic-rich source rocks.
This paper applies classical electromagnetic theory and
shows how to extract permittivity from LWD resistivity.
Examples are illustrated based on results from different
LWD tools. The examples show that LWD permittivity
and its dispersion ¿t very well with data from commercial
wireline tools. Limitations of the presented techniques and
further application of LWD permittivity and dispersion
will be discussed.

ȝ, is the measure of the magnetization of a formation and
ȝ0 is free-space magnetic permeability. Since magnetic
materials are rarely found in oil and gas reservoirs, ȝ is
usually assumed to be unity and independent of formation
properties (Jackson and Hagiwara, 1998; Shen, 2002).
Relative electrical permittivity, İ, is the measure of the
electrical polarizability of a formation and is the prominent
characteristic of dielectric substance. İ0 is free-space
electrical permittivity. Due to strong polarization of watermolecules compared with other substances in a formation, İ
is strongly related to amount of water in the formation and
can be used to calculate formation water saturation, e.g.,
by use of the CRIM that will be explained later. This paper
focus on electrical permittivity.
Electrical permittivity of rocks has been measured and
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applied in petrophysical evaluation for decades (Rabinovich
and Liu, 2015). Permittivity measurements and interpretation
were introduced in the 1980s but were not widely recognized
due to measurement limitations and moderate accuracy. With
the new-generation dielectric tools, presented by Hizem et al.
(2008), the popularity and applications of İ have increased
in the past few years. One of the revolutionary advances of
the new-generation tools is the measurement of İ at multiple
frequencies (f) from MHz to GHz, also known as dispersive
permittivity (İ (f)). There are many published papers that
show applications of such data, such as pore-Àuid analysis
including water saturation calculation, matrix analysis, like
Archie m, and shaly sand evaluation including clay volume
calculations (Seleznev et al., 2006; Hizem et al., 2008; Josh
et al., 2009; Wang and Poppitt, 2013). The limitation of the
dielectric tools is that they respond to the invaded zone (a
few centimeters into the formation), and the data must be
acquired on wireline and therefore are not always accessible.
Over the past several decades there have been
papers showing algorithms that extract permittivity from
conventional logging tools, such as wireline induction
resistivity (Wang and Poppitt, 2013) and logging-whiledrilling (LWD) resistivity tools (Jackson and Hagiwara,
1998; Wu et al., 1999, Haugland, 2001; Anderson et al.,
2007). The goal of these algorithms is to increase the
accuracy of the processed resistivity. Only one paper that
shows use of permittivity extracted from LWD resistivity is
found (Wang and Poppitt, 2013). Wang and Poppitt (2013)

present dielectric-dispersion data extracted from wireline
induction resistivity and LWD resistivity and show that the
data match very well with dielectric-dispersion data from
a multifrequency wireline dielectric tool. The dielectric
processing from the induction and LWD resistivity was
performed by both Schlumberger and Halliburton. The
strength with these approaches is that the processed İ
normally represents noninvaded formation.
This paper will focus on LWD resistivity. LWD
resistivity tools record the phase shift and amplitude decay
between two receivers. The tools have multiple sets of
receivers and operate at two or three frequencies. For each
frequency and for each transmitter-to-receiver spacing
(TRS), a set with phase resistivity (Rp) and amplitude
resistivity (Ra) is generated (Bittar et al. 1993). Rp and Ra
are independent measurements. The characteristics of Rp and
Ra depend on the electromagnetic properties of the medium,
which, in practice, are resistivity and permittivity when ȝ is
unity. Resistivity and permittivity can therefore, in principle,
be simultaneously inverted from phase and amplitude
measurements, although this is not common practice when
generating LWD resistivity.
When generating LWD resistivity it is common practice
to assume a small impact of electrical permittivity, and
empirically derived resistivity-dependent permittivity is
used in the processing (Anderson et al., 2007; Wang and
Poppitt, 2013). Figure 1 shows the models applied by
different service providers.

Fig. 1—Dielectric assumptions used by several service providers (Wang and Poppitt, 2013).
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If the assumption given by Fig. 1 does not represent the
permittivity of rock being measured, it introduces systematic
error in generated Rp and Ra (Rodney and Wisler, 1986;
Bittar et al., 1993; Wu et al., 1999; Shen, 2002; Anderson et
al., 2007). This is known as the dielectric effect. The error
is most pronounced in high-resistivity zones, and Ra is more
sensitive to İ compared with Rp (Bittar et al., 1993; Wu et
al., 1999; Anderson et al. 2007). It is shown that the error
can be signi¿cant with Ra above 10 ȍ-m and with Rp above
100 ȍ-m (Clark et al., 1988; Wu et al., 1999; Shen, 2002,).
Aiming to reduce the dielectric effect on Rp and Ra, a couple
of algorithms that simultaneously invert out both resistivity
and permittivity have been developed. Jackson and Hagiwara
(1998) present an algorithm that simultaneously corrects for
both dielectric and anisotropic effects on resistivity. Wu et
al. (1999) present a crossplot of computed phase shifts and
amplitude decays for a homogeneous medium with different
dielectric constants and resistivity values (look-up table).
Haugland (2001) presents an algorithm for the Halliburton
Path¿nder tool and Anderson et al. (2007) presented an
algorithm for the Schlumberger ARC tool. All presented
algorithms use raw measurements of phase shift and
attenuation as inputs to an inversion process together with
detailed knowledge about the complexity of tool physics
(tool and antenna geometry, tool calibration, environment
correction, borehole correction, skin correction, correction
for geometrical scattering) (Clark et al., 1988 and 1990).
Lacking this information, the presented algorithms are
dif¿cult for the customer of LWD resistivity data to use.
In contrast to the work by Jackson and Hagiwara (1998),
Wu et al. (1999), Haugland (2001) and Anderson et al. (2007)
this paper proposes an alternative and simpler approach based
on classical electromagnetic theory. The LWD amplitude
and phase measurements are assumed to be of high accuracy,
and that most of the processing algorithms that are in use
are based on industry standards, except for the choice of
electrical permittivity. The processed answer products of
Rp and Ra are assumed to be of high quality. This was also
concluded by Shen (2002) who compares various LWD
codes from different LWD vendors. The relation between
Rp, Ra and the LWD amplitude and phase measurements
is described by the electromagnetic-wave properties. For
electromagnetic plane waves all corresponding wave
properties can be derived from the wavenumber. For an
isotropic formation (electromagnetic properties are scalar)
the wavenumber, kը is

The hat, ࡂ , represents a complex number, Ȧ is angular
frequency, i is the pure imaginary number ¥-1, and kr and
ki are the real and imaginary part of kը , respectively. An
expression for ı and İ is found by decomposing kը (Eq. 1)
into its real and imaginary parts
(2)

(3)
and solved with respect to ı and İ,
(4)

(5)
where c is speed of light in vacuum. For a nonmagnetic
formation ȝ = 1 and ı (Eq. 4) and İ (Eq. 5) can be calculated
if kr and ki are known. Eqs. 4 and 5 are also shown by
Ellis and Singer (2008), but how to obtain kr and ki from
LWD resistivity is not mentioned, and not seen presented
by others. The main discussion of this paper is related to
derivation of kr and ki from LWD resistivity measurements
and application of Eq. 5.
This paper includes the mathematics that shows how
to extract electrical permittivity from LWD resistivity and
contain examples that illustrate results from data from
different LWD vendors. The examples show that LWD
permittivity and its dispersion ¿t very well with data from
commercial wireline tools. Limitations of current techniques
and further application of LWD permittivity and dispersion
are discussed.
DEDUCING DISPERSIVE PERMITTIVITY FROM
LWD RESISTSIVITY MEASUREMENTS
The equations presented are applications of classical
electromagnetic theory and mathematics (Maxwell, 1873;
Apostol, 1969; Chew, 1990; Reitz et al., 1993; Kong, 2000;
Feynman, 2010; Choy, 2016).
The presented method to calculate kr and ki is based on a
plane-wave model for the electrical ¿eld (E) given by

(1)
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where z is distance from the source, t is time, and E0 is
electrical ¿eld strength at z = t = 0. x̗ is the direction of
the E-¿eld and is perpendicular to direction of the wave
propagation. Equation 6 describes a wave that propagates
in the direction of kr and with amplitude decreasing most
rapidly in direction of ki. kr describes the phase behavior
and ki describes the amplitude behavior to the E-¿eld. ki
represents the energy loss.
The general solutions for kr and ki are found by solving
Eqs. 2 and 3 with respect to kr and ki (Kong, 2000).
(7)

is permittivity
frequency ı and İ are calculated; e.g., İ 2MHz
k
calculated by use of Eq. 10 and frequency 2 MHz.
Physical Zones to be Considered
Equations 9 and 10 are based on a plane-wave model
(Eq. 6) in an isotropic medium (Eq. 1), and physical zones
for where these conditions are ful¿lled will be considered.
Eq. 6 is an example on plane wave and will, in practice,
be valid where the receiver is at suf¿ciently large distance
from the transmitter and suf¿ciently large distance from free
charges. Equation 1 and following equations are based on
electromagnetic properties as scalar and therefore valid only
for isotropic media.
Since the E-¿eld behaves differently depending on the
distance from the source, the E-¿eld is classi¿ed into regions
as a fraction of the wavelength, Ȝ. Equation 6 shows that Ȝ is

(8)

Since Rp is processed from phase shift it is linked to kr,
while Ra is processed from amplitude decay and is linked
to ki. kr and ki which represent LWD measurements, are
calculated on ı p = 1/R p for conductivity in Eq. 7 and
ıa = 1/Ra for conductivity in Eq. 8. İ is given by Fig. 1 and
is further named as İ LWD. The ¿nal equations are found by
inserting kr (Rp, İ LWD) (Eq. 7) and ki (Ra, İ LWD) (Eq. 8) into
Eqs. 4 and 5
(9)
(10)

(13)
where kr is given by Eq. 7. Elementary considerations, such
as examination of the E-¿eld of a dipole radiator, show that
there are three zones to be considered (Choy, 2016). The
near-¿eld static zone, where the TRS is small compared with
Ȝ, the transition zone, where TRS ~Ȝ and the radiation zone,
where TRS >> Ȝ. There is no clear cutoff between these
regions; the cutoff will, in practice, depend on the physical
size of the antenna (Balanis, 2016). In cases with antenna
equal to or shorter than one-half wavelength of the radiation
they emit, it is common to classify the physical zones as
illustrated in Fig. 2 (Balanis, 2016). This classi¿cation is
assumed to be a good approximation for LWD frequencies
and is further used in this work. This assumption will be
discussed at the end of the paper.

where
(11)

(12)

Equations 9 and 10 are basic analytical equations where
the inputs are Rp and Ra, and İ LWD. In further applications of
Eqs. 9 and 10, ı and İ are indexed as ı kf and İ kf . The meaning
of index k is that ı and İ are calculated with the wavenumber
by use of Eq. 9 or Eq. 10. Index f illustrates for which
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Fig. 2—Physical zones to be considered as fraction of the wavelength.
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In the reactive part of near-¿eld zone close to the
transmitter, the EM-¿eld is heavily inÀuenced by the
transmitter and the plane-wave model shown by Eq. 6 is
not valid. It will therefore be a minimum TRS for where a
plane-wave approximation is valid. The presented approach
is therefore expected to fail with LWD measurements within
the reactive part of the near ¿eld where TRS < Ȝ/4ʌ. The
reactive part of near ¿eld is illustrated by red color in Fig. 2
and in subsequent examples.
The radiative part of the near ¿eld can be approximated
as quasistatic and pertains to low frequency for which the
applied EM ¿eld varies slowly with time (Choy, 2016). The
characteristic feature here is that the wavelength, Ȝ, is large
compared with the dimension/volume (TRS) of the rock
that is being measured. Equations 9 and 10 are expected to
be valid with LWD measurements in the radiative part of
the near ¿eld where Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ. The radiative part of
the near ¿eld is illustrated by orange color in Fig. 2 and in
subsequent examples.
The transition zone is complex since there is no clear
cutoff between the near ¿eld and the far ¿eld. In the transition
zone the EM ¿eld can behave like the radiative part of the
near ¿eld, like the far ¿eld or something in between. The
transition zone is illustrated by light green color in Fig. 2 and
in subsequent examples.
In the far-¿eld zone where Ȝ << TRS the EM radiation
will dominate, and the E-¿eld will be more sensitive to
absorption and scattering. The far ¿eld is illustrated by green
color in Fig. 2 and in subsequent examples.
In anisotropic formations, reÀection and refraction
are expected if the angle of incidence (ș1) does not exceed
the critical angle of total reÀection (șc) (Chew, 1990;
Reitz et al., 1993). The principle is illustrated by Fig. 3. In
such situations, the refracted kr and ki will have different
directions. This is explained by the phase-match principle
and Snell’s law (Reitz et al., 1993). From the phase-match
principle, ki will always be perpendicular to the conducting
surface, while Snell’s law states that kr is refracted by a real
refraction angle ș2 (deduction of the real refraction angle is
shown by Reitz et al. (1993).
For LWD measurements in the radiative zones where
Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS, Eqs. 9 and 10 are expected to:
x Be valid in isotropic formations
x Be valid if the angle of incidence ș1 is larger than the
critical angle for total reÀection, șc, ș1 > șc
x Fail in anisotropic formation where the angle of
incidence ș1 is less than the critical angle for total
reÀection, șc, ș1< șc
x Fail when the E-¿eld cross into a new formation with
large electrical contrast.
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Note that șc is given by the contrast in electromagnetic
properties and can be quite large.

Fig. 3—Refraction of the wavenumber (kࡂ 1) when the angle of incidence,
ș1, is less than the critical angle for total reÀection, șc.

WATER SATURATION CALCULATION AND USE
OF THE CRIM
The complex refraction index model (CRIM) is the
weighted sum of the wavenumber to the elements in the
formation, Eq. 14,
(14)
and is used to calculate the amount of water (Sw) in formations.
 is porosity and subscripts w, m and hc are water, matrix,
and hydrocarbon, respectively. It is the high-frequency
approximation of the CRIM that is commonly used when
calculating Sw (Seleznev et al., 2006; Hizem et al., 2008).
With the high-frequency approximation, the wavenumbers
in Eq. 14 are replaced by permittivity.
The CRIM does not account for interfacial polarization
and is therefore, in principle, not valid at LWD frequencies.
Interfacial polarization is also known as the Maxwell-Wagner
polarization and is related to the presence of charges that is
concentrated at the surface of the rock when an electrical
¿eld is applied. Interfacial polarization is one of three main
physical phenomena contributing to permittivity and is well
described by Hizem et al. (2008). The effect of interfacial
polarization disappears at frequencies exceeding 108 Hz
(Seleznev et al., 2006). Since the LWD frequencies are far
below 108 Hz the interfacial polarization will contribute to
electrical permittivity, and thus affect the wavenumber (Eq.
1). This is also mentioned by Seleznev et al. (2006) who
presented a model that accounts for interfacial polarization.
They applied the Maxwell-Garnett approximation and the
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high-frequency approximation of the CRIM using only
permittivity.
The above discussion illustrates that the CRIM can be
used even at LWD frequencies by applying the imaginary
part of the wavenumber, assuming the contribution of
interfacial polarization can be added to Eq. 14 as a new
element. The new element is the wavenumber associated
with interfacial polarization, kp, weighted by Vp. Vp is volume
water associated with interfacial polarization at the surface
of the mineral grains. The proposed modi¿ed CRIM is

(15)

Inserting Eq. 19, kmi = khci = 0 into Eq. 17, and solving for
Sw gives
(20)

where ki (Eq. 8) is calculated by Ra and İLWD, and  can be
calculated by use of a porosity log. The value of kwi can
be calculated by Eq. 8 if the electrical properties to the
formation water (ıw, İw) are known, by in-situ calibration in
a zone where the pore space is 100% filled with water,
(k wi = ki/), or extract it from the dispersion kr(f ) and ki(f ).
TEST OF PRESENTED THEORY

Subscript p is interfacial polarization.
Equation 15 is then split into its real part and its imaginary
part
(16)

(17)

Since the conductivity of mineral grains and the
hydrocarbon is zero, the values of kmi and khci are zero (Eq.
8). kpr and kpi can be calculated by use of Eqs. 7 and 8 if the
electrical properties associated with interfacial polarization
(İ p, ı p) are known. It is commonly accepted that İ p is large
(Hizem et al., 2008) as compared to ı p. ı p is assumed to be
small since the charges concentrated at the surface of the
rock are not free to move. With large value on İ p and low
value on ı p, the part ıp/(ȦÂİpÂİo) in Eqs. 7 and 8 is expected
to be very small and kpr and ki can be approximated as:
(18)
(19)
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The presented theory was tested by use of LWD
resistivity data generated in synthetic models and by LWD
resistivity data acquired in wells. The results are illustrated
through the ¿ve examples below where the purpose is to
show that:
x Example 1: İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated
from LWD resistivity data that are generated from
synthetic models, ¿t the models.
x Example 2: İ kf (Eq. 10) calculated from LWD
resistivity data acquired in vertical wells ¿t wireline
permittivity measurements.
x Example 3: kr (Eq. 7) and İ kf (Eq. 10) exhibit low
values in deviated wells and can be corrected by
Snell’s law.
x Example 4: R kf (Eq. 9) calculated from LWD resistivity
data can be used as formation resistivity when LWD
resistivity is largely inÀuenced by dielectric effect.
x Example 5: water saturation calculated by Eq. 20
matches results given by conventional methods.
Example 1—Test of İ fk and R fk on Synthetic Models
The purpose with this example is to show that İ kf (Eq. 10)
and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated from LWD resistivity data that are
generated from synthetic models, match with the theoretical
models. The synthetic models are shown in Fig. 4 and the
results are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows the models and
the LWD resistivity responses, as calculated by the models,
İ kf and R kf . The LWD resistivity responses to the models are
generated by applying the University of Texas at Austin, 3D
UTAPWeLS software (1-D UT code and EcoScope).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4—(a) The dielectric models tested. (b) Synthetic resistivity and permittivity models that are used to generate LWD resistivity responses.

Figure 5 illustrates the following points
x İ kf and R kf match the resistivity and permittivity
models at depths less than 1,400 m.
x At depths 1,400 to 1,500 m where Rt = 49 ȍ-m, İ kf and
R kf start to deviate from the models.
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x At depths > 1500 m where Rt > 95 ȍ-m, the LWD
amplitude resistivity (A40H) is unreliable. (A40H
is 20,000 ȍ-m in the interval 1,500 to 1,600 m and
shows too low value in the interval 1,600 to 1,700 m.)
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Fig. 5— İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated on LWD resistivity responses generated on synthetic models. (A40H=R 2MHz
, P40H=R 2MHz
, . In the interval
a
p
1,500 to 1,600 m, A40H is 20,000 ȍ-m).

f
Example 2—Comparing İ fk With İ ADT
The purpose with this example is to show that LWD
permittivity and its dispersion ¿t well with permittivity
data from commercial wireline tools. To illustrate that the
presented method returns reasonable values independent
of LWD vendor, examples using both Halliburton and
Schlumberger LWD resistivity tools are presented. To
minimize the impact of anisotropy and refraction, the
examples are in vertical wells. Both wells are drilled with
oil-based mud.
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The formation presented in Fig. 6 is a shale above a
heterolithic hydrocarbon-¿lled reservoir. The shale resistivity
is approximately 2 ȍ-m and the reservoir resistivity ranges
from 2 to 10 ȍ-m. The LWD data were acquired by a
Halliburton tool that operates at three frequencies 125
kHz, 500 kHz and 2 MHz. The wireline data were acquired
by Schlumberger’s ADT tool. This tool operates at four
frequencies 20 MHz, 80 MHz, 400 MHz, and 1 GHz. İLWD is
taken from Fig. 1 and is equal to 10 for all frequencies. ı kf is
calculated using Eq. 9 and İ kf is calculated using Eq. 10.
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Fig. 6a— İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated for LWD resistivity data acquired by Halliburton in a verical well. Tracks 1, 2 and 3 show the physical
f
zones, TRS and the resistivities. Track 4 shows İ kf (red curves), İ ADT
(blue curves) and İLWD (green curves). The color-¿lled circles show sample
intervals that are presented in Fig. 6b.

Fig. 6b—Electrical permittivity measured by Schlumberger’s wireline tool (blue triangles) and permittivity extracted from LWD resistivity measurements
(color-¿lled circles) at the sample points a, b, c, and d shown in Fig. 6a.
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Figure 6a shows resistivity, physical zones to be
considered (as de¿ned by Fig. 2) and electrical permittivity.
Tracks 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the same layout but for different
frequencies. The black curve is LWD Ra, the black dotted
curve is LWD Rp and the red curve is the resistivity (1/ı)
calculated by use of Eq. 9. The resistivity is presented on a
log scale from 0.2 to 20 ȍ-m. The lower x-axis shows the
distance from the transmitter at scale 0 to 5 m, where the
blue line is TRS and the background colors are the physical
zones as classi¿ed in Fig. 2. The boundary between orange
and light green zone shows one Ȝ (only seen in Track 3).
Figure 6a shows mainly orange color behind the TRS, which
means the LWD measurements are mainly in the radiative
part of the near ¿eld. Track 4 shows electrical permittivity
presented on a log scale from 2 to 20,000. The red curves
f
are İ kf and the blue curves are İ ADT
. The green curve shows
İLWD. The curve at far left is permittivity at highest frequency,
İ 1GHz
, while the curve at far right is permittivity at lowest
ADT
frequency, İ 125kHz
. The color-¿lled circles mark the depth of
k
the intervals that are used and presented in Fig. 6b.
Figure 6b presents permittivity from LWD and wireline
measurements for the sample points illustrated in Fig. 6a. The
color code indicates the physical zone of the measurements.
The length of each sample interval is 0.3 m and incorporates
two LWD data points and ¿ve to six wireline data points.

The formation presented in Fig. 7 is a shale above a
homogeneous hydrocarbon-¿lled reservoir, with a water
zone at the base. The shale resistivity is approximately 2
ȍ-m, the hydrocarbon-¿lled reservoir resistivity ranges from
100 to 200 ȍ-m and the water-¿lled formation resistivity is
approximately 1 ȍ-m. The LWD data were acquired by a
Schlumberger tool that operates at the frequencies 400 kHz
and 2 MHz. İLWD is taken from Anderson et al. (2007).
Figure 7 has the same layout as Fig. 6. The conductivity
scale ı0 is equal to 1. ı kf is given by Eq. 9 and İ kf is given by
Eq. 10. The plotted log-scale resistivity is from 0.1 to 1,000
ȍ-m, TRS is 40 in. and permittivity is plotted logarithmically,
2 to 5,000. The green dotted line is İ 2MHz
. (Eq. 21) and solid
LWD
green line is İ 400kHz
(Eq.
22):
LWD
(21)

(22)

Figure 7 illustrates the following points
x The LWD measurements are acquired in the reactive
near ¿eld (red zone) and in the radiative part of the
near-¿eld zone (orange zone).
x R f400kHz
(the black curve in Track 1) fails in the reactive
a
part of the near ¿eld and the calculated value İ kf is not
correct. (P1 in Fig. 7b).
x For LWD measurements in the reactive part of the
near ¿eld (red zone), İ kf is a continuous curve but with
a too large value when compared to the dispersion
trend (P2 and P3 in Fig. 7b).
x İ kf Àuctuates between negatives and positives values
for LWD measurements in the radiative-¿eld zone
(orange zone), and İ kf shows reasonable values when
positive. The negative values occur where LWD
resistivity and wireline permittivity show large
electrical contrast.
x The broadband dispersion plots (Fig. 7b) show that
f
the level of İ kf dispersion matches well with İ ADT
dispersion in the radiative zone (orange zone). Note
that the point P4 is measured very close to the radiative
zone and should therefore represent a reliable value.

Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the following points
x The LWD measurements are mainly acquired at the
border between the reactive (red zone) and radiative
part (orange zone) of the near-¿eld zone.
x İ kf show continuous curves for all three frequencies
except for a few small intervals where İ kf is negative.
x The intervals where İ kf is negative occur where
resistivity and wireline permittivity show large
electrical contrast.
x The measurements at lowest frequency, İ 125kHz
(red
k
curve at far right in Track 4), are less inÀuenced by
electrical contrasts when it is compared with İ 400kHz
k
and İ 2MHz
.
k
x The broadband dispersion plots (Fig. 6b) show that
f
the level of İ kf ¿ts well with İ ADT
dispersion for
measurements in the radiative part of the near ¿eld
(orange zone).
x The permittivity values that are measured in the
reactive part of the near ¿eld (red zone) seem to be
slightly high when compared with the dispersion
Example 3— İ fk in Deviated Well
trend given by the other measurements.
The purpose of this example is to show that the values
of kr, and thus the calculated İ kf (Eq. 5) values, are too low
in deviated wells, and that they can be corrected by use of
Snell’s law.
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Fig. 7a— İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated on LWD resistivity data acquired by Schlumberger in a verical well. Tracks 1 and 2 show the physical
f
zones, TRS and the resistivities. Track 3 shows İ kf (red curves), İ ADT
(blue curves) and İLWD (green curves). The color-¿lled circles show sample
intervals that are presented in Fig. 7b.

Fig. 7b—Electrical permittivity measured by Schlumberger’s wireline tool (blue triangles) and permittivity extracted from LWD resistivity measurements
(color-¿lled circles) at the sample points a, b, c and d shown in Fig. 7a.
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The well presented in Fig. 8 penetrates a heterolithic
hydrocarbon-¿lled reservoir with a shale above and below.
The shale resistivity is approximately 0.6 ȍ-m and the
reservoir resistivity ranges from 5 to 10 ȍ-m. The well was
drilled with oil-based mud and with an inclination of 300.
The LWD resistivity was acquired by a Schlumberger tool
and İLWD is given by Eqs. 21 and 22.
Figure 8 has the same layout as Fig. 6, but with two
tracks showing permittivity. The ¿rst permittivity track
shows LWD permittivity calculated without any correction
for refraction. The second permittivity track shows LWD
permittivity that is corrected for refraction by applying
Snell’s law on kr (Fig. 3). Details about how to correct for
refraction are not covered in this paper. The resistivity is
plotted on a log scale from 0.2 to 20 ȍ-m and permittivity
on a log scale from 2 to 20,000.

Figure 8 illustrates the following points
x Several intervals with negative values appear when
İ kf is not corrected for refraction. In the intervals
where İ kf is positive, the permittivity values are too
f
low when compared to İ ADT
. The latter is illustrated
by stars in Fig. 8b.
x Fewer intervals with negative values appear when
İ kf is corrected for refraction and the permittivity
f
values ¿t well with İ ADT
measurements. The latter is
illustrated by color-¿lled circles in Fig. 8b.
Example 4 – R fk as true formation resistivity
The purpose with this example is to show that R kf
(Eq. 9) calculated on LWD resistivity data can be used as
formation resistivity when LWD resistivity is inÀuenced by
the dielectric effect.

Fig. 8a— İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq. 9) calculated on LWD resistivity data acquired by Schlumberger in a 30° deviated well. Tracks 1 and 2 show the
f
physical zones, TRS and the resistivities. Tracks 3 and 4 show İ kf (red curves), İ ADT
(blue curves) and İLWD (green curves). In track 3, İ kf is not corrected
for refraction while İ kf in track 4 is corrected for refraction. The color-¿lled circles show sample intervals that are presented by Fig. 8b.
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Fig. 8b—Electrical permittivity measured by Schlumberger’s wireline tool (blue triangles) and permittivity extracted from LWD resistivity measurements
(color-¿lled circles and stars) at the sample points a, b, c and d shown by Figure 8a. The color-¿lled circles and stars are permittivity corrected and
not corrected for refraction, respectively.

Figure 9 shows LWD and wireline resistivity data
acquired by Schlumberger, calculated İ kf (Eq. 10) and R kf (Eq.
9). The well was drilled with oil-based mud through a clastic
formation. The goal was to ¿nd formation resistivity from
the large spread in LWD resistivity responses illustrated in
Track 1.
Only the 2-MHz LWD resistivity curves were used
since the 400-kHz amplitude data were not reliable (they
were clipped when they exceeded approximately 50 ȍ-m).
Figure 9 illustrates the following points
x The large range in LWD resistivity responses.
x LWD amplitude resistivities have higher values when
compared to phase resistivities.
x LWD amplitude resistivities show a large range in
values. Measurements with short TRS show higher
values when compared with longer TRS.
x At 200 ȍ-m, the amplitude resistivity curves are
being “clipped”.
x LWD phase resistivities show small range.
x R kf (Eq. 9) ¿ts very well with resistivity from wireline
(Rt) (the red and blue curves in Track 2).
x İ kf (Eq. 10) shows far higher values compared to İLWD
(the red and green curves in Track 3).
Example 5—Water Saturation Calculated Using ki
The purpose of this example is to demonstrate that water
saturation calculated by Eq. 20, Sw(ki), matches with water
saturation calculated by conventional methods, namely,
Archie’s equation, Sw(Archie), water saturation delivered
by Schlumberger wireline services, Sw(ADT), and water
saturation calculated by use of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), Sw(NMR). Sw(NMR) is the relation between bound
Àuid to the total porosity (BFV/TCMR). Sw(ki) is given by
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Eq. 20, where ki is shown in Track 2 (Eq. 8) and densityderived porosity is shown in Track 4. kwi is 12.5 and found by
calibration. kwi is the subject for a future paper and will not
be further discussed.
Application of Eq. 20 on the wells presented in Figs.
6 and 7 is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Track 1 is the 2-MHz
phase and amplitude resistivity. Track 2 is the wavenumber
calculated by Eqs. 7 and 8. Track 3 shows calculated water
saturations and Track 4 shows porosity obtained from
different sources.
SUMMARY
Based on classic electromagnetic theory, this paper
demonstrates how electrical permittivity and its dispersion
can be extracted from LWD resistivities Rp and Ra. The
approach given in Eqs. 9 and 10 is valid for plane waves in
isotropic formations. An explanation for using plane waves
and isotropic approximation is explained by Maxwell’s
equations of electrodynamics presented in Appendix 1.
To identify where a plane wave and an isotropic
formation approximation can be considered, the LWD
resistivity measurements are classi¿ed into regions as a
fraction of the wavelength, Ȝ. This is due the fact that the
E-¿eld behaves differently depending on distance from
the source. The different physical zones for the E-¿eld are
classi¿ed in Fig. 2 and are a good approximation for LWD
resistivity measurements in reservoir formations. This
classi¿cation assumes that the LWD antenna is equal to or
shorter than one-half the wavelength of the emitted radiation.
For these examples the shortest wavelength was 2.2 m and
was expected to be far larger than the dimension of the LWD
antenna.
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Fig. 9—İ kf (Eq. 10), R kf (Eq. 9), LWD and wireline resistivity. All data were acquired by Schlumberger. Track 1 shows 2-MHz LWD resistivity curves.
(Curve mnemonics: A = amplitude, P = phase, H = 2 MHz, and the numbers are TRS (inches). Track 2 shows LWD resistivity curves A40H = R 2[MHz]
a
and P40H = R 2[ MHz]
, R kf (Eq. 9), and Rt acquired by wireline. The last track shows İ kf (Eq. 10) and İLWD (Eq. 21).
p

For the physical zones shown in Fig. 2, it was assumed
that a plane wave and an isotropic approximation were met
by LWD measurements where Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ. This is the
radiative part of the near-¿eld zone for which Eqs. 9 and
10 are expected to validate. A plane-wave approximation is
met where the E-¿eld is not inÀuenced by any sources that
generate the ¿eld. The E-¿eld sources are antennas and free
charges (internal sources). With Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS, the receiver is
expected to be at a suf¿cient distance from the transmitter
such that the E-¿eld is not inÀuenced by the antenna.
Where the wavelength of the E-¿eld is large compared to
the dimension of the rock sample given by TRS (TRS < Ȝ),
the measurements are expected to approach the quasistatic
zone of the E-¿eld. Within this zone, the E-¿eld can be
approximated to be static and the impact of internal sources
can be neglected since  Â E = 0 (Kong, 2000; Choy, 2016). A
plane-wave solution is therefore expected to be met where
Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ. A solution will also be met for Ȝ < TRS
if there are no internal sources. Isotropic approximation is
met where the electromagnetic properties can be treated
as scalars. This is most likely ful¿lled in zones where the
wavelength becomes large compared to the dimension of
the sample given by TRS (TRS < Ȝ) since the E-¿eld will
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be dominated by diffusion and less sensitive for scattering.
This explanation supports the results presented by Stroud
et al. (1986): “If the wavelength and attenuation scale
lengths of the applied electric ¿eld are much greater than the
dimensions of largest grains and pores in the composite, the
scattering of electromagnetic radiation is negligible.”
If TRS < Ȝ/4ʌ, the LWD resistivity measurements are
expected to be inÀuenced by the transmitter, and so a planewave model (Eq. 6) is not valid. For this reactive part of the
near ¿eld, Eqs. 9 and 10 are expected to fail. To extract both
İ and ı from this zone, a full solution of Eq. A1.1 is required
(see Appendix 1).
In cases where Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS, the measurements will
approach the radiative part of the ¿eld and become sensitive
for absorption and scattering. As the wavelength becomes
small compared to the dimensions of the sample given
by TRS, the E-¿eld will be more wave-dominated and
sensitive to anisotropy and electrical contrasts. Classical
electromagnetic theory has shown that if the angle of
incidence is less than the critical angle of total reÀection,
kr and ki will be refracted if there are electrical contrasts in
the media. Due to the phase-match principle and Snell’s law
(Reitz et al., 1993), kr and ki will be refracted in different
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Fig. 10—Water saturation calculated by Eq. 20 compared with conventional methods in the well presented in Fig. 6 (TRS = 48 in.).

Fig. 11—Water saturation calculated by Eq. 20 compared with conventional methods in the well presented in Fig. 7 (TRS = 40 in.).
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directions and, hence, kr and ki will sense different electrical
properties (Fig. 3). ki will be perpendicular to the layers with
electrical contrast while kr is refracted by a real refraction
angle ș. In such cases, Eqs. 9 and 10 will not be valid. ki
can be larger than kr and then will İ kf be negative (Eq. 5).
If the formation is isotropic such that there are no electrical
contrasts to refract the wave, or if the angle of incidence
is larger than the critical angle of total reÀection, kr and ki
will have the same direction and sense the same electrical
properties. In such cases kr will always be larger than ki (Eqs.
7 and 8) and Eqs. 9 and 10 will be valid.
This explanation supports the results presented by
Rabinovich and Liu (2015), who performed a modeling
study on sensitivity of dielectric tool responses to dielectric
anisotropy. Two homogeneous formation models were
studied. One isotropic formation with İv = 8 and one
anisotropic formation with İv = 5. Rt = 5 ȍ-m and İh = 8 in both
formations. Rabinovich and Liu (2015) applied TRS of 3.1
and 4.7 in. in their modeling study. One of their conclusions
was “…. Dielectric tool responses have nearly no sensitivity
to ıv and İv, when the tool trajectory is perpendicular to the
bed boundary or when the relative dip is low.” Index v is
vertical, and h is horizontal. Rabinovich and Liu (2015)
conclude that anisotropy only is observed above a certain
frequency level (below a certain wavelength, see Eqs. 7 and
13). This agrees with the results presented in this paper of
how sensitivity for anisotropy occurs ¿rst in the radiative
part of the ¿eld for which Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS.
Figure 12 shows one of the results presented by
Rabinovich and Liu (2015) compared to the results from
this paper. The upper part of Fig. 12 shows the phase
difference in isotropic and dielectric anisotropic formation
modeled by Rabinovich and Liu (2015). The ¿gure shows
that the sensitivity to anisotropy begins slightly at 20 MHz.
The lower part of Fig. 12 shows Ȝ/4ʌ (calculated by Eqs. 7
and 13) as a function of frequency using the same data as
Rabinovich and Liu (2015). The two black lines show TRS
used in the modeling study by Rabinovich and Liu (2015).
Where TRS exceeds Ȝ/4ʌ, the measurements are approaching
the radiative part of the E-¿eld and thus begin to be sensitive
for anisotropy. Figure 12 shows that the 4.7-in. transmitter
exceeds Ȝ/4ʌ and approaches the radiative zone for f § 20
MHz, and at f § 40 MHz for the 3.1-in. transmitter. This is at
the same level as shown by Rabinovich and Liu (2015).
In the presented examples, applications of the described
theory on LWD resistivity data generated on synthetic
models and acquired in wells were demonstrated. The
examples show that dispersive permittivity can, under given
conditions, be extracted from LWD resistivity measurements
without advanced inversion techniques.
The electrical permittivity İ kf was calculated by Eq.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12—(a) Results presented by Rabinovich and Liu (2015). Change of
phase difference between isotropic and dielectric anisotropic formation
responds (red curve) as a function of frequency. The black curve is the
noise level used in the experiments. (b) Ȝ/4ʌ calculated by Eqs. 7 and
13 (red curve) and TRS (black lines) as function of frequency.

10 and physical zones for the LWD measurements were
classi¿ed as a fraction of the wavelength (see Fig. 2). The
wavelength was calculated by Eqs. 7 and 13. The following
criteria were used as a quality check (QC) when İ kf was
f
compared with İ ADT
x Only LWD resistivity data acquired in intervals where
Eq. 10 is valid were used to test the presented theory
where Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ.
x The log signature of İ kf should, within expected log
f
resolution, ¿t with the signature of İ ADT
.
f
x The level of İ k should match the wireline permittivity
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f
dispersion, İ ADT
.
x the data points incorporated in the 0.3-m sample
intervals shown in Figs. 6b, 7b and 8b, should show
minor spread.

In Example 1, İ kf and R kf were calculated on LWD
resistivity data generated in three synthetic models. Figure
5 shows that İ kf and R kf agree well with the resistivity and
permittivity models for resistivities < 49 ȍ-m. For resistivities
> 49 ȍ-m there was some mismatch between İ kf , R kf and
the electrical properties to the models. This is believed to
be caused by inaccurate values of the generated amplitude
resistivity (A40H). It is well known that the accuracy of Rp
and Ra will decrease with increased formation resistivity
and/or permittivity. Ra is more sensitive to changes in the
electrical properties compared with Rp. These dynamics
are well described in the literature by Wu et al. (1999) and
Anderson et al. (2007), but is also shown by Eqs. 7 and 8.
Equation 8 shows that ki, that de¿nes the amplitude (Eq. 6),
will decrease with the value of resistivity and/or permittivity.
At a certain resistivity and permittivity level, ki is reduced to a
level where the amplitude decay approaches the signal/noise
ratio and the amplitude resistivity will become inaccurate.
f
In Example 2, İ kf was compared with İ ADT
in a two
vertical wells. Figs. 6 and 7 show LWD data acquired by
Halliburton and Schlumberger, respectively. In relation to
the quality control, both Figs. 6 and 7 show İ kf that ¿ts well
f
with İ ADT
in the radiated part of the near ¿eld (orange zone).
Figures 6 and 7 show shorter intervals where İ kf has negative
values. The negative values occur when ki > kr (see Eq. 5)
in intervals where LWD resistivity and wireline permittivity
show large electrical contrast. In the reactive part of the
near-¿eld zone (red zone) the value of İ kf is slightly too high
f
when compared with İ ADT
. There are no measurements in the
transition and far-¿eld zone (green zones).
The third example is shown by Figure 8 and illustrates
that in deviated wells the calculated permittivity is too low
f
when compared to İ ADT
. This is believed to be a result of a
too low a value of kr caused by refraction (Fig. 3). By Snell’s
law, kr was corrected for refraction, and İ kf was shown to
f
agree with İ ADT
.
The example illustrated by Fig. 9 shows that R kf (Eq.
9) calculated on LWD resistivity data can be used as
formation resistivity when LWD resistivity is inÀuenced
by the dielectric effect. The large range in LWD resistivity
responses was identi¿ed to be a result of the dielectric effect
since
x The characteristic of the LWD multispacing phase
and amplitude resistivities show a typical pattern
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for dielectric effect (amplitude resistivities > phase
resistivities, a large range in amplitude resistivities
and small range in phase resistivities) (Wu et al.,
1999),
x The high value on İ kf (Eq. 10) supports the assumption
about the dielectric effect.
R kf (Eq. 9) ¿ts very well with the wireline resistivity,
which is commonly accepted to be the resistivity closest to
true formation resistivity.
The last example (Figs. 10 and 11) shows that water
saturation calculated by Eq. 20 ¿ts very well with water
saturation calculated by conventional methods. The
conventional methods are water saturation calculated by use
of Archie’s equation, dielectric and NMR measurements.
The bene¿ts of Eq. 20 are:
x The water saturation can be calculated from only
LWD resistivity and porosity.
x The impact of interfacial polarization can be
disregarded since it is the imaginary part of the
wavenumber that is used.
x It is valid even with large dip or well inclination since
ki is not sensitive to refraction.
The motivation of Jackson and Hagiwara (1998), Wu et
al. (1999), Haugland (2001) and Anderson et al. (2007) was
to extract permittivity from LWD resistivity measurements
with the aim to reduce the dielectric effect and error on
the processed Rp and Ra. The dielectric effect is most
pronounced in high-resistivity zones where Ra > 10 ȍ-m and
Rp > 100 ȍ-m (Anderson et al., 2007), and it is believed
that the algorithms were developed for high-resistivity
use. High-resistivity zones are zones for which the LWD
measurements approach the reactive part of the near ¿eld,
and where the presented approach (Eqs. 9 and 10) will not
be valid. The disadvantages of earlier presented algorithms
are that there was no description of their limitations and
for which physical zones these algorithms will work. For
example, the algorithm presented by Anderson et al. (2007)
is based on the wavenumber on the form given by Eq. 1,
which explicitly mean it is valid for isotropic formations. It
is assumed this algorithm will be sensitive to anisotropy and
that it may fail when the measurements enter the radiative
part of the E-¿eld. In formations with lower resistivity,
where the EM measurements approaches the radiative part
of the E-¿eld (Ȝ /4ʌ < TRS), the results of this paper are valid
and are comparable with the approach used in previously
presented algorithms.
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There are petrophysical scenarios that can affect the
accuracy of the presented approach. One example is the
accuracy of Rp and Ra that is brieÀy discussed in Example 1
with the synthetic cases. Invasion of mud ¿ltrate is another
example that can affect the Rp and Ra and the presented
approach. It is generally accepted that Rp is more sensitive
to the invaded zone compared with Ra (Wu et al., 1999).
Invasion of mud ¿ltrate will therefore have a larger impact
on kr than on ki. Conductive mud will increase the value
of kr (Eq. 7), İ (Eq. 5) and ı (Eq. 4), and the opposite for
resistive mud. The petrophysical scenarios that give the
characteristics of Rp and Ra should therefore be classi¿ed,
e.g., as was shown in Example 4. Wu et al. (1999) give an
overview of the logic for differentiating among these effects
and this topic not discussed further in this paper.
Petrophysical scenarios that affect the accuracy of the
resistivity should be identi¿ed and quanti¿ed and be an

integral part of the calculations (Stalheim, 2016). Although
this is not covered in this paper, algorithms that use ¿rstorder error propagation (Stalheim, 2016) as integral part of
kr (Eq. 7), ki (Eq. 8), İ (Eq. 5), ı (Eq. 4) and Sw (Eq. 20)
have been developed. Figure 13 shows one example that
illustrates how error in amplitude resistivity propagates
through the chains of calculations. Figure 13 shows that the
main source to error in Sw (Track 4) is error in kwi (Track 5).
This paper shows how wavenumber (kr and ki), electrical
permittivity (İ kf ), electrical resistivity (R kf ) and its dispersion
can be extracted from LWD Rp and Ra. kr and ki have not
seen presented in the petrophysical literature before. It was
shown that water saturation can be calculated by use of ki
(Eq. 20), and that kr and ki can be used to calculate electrical
resistivity R kf (Eq. 4) and electrical permittivity İ kf (Eq. 5).
The presented theory has many bene¿ts when comparing
f
, and has
with conventional log measurements, e.g., İ ADT
many applications:

Fig. 13—Calculated water saturation (Eq. 20) with error and error propagation of the well presented in Fig. 10. The green color behind the red logcurves show the calculated error band. The last track presents the fraction of each input error on the total error in Sw (Track 4). (Details of this type of
plot are described in Stalheim, 2016.)
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1. The most important advantage is that LWD resistivity
has been acquired in nearly all drilled wells and that İ kf
can be extracted from LWD resistivity measurements
f
without additional cost. İ ADT
are data that are acquired
by wireline tools and are often not accessible due to
technical and/or economic reasons.
2. Due to lower frequency, larger TRS and shorter time
between formation drilling and measurement, LWD
resistivity is far less affected by invasion of drilling
mud when compared with high-frequency, short TRS
dielectric wireline measurements. The values of İ kf
are therefore more representative for noninvaded
formations, which is the target for petrophysical
evaluation.
3. Since İ kf and the wavenumber are acquired in real
time during drilling, they can be used proactively
to identify bypassed zones (Eq. 20) or as geological
markers, e.g., organic-rich source rocks. This
information is useful for geosteering purposes.
4. For organic-rich source rocks or formations where
the electrical permittivity is extremely high, 10 to
50,000 (Anderson et al., 2007), the error in processed
LWD resistivity Ra and Rp can be large due to the
dielectric effect (Fig. 9). In such cases, the formation
resistivity can be calculated by use of kr and ki with
Eq. 9. Equation 9 provides the resistivity that is not
inÀuenced by dielectric effects and will be more
accurate in comparison to LWD Ra and Rp.
5. Since LWD resistivity and dielectric wireline
measurements operate at far different frequencies,
they have different sensitivities to polarization
mechanisms. These mechanisms are electronic
polarization, molecular orientation and interfacial
polarization, as described by Hizem et al. (2008).
LWD dispersion permittivity İ kf is more sensitive to
interfacial polarization and salinity to the formation
f
water compared with İ ADT
(Hizem et al., 2008).
This behavior has the potential to be used to extract
information about electrical properties of formation
water, which is a key parameter in water saturation
calculations from electrical logs.
6. It is also believed that use of İ kf (f) has the same
f
potential as İ ADT
(f) and can be used to extract
information about VSH, CEC, and Archie m, (Hizem
et al., 2008; Josh et al., 2009,). İ kf (f) can also be
f
used together with İ ADT
(f) as presented by Wang and
Poppitt (2013), and shown in Figs. 6b, 7b, and 8b to
increase the bandwidth of dielectric dispersion.
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The classi¿cation of physical zones presented in this
paper can also be of help when it comes to optimizing
electromagnetic tool con¿gurations. It was shown that the
optimal zone for measurements is in the radiative part of the
near ¿eld where Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ. Since the value of Ȝ (Eqs.
7 and 13) is dynamic and is a function of the frequency and
the electromagnetic properties of the formation, an optimal
electromagnetic tool should have the capbility to tune the
frequency and/or TRS to beat the radiative near-¿eld zone,
Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows that the electrical permittivity and its
dispersion can, under given conditions, be extracted from
LWD phase and attenuation resistivity without requiring
advanced inversion algorithms.
The presented approach relates to a plane wave and
isotropic formation approximation. The contention of the
presented approximations is that the distance between the
LWD transmitter and receiver is far enough that the received
signal is not inÀuenced by the transmitter, but not too far to
exceed the quasistatic area. The classi¿cation of the physical
zones, as illustrated in Fig. 2, shows good agreement with
LWD resistivity measurements.
The model has been veri¿ed on LWD resistivity data
generated in synthetic models and on LWD resistivity data
acquired in wells. Testing of the synthetic data shows that the
presented approach matches the synthetic models very well
when the resistivity is < 49 ȍ-m. Testing of LWD resistivity
data acquired in wells show that:
x If TRS < Ȝ/4ʌ, the electrical permittivity from LWD
fails or shows a too high value when compared with
wireline permittivity. This was expected, since this is
into the reactive part of the near ¿eld and a planewave model is not valid.
x If Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ, the electrical permittivity from
LWD shows intervals where it ¿ts very well with the
dispersive permittivity from commercial dielectric
wireline tools, and shorter intervals where it fails. It
fails in intervals where the E-¿eld crosses into a new
formation with large electrical contrast.
There are no examples of measurements in the transition
and far-¿eld zone for where Ȝ < TRS.
The optimal physical zone for electromagnetic
measurements was shown to be Ȝ/4ʌ < TRS < Ȝ. This can
be used to optimize electromagnetic tool con¿guration with
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respect on TRS and frequency.
The CRIM can be used at LWD frequencies by applying
the imaginary part of the wavenumber. The CRIM was
used and found to agree with water saturation calculated
from conventional methods, such as the Archie equation,
dielectric and NMR measurements. The presented model
has the potential to calculate water saturation from LWD
resistivity and porosity only.
It is believed that kr (f), ki (f), İ (f) and Rk extracted from
LWD resistivity have a huge potential and will add new
information with large value for petrophysical evaluations
in the future.

kը = complex wavenumber
ki = imaginary part of kը
kr = real part of kը

m=
M=
r=
Ra =
Rp =
Rt =
Sw =
t=
Vp =
z=

cementation exponent
magnetic current density
position in space
LWD amplitude resistivity
LWD phase resistivity
apparent resistivity
Water saturation
time
Volume of polarized water
Cartesian coordinate
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
ADT = Schlumberger’s dielectric wireline tool
BFV = bound-Àuid volume (from NMR)
CEC = cation exchange capacity
CRIM = complex refraction index model
EM = electromagnetic
FOEP = ¿rst order error propagation
LWD = logging while drilling
NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance
TCMR = total porosity from NMR
TRS = transmitter to receiver spacing
PVXO = water-¿lled pore volume from ADT
Symbols
Aa =
Ap =
B=
E=
Eo =
c=
f=
i=
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substitute to Eqs. 9 and 10
substitute to Eqs. 9 and 10
magnetic Àux density
electrical ¿eld strength
electrical ¿eld strength at z = t = 0
speed of light in vacuum, 3 x 108 m/s
frequency
imaginary number (¥-1)

İ = relative electrical permittivity
İ0 = free-space electrical permittivity,
8.85 x 10–12Farad/m
İLWD = relative electrical permittivity used by
service vendor in LWD resistivity processing.
ș1 = angle of incidence
șc = critical angle for total reÀection
ș2 = real angle of refraction
Ȝ = wavelength
ȝ = relative magnetic permeability
ȝ0 = the free-space magnetic permeability, 4ʌ ×10-7 Henry/m
ȡ = free charge density
ı = electrical conductivity
 = porosity
Ȧ = angular frequency
 = Del operator
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APPENDIX 1: THE UNDERLYING EXPLANATION
FOR USING A PLANE WAVE AND ISOTROPIC
APPROXIMATION
The underlying explanation for using a plane wave
and isotropic approximation is explained by the full set
of Maxwell’s equations of electrodynamics. Maxwell’s
equations, the wave equation and solutions are classical
electromagnetic theory and well described in the literature
(Maxwell, 1873; Apostol, 1969; Chew, 1990; Reitz et al.,
1993; Kong, 2000; Feynman et al., 2010; Choy, 2016).
The general time-harmonic -wave equation deduced from
Maxwell’s equation is the vector-wave equation
(A1.1)
M is ¿ctitious magnetic current density, r is position in space
and  is the Del operator. Equation A1.1 is general and
governing the solutions of an E-¿eld in an inhomogeneous,
anisotropic medium. Inhomogeneous medium is in relation to
Gauss’ law ( ή E =ɏ(r)) a medium for where the free charge
density ȡ(r)  0. The internal free charge density, ȡ(r), that
causes variation in the E-¿eld, represents an internal source.
The internals source  ή E is implicitly included in Eq. A1.1
by the identity  X X E=  ÂE– 2 E. The second source to
the E-¿eld is given by Faraday’s law and is the time-varying
magnetic-flux density, B, and the magnetic current,
+M(r). Governing the solutions of the E-¿eld by use of
Eq. A1.1 are quite complicated. Eq. A1.1 is a nonhomogeneous
wave equation and detailed knowledge about the complexity
of the measurement physics and rand conditions is needed.
If the receiver is at suf¿ciently great distance from the
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transmitter, such that M(r) § 0, the source parts can be
removed, and Eq. A1.1 is reduced to
(A1.2)
Equation A1.2 has plane-wave solutions but they are
complicated to ¿nd since electromagnetic properties are
vectors that do not commute with the Del operator. This
can be solved. One solution is shown by Chew (1990).
Chew applies a tensor with wavenumbers that describe
the wavenumber in the different directions. Equation A1.2
will then be sets of linear equations where the solutions
correspond to an eigenvalue, eigenvector problem. In this
work, a simpler approach was applied. It was assumed to be
no internal free charge, such that  Â E§0, and the formation
was assumed to be isotropic, such that the vectors (İժ, ıժ , ȝ)
ժ
could be replaced with scalars (İ, ı, ȝ). This assumption
was expected to be ful¿lled in the radiative part of the
near ¿eld when quasistatic approximation can be used. By
apply  ÂE §0 with the identity  X  X E=  ÂE– 2 E, the
¿rst part of Eq. A1 is reduced to – ( ȝժ –1), Â 2 E, and with
electromagnetic properties as scalars (İ, ı, ȝ) it will commute
with the Del operator. Eq. A1.1 is then reduced to
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(A1.3)
which is the Helmholtz equation. kࡂ is given by Eq. 1.
Helmholtz equation describes the electrical ¿eld in space
and time where a plane-wave model, as given by Eq. 6, is
one solution. Equation A1.3 is valid for a source-free and
isotropic medium and can be used where the receiver is at
suf¿ciently great distance from the transmitter, M(r) = 0, for
where  ÂE = 0, and electromagnetic properties are scalars.
The strength with a plane-wave model is that all wave types
can be expanded from plane-wave solution as given by Eq. 6
(Chew, 1990; Reitz et al., 1993). This will of course never be
a perfect solution of Maxwell’s equations, but can in some
cases be very close to the exact solution. This paper shows
that this approximation can be used under speci¿c conditions
that were discussed in the paper.
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Crushed-Rock Analysis WorkÀow Based on Advanced Fluid Characterization for
Improved Interpretation of Core Data1
Anton Nikitin2, Melanie Durand3, Adam McMullen3, Aidan Blount3, Brian Driskill3, and Amie Hows2

ABSTRACT
Sustained E&P activity levels and slim margins on
highly valued Permian Basin acreage drive operators to
leverage information as much as possible and in ways not
seen in the recent past. Data accuracy, especially in this
fast-paced, competitive environment, is strongly desired.
Core analyses provide subsurface static calibration, but
the thick stratigraphic section comprised largely of sublog
scale facies, challenges a cost-effective approach to collect
suf¿cient calibration data.
Saturation determination is a key petrophysical
deliverable that has multiple uses, including landing zone
assessment. Calibration of saturation models may originate
in several ways: proprietary or joint venture core, industry
consortia databases, data trades with other operators,
government databases, or publications. Internal and external
reviews of subsurface model inputs have repeatedly shown
that Permian Basin saturations, in particular, have a wide
distribution and large uncertainty. Accurately measuring core
Àuid saturations in tight rock continues to pose signi¿cant
challenges originating from the currently accepted laboratory
methods, assumptions used to interpret those data and more
broadly, due to increased relative uncertainty associated with
tight, low-porosity formations.
For example, crushing core samples, which enhances
Àuid extraction in tight rocks, causes systematic Àuid
losses in the case of core samples of liquid-rich mudstone
formations, which are not typically quanti¿ed. Instead,
as-received air-¿lled porosity is commonly assumed to
represent hydrocarbons that were forced from core during
acquisition/retrieval due to gas expansion. Additionally, Àuid
extraction from commercially available retorting systems
have widely variable Àuid collection ef¿ciencies (<100%)
resulting in signi¿cant inconsistencies between the weight
of collected Àuids and sample weight loss during retorting

INTRODUCTION
In the Permian Basin, water cuts typically range from
60 to 80% (Scanlon et al., 2017). Water lifting, handling, and

experiments. The Dean-Stark technique removes not only
water and oil, but an unknown volume of solvent-extractable
organic matter, and it only allows for direct quanti¿cation
of the extracted water volume. Finally, Àuid and solid losses
during handling in the laboratory are unassessed in current
commercial laboratory procedures. The reconciliation of
Àuid volumes with Àuid and sample-weight data delivered
by either of the two techniques, i.e., retort or Dean-Stark,
requires numerous assumptions about pore Àuid properties,
which are typically not veri¿ed through direct measurements.
We demonstrate that such assumptions can lead to extreme
uncertainty in estimates of water saturation.
To address such critical uncertainties, a new retort-based
core analysis workÀow using improved core characterization
and Àuid-extraction techniques was developed. In one
advancement, this workÀow employs NMR measurements
systematically performed on all as-received and crushed
samples to quantify Àuid losses during crushing. This approach
also uses a specially developed Àuid collection apparatus
with close to 100% Àuid collection ef¿ciency. In addition to
these advances in measurements, the workÀow is optimized
to avoid Àuid losses during sample handling and includes
repeated grain density and geochemical measurements at
different stages for quality control (QC). As a result, the
new workÀow reduces the uncertainties in acquired data and
better addresses the assumptions, i.e., parameter corrections
for Àuid losses, in interpreting measured data into core
total porosity and core Àuid saturations. The workÀow
is demonstrated for a set of Delaware Basin Wolfcamp
A formation samples and the results suggest that previous
crushed-rock core analysis protocols underestimate water
saturation by at least 30% or ~15 saturation units (s.u.) for
this liquid-rich mudstone formation.

disposal adds to project costs so having an accurate water
saturation model that aligns with water production trends
facilitates both economic decisions and ¿eld development
planning. Petrophysicists seek to predict areas and intervals
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that will maximize hydrocarbon production or at least help
to adequately allocate funds needed for planned water
disposal. Yet, after looking at multiple datasets of crushedrock analysis, there is evident misalignment of observed
water production and available water saturation values
derived from the results of core analysis.
In a basin as large as the Permian, where capital is
scrutinized, opportunities to collect and analyze core are
limited. Petrophysicists often rely on public data and trades
with other operators to ¿ll existing data gaps. So how
is it possible to make sense of all the available core data
that has been acquired over the past few decades, using
different acquisition techniques; over thousands of feet of
distinctly different formations; and has been analyzed by
multiple vendors, using different analysis techniques and
assumptions? More importantly, which datasets have higher
con¿dence and how can the uncertainties be reduced?
Over the last few years, the team has tried to address
these questions, ¿rst, by comparing analysis procedures, and
second, by comparing acquisition techniques. In 2017, the
team reported the comparisons of retort and Dean-Stark/

Gas Research Institute (GRI) procedures for saturation
measurements acquired on Permian samples. The report
compared both retort and GRI techniques by two different
vendors. The results indicate that Dean-Stark porosity trends
higher than the retort from both vendors. The possible
reasons reported are (1) bitumen extraction during DeanStark, (2) the bucketing of the “missing weight,” and (3)
not recovering all oil during the retort process (Blount et al.,
2017).
In 2018, the team presented ¿ndings comparing three
different core-acquisition techniques (1) conventional core,
(2) rotary sidewall cores (RSWC), and (3) pressurized rotary
sidewall cores (PRSWC). The experiment was designed to
minimize Àuid loss with each technique to better estimate
in-situ saturations. The data showed that PRSWC samples
have lower air-¿lled porosity than the other acquisition
methods, possibly allowing more direct measurement of the
in-situ saturations (Blount et al., 2019). However, the three
core-acquisition methods show a wide range in saturation
estimation, leading toward further investigation of the
“missing weight” assumptions, as displayed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1—Example of water saturation uncertainties using different “missing Àuid” assumptions. Retort procedures were executed on samples acquired
using three different core-acquisition methods: conventional core (CONV), rotary sidewall cores (RSWC), and pressurized rotary sidewall cores
(PRSWC). The crossplot compares the calculated Sw assuming all weight of the missing Àuid is assigned to hydrocarbon (HC) (horizontal axes) to Sw
calculated from the same data when all weight of missing Àuid is assigned to water (vertical axes). Deviation from the 1:1 line highlights the uncertainty
with the “missing weight” assumptions.
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To address these uncertainties, which are critical for
formation evaluation of the Permian Basin, a new core
analysis workÀow with improved core characterization and
Àuid-extraction techniques was developed. The methodology
and Àuid saturation measurements acquired on Wolfcamp A
formation samples using this workÀow are presented in this
paper. The workÀow results address the following challenges
of crushed-rock analysis (1) Àuid loss during crushing, (2)
extraction of Àuids, and (3) quanti¿cation of total porosity.
OVERVIEW OF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The main objective of any Gas Research Institute (GRI)type (Luffel et al., 1991) crushed-rock core analysis workÀow
is to deliver data for volumetric composition reconstruction
of as-received (AR) samples in tight, submicrodarcy
permeability rocks. The volumetric model illustrated in Fig.
2 assumes that AR core samples from organic-rich mudstone
(ORM) formations consist of the following components: the
matrix, including minerals and immovable organic matter
(TOCimm); the pore space occupied by residual oil (BVO),
free water (BVWfree), clay and capillary-bound water
(BVWcb) and the air (Phiair) which previously ¿lled a part of
the pore space occupied by hydrocarbon Àuid in situ.
Immovable organic matter (OM) consists of bitumen or
extractable organic matter (EOM), which can be removed
from the core sample using chlorinated solvents along with
kerogen and pyrobitumen, or solid organic matter (SOM),
which remain within the core sample even after chemical
extraction. Both EOM and SOM do not Àow under the

conditions present in the reservoir. As a result, they are
assumed to be a part of the matrix, as shown in Fig. 2.
Sample Crushing
Fluids occupying pore space are extracted from the
core sample for volume quanti¿cation. In the case of liquidrich mudstone formations, core samples have very low
permeability and thus, both thermal and chemical extraction
is very time-consuming and often unreliable if performed at
the whole-plug scale. To make such extraction more feasible,
the surface/volume ratio of the core sample is increased
through sample crushing. Such crushing also causes the
opening of additional pore space to the atmosphere and as
a result, water and hydrocarbon (HC) Àuid occupying this
pore space, in the case of liquid-rich mudstone samples, is
lost through evaporation prior to extraction.
Fluid-Extraction Techniques
The original GRI workÀow proposed by Luffel et al.
(1991) uses the Dean-Stark method to extract and quantify
water. In this case, a crushed-rock sample is placed inside
of the Dean-Stark apparatus where its surface is exposed to
toluene liquid. Toluene interacts with the sample, penetrates
the pore system, slowly substitutes for the water and dissolves
oil and EOM. Water replaced by the toluene is collected in
the Dean-Stark apparatus and can be quanti¿ed, as it is not
soluble in toluene.
In the case of tight rocks, capillary force-driven
penetration of toluene into the crushed-rock fragments is
very slow and may not reach all small pores occupied by

Fig. 2—Volumetric composition of organic-rich mudstone (ORM) core sample.
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the water during the time period of the extraction treatment.
As a result, not all water present in the AR sample may
be removed. Additionally, toluene removes part of EOM
through dissolution. Dean-Stark extraction is followed by
sample cleaning using Soxhlet extraction, which removes
even more EOM. EOM removal by sample treatment
with chemical solvents creates additional porosity likely
not present in the rock sample in situ. Additionally, after
extraction, the crushed sample is dried in a vacuum oven
to remove toluene and other chemicals from the pore space.
Such drying may also remove the nonextracted water.
Therefore, it is not possible to control the ef¿ciency of water
extraction using the Dean-Stark method.
Retort analysis is an attractive, alternative extraction
technique for tight rocks as it presents the possibility of
separating out the saturation of the effective pore space from
the total porosity. However, this technique comes with its
own challenges.
The main challenge of any retorting apparatus is Àuidcollection ef¿ciency. Indeed, retorting apparatuses currently
used for core analysis have sample chambers directly
connected with the atmosphere (so-called open-retorting
systems). Such design allows Àuids released from the sample
at different temperature steps of the retorting experiment
to be separated and collected more ef¿ciently. The open
design, however, suffers from only partial collection of
extracted water and light HC because of the inef¿ciency
of the condenser. Condenser ef¿ciency depends not only
on its design but also on the absolute rate of Àuid release
by the sample during retorting. Additionally, heavier HC
components may not be collected because they condense
in solid form inside of the condenser tube and do not reach
the Àuid collection cylinder. Collection ef¿ciency of the
same retorting apparatus can vary from sample to sample.
Comparing the sample-weight change resulting from Àuid
extraction during a retorting experiment with the weight
of the collected Àuid may only partly address the issue of
variable collection ef¿ciency because, a priori, there exists
an unknown ratio between collection ef¿ciency of water,
light HC and heavier HC.
If the maximum temperature used for thermal extraction
of Àuids in a retorting apparatus does not exceed 300°C,
the thought is that only free water, clay and capillary-bound
water, and residual oil should be removed from the ORM
rock sample. The temperature is too low to cause cracking of
heavier HC into lighter HC. Therefore, this technique does
not lead to the formation of the additional organic-hosted
porosity, which would not be present in the formation in situ.
Quantifying Total Porosity
Currently, depending on the selected implementation of
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GRI workÀow (e.g., Handwerger et al., 2011; Weatherford
Laboratories, 2012; CoreLab, 2017), total porosity is
calculated either through the summation of Àuids (Eq. 1) or
from the comparison of a sample’s bulk volume (Vbulk) and
its matrix grain volume (Vgrain) (Eq. 2).
Phitot ver1 = Phiair + BVO + BVW

(1)

Phitot ver2 = (Vbulk – Vgrain)/Vbulk

(2)

Both approaches are affected by measurement
uncertainties. For Phitot ver1 both the uncertainties in extracted
oil and water volumes and the uncertainty of Phiair de¿ned
by the AR grain-volume measurement are relevant. The
uncertainty of Phitot ver2 is primarily controlled by the
uncertainty in matrix grain volume. While the measurement
of matrix grain volume (which does not include movable
Àuid) is quite reliable, its accuracy is predicated on the
preservation of crushed-sample matrix material, the loss
of which is the main source of uncertainty in Phitot ver2. The
crushed-sample grain volume after Àuid extraction must be
compared with the bulk volume of the same sample before
crushing in the Phitot ver2 calculation. Any untracked solid
losses of crushed material during Àuid extraction results
in the underestimation of Vgrain relative to Vbulk, leading to
a signi¿cant overestimation of total porosity. However,
total porosity values for Phitot ver1 and Phitot ver2 should be
comparable within the range of the uncertainties of the
measurements used to quantify them.
NEW METHODOLOGY: GRI+
To overcome challenges associated with the GRI
workÀow highlighted above, a new workÀow, called GRI+,
was developed. It is outlined in Fig. 3. At Step 1, the NMR
T2 measurement is performed on a plug of AR core sample.
This is used to quantify the Àuids occupying the pore
space/unit mass of the sample. At Step 2, bulk density is
determined by measuring the sample volume either using
plug length and diameter (if it has a cylindrical shape) or
through the measurement of sample weight change due to
its immersion into Àuorinert (if it has an irregular shape). At
Step 3, the sample is crushed, and ¿nes are removed through
sieving using a 300-mesh sieve. Between 60 and 80 grams of
crushed material are then split and loaded into two universal
sample holders, shown in Fig. 4 (Step 5), after an aliquot is
taken for LECO TOC and RockEval measurements of the
AR sample (Step 4).
One subsample is placed into a universal sample
holder and is used for the open-retorting experiment where
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maximum temperature does not exceed 300°C. This allows
quanti¿cation of the ratio between free water and clay and
capillary-bound water in the sample (Step 8a). Another
subsample is used for the measurement of AR grain volume
and grain density (Step 6) and for the NMR T2 measurement
of the crushed sample (Step 7), providing information about
Àuid concentration in the crushed sample compatible with
the information about Àuid concentration in the AR plug
sample obtained at Step 1. The same subsample is used for
the closed-system retorting experiment at 300°C, providing
values of total water and residual oil present in the sample
(Step 8b). The subsample used for the open-retorting
experiment provides sample aliquots for post-retorting

LECO TOC and RockEval measurements (performed at Step
11) and for other measurements, such as X-ray Àuorescence
(XRF) and X-ray diffractions (XRD), which are used
for interpreting mineral matrix composition. The closedretorting subsample is then used to measure sample grain
volume and grain density (Step 9). The same subsample is
cleaned using Soxhlet extraction (Step 12). After cleaning
and post-cleaning drying are ¿nished, this subsample is
again used to measure sample grain volume and grain density
with removed EOM (Step 13); it also provides an aliquot for
LECO TOC and RockEval measurements performed for the
sample in the cleaned, extracted state.
The universal sample holder (Fig. 4) used for retorting

Fig. 3—Scheme illustrating the GRI+ crushed-rock core analysis workÀow.
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experiments is fully compatible with all measurements
and sample treatments employed by the GRI+ workÀow,
including NMR measurements, grain-volume/density
measurements, and Soxhlet extraction. As a result, crushed
material is not removed from the sample holder unless
a sample aliquot is taken. The use of a universal sample
holder ensures the conservation of the crushed-sample
material during all steps of the GRI+ workÀow. This design,
which uses special caps on the sample holder to seal crushed
material inside, guarantees that the sample weight is a very
good indicator of Àuid losses during sample handling.
Two NMR T2 measurements are performed as a part of
the GRI+ workÀow: at Step 1 for the AR core sample and
at Step 7 for the subsample of the crushed material inside
of the universal sample holder destined for the closedretorting experiment. The main goal of these two NMR
T2 measurements is to estimate Àuid loss both in the AR
sample and caused by sample crushing. This goal can be

achieved only if both NMR T2 measurements are properly
calibrated in cubic centimeters of water units so quantitative
comparison can be performed. In many cases, particularly in
the case of RSWC samples, AR plug samples have uneven
shapes and their average lengths are quite different from
the lengths of crushed samples inside universal sample
holders. NMR sensors in off-the-shelf NMR relaxometers
have a signi¿cant nonuniform response function along their
axes, as observed during in-house experiments. As a result,
using such NMR relaxometers for NMR T2 measurements
performed at Step 1 and Step 7 of the GRI+ workÀow can
result in calibration-related uncertainties exceeding the
levels required to quantify Àuid losses caused by sample
crushing. To overcome this problem, Ecotek Inc. developed
and built a special NMR sensor that has a response function
along its axis with enhanced uniformity (see Fig. 5). This
NMR sensor enables the GRI+ workÀow to account for the
lost Àuid caused by sample crushing.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4—Empty universal sample holder (a) and full universal sample holder covered with sealing caps (b).

Fig. 5—Variation of the axial sensitivity of the NMR sensor developed by Ecotek Inc. that is used to quantify Àuid losses during core sample crushing.
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At Step 5, two subsamples of crushed material are loaded
into the universal sample holders. One subsample is used for
the open-retorting experiment (Step 8a), which delivers the
ratio of free water to clay and capillary-bound water, and
another one is used for the closed-retorting experiment (Step
8b), which delivers total volumes of extracted water and oil.
The open- and closed-retorting apparatuses used for these
experiments, speci¿cally designed for the GRI+ workÀow,
are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Particularly, the open-retorting apparatus is equipped
with a computer-controlled heater, a computer-controlled
gas valve and a camera to record pictures of the Àuid
collection cylinder in parallel with sample heating. The gas
valve enables injection of small volumes of nitrogen into
the sample chamber during sample heating. This retorting
apparatus allows custom implementation of any temperature
program for retorting experiments, and the camera allows
monitoring of Àuid collection (see Fig. 7).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6—Design illustration of the open-retorting apparatus (a) and closed-retorting system apparatus (b).

Fig. 7—Pictures of the Àuid collection cylinders acquired at different stages of the open-retorting experiment.
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Periodic nitrogen injection creates elevated gas pressure
in the sample chamber. This eliminates Àuid hold-up in the
condenser of the retorting system. Fluid released by the
sample at a speci¿c temperature is condensed and collected
in the Àuid collection cylinder almost simultaneously with
its release. The pictures of the Àuid collection cylinder are
taken not only at the end of each temperature step of the
retorting experiment but every 30 seconds during the entire
open-retorting experiment. Collected images are processed
using a proprietary algorithm and the evolution of the Àuid
level during the retorting experiment is derived in the form
of a color map (see Fig. 8). Such maps allow the derivation
of more accurate volume values for oil and water collected
at different steps of the open-retorting experiment.
The closed-retorting apparatus uses a design where the
Àuid-collection cylinder is hermetically connected to the
sample chamber. In the case of the design shown in Fig. 6,
even when the sample chamber is at 300°C, most of the Àuidcollection cylinder is at ambient temperature because of the
low thermal conductivity of glass. The limitation of this
design is that it does not allow for the accurate quanti¿cation

of Àuids released by the sample during different temperature
steps. The main reason for this is the very slow formation of
large Àuid droplets, which are required before the Àuids can
reach the bottom of the cylinder and be quanti¿ed. However,
this design does allow for the collection of virtually all Àuid
released by the sample including most of the heavier HC
components not quanti¿ed by the open-retorting apparatus,
which are condensed at the walls of the Àuid collection
cylinder. After the closed-retorting experiment is ¿nished,
the Àuid-collection cylinder is disconnected from the sample
chamber to quantify the mass of collected Àuid. Comparison
can then be made with the sample mass loss during the same
retorting experiment.
CASE STUDY: WOLFCAMP A
Six pairs of twin samples of Permian Wolfcamp A
formation were used to test the GRI+ workÀow. Twin samples
allow repeatability assessment of different measurements
employed by the GRI+ workÀow.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of the total NMR signal

Fig. 8—An example of the Àuid-level evolution map generated from the pictures of the Àuid-collection cylinder acquired during the open-retorting
experiment; the green line indicates the temperature evolution during the open-retorting experiment; vertical red lines mark the ends of different
temperature stages; horizonal magenta lines mark the locations of the Àuid-air meniscus at the end of each temperature stage; horizontal white lines
mark the locations of the oil-water meniscus at the end of each temperature stage.
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acquired for AR plug and crushed samples used in this study.
The comparison indicates that crushing causes the decrease
of total Àuid concentration by ~14% for the samples from
the Wolfcamp A formation. It also shows that sample
sieving does not impact Àuid loss, as data points acquired
for samples that were crushed but not sieved are occupying
the same trend line as data points acquired for samples that
were crushed and sieved.
The analysis of the results of decomposition of acquired
NMR T2 distributions suggest that mainly water is lost during
crushing (Nikitin et al., 2017). Indeed, the comparison
of the intensities of NMR T2-distribution components
corresponding to HC associated with immovable OM (Peak
1) and corresponding to water present in the samples (Peaks 2
and 3) before and after crushing (Fig. 10) indicates that Peak
1 is barely changed by the sample crushing. At the same time
the decrease of the intensity of Peaks 2 and 3 caused by the
crushing process is comparable with the decrease of the total
intensity of the NMR T2 distribution. This indicates that, at
least in the case of Wolfcamp A formation core samples, it is

mainly water that is lost during sample crushing and not HC
Àuid, as has been assumed by vendors providing crushedrock core analysis services (Weatherford Laboratories, 2012;
CoreLab, 2017).
Figure 11 compares the results of the closed- and openretorting experiments performed on six sets of twin pairs.
A typical value of the Àuid-collection ef¿ciency (de¿ned as
the ratio of the mass of collected Àuid to the sample mass
loss) for the closed-retorting experiment is ~98%, and for
the open-retorting experiment is ~90%. If the data points
corresponding to a closed-retorting experiment that failed
due to poor sealing of the sample chamber are excluded from
analysis (¿lled points in Fig. 11), the average measurement
of extracted Àuid volumes from core samples during either
open or closed-retorting experiments is ~5%.
The comparison of the total volumes of water collected
in open and closed-retorting experiments (Fig. 12) show that
on average, the open-retorting apparatus collects ~8 to 10%
less water than the closed-retorting apparatus.

Fig. 9—Dependence of the NMR signal in water volume per mass of the crushed core material on the NMR signal in water volume per mass of the AR
core material for the same samples; green points represent crushed samples without sieving; blue points represent sieved samples (as recommended
in GRI+ workÀow).
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Fig. 10—Intensities of NMR T2-distribution components for plug samples versus crushed samples; here Peak 1 corresponds to HC associated with
immovable OM, Peaks 2 and 3 are due to water and Peak 4 is due to oil in matrix pores (Nikitin et al., 2017).

Fig. 11—Comparison of the Àuid volumes collected in open- and closed-retorting experiments for samples from twin pairs; ¿lled data points correspond
to the closed-retorting experiment with very low collection ef¿ciency caused by a failed seal in the closed-retorting apparatus.
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Fig. 12—Comparison of volumes of water collected in open-retorting experiment and volumes of water collected in closed-retorting experiment for
the same samples; the ¿lled data point corresponds to the closed-retorting experiment with very low collection ef¿ciency caused by the failed seal of
the closed-retorting apparatus.

For the grain-volume measurements at different steps of
the GRI+ workÀow, the PDP-300 porosimeter by Metarock
Laboratories with custom modi¿cations is used. Figure 13
compares the results of grain-volume measurements on twin

plugs for samples before (AR) and after (dry) extraction in the
closed-retorting experiments (Steps 6 and 9, respectively).
Here grain volumes are converted into total porosity units.

Fig. 13—Comparison of results of grain-volume measurements in porosity units for samples from twin pairs; blue circles correspond to AR crushed
samples; green circles correspond to post-retorting crushed samples.
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This comparison in Fig. 13 indicates that grain-volume
measurements performed for post-retorting or dried samples
have an average uncertainty of ~5% that is ~3 times better
than the average uncertainty of grain volume measurements
performed for AR samples (~18 %). The reason for such
difference is different modes of porosimeter operation. In
the case of AR samples, the lost Àuid from the samples
should be minimized during grain-volume measurements,
and thus the porosimeter must be operated in “vacuum off”
mode when air present in the sample chamber is not removed
during the grain-volume measurement. As a result, helium
gas from the reference volume mixes with the air from the
sample chamber. The formed gas mixture has a temperature
that could be substantially different from the temperature
at which the calibration of the porosimeter is valid. This
increases the uncertainty of the volume measurement for AR
samples. Post-retorting or dried samples do not contain any
Àuid to preserve, thus the porosimeter can be operated in
“vacuum on” mode when air from the sample chamber is
removed by the vacuum pump before helium gas is released

from the reference volume. In this case, both the sample
chamber and reference volume are ¿lled with pure helium
gas at the end of the grain-volume measurement, providing
lower measurement uncertainty.
As mentioned above, the range of uncertainties for
Phitot_ver1 and Phitot_ver2, derived from Àuid summation and
comparison of bulk and grain volumes respectively, should
be comparable. However, previous datasets from other
crushed-rock core analysis workÀows saw an average of
~20% difference in porosity calculations, ~1.5 p.u. Figure
14 demonstrates that better agreement is achieved using
the GRI+ workÀow. Data points in this plot follow the
1:1 trendline with approximately 1% average uncertainty,
indicating a very high degree of consistency of both raw
data and their interpretation. In this case, the BVW value
used in (Eq. 1) to calculate Phitot_ver1, was corrected for the
ef¿ciency of the water collection from each closed-retorting
experiment. BVW was calculated as BVW/Į_ret where the
typical value of Į_ret was equal to 0.98 as was discussed
above.

Fig. 14—Comparison of total porosity values derived from Àuid summation and from the comparison of bulk volume and dry grain-density volume.
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DISCUSSION: SATURATION ESTIMATION

(4)

As previously highlighted (Blount et al., 2017), the
interpretation of data collected from crushed-rock core
analysis (CR) workÀows using thermal methods of Àuid
extraction assumes that the Àuid not collected in the retorting
experiment is mainly light HC. Also, volumes of extracted
Àuids are not corrected to account for the losses that occur
during sample crushing and handling. As a result, water
saturation is calculated according to Eq. 3:
(3)
where BVW is the volume of water extracted from the
sample during open retorting divided by the bulk volume of
the sample used in the open-retorting experiment (in p.u.),
BVO is the volume of oil extracted from the sample during
open retorting divided by the bulk volume of sample used
in the open-retorting experiment (in p.u.), Į_ret is the openretorting apparatus ef¿ciency, which is equal to the ratio of
the extracted Àuid mass and sample weight loss, and Phi_air
is the total porosity for the AR sample or air-¿lled porosity.
In the case of the GRI+ workÀow, water saturation is
calculated using Eq. 4:

where BVW is the volume of water extracted from the
sample during closed retorting divided by the bulk volume
of the sample used in the closed-retorting experiment (in
p.u.), Į_ret is the closed-retorting apparatus ef¿ciency which
is equal to the ratio of the extracted Àuid mass and sample
weight loss, ȕ_crush is the Àuid preservation during crushing
derived from NMR measurements for the AR and crushed
sample, V_grain is the dry grain volume of the sample used
in the closed-retorting experiment (in cm3), and V_bulk is
the bulk volume of the sample used in the closed-retorting
experiment.
Data acquired for the 12 samples from the Wolfcamp
A formation were used to calculate SwCR according to Eq. 3
using BVW and BVO from the open-retorting experiments
and SwGRI+ according to Eq. 4 using BVW from the closedretorting experiments. The comparison of SwGRI+ and
SwCR is shown in Fig. 15. On average, SwGRI+ values are
~32% (or ~15 s.u.) higher than values of SwCR. However,
typical commercial retorting systems have much lower
Àuid collection ef¿ciency than the open-retorting system
employed by the GRI+ workÀow. Therefore, SwCR may be
even lower than what was calculated in this study.

Fig. 15—Comparison of water saturation derived from acquired data according to (Eq. 3) with water saturation derived from the same data according
to (Eq. 4).
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CONCLUSIONS
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The GRI+ workÀow presented in this paper employs
several measurement innovations that overcome the
challenges faced by other crushed-rock core analysis
workÀows. Three key innovations are (1) a universal sample
holder for crushed core material, (2) an NMR relaxometer
sensor with increased axial uniformity of the response
function, and (3) improved open and closed-retorting
apparatus designs.
The universal sample holder limits losses of the solid
material from the crushed core sample during the multiple
measurement steps of the GRI+ workÀow. As a result, reliable
total porosity values can be derived from the comparison of
sample bulk volume and grain volume measured for the dried
sample. The NMR relaxometer sensor with increased axial
uniformity of the response function, enables quanti¿cation
of the different Àuids (HC and water) lost from the AR
plug samples during crushing. Closed- and open-retorting
apparatuses improve volume measurements of different
types of water and light HC present in the crushed core
sample to a high degree of accuracy using only 60 to 80
grams of core material.
The data quality and information acquired using the
GRI+ workÀow are signi¿cantly improved as a result
of these innovations, providing the analyst the ability
to reduce and address uncertainty and systematic biases
from core analysis results. For example, in the case of the
Wolfcamp A formation, results from the GRI+ workÀow
reduce uncertainty in the porosity estimation, which can
be introduced simply by choice of calculation methodology
(Eq. 1 versus Eq. 2) for standard workÀows. Even more
importantly, the results suggest that previous crushed-rock
core analysis leads to considerably biased water saturation
estimations, such that we expect these methods may
underestimate Sw by at least 30% or ~15 s.u. While the case
study was limited to six depths of Wolfcamp A core from a
single well, the results provide better alignment of Sw and the
water cuts observed from production in the corresponding
area.
Our next steps include analysis of multiple lithologies,
formations, and maturities, as well as using these learnings to
investigate correcting legacy core data to improve saturation
modeling and our ability to predict water production. We
recommend an industry-wide consortium to further improve
and enhance GRI+ workÀows and to help establish a new
industry standard for the routine measurement of Àuid
saturations in tight, low-permeability rocks.

The authors thank the management of Shell’s Permian
Asset for permission to present these ¿ndings.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
AS = as received
BVW = bulk volume water, p.u.
BVWcb = capillary-bound water, p.u.
BVWfree = bulk volume free water, p.u.
BVO = bulk volume oil, p.u.
CONV = conventional core
CR = crushed-rock analysis
EOM = extractable organic matter
GRI = Gas Research Institute
HC = hydrocarbon
OM = organic matter
ORM = organic-rich mudstone
Phiair = air-¿lled porosity, p.u.
Phitot ver1 = total porosity calculated using summation of
Àuids
Phitot ver2 = total porosity calculated using bulk and grain
volumes
PRSWC = pressurized rotary sidewall cores
p.u. = porosity units
QC = quality control
RSWC = rotary sidewall core
SOM = solid organic matter
s.u. = saturation units
TOC = total organic carbon
TOCimm = immovable organic matter, wt%
XRF = X-ray Àuorescence
XRD = X-ray diffraction
Symbols
Į_ret = collection ef¿ciency of the retorting system
equal to the ratio of the weight of the collected
Àuid and sample weight loss
ȕ_crush = Àuid preservation coef¿cient during crushing
derived from NMR measurements for the asreceived and crushed samples
Sw = water saturation, s.u.
SwCR = water saturation from crushed-rock analysis
(open retorting)
SwGRI+ = water saturation from GRI+ workÀow
T2 = NMR transverse relaxation time
Vbulk = bulk volume, g/cm3
Vgrain = marix grain volume, g/cm3
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NMR Evaluation of Light-Hydrocarbon Composition, Pore Size, and Tortuosity in
Organic-Rich Chalks
Zeliang Chen1, Philip M. Singer1, Xinglin Wang1, Harold J. Vinegar2, Scott V. Nguyen3, and George J. Hirasaki1

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we use core-log integration to estimate
the hydrocarbon composition, pore size, and tortuosity in
an organic-rich chalk formation.
Our core analysis consists of pressure saturation of the
as-received reservoir core plugs followed by in-situ NMR
T1-T2 and D-T2 measurements. The saturating Àuids include
water and light hydrocarbons, including methane, ethane,
propane, n-butane, n-pentane, and n-decane.
The laboratory-measured T2 distributions of the
hydrocarbon-saturated cores are converted to the downhole
T2app (T2 apparent) log by simulating the effects of diffusion
in the magnetic-¿eld gradient of the NMR logging tool. The
simulated T2app log is compared to the actual log to estimate
the qualitative downhole hydrocarbon composition by
minimizing the least-squares error.

The simulated downhole T1/T2app based on the
laboratory-measured T1/T2 illustrates contrasts between
saturating Àuids and, therefore, can be used for qualitative
Àuid typing. We also ¿nd that methane and natural gas
liquids (NGLs) can be well distinguished from water and
heavier hydrocarbons by applying T2app and T1/T2app 2D
cutoffs.
The laboratory-measured restricted diffusivity
indicates that the saturating methane can be distinguished
from liquid-state hydrocarbons by its higher diffusivity. In
addition, the laboratory-measured restricted diffusivities
of different light hydrocarbons are ¿tted to the Padé
approximation to estimate the mean pore size, heterogeneity
length scale, and tortuosity of the light-hydrocarbon ¿lled
porosity.

INTRODUCTION

al. (2011) investigates the dynamics of methane in kerogen
and report the T2 and diffusivity of methane are greatly
reduced in shale, while the HI is increased, compared to the
bulk state. Valori et al. (2017) develop a new methodology to
estimate the permeability of gas-bearing shale using NMRmeasured methane-saturated T2. The research by Tinni et al.
(2018) illustrates the effect of methane adsorption on gas
production through laboratory NMR measurements.
NMR T1/T2 ratio has been proposed as a promising
technique for Àuid typing and composition estimation early
on (Kausik et al., 2016; Singer et al., 2016; Singer et al.,
2017a; Singer et al., 2018a; Chen et al., 2017). The research
on this technique has recently been extended to gas and
NGLs. Thern et al. (2018) studied the responses of methane
and propane in activated carbon and shale. They found that
hydrocarbon (e.g., propane) is dissolved in kerogen within
the shale and tends to yield higher T1/T2, which agrees with
previous ¿ndings (Yang et al., 2012; Kausik et al., 2016;
Singer et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017). Thern et al. (2018)
suggest hydrocarbons in nanoscale pores can be separated
from hydrocarbons in intergranular pores by either the T2

The recent advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing make gas (i.e., methane) and natural gas liquids
(NGLs) production from tight reservoirs possible and
economical. As a result, the fast-paced growth in the global
gas and NGLs production stimulates research interests
in this area. NMR was used as a valuable tool for data
acquisition because of the versatile and nondestructive
natures (Hürlimann et al., 2009; Kausik et al., 2011; Wang et
al., 2014; Sigal, 2015; Fleury and Romero-Sarmiento, 2016;
Valori et al., 2017; Tinni et al., 2018; Thern et al., 2018).
NMR logging and laboratory NMR core analysis continue
to contribute signi¿cantly to formation evaluation.
NMR measurements on methane-saturated tight rocks
are valuable but challenging due to the lower hydrogen
index (HI) compared to other liquid-state hydrocarbons.
Several recent NMR studies on methane-saturated rock
demonstrate the capability of standard low-¿eld NMR (2.3
MHz) benchtop relaxometerss and logging tools to capture
the signal from methane at achievable pressures. Kausik et
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cutoff or T1/T2 cutoff. The research conducted by Fleury
and Romero-Sarmiento (2016) using higher frequency (23
MHz) NMR also suggests exploiting T1/T2 for methane
identi¿cation.
Besides T1/T2, diffusivity (D) measurement by NMR is
widely implemented for composition estimation. Hürlimann
et al. (2009) con¿rm that D-T2 measurements contain
detailed information about the composition of hydrocarbons.
It is demonstrated that methane can be identi¿ed by high
diffusivity values, even when dissolved in crude oil or
kerogen (Hürlimann et al., 2009; Kausik et al., 2011).
The ¿rst topic of our research is the evaluation
of hydrocarbon composition (i.e., methane and NGLs
composition) by T2, T1/T2, or D contrast. The differential
composition is a critical input to formation evaluation
because of the difference in economic value between
methane, the NGLs (i.e., ethane, propane, butane, and
pentane), and pentane plus. The differential composition is
also important in terms of the completion strategy to take
advantage of value difference. Note that ethane, propane,
and butane are also known as condensates. Methane is a gas
generally used for heating and electricity, with a relatively
low value in the United States. However, propane, butane,
and pentane (a component of natural gasoline) sell for
approximately the same price as crude oil. Ethane is also
highly prized due to its use as a petrochemical feedstock
in ethylene manufacturing. Therefore, the prior knowledge
of methane and NGLs composition contributes to reservoir
valuation estimates. Our research proposes a new method
of determining the volumetric composition and saturation
of methane and NGLs in a petroleum reservoir using NMR
logging integrated with NMR core analysis.
The second topic of our research is the evaluation of the
mean pore size, heterogeneity length scale, and tortuosity
of the light-hydrocarbon-¿lled porosity using NMR
restricted diffusion measurements. The mean pore size,
heterogeneity length scale, and tortuosity are closely related
to the permeability, which determines the producibility of
a formation. Thereby, these three petrophysical properties
play critical roles in reservoir engineering. Our research
proposes a new method of determining the mean pore size,
as well as the tortuosity and the heterogeneity length scale,
in a petroleum reservoir using NMR core analysis.
This article is organized as follows. The NMR
speci¿cations and experimental details, including
petrophysical properties of cores and laboratory core
saturation procedure, are presented in the Experimental
Details section. This is followed by the three types of NMR
measurements associated with the analysis, which are divided
into individual sections for T2, T1/T2, and D. The section for
T2 includes simulations of downhole T2 logs (namely T2app)
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and a core-log calibration showcases how to estimate the
composition. The section for T1/T2 incorporates simulations
of downhole-measured T1/T2app and shows how T1/T2app can
be used for Àuid typing and composition estimation. The
section for D shows how the Padé approximation is used to
interpret the restricted diffusivity and estimate the mean pore
size, etc. The Conclusions section summarizes the ¿ndings.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Petrophysical Properties
The core samples used in this work are from the late
Cretaceous upper Ghareb formation in the Golan Heights
basin in Israel. The Maastrichtian age was one of marine
upwelling, high surface productivity, and intermittent
bottom water anoxia. This led to a matrix that consists of
microcrystalline calcite (micrite) intermixed with high
concentrations of organic matter. The upper Ghareb
formation in this basin consists of organic-rich bituminous
foraminiferal chalks.
These organic-rich chalks are tight rocks with a
horizontal permeability ( Klinkenberg corrected ) of
0.017 mD. The TOC (total organic carbon) of the organicrich chalks is ~10 wt% (or ~20 vol%), and the kerogenous
matter is early-stage mature Type II-S kerogen.
Figure 1 shows an SEM photograph highlighting the
calcite matrix and organic matter (OM). The macropore size
shown in Fig. 1 is about a few microns, which agrees with
the pore size estimated by the Padé approximation shown in
the following section.

Fig. 1—SEM photograph of a core from the upper Ghareb formation.
Note that the pore size illustrated in this ¿gure is comparable to the
pore size estimated by the Padé approximation shown in the following
section.
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Figure 2, performed by Weatherford Laboratories,
illustrates a secondary electron image (Fig. 2a) and a
backscatter electron imaging (Fig. 2b). The SEI photograph
emphasizes ¿ne-scale surface features including micropores.
The BEI photograph displays grayscale variations in
backscatter coef¿cient (minerals like calcite with a high
atomic number appear white, while matter with relatively
low atomic number such as organic matter appears dark
grey). Figure 2c illustrates an energy-dispersive (EDS)
spectral map of the same ¿eld of view seen in the SEI and
BEI photographs. A color phase key is shown in Fig. 2d
together with the volumetric abundance of various phases
by EDS.
Table 1 shows the mineral composition by XRD. The
major mineral component is calcite, with secondary amounts
of quartz and apatite. There are very small amounts of clay

and pyrite.
The well was drilled with water-based mud. All downhole
operations in the reservoir zone were underbalanced to
prevent invasion and Àushing.
The Baker Hughes MREX logging tool was logged in
PoroPerm+Light Oil mode with a Twait = 16 seconds. The
logging was performed with the slowest logging speed of
0.6 m/min. The vertical resolution was 0.6 m.
Table 2 shows a summary of laboratory core analysis
performed at Ben-Gurion University Center for Petroleum
and Environmental Science including Rock Eval TOC and
Tmax, Coreval nitrogen gas porosity, bitumen-¿lled porosity
(by extraction), and total porosity (sum of Coreval porosity
and bitumen-¿lled porosity), and horizontal permeability
(Klinkenberg-corrected).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2—Photomicrographs of a polished thin section of a foraminiferal chalk from the upper Ghareb formation, including (a) a secondary electron
image (SEI), (b) a backscatter electron imaging (BEI), (c) an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectral map of the same ¿eld of view illustrated
in the SEI and BEI photographs, and (d) a color-phase key with the volumetric abundance of various phases (bottom right table). Petrophysically,
the cores consist of water-wet micritic calcite that leads to water-wet micropores and intergranular macropores containing kerogen, bitumen, light
hydrocarbons, and small quantities of connate water. The macropores are mixed-wet since the kerogen is prone to be oil-wet.
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Table 1—Mineralogy by XRD

Table 2: Summary of Core Analysis of the Core
Samples

NMR Measurements
An Oxford Instruments GeoSpec2 rock-core analyzer
with a resonance frequency of Ȧ/2ʌ = 2.3 MHz for 1H (similar
to downhole NMR logging tools) was used to acquire the
NMR data. The measurements were conducted in an Oxford
Instruments overburden core holder at either laboratory or
reservoir conditions, which are discussed in the following
subsection. The 2D T1-T2 data are acquired using 32 logspaced points on an inversion-recovery curve ranging from
0.2 to 20,000 ms (typically). Each point on the inversionrecovery curve is followed by a series of CPMG echoes
with an echo spacing of TE = 0.2 ms. The 2D D-T2 data were
acquired using a unipolar stimulated-echo sequence (Mitchell
et al., 2014) with 32 pulsed-¿eld trapezoidal gradient steps
ranging from zero to a maximum strength of gy = 43 G/cm,
a gradient encoding time of į = 9 ms, a diffusion evolution
time of ǻ = 14.7 ms, and a dead time of Td = 25 ms. The
2D correlation maps were processed using the fast inverse
Laplace transform (analogous to Venkataramanan et al.,
2002) with 120 (480 for higher resolution only for T1/T2 and
T1/T2app analysis) log-spaced bins for T1, T2 and D. The units
of the y-axis on the relaxation time distributions are in “p.u./
div”, which means porosity units per x-axis bin-size.
In the case of T 2 distribution, the bin size is
“div = ǻlog10T2 = (log10T2,i+1 í log10T2,i)”, which is
independent of index “i” because of the log-spaced bin
selection. This unit of the y-axis is also known as bin porosity.
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Core Plugs and Fluid Saturations
The well is a vertical well where a conventional (3.25in. diameter × 30-ft long) vertical core was taken. At the
wellsite, the core was removed from the barrel, sealed in
plastic wrap and aluminum foil, and dip-coated in lowmelting paraf¿n to prevent evaporation. In the laboratory,
plugs were cut through the core perpendicular to the axis
of the core. Therefore, the core plugs are horizontal. We
selected the 48-mm section in the center of each core plug to
minimize evaporation and invasion. We used air mist during
the core plugging to minimize evaporation or invasion of
cutting Àuid. The 48-mm core plugs were then stored in
glass vials until NMR measurements were made.
The core-plug dimensions, 25-mm diameter × 48-mm
long, makes them compatible with the Oxford Instrument
NMR overburden core holder. A series of “twin” Cores 1
to 6, originating near the same depth of the formation, were
selected for laboratory core analysis. The spatial variation
of the “twin” cores is about 0.2 m. It is assumed that these
cores are the same in terms of pore geometries and physical
properties. These cores were not cleaned before NMR
measurements. The pore space of the “as-received” core
samples consists of bitumen, connate water (with unknown
composition), and air, as detected by the laboratory NMR
core-analyzer (shown in the following section). The
deuteration result (shown in Appendix 1) suggests that
the “as-received” cores have no residual hydrocarbon
saturation. The cores were then saturated with either water
(i.e., brine with 8,000 ppm of NaCl), methane, ethane,
propane, n-butane, n-pentane or n-decane for in-situ NMR
measurements. Note that n-butane, n-pentane, and n-decane
are hereafter shortened to butane, pentane, and decane,
respectively.
The apparatus diagram for in-situ saturation is shown
in Fig. 3. The core samples are placed within the NMR
overburden core holder for pressure saturation. A syringe
pump is used to inject Àuids while a hydraulic hand pump
is used to maintain the con¿ning pressure. All pressure
saturations are conducted by injecting Àuids at constant
inlet-pressure with the outlet which is closed and connected
to a pressure transducer. All of the laboratory NMR
measurements are performed at a temperature of 30°C. The
targeted pore pressure (1,200 psia) is adjusted such that
the density of ethane at laboratory conditions would be the
same as that at reservoir temperature and pressure (68°C and
2,755 psia). The pressurization to the targeted pore pressure
takes two steps. The cores are initially pressurized from 14.7
psia (ambient pressure) to 500 psia, and then from 500 to
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1,200 psia. The step-wise pressurization is meant to limit
the pressure gradient and effective stress (a.k.a. net pressure,
namely the net stress between overburden stress and pore
pressure) to avoid irreversible change in the cores. The
effective stress is kept constant at 1,000 psi during the NMR
measurements.

Fig. 3—Schematic of the saturation apparatus for in-situ NMR
measurements.

The details of saturations and measurements are tabulated
as Table 3. These series of “twin” cores are used in parallel
for different saturating Àuids because the saturation alters the
cores. More speci¿cally, some connate water is mobilized and
expelled during pressurization and depressurization of light
hydrocarbons, as shown in Appendix 2. The NMR results
on the as-received cores reveal similar NMR responses
(shown in the next section for T2), except for Core 4. Core
4 has slightly less connate water saturation, but similar total
porosity, as indicated by the T2 measurements (as shown

Table 3—Core Number, Saturating Fluid, Temperature, Pore Pressure,
and Con¿ning Pressure for NMR Measurements on “Twin” Cores

below). Therefore, no distinction is made between these asreceived “twin” cores. The order of saturation listed in Table
3 for Cores 1 and 2 follows the order of actual experiments.
After each Àuid saturation on Cores 1 and 2, the cores
were depressurized and taken out of the overburden cell to
remove excess Àuid for the next step. The deuterated Core
1 (denoted as “D2O”) was prepared by immersing the core
into fresh D2O brine twice. Each deuteration step lasted for
one week at ambient conditions. It should be noted that the
“C1(D2O)” is done by injecting methane into Core 1, which
has been deuterated after propane saturation. The purpose of
“C1(D2O)” is to study the NMR responses of pure methane
without the interference from connate water so that the T2,
T1/T2, and diffusivity of the methane can be readily observed.
The bulk properties of water and hydrocarbons at both
laboratory conditions (30°C, 1,200 psia) and downhole
conditions (68°C, 2,755 psia) are estimated and summarized
in Table 4. The details of the procedure use in computing the
bulk Àuid properties are provided in Appendix 4.

Table 4—Bulk Properties of Fluids on Both Laboratory and Reservoir Conditions
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COMPOSITION ESTIMATION BY T2
This section presents T2 laboratory measurements on asreceived and saturated cores. Note that the T2 distributions
are projected from 2D T1-T2 correlation maps. This section
also shows how the laboratory T2 is used to calibrate the log
to estimate the light-hydrocarbon composition.
Figure 4 shows the detection range of the NMR T2
measurements. The matrix of the rock, which mostly consists
of calcite and kerogen, is in the solid phase. Therefore, the
matrix is not detectable by the low-¿eld NMR relaxometer.
As for Àuids, the as-received reservoir cores preserve
bitumen and connate water. The bitumen is partially visible
in NMR measurements depending on the viscosity. The
connate water in either micro- or macropores is detectable.
When the cores are saturated with light hydrocarbons, the
light hydrocarbons can dissolve in kerogen and bitumen
(i.e., with short T2), or stay in the macropores (i.e., with long
T2).
The entire T2 distributions can be divided into three
regions by T2 cutoffs, as shown in Fig. 4 (also shown in

Fig. 5). The three regions are identi¿ed as (A) bitumen and/
or dissolved light-hydrocarbon region, which may contain
light hydrocarbons dissolved in both bitumen and kerogen,
as inferred from its high T1/T2 ratio revealed by the T1-T2
measurements (shown in the following section for T1/T2);
(B) micropore region that has connate water, inferred from
the fact that its signal intensity is decreased to almost zero
by deuteration (i.e., exchange with D2O, a.k.a. heavy water,
shown in Appendix 1); (C) macropore region that contains
saturating light hydrocarbons and a small amount of connate
water, where most of the connate water signal can be
eliminated by deuteration (also shown in Appendix 1). Note
that Àuids in Regions A and C can be in the same spatial
region.
T2 Distributions of As-Received Cores
Figure 5 shows the T2 distributions of six as-received
cores close to the same depth. It should be noted that the
reported “NMR porosity” of the as-received cores in Fig.
5 and following plots is NMR liquid-¿lled porosity, while
the “NMR porosity” of the saturated cores is the NMR total

Fig. 4—Schematic of the detection range of the low-¿eld (2.3 MHz) NMR T2 measurements.

Fig. 5—T2 distributions of the as-received cores from near the same depth. Dashed lines divide the T2 distributions into three regions: (A) the leftmost
region is the bitumen and/or dissolved hydrocarbon region; (B) the middle region is the connate-water region; (C) the rightmost region is the lighthydrocarbon region (with small amounts of connate water). The legend indicates core number, concealed core depth, and NMR porosity. “pu1” refers
to porosity units assuming HI = 1.
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porosity. The reported porosity assumes that all the detected
Àuids have a hydrogen index of unity, i.e., HI = 1, which is
the same as water. As such, the porosity values are listed in
units of pu1, which is short for porosity units (p.u.) assuming
HI = 1. The reported NMR liquid-¿lled porosity or NMR
total porosity follows a relationship with the actual porosities
as such
(1)

where l(pu) and (pu) are the actual liquid-¿lled and total
porosity respectively, while l(pu1) and (pu1) are the
reported NMR liquid-¿lled porosity and NMR total porosity
assuming HI = 1, respectively. It should be noted that a
large fraction of the bitumen signal, with short T2 due to
its high viscosity, is not detectable by the low-¿eld NMR
relaxometer in this study. Therefore, the total porosity (i.e.,
NMR total porosity) reported in this study does not include

the invisible portion of bitumen.
Figure 5 indicates that the cores near the same depth
share very similar T2 distributions, except that Core 4 has
less connate water in Regions B and C, which also leads to
a T2 shift in Region B. The loss of connate water in Core 4
may be due to the evaporation during core plugging.
T2 Distributions of Saturated Cores
Saturating the as-received cores in the laboratory is
critical to study the NMR responses of different Àuids (see
Table 3 for saturation details). In this study, we use the water
and hydrocarbons respectively to saturate the core under the
laboratory conditions. The T2 distribution acquired on the
100% water-saturated core provides the total NMR porosity.
Figure 6a presents the T2 distribution of Core 3 before and
after water saturation. It is clear that there is around 8.1 p.u.
of water introduced by water saturation. The fully watersaturated Core 3 suggests a total NMR porosity of ~25 p.u.
for all of the six “twin” cores.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6—T2 distributions of as-received and fully-saturated cores. Dashed lines divide the T2 distributions into three regions, the same as in Fig. 5.
Sub¿gures (a), (b), (c), and (d) show different combinations of data, each labeled in the legend according to core number, saturating Àuid, and NMR
porosity. “pu1” refers to porosity units assuming HI = 1.
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Figures 6b, 6c, and 6d provide T2 distributions of
hydrocarbons in the cores. The measurements illustrate
different NMR porosity, especially in Region C, which is due
to the differences in HI between the hydrocarbons. Under
laboratory conditions, methane is supercritical and yields
a low HI of 0.13, while ethane, propane, butane, pentane,
and decane are all liquids and yield a much higher HI (see
Table 4). It should be noted that since the HI of methane
at reservoir conditions is twice that at laboratory conditions
(also see Table 4), the simulated downhole T2 response
(shown below) should be compensated.
The total NMR porosity of water-saturated core in
Region A is slightly lower than that of pentane- and decanesaturated cores, even though water, pentane, and decane
share similar HI (see Table 4). This is interpreted as the
dissolution of alkanes into either bitumen or kerogen, as
suggested by the increase in signal intensity of Region A
after pentane and decane saturation (see Fig. 6d).
In addition to the NMR porosity, there are other
noticeable changes in T2 distributions of the saturated cores.
For the water-saturated Core 3, a slight increase in T2 of
connate water in Region B is observed. This is because
the connate water in micropores in the micritic calcite
(Region B) is weakly diffusive-coupled with the water in the
macropores that are between the large grains of kerogen and
calcite (Region C). The diffusive coupling is weak because
some bitumen clogging up the pore throats limits the water
exchange.
It is also observable that the T2 of connate water
(Region B) is shifted to shorter values after saturation
with longer alkanes, but not after methane. This indicates
the connate water is mobilized by a gas-liquid drive of
liquid hydrocarbons. The trend of T2 shifting agrees with
the mobility ratios of alkanes with respect to water (e.g.,
alkanes with longer carbon-chain length yield higher
viscosities, which are closer to the viscosity of water). This
also explains why the connate-water loss in cores after
experiments increases with alkane carbon-number (see
Appendix 2). Note that even though the T2 of Region B for
connate water is shifted, the NMR porosity for this region is
nearly unchanged for all the cases (except for “C1(D2O)”).
This is because the invaded hydrocarbons occupy the pore
space originally for the expelled connate water. The invaded
hydrocarbons have longer T2 than connate water because the
micritic calcite pores associated with Region B are waterwet, such that hydrocarbons are relaxed by the water ¿lm
coating the pore surface, and therefore have longer relaxation
times compared to the connate water.
Since low-HI methane (“C1”) only contributes a
small amount of signal in Region C, indicated by Fig. 6b,
deuteration is useful when the methane response is analyzed.
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The T2 of pure methane (“C1(D2O)”) in Region C is the
same as methane in the saturated core (“C1”), con¿rming
that the extra signal seen on “C1” is not an artifact. It should
be noted that the signal in Region B of “C1(D2O)” is due
to water contamination because this part of the signal does
not disappear after desaturation of methane, and also can
be deuterated from the desaturated core. The source of
contamination may be from the moisture and remaining
droplets of water (< 0.5 mL) in the tubing and valves of the
apparatus.
The T2 response of ethane and longer alkanes in Region
C is separated into several peaks. The wettability may
account for the distinct peaks. The pores for Region C are
in-between the grains of kerogen and calcite. Therefore, the
pores associated with Region C are likely to be mix-wet. The
longest T2 of decane in Region C is close to its bulk T2 (about 3
seconds for deoxygenated decane). This may be because of a
thin water ¿lm coating some surface of the mixed-wet pores,
such that decane does not directly contact the pore walls.
In such cases, the surface relaxation of decane is provided
by the decane-water interface instead of the decane-solid
interface. It can be expected that the surface relativity of
the decane-water interface is much smaller compared to the
decane-solid interface. On the other hand, decane in contact
with the kerogen solid surface may yield a shorter T2 that is
distinct from the bulk T2. The same interpretation applies to
other alkanes that have distinct peaks in Region C.
T2app Distributions and Composition Estimation
Due to magnetic-¿eld gradients, NMR logging tools
measure the “apparent” T2 relaxation, de¿ned as T2app and
given by
(2)

T2 is the transverse relaxation time without applied
magnetic-¿eld gradients, as reported in the previous
subsections. T2D is the additional term due to Àuid diffusion
in an applied magnetic-¿eld gradient generated by the
logging tool as such:
(3)
Ȗ/2ʌ = 42.58 MHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton.
The NMR logging tool involved in this study has an echo
spacing TE of 0.4 ms. G is the magnetic-¿eld gradient applied
by the NMR logging tool. The NMR logging tool provides
six shells of equal volume with G values of 17.0, 22.0, 23.4,
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27.4, 32.7 and 38.7 G/cm, respectively. D represents the
diffusivity of hydrocarbons, where the restricted diffusivities
under logging conditions (derived in the following diffusivity
section using Padé ¿t) are used. This is because the diffusion
lengths of Àuids, especially that of methane, are close to the
pore diameter, which means the Àuids experience restriction
from the limited pore space. Note that in the cases where
the restriction is negligible (i.e., the pore diameter is much
greater than the diffusion length), bulk diffusivity of Àuids
can be used to calculate the magnetic-¿eld gradient effect,
which leads to simpler implementation.
For a better core-log comparison, the extra T2D term
is added to the laboratory-measured T2 distributions. In
addition, the ¿rst echo (at 0.2 ms) of the time-domain raw
data for the laboratory measurements is dropped to match
the ¿rst echo time of the logging tool. Besides, the simulated
T2app is rescaled by the HI of Àuids (see Table 4), which
means the bin porosity in the T2app distribution of methane
is boosted by a factor of two because of the difference in
HI under reservoir and laboratory conditions (see Table 4).

As for longer alkanes and water, the effect of rescaling is
insigni¿cant because those Àuids share similar HI at both
conditions.
Figure 7 presents the T2app distribution from the downhole
log and the T2app distributions from the as-received (i.e., with
connate-water saturated) and hydrocarbon-saturated cores
simulated based on the laboratory measurements. Note that
for simulated T2app distributions, only Region C is shown
because Region B is less informative due to the T2 shift. The
log data acquired at the closest depth where the as-received
plugs were cored are used for comparison. It should be noted
that the vertical resolution of the log is about 0.6 m, which is
comparable to the spatial variation of the “twin” cores.
Introducing the T2D term to laboratory-measured T2 has
no impact on Regions A and B where T2 is much shorter
than T2D. However, introducing the T2D term leads to shorter
relaxation time T2 in Region C, with narrower and higher
peaks. It is found that methane has shorter T2app and lower
HI than the log, while longer alkanes have longer T2app and
higher HI (or comparable HI in the case of ethane) than the

Fig. 7—Comparison of incremental T2app distribution from the downhole log and simulated T2app distribution (Region C only) based on laboratorymeasured data. Note that the two subplots share the same log data. Also, note that the simulated T2app distribution has the HI difference under different
conditions compensated. The dashed vertical lines separate Region C from the other two regions. The legend indicates measurement name and the
NMR porosity of Region C. “pu1” refers to porosity units assuming HI = 1.
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log; therefore a combination of the hydrocarbons is expected
to match with the log.
To determine the composition of light hydrocarbons in
the reservoir, the T2app distributions of light hydrocarbons in
the core are numerically “mixed” in data post-processing
by averaging their T2app distributions according to different
volume fractions. This analysis assumes that hydrocarbons
yield the same T2app distribution in the mixture as they would
in single component form (i.e., the T2app distributions are
linearly additive). It is also assumed that, in the ethane- and
higher alkane-saturated core, the signal of Region C is from
hydrocarbons with a negligible amount of connate water
(i.e., only thin water ¿lms coating the water-wet portions
of pores but not contributing to the signal intensity). This
is suggested by the measurements shown in Appendix 2
on desaturated cores, of which the T2 distributions provide
nearly zero signal in Region C, except for methane. In the
case of methane, “C1(D2O)” is used instead of “C1” for
“numerical mixing” because “C1(D2O)” is measured after
the propane experiment where the connate water in Region
C was expelled by propane (see Appendix 2). Hence,
“C1(D2O)” presents the T2app distribution when methane
occupies the entire pore space of Region C.
The “numerical mixing” of T2app makes use of the
T2app of the “As-Received” (i.e., the “as-received” Core
2) as the baseline to represent the connate water in the
reservoir. It is assumed that there is no residual hydrocarbon
saturation in Region C in the “As-Received” as suggested
by the deuteration result (see Appendix 1). The T2app’s of
hydrocarbons are added to the “As-Received” after being
multiplied by the total hydrocarbon saturation of Region
C and the volume fraction (i.e., composition) of individual
hydrocarbon (see Appendix 3 for the workÀow). The total
light-hydrocarbon saturation in Region C is about 65% since
the connate-water saturation is 4.7/13.5 p.u. § 35%. Note
that the NMR porosity of the fully decane-saturated (instead
of water-saturated) core is adopted for the above saturation
calculation because the water in macropores (Region C) is
diffusively coupled to water in micropores (Region B), which
leads to shorter T2app and less NMR porosity for Region C.
A grid (i.e., brute-force) search algorithm is implemented
to determine the optimal volume fraction of hydrocarbons
that minimizes the discrepancy (i.e., mean squared error)
between “numerically mixed” T2app distribution and the
log for Region C where T2app  36.6 ms. Note that the T2app
of Region B is shifted due to loss of connate water, and is
therefore not of interest.
The optimal volumetric fractions of hydrocarbons
obtained by the grid search are listed in the legend of
Fig. 8. It is obvious that butane, pentane, and decane do
not contribute to the optimal “mix”. Methane contributes
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around 27%, while ethane and propane contribute about
the same amounts, around 36% to the “mix”. The HI of the
“mix” is about 0.58 providing the estimated composition.
By converting the volumetric fraction to the porosity unit,
one can derive that the total Àuid-¿lled porosity of the three
hydrocarbons is 8.8 p.u. Methane, ethane, and propane
occupy approximately 2.4, 3.2, 3.2 p.u, respectively. This
approach can be used to generate a qualitative estimate of
the composition of light hydrocarbons in the reservoir.

Fig. 8—Comparison of incremental T2app distributions from the downhole
log and arti¿cially “mixed” hydrocarbons saturated core (Region C only).
The T2app distributions of hydrocarbons in the “mix” are broken down to
single components with a color scheme to visualize the composition.
The total colored area denotes the light-hydrocarbon-¿lled porosity. The
outline of the green area denotes the ¿nal T2app distributions of the “mix”.
The white area under the blue area is associated with connate water.
The optimal volumetric fraction of the “mix” is illustrated in the legend.
The dashed vertical line indicates the T2app above the Region C cutoff is
considered when searching for an optimal volumetric fraction. The “pu1”
means NMR porosity shown in plots is assuming HI = 1.

FLUID TYPING BY T1/T2 AND T1/T2app
This section presents T1-T2 measurements conducted
in the laboratory on as-received and saturated cores. The
contrasts in simulated T1/T2app and T2app are discussed in detail
and proposed as techniques for Àuid typing and saturation
estimation.
Laboratory-Measured T1/T2
The laboratory-measured 2D T1-T2 correlation map can
be transformed into a T1/T2 vs. T2 correlation map. Figure
9 shows the T1/T2 vs. T2 correlation maps of connate water
and saturating Àuids in the cores. It is found that the signal
in Region A has T1/T2 §10 for both as-received and saturated
states, indicating that the signal comes from viscous bitumen
and/or hydrocarbons dissolved in kerogen (Singer et al.,
2016, 2017a, 2018a; Chen et al., 2017). Furthermore, the
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signal intensity in Region A increases after hydrocarbon
saturation, but not after water saturation. This results from
lowering the viscosity of the bitumen after mixing with
the saturating hydrocarbons, which leads to longer T2 and
thereby more detectable signal (Yang et al., 2012; Singer et
al., 2017a, 2018a), as well as more signal from the saturating
hydrocarbons dissolved in the kerogen grains (Singer et al.,
2016; Chen et al., 2017).

As for Region B and C, Fig. 9a indicates that saturating
water has the same T1/T2 as connate water. The “C1” shown
in Fig. 9b overlays with the “as-received” 2D correlation
map, which results from the low HI of methane. However,
the pure methane signal, shown in black in Figs. 9c and 9d,
also suggests that the saturating liquid-state hydrocarbons
tend to yield broader T1/T2 distributions and higher T1/T2
ratios than connate water.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 9—2D correlation maps of as-received and fully-saturated cores, with T1/T2 ratio on the y-axis, T2 on the x-axis and porosity perpendicular to the
page. For each subplot, the top subplot is the projected T2 distribution. The right subplot is the projected T1/T2 ratio distribution. Sub¿gures (a), (b), (c),
and (d) show different combinations of data, each labeled in the legend according to core number, saturating Àuid, and NMR porosity. “pu1” refers to
porosity units assuming HI = 1. The dashed horizontal line is the T1/T2 = 1 line.
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The T1/T2 ratio at the peak of Region B and C in Fig. 9
is plotted in Fig. 10. The reason for choosing the peak values
instead of the commonly chosen log-mean values is that the
peak values are subject to less interference from the connate
water, especially in Region C (Fig. 10c). For Region A (Fig.
10a), the log-mean value for T1/T2 is chosen instead, given
that the peak value has large amounts of scattering, plus
Region A is most likely bitumen (see Appendix 6) with no
connate water.

less interest. Region C (Fig. 10c) is mostly affected by the
injecting Àuids, since saturating hydrocarbons mainly exist
in macropores. It is found that methane in the as-received
core yields the same T1/T2 as water as a result of low HI.
By contrast, methane in the deuterated core generates much
higher T1/T2. It is readily observed that the light hydrocarbons
in Region C (Fig. 10c) have higher T1/T2 than water. It is
also found that the T1/T2 of light hydrocarbons in Region C
peaks at butane. However, the mechanism that results in the
peak should be further investigated, potentially by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation.
Simulated Downhole-Measured T1/T2app
The 2D T1/T2app vs. T2app correlation maps (not shown)
are simulated by introducing the effect of the magnetic-¿eld
gradient similar to the simulation of T2app distributions. As a
result, the T1/T2app acquired by logging tools is reproduced
from the laboratory measurements. The projected 1D
T1/T2app distributions of the signal in Region C are isolated and
plotted in Fig. 11. This plot also indicates that hydrocarbons
provide broader T1/T2app distributions compared to water.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11—Projected 1D T1/T2app distributions of the signals in Region
C from 2D T1/T2app-T2app correlation maps. The legend indicates the
states of cores, including saturating Àuid. The vertical dashed line is the
proposed T1/T2app cutoff separating lighter hydrocarbons from water and
decane in Region C.

(c)
Fig. 10—Comparison of T1 /T2 log-mean values in Region A, (a) and
T1/T2 peak values in Region B (b) and Region C (c). The x-axis indicates
connate water (i.e., as-received) or saturating Àuids.

The signal in Region B is dominated by connate water
in micritic pores, except for the case (“C1(D2O)”) where
the core is deuterated beforehand. The T1/T2 ratios in
Region B (Fig 10b) are roughly 2. The scattering is due to
the small amount of invasion of hydrocarbons into Region
B (see Appendix 2), which leads to more complexity and
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It should be noted that unlike the numerical mixing of
T2app, the connate-water signal is not compensated during the
simulation. The peak values of Region C on the simulated
2D plots are used as the representative T1/T2app for saturating
Àuids and are presented in Fig. 12. It is obvious that the
T1/T2app provides ampli¿ed contrast compared to T1/T2 (shown
Fig. 10c). This ¿nding suggests the downhole logs have a
better chance of separating Àuids with different diffusivity
by T1/T2app contrast.
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Fig. 12—T1/T2 and T1/T2app at the peak of Region C on the 2D maps for
the as-received state and different Àuid saturations. Blue is for
T1/T2 and red is for T1/T2app simulated using the logging tool magnetic¿eld gradients. The horizontal dashed line is the proposed T1/T2app cutoff
separating lighter hydrocarbons from water and decane in Region C.

It is readily observed that the methane and NGLs (i.e.,
ethane, propane, butane, and pentane) yield higher values of
T1/T2app due to higher diffusivities in contrast to water and
decane. Hence, a T1/T2app cutoff, denoted by the dashed lines

in Fig. 11 and 12, around 2 can be applied to distinguish
methane and NGLs from other Àuids, such as water and
decane, in the downhole logs.
In addition to T1/T2app cutoff, T2app can provide additional
information for Àuid typing. The peak values on the
simulated T1/T2app vs. T2app correlation maps are plotted in
Fig. 13. Figure 13 shows four cutoffs to separate the entire
plot to several regions. Methane and NGLs have T2app in
between 37 ms (i.e., the cutoff for Region C) and 500
ms, and T 1/T 2app > 2. Instead, decane has T2app longer than
500 ms and T1/T2app < 2. As for the water in both micro- and
macropores, the T1/T2app is < 1.7.
Besides the connate water and light hydrocarbons, the
responses of crude oils in macropores (i.e., Region C) are
simulated and plotted in Fig. 13. The bulk T1 and T2 of crude
oils are estimated using the regression relationship between
relaxation times and viscosity over temperature (ȝ/T) built
on Hirasaki group crude oil database (see Fig. A5.1 in
Appendix 5). Fig. 13, ¿ve viscosities of crude oils, logspaced between 2 and 1,000 cP, at the reservoir temperature
are selected. The surface relaxation terms (namely T1S and
T2S) and the diffusion term (namely T2D) of decane (i.e.,

Fig. 13—T1/T2app vs. T2app of connate water at the peak of Region B (blue triangle) and saturating Àuids at the peak of Region C (blue dot for macropore
water, red dots for light hydrocarbons, and green dots for crude oils). The horizontal and vertical dashed lines are cutoffs for Àuid typing. Note that
the responses of crude oils are simulated.
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“C10”) are added to the bulk relaxation terms to simulate the
NMR responses of crude oils in the macropores at reservoir
conditions.
The green curve in Fig. 13 indicates that crude oils with
ȝ < 1,000 cP have T1/T2app < 2, while T2 ranges from about
1,000 to 4 ms. As for more viscous crude oils, a decrease in
T2 and an increase in T1/T2app can be expected. Therefore, Fig.
13 suggests a qualitative approach to identifying NGLs. By
applying T 2app cutoffs (i.e., 37 ms < T 2 < 500 ms) and a
T1/T2app cutoff (i.e., T1/T2app > 2), one can separate methane
and NGLs from water, decane, and crude oils.
RESTRICTED DIFFUSION AND PORE SIZE
This section presents D-T2 measurements conducted
in the laboratory on as-received and saturated cores.
The diffusivities of light hydrocarbons are ¿tted to the
Padé approximation to estimate the mean pore size, the
heterogeneity length scale, and the tortuosity of the light
hydrocarbon-¿lled porosity.
D-T2 Measurements
Figure 14 shows the measurements of restricted diffusion
on the cores at different states. Generally, the 2D D-T2
measurements are challenging due to the commonly short
T2 of tight rocks. For the unipolar stimulated-echo sequence
(Mitchell et al., 2014) adopted here, the dead time Td = 25
ms required to encode diffusion also acts as a dead time for
the T2 measurement, which results in loss of signal below
T2 < 7 ms (signal intensity attenuated to  5%, indicated by
the dashed vertical line in Fig. 14). The dead time, Td , is
composed of two parts as:
(4)
where ǻ is the diffusion evolution time (a.k.a. observation
time), and Ĳse is the spin-echo time that consists of the
gradient encoding time, į, and dead times. As mentioned
in the Experimental Details section, ǻ = 14.7 ms and
Ĳse = 10.3 ms during the laboratory measurements. In this
research, the T2 from Regions A and B are mostly < 7 ms
where the diffusion measurement is limited, even though a
small portion of Region B can be seen. However, the signal
from Region C can be measured without signi¿cant loss.
Hence, the restricted diffusivity at the peak of Region C was
picked for later analysis (see the following subsection).
The ¿rst thing to note from Fig. 14 is that the measured
diffusivities are all less than bulk values due to the restriction
in the porous medium. Note that the bulk diffusivity of
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methane is around 250 ȝm2/ms, which is out of range of the
y-axis in the 2D correlation map. Pure methane (“C1(D2O)”)
in Fig. 14b generates a small peak with higher diffusivity
which cannot be observed while the connate-water signal
is present. It is also found that decane (“C10”) follows the
alkane correlation line proposed by Lo et al. (2002).
Figure 15 shows the projected 1D diffusivity (D)
distributions of the signals in Region C. The diffusivity
distributions are isolated from the 2D correlation maps (see
Fig. 14). The top subplot of Fig. 15 shows the restricted
diffusivities of connate water in the cores. The signal of
“C1” is dominated by the water signal due to the low HI of
methane. The bottom subplot shows the restricted diffusivity
of light hydrocarbons. This plot demonstrates a clear trend of
the increase in the restricted diffusivity as the carbon number
decreases.
Interpretation of Restricted Diffusion
The restriction of diffusion of Àuid molecules results
from the constraint from pore walls. The restricted diffusion
implicitly contains the pore-size and tortuosity information
about the porous medium. Therefore, the analysis of
the measured restricted diffusivity can extract valuable
information for formation evaluation.
Figure 16 provides laboratory-measured restricted
diffusivity at the peak of Region C on the 2D maps (Fig.
16a), bulk diffusivity under laboratory conditions, as shown
in Table 4 (Fig. 16b) and in the normalized restricted
diffusivity (Fig. 16c). The normalized restricted diffusivity
is computed by dividing the restricted diffusivity (Fig. 16a)
by the bulk diffusivity (Fig. 16b). The normalized restricted
diffusivity characterizes the degree of restriction experienced
by Àuid molecules during the diffusion evolution time.
Water and decane share similar bulk diffusivity, therefore
almost the same amount of restriction (i.e., the same
normalized restricted diffusivity). Instead, methane and
NGLs have much higher bulk diffusivities, and therefore
more restriction (i.e., lower values of normalized restricted
diffusivity compared with water or decane). Furthermore, the
restriction experienced by hydrocarbons becomes less as the
carbon number increases (e.g., as bulk diffusivity decreases).
The measured restricted diffusivity of methane suggests that
a cutoff of 3 ȝm2/ms (indicated by the horizontal dashed line
in Fig. 16a) can be implemented to qualitatively separate the
methane, which is the only supercritical hydrocarbon, from
the other liquids in the laboratory diffusion measurements.
Note that the extremely small value of the normalized
restricted diffusivity indicates methane is highly restricted
and approaching the tortuosity limit.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14—2D correlation maps of as-received and saturated cores, with D (diffusivity) on the y-axis, T2 on the x-axis and porosity perpendicular to the
page. For each subplot, the top subplot is the projected T2 distribution. The right subplot is the projected D distribution. Dashed black horizontal lines
are the bulk diffusivity of the Àuids (labeled next to the lines) in laboratory conditions except for methane (which is out of range of the y-axis), dashed
black diagonal line is the alkane correlation line (Lo et al., 2002), dashed black vertical line is to indicate the limitation from dead time (Td=25 ms)
inherent in the diffusion-encoding pulse sequence. Sub¿gures (a), (b), (c), and (d) show different combinations of data, each labeled in the legend
according to core number, saturating Àuid, and NMR porosity. “pu1” refers to porosity units assuming HI = 1.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15—Projected 1D diffusivity (D) distributions of the signals in Region
C from 2D D-T2 correlation maps. The legend indicates the states of
cores, including saturating Àuid. Note that the amplitude of “C1(D2O)”
is boosted by a factor of 2 for a better comparison.

(c)

In Fig. 17, the normalized restricted diffusivity of
different hydrocarbons are plotted against diffusion length
LD calculated by Eq. 5:
(5)
where D0 is the bulk diffusivity on laboratory conditions and
ǻ = 14.7 ms is the diffusion evolution time. Based on Padé
approximation, Hürlimann et al. (1994) suggest that the
normalized restricted diffusivity D/D0 follows a relationship
with diffusion length LD as in Eq. 6:
(6)
where S is the pore surface area and V is the pore volume,
and S/V § 3/rp, where rp stands for the pore radius of the
hydrocarbon-¿lled space in Region C, assuming spherical
pores. Ĳ is the tortuosity of the hydrocarbon-¿lled space in
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Fig. 16—Comparison of restricted diffusivity (a), bulk diffusivity in
laboratory conditions (b) and normalized restricted diffusivity of Àuids at
the peak of Region C under laboratory conditions (c). The y-axis shows
diffusivity; the x-axis indicates connate water (as-received) or saturating
Àuids; and the horizontal dashed line in (a) is the proposed diffusivity D
cutoff separating methane from the liquids in Region C.

Region C, and can be expressed by Eq. 7 (Hürlimann et al.,
1994):
(7)
where D is the diffusivity at the tortuosity limit and LM is
the macroscopic heterogeneity length scale. It should be
noted that in the model suggested by Latour et al. (1993),
LM is expressed by (D0ș)1/2, where ș is the ¿tting parameter
for a Àuid. However, since there are different Àuids with
various D0 involved in this work, the LM is used as the
¿tting parameter as a whole, which means ș changes to
accommodate different Àuids.
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Fig. 17— Normalized restricted diffusivity plotted against diffusion length LD. The label indicates the source of each data point. Red dashed line is the
model ¿t by Eq. 6 (Hürlimann et al., 1994). The optimal three free-¿tting parameters (rp, LM and Ĳ) are listed in the top-right corner. Note that the blue
and green dashed lines are generated by tuning the mean pore-radius rp, while keeping the other two parameters the same as red, to visualize the
sensitivity of the ¿t to the mean pore size. Also, note that the normalized restricted diffusivity of water is not included in the model ¿tting.

Note that the data of saturating water are not plotted
in Fig. 17 because the water in macropores is diffusively
coupled with the connate water in micropores, which affects
the normalized restricted diffusivity.
According to the above model, there is a total of three
free parameters: rp, Ĳ, and LM. A least-squares ¿t based on
this model is applied to the log10-transformed restricted
diffusivity and shown in Fig. 17. The ¿nal ¿t is presented
in Fig. 17 with rp = 4.6 ȝm, LM = 5.1 ȝm and Ĳ = 84.9 as
the optimized parameters. The pore size estimated here is
comparable to the pore size illustrated by the SEM image
(see Fig. 1). Another two curves are plotted by changing rp
to 20 ȝm and 2 ȝm, along with the ¿nal ¿t to demonstrate the
sensitivity of this model to different pore size. The sensitivity
analysis suggests this approach can be applied to estimate
the pore size rp  5 ȝm with relatively high resolution.
It should be noted that the original model proposed by
Hürlimann et al. (1994) is for the case of 100% saturation
and 100% wetting. Minh et al. (2015) suggest the equation
should be changed accordingly if the investigated case is not
100% saturation nor 100% wetting. In this research, only
the hydrocarbon-¿lled porosity (Region C) is considered,
thereby, the original model by Hürlimann et al. (1994) is still
adopted in the present case.
The macroscopic heterogeneity length scale LM is
5.1 ȝm, which is close to the pore radius of 4.6 ȝm. To our
knowledge, there is no existing theory to interpret the LM.
Empirically the LM should scale with pore size, as suggested
by Latour et al. (1993) and Hürlimann et al. (1994). More
investigation into the physical meaning of LM is required.
December 2019

According to the above Padé ¿t acquired in the
laboratory conditions, one can estimate the restricted
diffusivities experienced by Àuids during downhole logging
by extrapolating the Padé ¿t to the downhole diffusion length
LD (shown in Fig. 18). To achieve this, the bulk diffusivity
D0 in laboratory conditions in Eq, 5 is replaced by the bulk
diffusivity in the reservoir conditions (as illustrated in Fig.
19a). Meanwhile, the diffusion evolution time in Eq, 5 is
changed to echo spacing TE = 0.4 ms for the logging tool
instead of ǻ = 14.7 ms for the laboratory core analyzer.

Fig. 18—Comparison of diffusion length of saturating Àuids during
D-T2 laboratory measurements (blue), and during T2app measurements
under logging conditions (red). The dashed horizontal line indicates the
diameter of the pore space associated with Region C estimated by the
Padé ¿t as shown in Fig. 17.
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restricted diffusivity of only 26%. The calculated restricted
diffusivities are presented in Fig. 19c. The restricted
diffusivities are implemented in the previous T2app core-log
calibration and T1/T2app subsections to simulate the NMR
responses from the logging tool for composition estimation.
The pore radius, derived by the Padé ¿t assuming
spherical pores, was then used to estimate the surface
relaxivities, ȡ1 and ȡ2, of Àuids in macropores (Region C)
under laboratory conditions by Eq. 8:

(a)

(8)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 19—Bar chart of diffusivities during T2app measurements under
logging conditions. (a) Is the plot for the estimated bulk diffusivity of Àuids
in the reservoir as listed in Table 4. (b) Is the plot of the extrapolated
normalized restricted diffusivity based on the diffusion length LD on
logging conditions. (c) Is a plot of the restricted diffusivity. For each
subplot, the y-axis shows diffusivity and the x-axis indicates Àuid types.

The diffusion lengths on logging conditions are plotted
in Fig. 18 along with those at laboratory conditions for
comparison. The pore diameter estimated by the Padé ¿t
is also plotted as the dashed line. Note that the diffusion
length of methane at logging conditions is close to the pore
diameter, such that methane experiences restriction provided
by the limited pore space in porous media. The restriction is
decreased as the diffusion length decreases. The restriction
for Àuids other than methane is less signi¿cant, as suggested
by the Padé ¿t. However, the restriction is still not negligible.
This is the reason why the restricted diffusivity is applied in
Eq. 3 in place of the bulk diffusivity.
The Fig. 19b illustrates the normalized restricted
diffusivity obtained by extrapolating the Padé ¿t to the
diffusion length at logging conditions. These values con¿rm
that the diffusion of all Àuids is restricted, to different extents.
For example, methane is greatly restricted with a normalized
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where T1S and T2S are the surface relaxation components of T1
and T2, respectively. For water, methane, ethane, propane, and
butane, T1S and T2S are approximated by T1 and T2 at the peak
of Region C where contributions from the bulk relaxation
terms, T1B and T2B, are negligible. While for pentane and
decane, the contributions from the bulk relaxation terms
(i.e., T1B = T2B = 3,754 ms for pentane and T1B = T2B = 1,350 ms
for decane by measurements with dissolved oxygen) are not
negligible and thereby subtracted. The results are plotted
in Fig. 20. It is obvious that methane, including both “C1”
and “C1(D2O)”, undergoes higher surface relaxivities than
the other liquid-state hydrocarbons. The longer alkanes
experience lower surface relaxivities provided by the wateroil interface due to the mixed wettability. It is remarkable
that the surface relaxivity for T1 of decane is nearly zero,
which means T1 is dominated by bulk relaxation. The surface
relaxivities for water are close to methane. The high surface
relaxivities of water in the macropores may be due to two
reasons (1) diffusive coupling exists between water in macroand micropores, and (2) water is relaxed by the pore surface
instead of a liquid-liquid interface, unlike hydrocarbons.

Fig. 20—Comparison of surface relativities experienced by Àuids in
macropores (Region C). The surface relaxivity of T1 is plotted in red
while the surface relaxivity of T2 is plotted in blue.
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CONCLUSIONS

Jian, and Leilei Zhang for their support in building the coresaturation system.

In this work, tight rocks (~0.01 mD) from an organic-rich
chalk reservoir were saturated with various Àuids, including
water, methane, NGLs (ethane, propane, butane, and pentane)
and decane. The laboratory NMR measurements provided
T2, T1/T2, and D for qualitative composition estimation, Àuid
typing and mean pore-size calculation.
The laboratory-measured T2 distributions were
transformed to downhole-measured T2app distributions by
simulating the magnetic-¿eld gradient effect from the
logging tools. The “numerically mixed” T2app distribution
successfully reproduces the downhole T2app distribution
from NMR logs, thereby yielding the qualitative downhole
hydrocarbon composition. The core-log calibration indicates
that methane, ethane, and propane are the main components
in the reservoir, while butane and longer alkanes have
negligible contributions.
The laboratory-measured T1/T2 ratio and simulated
downhole-measured T1/T2app ratio both demonstrate a
contrast between saturating Àuids. The magnetic-¿eld
gradient generated by logging tools ampli¿es the contrast
in T1/T2app such that T1/T2app can in principle be exploited as
a qualitative Àuid-typing technique. It is found that methane
and NGLs yields T1/T2app > 2. As such, a T1/T2app = 2 cutoff
for downhole logs is proposed to distinguish methane and
NGLs from heavier hydrocarbons and water. T2app cutoffs
can also be used in addition to T 1/T 2app cutoffs on the
2D T 1/T2app vs. T2app map for more robust Àuid typing.
The laboratory-measured restricted diffusivity suggests
that methane has higher diffusivity than all other liquids. The
Padé approximation is used to ¿t the restricted diffusivity as
a function of diffusion length of the saturating hydrocarbons,
all the way from C1 (with the highest degree of restriction)
to C10 (with the lowest degree of restriction). According to
the Padé ¿t, the mean pore radius of the hydrocarbon-¿lled
porosity is estimated to be rp § 4.6 ȝm. The heterogeneity
length scale LM § 5.1 ȝm and the tortuosity Ĳ § 84.9 of the
light-hydrocarbon-¿lled porosity are also estimated from the
Padé ¿t.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
BEI = backscatter electron imaging
EDS = energy-dispersive spectrometry
1
H = hydrogen nucleus (proton)
HI = hydrogen index
MD = molecular dynamics
MSE = mean squared error
NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance
NGLs = natural gas liquids
p.u. = porosity units
pu1 = porosity units assuming HI = 1
pu/div = porosity units per division
pu1/div = porosity units per division assuming HI = 1
SEI = secondary electron image
SEM = scanning electron microscopy
TOC = total organic carbon
Symbols
D=
D0 =
D =
G=
LD =
LM =
rp =
S=
S/V =
T=
Td =
TE =
T1 =
T1S =
T2 =
T2app =
T2S =
T1B =
T2B =
T2D =
(T1/T2)peak =
(T1/T2app) peak =
V=
į=
ǻ=
ȝ=
ȡ1 =

PETROPHYSICS

diffusivity of Àuids
bulk diffusivity of Àuids
diffusivity at the tortuosity limit
magnetic-¿eld gradient
diffusion length
macroscopic heterogeneity length scale
pore radius
pore surface area
surface area to pore-volume ratio
temperature
dead time
interecho spacing of T2 measurement
longitudinal relaxation time
surface component of T1
transverse relaxation time
simulated downhole T2
surface component of T2
bulk component of T1
bulk component of T2
diffusion component of T2
T1/T2 ratio at the peak of 2D maps
T1/T2app ratio at the peak of 2D maps
pore volume
gradient encoding time
diffusion evolution time
viscosity
surface relaxivity for T1
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ȡ2 =
=
l =
Ĳ=
Ĳse =
Ȧ=

surface relaxivity for T2
total porosity
liquid-¿lled porosity
tortuosity
spin echo time
NMR resonance (i.e. Larmor) frequency
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APPENDIX 1: DEUTERATION OF CONNATE
WATER
It has been mentioned in previous sections that the
signals in Regions B and C in the as-received cores originate
from connate water. This is con¿rmed by the result of
deuteration illustrated in Fig. A1.1, which focuses on the
measurements on Core 1. The “As-received” is measured
in the as-received state. The “C3, Desat” is the state after
desaturation of propane following the NMR measurements.
The NMR porosity dropping by ~7 pu1 from “As-received”
to “C3, Desat” indicates that propane saturation and
desaturation removes connate water, which is discussed in
detail in Appendix 2. The “Deuterated” state measured after
“C3, Desat” is prepared by immersing Core 1 in D2O brine.
The “Deuterated” state shows nearly zero signal, which
con¿rms that the signal in Regions B and C are both from
connate water.

Fig. A1.1—T2 distributions of Core 1 at three different states. The “Asreceived” is measured at the as-received state. The “C3, Desat” state
is measured after propane desaturation. The “Deuterated” measured
after “C3, Desat” is deuterated by D2O. Dashed lines divide the T2
distributions into three regions, as in Fig. 5. The legend indicates the
core number, the state, and the NMR porosity. “pu1” refers to porosity
units assuming HI = 1.
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APPENDIX 2: EXPULSION OF CONNATE WATER
The loss of connate water and the shift of T2 are results of
connate water mobilization and expulsion by the hydrocarbon
saturation and desaturation, which is con¿rmed by the
expelled water collected after desaturation of hydrocarbons.
Figure A2.1 also clearly indicates the occurrence of water
expulsion. The comparison between T2 distributions of the
as-received and desaturated cores was shown in Fig. A2.1.
It is known that these “twin” Cores 1 to 6 share similar T2
distributions as indicated by Fig. 5. Therefore only the asreceived Core 2 is plotted as the baseline.

Fig. A2.1—T2 distributions of as-received and desaturated cores. The
“As-received” is measured at the as-received state. The “Desat”s states
are measured after the desaturation of hydrocarbons. Dashed lines
divide the T2 distributions into three regions, as in Fig. 5. The legend
indicates the core number, the state, and the NMR porosity. “pu1” refers
to porosity units assuming HI = 1.

Figure A2.1 indicates the connate water is removed
after hydrocarbon desaturation. As noticed, methane barely
removes the connate water from the core. The amount of
connate water expelled by hydrocarbons increases with the
carbon-chain length. The connate water in Region C is nearly
zero after desaturation of ethane, propane, and butane. The
trend of the amount of water expulsion can be explained by
the difference in mobility ratios of hydrocarbons, as proposed
in the section on T2 distributions. Meanwhile, the shift of T2
in Region B can be explained by Eq. 8. In the current case, S
stays constant while V is reduced as a result of less connate
water. This shift of T2 after desaturation agrees with the T2
shift observed in Fig. 6 in saturated cores.
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Figure A2.2 presents additional clear evidence of
connate water expulsion. Figures A2.2a and A2.2b are the
2D pro¿le-T2 correlation maps of water-saturated Core 3 and
decane-saturated Core 5. The T2 pro¿les are measured by
applying the frequency-encoded CPMG pulse sequence with
an echo spacing TE = 2 ms. The resolution of the pro¿les is
1.5 mm along the core plug axis. Note the T2 distributions are
homogeneous along the axial direction in the water-saturated
core. In contrast, heterogeneity is found in the decanesaturated core, where the inlet has less Àuid in Region B at
the expense of more Àuids in Region C. This is interpreted as
connate water in micropores being displaced by decane near
the inlet. The connate-water expulsion results from the high
pressure gradient during the early stage of pressurization or
depressurization. In the case of methane, ethane, propane,
and decane, the Àuids are injected at a constant pressure of
500 psia to the cores with ambient pore pressure for the ¿rst
stage, which leads to a large pressure gradient in the inlet.
As for butane and pentane, the injection is done by gradually
increasing the injecting pressure to avoid the pressure-surge
problem. However, water expulsion is still observed (see
Fig. A2.2).
Based on the measurements on the desaturated cores
shown in Fig. A2.1, the Àuid saturations in Region C
are visualized in Fig. A2.3. As indicated in Table 3, the
hydrocarbon saturation of ethane and higher carbon-number
alkanes (i.e., “C2” to “C10”) is conducted on the as-received

cores, where the connate water in Region C is expelled by
the alkanes during saturation. The C2 to C10 alkanes occupy
nearly the entire pore space of Region C, except for a water¿lm coating the pore surface.
However, in the case of methane saturation on the asreceived core (i.e., “C1”), the connate water is not removed,
such that the methane only partially occupies the pore
space of Region C, and the NMR measurement on “C1”
has interference from the water signal. The “C1(D2O)” is
conducted on the C3-desaturated core, where the connate
water has already been expelled by the saturation and
desaturation of propane, furthermore, the remaining water
¿lm in the core is deuterated. Under these conditions, the
methane takes up the entire pore space, similar to the NGLs
and decane. Therefore, the NMR distributions in Region C
for “C1(D2O)” and “C2” to “C10” are dominated by pure
alkanes. This is the reason why “C1(D2O)” is used in the
saturation estimation instead of “C1”.
APPENDIX 3: SATURATION ESTIMATION
WORKFLOW
Fig. A3.1 illustrates the workÀow for the hydrocarbonsaturation estimation, the results of which are presented in
Figs. 7 and 8. This estimation is based on the comparison
between the simulated T2app distributions from laboratory
measurements and the downhole logged T2app distribution.

(a)

(b)

Fig. A2.2—2D correlation maps of (a) water- and (b) decane-saturated Cores 3 and 5, respectively, with y (position in the axial direction) on the y-axis,
T2 on the x-axis and porosity perpendicular to the page. The top subplot is the projected T2 distribution. The right subplot is the projected porosity
pro¿le.
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mean squared error (i.e., MSE). The optimal volume fraction
of each hydrocarbon is estimated by minimizing the MSE
using a grid-search algorithm.
APPENDIX 4: BULK FLUID PROPERTIES
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. A2.3—A visualization of Àuid saturation in the pore space of Region
C before and after each hydrocarbon-saturation: (a) for NGLs and
“C10”; (b) for “C1”; and (c) for “C1(D2O)”. Note that the residual water of
the “C3-desaturated” in subplot (C) is deuterated.

As mentioned in the previous section, the laboratorymeasured T2 distributions were converted to the T2app
distributions by considering the effect of magnetic
gradients from the logging tool. It should be noted that the
restricted diffusivities in the downhole conditions used in
the simulation of T2app distributions are different from the
laboratory-measured restricted diffusivities, due to the
difference in diffusion length (see Eq. 5). Therefore, the
downhole restricted diffusivity is calculated by extrapolating
the Padé approximation to the diffusion length for the
logging tool. Also note that during the simulation of T2app
distributions from T2 distributions, the difference in HI of
each Àuid between laboratory and downhole conditions (see
Table 4) are corrected by rescaling the T2app distribution.
As shown in Fig. A3.1, the numerically mixed T2app
distribution from laboratory measurements is compared to
the T2app logging data. The difference in the T2app distribution
between the laboratory “mix” and the log is quanti¿ed by the
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The bulk properties of water and hydrocarbons at both
laboratory conditions (30°C, 1,200 psia) and downhole
conditions (68°C, 2,755 psia) are shown in Table 4. This
appendix shows the details on how the bulk properties are
estimated.
The density and viscosity of Àuids are inferred from
the NIST REFPROP (https://www.nist.gov/srd/refprop)
database with temperature and pressure as the inputs.
The hydrogen indexes (HI) of Àuids other than water are
calculated by comparing the proton densities with that of
water at the same temperature and pressure. Note that only
methane shows signi¿cant differences in density and HI
under different conditions. Also, note that methane under
both conditions is a supercritical Àuid instead of a gas.
The diffusivity of water measured at 25°C and ambient
pressure is used for the laboratory conditions. For the
reservoir conditions, Krynicki et al. (1978) measure the
diffusivity of water at 70.05°C and at around 1,470 and
4,410 psia, respectively, which are similar to the reservoir
conditions in this work. These two measurements at different
pressures both yield diffusivities around 5.6 ȝm2/ms which
is adopted here as the bulk diffusivity of water at reservoir
conditions.
The diffusivity of ethane, propane, butane, pentane, and
decane are estimated by substituting the temperature and
viscosity into Eq. A4.1, which is an empirical correlation
proposed by Lo et al. (2002):
(A4.1)
where D0 is bulk diffusivity with a unit of ȝm2/ms, T is
temperature with a unit of K and ȝ is viscosity in cP.
The diffusivity of methane is obtained differently. It is
inferred from the experimental data published by Gerritsma
and Trappeniers (1971), who measured the bulk diffusivity
of methane as a function of bulk density and temperature.
The original data (Gerritsma and Trappeniers, 1971) are
reorganized and plotted in Fig. A4.1. The measured bulk
diffusivities in different phases are clustered and plotted
against the predicted viscosity/temperature (ȝ/T). The
predicted ȝ/T is inferred from REFPROP based on the bulk
density and temperature. In Fig. A4.1, the data points of
methane vapor (black) overlay with those of supercritical
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Fig. A3.1—The workÀow for the hydrocarbon-saturation estimation based on the T2app distributions simulated using laboratory-measured T2
distributions and the Padé approximation.

methane (red). It is obvious that the bulk diffusivity of the
methane vapor and some of the supercritical methane do not
follow the Stokes-Einstein equation, which predicts that D
vs. ȝ/T is a straight line on a log-log plot, similar to Eq. A4.1.
Therefore, the ȝ/T of methane, under both laboratory and
reservoir conditions, is used to estimate the bulk diffusivity
(shown as the two vertical dashed lines in Fig. A4.1). The
ȝ/T of methane under laboratory conditions suggests a bulk
diffusivity ~250 ȝm2/ms, while methane under downhole
conditions yields a bulk diffusivity ~125 ȝm2/ms. Note that
it is expected that ethane is the predominant Àuid in the

reservoir. Therefore, the laboratory condition (i.e., the pore
pressure) is selected such that the density of ethane at the
laboratory condition matches with its density at the reservoir
condition. The mismatch in the methane diffusivity between
the laboratory and reservoir conditions is a compromise of a
better match in the ethane density.
It should be noted that molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation serves as a more fundamental approach to
estimate the bulk diffusivity, as well as NMR T1 and T2
relaxation times, of water and alkanes (including methane).
It has been demonstrated that the MD simulation yields T1,
T2 and diffusivity predictions in excellent agreements with
experimental results (Singer et al., 2017b, 2018b, 2018c).
APPENDIX 5: BULK CRUDE OILS

Fig. A4.1— Bulk diffusivity D vs. viscosity/temperature ȝ/T of methane
in different phases (Gerritsma and Trappeniers, 1971). The ȝ/T of
methane under laboratory and downhole conditions is labeled by the
vertical dashed lines.
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In Fig. 13, the responses of crude oils are simulated and
plotted. The bulk relaxation times of crude oils are computed
based on the Hirasaki group crude oil database (contributed
by Kelly McCann, Abby Vinegar, Brandon Fleet, Qian
Zhang), of which the detailed information is tabulated in
Table A5.1.
Figure A5.1 shows the T1 and T2 peak values of bulk
crude oils and a few hydrocarbons. According to Table A5.1,
the log-mean values are systematically lower than the peak
values. The reason for using the peak values instead of the
log-mean values for analysis is because, in this study, the
representative T1 and T2 of Region C are picked at the peak
of 2D maps. Therefore, using the peak value yields a more
comparable result.
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Fig. A5.1—T1 and T2 peak values of crude oils and other hydrocarbons versus viscosity over absolute temperature (ȝ/T). Dashed lines are the linear
¿ttings for T1 and T2, respectively. The raw data are from Hirasaki group crude oil database and tabulated in Table A5.1. Note that only the data with
available viscosity are plotted.

Table A5.1—Data for Crude Oils and Hydrocarbons Measured by the Hirasaki Group

Including asphaltene content, density, viscosity, hydrogen index (HI), hydrogen to carbon ratio, and T1 and T2 values. Note that the
measurements are conducted at 30°C. Contributed by Kelly McCann, Abby Vinegar, Brandon Fleet, and Qian Zhang.
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Along with the raw data, two linear ¿ttings (on the
log scale) are generated, as shown in Fig. A5.1. The two
¿ttings illustrate the relationship between either T1 or T2 and
the viscosity over the absolute temperature. The viscosity
over the absolute temperature is a combined parameter, and
thereby the regression relationship obtained at laboratory
conditions can be generalized to the reservoir conditions. In
other words, for a given viscosity of crude oil at reservoir
temperature, the corresponding T1 and T2 values can be
inferred.

(a)

APPENDIX 6: POROSITY PARTITIONING
The porosity partitioning between Regions A, B, and C
is shown in Fig. A6.1. We ¿nd that the as-received NMR
porosity in Region A (T 2 < 3 ms) is ~1 pu1, has a large
T 1/T2 ~10 (see Fig. 10), and could therefore be bitumen
(Chen et al., 2017). The NMR porosity in Region A increases
to ~3 pu1 after saturating with C2 to C10, and maintains a
large T1/T2 ~15.
The most likely explanation for the increase in NMR
porosity in Region A after hydrocarbon saturation is that
some saturating hydrocarbons dissolve in the bitumen,
thereby decreasing the viscosity of the bitumen, and thereby
increasing the bitumen T2 to within the detection limit (i.e.,
T2 becomes comparable to TE). The ~3 pu1 in Region A
corresponds roughly to the 3.6 p.u. of bitumen by extraction
(Table 4), which adds credibility to this interpretation.
Further evidence of this interpretation comes from
independent T2 measurements at elevated temperatures
carried out at Ben-Gurion University (on cores from similar
depths). Increasing temperature results in a comparable
increase in porosity in Region A, which can be explained by
an increase in bitumen signal due to a decrease in bitumen
viscosity.
In addition to the above interpretation, a portion of the
increase in NMR porosity in Region A after hydrocarbon
saturation could originate from the saturating hydrocarbons
dissolved in the bitumen and/or kerogen, which have been
shown to have short T2 and large T1/T2 (Chen et al., 2017).
We note that the saturating Àuids interact with the
kerogen surface, which contributes to the “apparent” surface
relaxivity of the pore Àuid in Region C (Chen et al., 2017).
The separation of the signal between the pore Àuid in Region
C and the dissolved Àuid in the bitumen and/or kerogen
depends on the degree of diffusive coupling between the
two Àuids. In the case of weak diffusive coupling, the two
Àuids have distinct T2 values (dissolved Àuid in Region A,
and pore-Àuid in Region C). In the case of strong diffusive
coupling, the two Àuids have only one (merged) peak located
in Region C.
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(b)

(c)
Fig. A6.1—NMR porosity partitioning between Regions A, B, and C.
Sub¿gures (a), (b), and (c) correspond to porosity in Regions A, B, C,
respectively. “pu1” refers to porosity units assuming HI = 1.
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InÀuence of Magnetic Susceptibility Contrast on NMR Studies—Experimental
Analysis From Siliciclastic Reservoirs
Partha Sarathi Sarkar1, Soma Chatterjee1, Mohan Lal1, Manoj Kumar1, and P.P. Deo1

ABSTRACT
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments
are performed on the nuclei of atoms by exposing these
nuclei to magnetic ¿eld. NMR measurement is lithologyindependent as the only source of the measured signal is
from the pore Àuids. As the pore Àuids interact with rock
surfaces, the rock matrix inÀuences the Àuid response
and complicate the data interpretation. In this regard,
two phenomena, namely internal gradients and restricted
diffusion, come into the picture. In porous media, contrast
in the magnetic susceptibility of rock grains and pore Àuids
might lead to signi¿cant magnetic-¿eld inhomogeneities.
The internal gradients resulting from these local ¿eld
heterogeneities can cause further reduction in T2 relaxation
times as well as the T2 cutoff. Under speci¿c conditions,
more precisely, in a free-diffusion regime, internal
magnetic-¿eld gradients can be calculated from the
increase in the transverse relaxation rate of pore Àuids with
increasing interecho time.
A comprehensive NMR study was carried out on two
distinct formations/pays from two different basins located
in the eastern and western parts of India, namely, lowresistivity, low-contrast (LRLC) pay of the Tipam formation
(Charali ¿eld, Assam and Assam Arakan basin) and the

Chhatral pay of the Cambay shale formation (Gamij ¿eld,
Cambay basin). The inÀuence of magnetically susceptible
material on NMR T2 relaxation and hence, on T2 cutoffs,
has been analyzed.
We studied echo-spacing dependence on the diffusion
component of transverse relaxation and could observe
different asymptotic relaxation regimes. In the present
study, T1/T2 2D laboratory data have also been acquired and
T1/T2 ratios have been studied alongside the echo-spacing
dependence of T2 relaxation. In two presented case studies,
although we have contrasting permeability ranges (poor
in one set/¿eld to moderate/high in other), we obtained
perceptibly low T2 cutoff values (compared to a default 33ms T2 cutoff) for both cases.
Our study shows the presence of an internal ¿eld
gradient, which in turn indicates a magnetic susceptibility
contrast between pore-¿lling Àuids and rock matrix. The
presence of paramagnetic minerals is one of the factors in
lowering the T2 cutoff values that has also been reported
in mineralogical studies. The observed range of T1/T2
ratios indicates the presence of varying size, susceptibility,
concentration and distribution of magnetically susceptible
sites as well as different orders of grain sizes.

INTRODUCTION

porous media, a contrast in magnetic susceptibility of rock
grains and pore Àuids might lead to signi¿cant magnetic
¿eld inhomogeneities i.e., internal magnetic-¿eld gradients.
These internal ¿eld gradients in rocks have a signi¿cant
effect on NMR transverse relaxation time (T2) distribution.
It can cause further reduction in T2 relaxation times as well
as the T2 cutoff. These ¿eld gradients are primarily due to
the presence of paramagnetic ions, such as iron, nickel or
manganese (Kleinberg et al., 1994). If the T2 changes with
echo spacings in a homogeneous applied magnetic ¿eld, the
most probable factor is the phenomenon of diffusion under
internal gradients. In general, clean sand has a T1/T2 ratio
between 1 and 2. If paramagnetic materials, such as iron,

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is recognized as
a powerful tool for reservoir characterization. The porosity
and pore-size information from NMR measurements can be
used to estimate both the permeability and the potentially
producible porosity. As pore Àuids interact with rock
surfaces, the rock matrix inÀuences the Àuid response
and complicates the data interpretation. In this regard,
two phenomena, namely internal gradients and restricted
diffusion, come into play. If the applied magnetic ¿eld
is not homogeneous, NMR measurements become very
sensitive to the molecular diffusion of the pore Àuid. In
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are present, the T1/T2 ratio in most cases increases above
that of clean sand (depending on the relaxation regimes).
This increase of the T1/T2 ratio is due to diffusion in internal
gradients.
A strong dependence of transverse relaxation on echo
spacing has been reported in different studies on Àuidsaturated porous media (Hürlimann, 1998; Appel et al.,
1999; Dunn et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 1998, 2001, 2003;
Fantazzini and Brown, 2005). But, this dependence is not
always quadratic, as inferred by the classical expression
(Carr and Purcell, 1954). Hence, the principles that govern
the relaxation characteristics of sedimentary rocks must be
understood properly for an accurate interpretation of NMR
measurements.
In the present study, an attempt has been made to
understand the additional transverse relaxation, i.e.,
diffusion contribution to T2 relaxation, caused by the loss
of phase coherence between nuclear spins due to diffusion
in magnetic-¿eld inhomogeneities, and also to estimate the
maximum prevailing internal gradient.
In laboratory conditions, measurements are carried out
in a homogeneous static magnetic ¿eld. Internal magnetic¿eld gradients can be calculated from the increase of the
transverse relaxation rate of pore Àuids with increasing
interecho time. The increase of transverse relaxation rate
and the squared interecho time are linearly related for the
case of unrestricted molecular diffusion of the pore Àuid.
Deviations from this linear relationship can be observed in
the restricted-diffusion regime.
We present results of laboratory NMR experiments
on two sets of core samples taken from ¿elds of Assam
Arakan Basin and Cambay Basin, India. This study will be
of signi¿cant importance for the interpretation of wireline
NMR log data, which will help in better understanding the
reservoir and lead to realistic reservoir characterization.
For these samples, we found signi¿cant internal magnetic¿eld gradients that exceed those applied by wireline tools or
standard rock-core NMR analyzers.
Concept of T2 Relaxation
T2 relaxation time is also known as transverse, or spinspin, relaxation time. The time constant of the transverse
magnetization decay is called the transverse relaxation time,
T2. For Àuids ¿lling rock pores, there are three independent
relaxation mechanisms namely bulk, surface and diffusion
relaxation. All these relaxations work in parallel. Hence T2
can be represented as
(1)
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where ȡ denotes the surface relaxivity, S/V the surface/
volume ratio of the pore structure, TE is the echo spacing,
Ȗ is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, G is the gradient of the
magnetic ¿eld, and D is the diffusivity of the Àuid.
A CPMG sequence (Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill) is
used to measure T2. This pulse sequence eliminates effects
due to local variations in the magnetic ¿eld. Therefore, the
signal decay is due to interactions with neighboring spins and
surfaces. The CPMG sequence eliminates dephasing effects
due to magnet inhomogeneities and, therefore, measures the
true T2 of the sample. In a porous rock system, there will be
a continuous range of pore sizes, rather than several discrete
sizes. This means that the CPMG echo-train comprises of
a continuous range of relaxation times. Each pore-size
has a distinctive T2 value. The echo-train corresponding
to one particular pore-size will have a characteristic T2
value and signal amplitude proportional to the amount
of Àuid contained in pores of that size. For a pore system
with a continuous range of pore sizes, each pore size has a
corresponding T2 value and signal amplitude. The resulting
echo-train therefore consists of a continuous distribution of
T2 values each with different signal amplitudes.
InÀuence of Magnetically Susceptible Constituents—
Concept of Internal Gradient
If the applied magnetic ¿eld is inhomogeneous and
possesses a gradient over length scales that are comparable
with the dephasing length of the spins, i.e., the typical
displacement length of Àuid molecules before they dephase
during the time of the NMR experiment, the measurements
become sensitive to the molecular diffusion of the pore Àuid.
NMR data interpretation requires knowledge of the gradient
in which the pore Àuids reside. Generally, this gradient is the
one applied by the wireline tool or laboratory spectrometer
and thus, it is known. However, in porous media, if magnetic
susceptibility differences exist between the solid phase and
the Àuid ¿lling the pore space it would lead to signi¿cant
magnetic-¿eld inhomogeneities, causing internal magnetic¿eld gradients. It is commonly assumed that these ¿eld
gradients are primarily caused by paramagnetic ions, such
as iron, nickel or manganese, which are frequently found in
clays (Kleinberg et al., 1994).
Again, following the concept of diffusion under the
inÀuence of con¿nement within a fractal structure, such as in
a porous medium, the diffusion of the pore Àuids, in terms of
molecular mean-squared displacement during the diffusion
time, depends on the fractal dimension of con¿nement/
propagation and may, in turn, be classi¿ed into unrestricted,
or “free” diffusion and restricted diffusion (Avenir, 1989).
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Echo-Spacing Dependence on T2 Relaxation and T1/T2
Ratio
Several studies with Àuid-saturated porous media have
reported a strong dependence of the transverse relaxation
on the echo spacing (e.g., Brown and Fantazzini, 1993;
Hürlimann, 1998; Appel et al., 1999; Fantazzini and Brown.,
2005). However, the dependence is not always quadratic, as
predicted by the expression for unrestricted diffusion in a
constant gradient (Carr and Purcell, 1954).
To obtain a deeper insight of NMR T2 relaxation
phenomenon in sedimentary rocks, echo-spacing dependence
and T1/T2 ratio are the two relaxation characteristics that
bear the maximum signi¿cance. The diffusion component
of transverse relaxation in porous media under constant
gradient (unrestricted and restricted diffusion) as well as
in inhomogeneous ¿eld gradients or with internal gradients
(by inÀuence of magnetically susceptible constituents) thus,
needs to be discussed in brief. In later sections, the effects
seen on ¿eld samples in the study areas will be elaborated
upon.

ASYMPTOTIC REGIMES OF DIFFUSION
COMPONENT TO T2 RELAXATION:
Diffusion-induced relaxation in inhomogeneous ¿elds
can be characterized by three regimes of free diffusion,
localization and motionally averaging depending on the
shortest characteristic length scale, as described below:
Free-Diffusion Regime
The free-diffusion regime arises when the diffusion
length (Ld) is much smaller compared to the dephasing
length and the pore length. It mostly arises for small echo
spacings such that the spins do not experience the restriction
effects in the time for echo formation. In the presence of
paramagnetic bodies attributing to internal ¿eld gradients,
the T2,D relaxation rate shows similar quadratic dependence
on echo spacing as is given by the classical expression
derived by Carr and Purcell (1954) and Neuman (1974) for
unrestricted diffusion in a constant gradient:
(2)

INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC-FIELD
INHOMOGENEITIES IN POROUS MEDIA
In porous media, ¿eld inhomogeneities are often induced
due to differences in magnetic susceptibility of pore Àuids
and paramagnetic minerals on pore surfaces. Diffusion of
Àuid molecules in such inhomogeneous ¿elds leads to
additional relaxation of transverse magnetization (i.e., T2,D
component) due to dephasing.
DeSwiet and Sen (1994) and Hurlimann (1998)
described three length scales that characterize the diffusion
contribution to T2 relaxation:
x Pore structural length, Ls (= V/S).
x Diffusion length, Ld, Ld =¥D.Ĳ , where D is the
diffusivity of the Àuid and Ĳ is the half echo spacing (Ĳ
= TE/2) for CPMG pulse sequences.
x Dephasing length, Lg, de¿ned as the distance over
which the spins have to diffuse in order to dephase
by 1 radian given as Lg = ¥D/ȖG where Ȗ is the proton
gyromagnetic ratio.
Depending on the smallest length scale, diffusioninduced relaxation can be characterized into three asymptotic
relaxation regimes of motionally averaging, free diffusion
and localization, as introduced by Hurlimann (1998).
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Localization Regime
In this relaxation regime, dephasing length (Lg) is the
smallest characteristic length. It applies to large enough
pores so that the diffusing spins dephase to an extent such
that they do not contribute to the total magnetization during
the measurement time. Physically, the localization-relaxation
regime arises in presence of strong magnetic susceptibility
contrast such that ¨Ȧ.Ĳ >1.
Motionally Averaging Regime
If the pore structural length (Ls) is the smallest in
comparison to the diffusion length (Ld) and the dephasing
length (Lg), we observe the motionally averaging regime of
relaxation. In this regime, fast-diffusing protons motionally
average the inhomogeneities in magnetic ¿eld. Thus, the
spins typically diffuse several times the pore size during
the measurement and any magnetic-¿eld inhomogeneities
are averaged by their motion. Thus, the relaxation rate
is independent of the echo spacing and shows a quadratic
dependence on ¿eld inhomogeneity (¨Ȧ) in the motionally
averaging regime. Also, in this regime, the T2,D component
of relaxation increases with the size and susceptibility of the
paramagnetic particle.
Overall, the relaxation rates show quadratic dependence
on echo spacing in the free-diffusion regime and less
than linear (sublinear or quasilinear) dependence in the
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localization regime. A change in slope is therefore observed
as the systems transition from the free-diffusion to the
localization regime. In case of the motionally averaging
regime, it is independent of echo spacing.
For the case of paramagnetic relaxation in sedimentary
rocks, the characteristic time scales depend not only on the
size and susceptibility of paramagnetic particles but also on
the concentration of the particles and the size of silica grains.
T1/T2 RATIO
Kleinberg et al. (1994) [studied the low-¿eld (2 MHz)
NMR response of several sandstones and found that the T1/
T2 ratio varied over a large range from 1 to 2.6. On average,
sandstones have a T1/T2 ratio of 1.6, whereas clean silica has a
ratio of about 1.3. In porous media, ¿eld inhomogeneities are
often induced due to differences in magnetic susceptibility
of pore Àuids and paramagnetic minerals on pore surfaces.
The presence of paramagnetic minerals of various sizes and
susceptibilities on the pore surfaces of sandstones can result
in a range of T1/T2 ratio as well as cause it to vary with echo
spacing, depending on the diffusion regime of T2 relaxation.
The experimental results from previous work (Anand
and Hirasaki, 2007) theoretically explains the wide range of
the T1/T2 ratio in sandstones, including the case with no echospacing dependence of the T2 relaxation (Kleinberg et al.,
1994) which actually corresponds to that of the motionally
averaging regime.
In the present study, T1/T2 2D laboratory data have been
acquired and T1/T2 ratios have been studied alongside the
echo-spacing dependence of T2 relaxation.
CASE STUDY FROM TWO PETROLIFEROUS
BASINS OF INDIA

formations/pay from two different basins from the eastern
and western parts of India, speci¿cally, low-resistivity, low
contrast (LRLC) pay of the Tipam formation (Charali ¿eld,
Assam and Assam Arakan basin) and the Chhatral pay of
the Cambay shale formation (Gamij ¿eld, Cambay basin).
The inÀuence of magnetically susceptible material on NMR
T2 relaxation and hence, on the T2 cutoff have been studied.
Observations on a few sample from wells Charali X, Y,
and Z and Gamij X, Y, and Z discussed in in subsequent
sections. Details of plugs and their petrophysical parameters
are presented in Table 1.
Tipam Formation, Charali Field
Charali Field is a satellite ¿eld in north Assam Shelf of
Assam and Assam-Arakan (A and AA) Basin of India and
is producing signi¿cant amount of oil and gas. The Charali
structure can be described as an anticlinal fault closure
developed on a predominantly NNE–SSW trending fault,
termed the Charali Western Bounding Fault that extends
from the north of Changmaigaon ¿eld and northward up to
the Rudrasagar Field.
In this part of the region, the Miocene Tipam formation
offers examples of low- to moderate-resistivity and lowcontrast (LRLC) sandstones and at times reverse contrast
reservoirs. Typical log motifs are presented in Fig. 1. Such
LRLC reservoirs have always been a challenge to log
analysts for identi¿cation of probable hydrocarbon-bearing
zones and the realistic computation of water saturation
of the reservoirs. Thick sands of Tipam Group of MioPliocene age were deposited in a Àuvial system where
accommodation has a tectonic control forming a composite
system of low-accommodation system tracts (LAST) and
high-accommodation system tracts (HAST), which de¿ne a
single sequence.

A comprehensive NMR study carried out on two distinct

Table 1—Petrophysical Study Results
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Fig.1—Typical well-log motif for the Tipam formation in the Charali ¿eld. Track 1, SP, GR, caliper, bit size; Track 2, resistivity logs; Track 3, density and
neutron logs; Track 4, CMR porosity logs (CMFF is computed using the default 33-ms T2 cutoff), and Track 5, NMR T2 distribution.

The lithology of the Tipam formation in this ¿eld
reported from core studies consists of ¿ne- to mediumgrained sandstone. The presence of authigenic clay minerals,
pore-¿lled kaolinite and grain-coating smectite are reported
in core studies. These clay minerals are dispersed, due to
diagenesis, which resulted in pore ¿lling and coating of
grain surfaces that leads to generation of microporosity in
the formation.

802

Results of the X-ray diffractions (XRD) study show that
quartz is the main framework grain type, constituting up to
80% of the total rock with an average abundance of 75%.
Studies of the magnetic minerals in cores from the Charali
¿eld reveal that the percentage of magnetic minerals in
sample plugs varies from 10.54 to 19%. The EDS energy
spectra has recorded the presence of up to 19 wt% iron (Fe)
(Fig. 2). Compositionally, the XRD mineralogical analysis
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has marked the presence of siderite, ilmenite and chamosite
(along with mica, ankerite and actinolite in a few of them)
in most of the samples, which are all paramagnetic in nature
with varying degrees of magnetic susceptibility.
Porosity and permeability determined on cores of the
Charali ¿eld is good. Permeability measured on cores is of
the order of 300 to 400 mD and at places reaches 900 to
1,000 mD showing low capillary-bound water.
Chhatral Pay, Gamij Field
Gamij ¿eld is situated near the rising eastern margin of
Ahmedabad-Mehsana block of the Cambay basin, western
onshore India.
The palynological studies of the Cambay Shale in the
Gamij ¿eld indicate subtidal to inner neritic conditions
of deposition during the Early Eocene, whereas the
micropaleontological studies suggest a Àuctuating
environment. Chhatral pay is developed within Younger
Cambay Shale (end of the Early Eocene deposition) and

is a heterogeneous clastic reservoir which consists of ¿negrained sandstone and siltstone along with interbedded
shales. These reservoirs have good porosity but very low
permeability, low production rates and low water cuts during
production. A typical log motif is presented in Fig. 3. Though
the total thickness of Chhatral pay is generally large, it has
poor reservoir characteristics, as indicated by cores, logs and
production data.
Due to the dominant microporosity, the formation
contains high amounts of bound/capillary water. Complex
mineralogical assemblages have been reported in XRD
studies. The sandstones are dominantly quartz-wacke where
detrital grains include quartz, minor feldspar and clasts
of claystone. Mixed-type clays are mainly kaolinite and
chloritic (chamosite and chlorite). Secondary/minor mineral
occurrences include siderite, muscovite/biotite, hematite,
ilmenite, augite, magnesite, pyrite, goethite, and dolomite
(as indicated by the sample XRD data shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2—Charali ¿eld sample XRD data.
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Fig. 3—Typical log motif for the Chhatral pay in the Gamij ¿eld Track 1,: SP, GR, caliper, bit size; Track 2, resistivity logs; Track 3, density and neutron
logs; Track 4, CMR porosity logs (CMFF is computed using the default 33-ms T2 cutoff), and Track 5, NMR T2 distribution.

Table 2—XRD Mineral Data (wt%) of the Gamij Field
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EXPERIMENTAL NMR ANALYSIS
Experimental NMR analysis was performed using a
2-MHz low-¿eld Geospec 2/75 NMR spectrometer by M/s
Oxford Instrument. The spectrometer operates at a magnet
strength of ~550 Gauss. Prior to the NMR measurements, the
samples were saturated with brine (formation water salinity).
All measurements were performed at room temperature and
normal atmospheric pressure. The core plugs were wrapped
with NMR-silent material using a tested procedure to avoid
any loss of saturation during the experiment.
NMR Measurements at Sw = 1
NMR T2 relaxation times were measured for all brine
saturated samples using variable echo spacing, TE, that
ranged from 100 ȝs to 10 ms. To better characterize the
plugs, additional measurements of the fully water-saturated
conditions were performed including T1 relaxation, diffusion
distribution, T1-T2 correlations, and 1D porosity pro¿le.
T1-T2 2D mapping is performed by an inversion recovery
sequence followed by a CPMG. D-T2 is performed with
a stimulated echo followed by a CPMG sequence. Onedimensional (1D) pro¿les (porosity distribution along the
axis of the plug) are acquired using a frequency encoding

technique. This consists of acquiring an NMR echo in the
presence of a magnetic-¿eld gradient. Performing a Fourier
transform on the time-domain data leads directly to the
pro¿le in the space domain. Pulse-sequence schematics for
transverse relaxation (T2), longitudinal relaxation (T1), T1-T2
mapping, and diffusivity measurement are shown in Figs.
4a, 4b, 4c and 4d, respectively.
NMR Measurements on Samples at Sw = Swir
The samples were desaturated using a centrifuge up to
Swirr. NMR T2 measurements and a 1D porosity pro¿le were
carried out on all desaturated samples. T2 cutoff analysis was
carried for all samples.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF NMR DATA
MEASURED ON PLUGS AT Sw = 1
Observations on T2 Measurements Measured With
Varying TE
The measured T2 relaxation spectrums at different echo
spacing (100 ȝs to 10 ms) were studied without applying any
external gradient. For both the sets of sample plugs, shifts
in relaxation peaks with increasing interecho spacing were
observed (Figs. 5 to 8).

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4—Schematics of a basic pulse sequence. (a) CMPG pulse sequence, (b) pulse sequence of inversion recovery method for T1 measurement, (c)
pulse sequence for T1-T2 correlation map, and (d) pulse sequence for measuring diffusion coef¿cient.
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Fig. 5—T2 measured on samples CH-9B, CH-11, CH-12, and CH-13A from the Charali ¿eld with TE (2Ĳ) ranging from 100 ȝs to 10 ms.
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Fig. 6—T2 measured on samples CH-1, CH-2, CH-3A, and CH-14A from the Charali ¿eld with TE (2Ĳ) ranging from 100 ȝs to 10 ms.
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Fig. 7—T2 measured on samples GM-10, GM-12, GM-14, and GM-14 from the Gamij ¿eld with TE (2Ĳ) ranging from 100 ȝs to 2 ms.
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Fig. 8—T2 measured on samples GM-16, GM-15, GM-8, and GM-18 from the Gamij ¿eld with TE (2Ĳ) ranging from 100 ȝs to 2 ms.
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An attempt has been made to better understand
the relationship of T2 relaxation rate and echo-spacing
dependence and, in turn, the diffusion component of T2
relaxation and also to estimate the upper limit of the internal
¿eld gradients (if present). For each interecho spacing, the
shift of the position of the T2 relaxation peak relative to its
position at the shortest measured TE was plotted as function
of the difference between the squared respective interecho
spacing and the squared shortest measured TE. Since only the
contribution due to diffusion depends on TE (Eq. 2), plotting
the experimental data in this way separates the relaxation
due to diffusion from the bulk and surface relaxations and
thereby presents the data in different asymptotic regimes of
T2,D relaxation. Equation 2 can be rewritten in terms of G
(¿eld gradient) as
(3)

where T2,A is the T2 relaxation peak at the shortest measured
echo-spacing i.e. TEA; and T2, i is position of ith relaxation
peak at ith echo-spacing TEi.
Another set of T2 response with varying TE was
measured on Berea sandstone samples (Fig. 9a) to con¿rm
whether any inhomogeneities of the magnetic background
¿eld are present. As in the cleaned Berea sandstone, no
signi¿cant internal magnetic-¿eld gradients are expected at
low resonance frequency, any shift in the peak positions to
shorter relaxation times with increasing interecho spacing

would be due to diffusion within gradients of the external
background ¿eld, B0. Similar experiments were carried out
on Hazad pay (Cambay Basin, India) samples (Fig. 9b)
which are mostly sandstone and devoid of any paramagnetic
materials (as seen on XRD). In both cases, no perceptible
shift in T2 peak to the shorter relaxation times was observed.
In line with the theory described in a previous section,
the following observations can be made over the measured
data to estimate an upper limit of the internal ¿eld gradients
from the experimental data:
1. Among the three asymptotic relaxation regimes,
within the free-diffusion regime, the T2,D relaxation
rate is given by the classical expression derived by
Carr and Purcell (1954) (Eq. 2) for unrestricted or free
diffusion in a constant gradient and holds for porous
media with magnetically susceptible constituents
posing internal gradients.
Depending on characteristic length-scale interrelations,
relaxation can be classi¿ed in three regimes, namely, freediffusion regime, localization regime, and motionally
averaging regime, as previously mentioned. Figure 10
presents one of the sample plots showing these three
relaxation regimes. Initial points (shown in blue color)
depict the free-diffusion regime where the relaxation rates
show quadratic dependence on echo spacing.
Free diffusion is also characterized by a timeindependent diffusion coef¿cient. In Figs. 11 and 12 the
trend line (shown in red) connecting the initial 3 to 4 data
points (corresponding to lesser TE values of ~100 to 400 s)
represent the free-diffusion regime.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9—T2 response with varying TE on Berea and Hazad sandstone Samples. (a) Berea sandstone example, (b) Hazad sandstone example.
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Fig. 10—Sample ¨(1/T2) vs. ¨(TE2) plot showing different asymptotic regimes.

2. As restricted diffusion starts taking place, the
relaxation regime moves off from the free-diffusion
regime and relaxation will be in the localization
regime. In this regime, the plot of peak shift versus
difference of squared interecho spacings will have
a smaller and constantly decreasing slope due to the
TE dependence of the restricted diffusion coef¿cient.
Hence, the relationship is sublinear or quasilinear
and has not been used in any quantitative analysis
for the present work. Red points in sample plot (Fig.
10) fall in the localization regime. In Fig.11, the trend
line (shown in blue) connecting the latter data points
(corresponding to higher TEs ~400 to 1,600 s)
represents the localization-diffusion regime. In Fig.
12, this regime is almost absent. That is why we do
not see leftward shift of T2 peak/distribution except
for the initial few echo-spacing changes (which are
in the free-diffusion regime). The formation being
dominantly microporous, we see the free-diffusion
regime directly grading in to TE independent regime.
3. Green points in the Fig. 10 represent data points
in the motionally averaging regime. This regime is

December 2019

characterized by fast diffusion of protons such that
the inhomogeneities in magnetic ¿eld are motionally
averaged. When the pore structural length is smallest
among the characteristic length scale, the relaxation
rate is independent of the echo spacing and shows a
quadratic dependence on ¿eld inhomogeneity (¨Ȧ) in
the motionally averaging regime. In Figs 11 and 12
corresponding data points are not shown to enhance
the resolution and scale factor.
This diffusion model in principal only estimates an
upper limit for the internal ¿eld gradient. The coef¿cient of
free diffusion was measured by PFG NMR for brine (the
sample diffusion distribution plot presented in Fig. 13). The
crossover from free diffusion at short times to restricted
diffusion at longer TE was determined from the measured
peak shifts as the points at which deviations from the linear
relation between the peak shift and the difference of the
squared interecho spacing ¿rst occurred. A change in slope
is observed as the systems transitions from the free-diffusion
regime to the localization regime.
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Fig. 11—¨(1/T2) vs. ¨(TE2) plots for samples from the Charali ¿eld.
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Fig. 12—¨(1/T2) vs. ¨(TE2) plots for samples from the Gamij ¿eld. The formation is dominantly microporous and the localization-diffusion regime is
almost absent here. Hence, only data corresponding to the free-diffusion trend have been plotted.
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Fig. 13—Diffusion distribution.

Computation of Internal Field Gradient
A plot of (1/T2A í 1/T2i ) (T2A is T2 with the minimum echo
spacing) vs. (TEA2 í TEi2) (the difference of the squared
interecho spacing; TEA is the minimum echo spacing) for
all the plugs that were prepared (Figs. 11 and 12). The echo
spacing varies from 0.1 to 5 ms. For each plug, the ¿rst few
points ¿t very well to a straight line, while points at larger Ĳ2
deviate from it. The magnitude of the internal ¿eld gradient
can be calculated from the slope of the line ¿tted to the ¿rst
few points on plot. The Ȗ value of a proton is 2.675 × 108 /
Tesla/s.
In samples from Tipam formation (Charali ¿eld, Assam
and Assam Arakan basin) the estimated maximum internal
gradient is in the range 72 to 166 Gauss/cm (Fig. 11),
whereas in samples from the Chhatral pay of the Cambay
shale formation (Gamij ¿eld, Cambay basin) the estimated
maximum internal gradient is mostly in the range of 346 to
510 Gauss/cm (with one sample ~1,436 Gauss/cm) (Fig. 12).

814

T1-T2 correlation:
Figures 14 and 15 show the T1-T2 correlation experiment
maps. The signal is expected to lie in between the lines for
T1 = T2 and T1 = 2T2 (diagonal lines on T1-T2 map represents
T1/T2 ratio values in logarithmic scale) in ideal conditions.
Figure 14 presents the T1-T2 maps for the samples from the
Tipam formation and Fig. 15 shows the T1-T2 maps for the
samples from Chhatral pay. Histograms for the same samples
are presented in Figs. 16 and 17.
In Fig. 14, for the samples from Tipam formation, we
obtained a broad T1-T2 spectrum, with ratios mostly in the
range of 1 to 4, with very high T1/T2 values at places (up to
500). It is clearly observed in corresponding histograms (Fig.
16) as well. In Fig. 15, for the Chhatral pay, the T1-T2 maps
show a distribution of T1/T2 ratio values mostly in the wide
range of 1 to 7, along with some higher values as evident
in the corresponding histograms (Fig.17). A statistical
summary of experimental results is presented in Table 3.
All T2 laboratory measurements are in the presence of zero
applied magnetic-¿eld gradient. Thus, the higher T1/T2 ratios
possibly indicate the presence of additional relaxation (T2,D),
thereby preferentially reducing T2 relative to T1.
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Fig. 14—T1-T2 correlation maps for the Tipam formation of the Charali ¿eld.
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Fig. 15—T1-T2 correlation maps for the Chhatral pay of the Gamij ¿eld.
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Fig. 16—Histograms of T1/T2 ratio for samples from the Tipam formation of the Charali ¿eld.
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Fig. 17— Histograms of T1/T2 ratio for samples from the Chhatral pay of Gamij ¿eld.
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Table 3—NMR Study Results Summary

An example of T1/T2 ratio dependence on echo spacing
was shown in Fig. 18. T1-T2 correlation maps of a sample
plug acquired at two echo spacings, 100 and 400 s, clearly
illustrates the scenario.
The T1/T2 ratio in the presence of paramagnetic bodies
may not always be high. As discussed in an earlier section,
the observed range of T1/T2 ratios indicates the presence of
varying size, susceptibility, concentration and distribution of
magnetic susceptible sites as well as different orders of grain
sizes. These are the controlling factors for different relaxation
regimes as well. The T1/T2 ratio range/values and/or its
dependence on echo spacing depends on abovementioned
factors and prevailing relaxation regimes. As such, the T1/
T2 ratios do not have a linear relationship with the estimated

maximum internal gradient.
T2 Cutoffs for Bound Fluid
T2 cutoffs de¿ne the transition point from free to bound
Àuid. T2 cutoffs can be calculated from the point where the
endpoint brine saturation (cumulative T2 at Swir) intercepts
the saturated-state cumulative T2 curves. The estimated T2
cutoff values in the presented core plugs range from 6 to 12
ms for the Tipam formation (Fig. 19) and 3 to 5 ms for the
Chhatral pay (Fig. 20). In the plugs from Chhatral pay, a
high percentage of siderite along with chamosite is reported
and in the case of the LRLC Tipam pay under study, around
18 to 20% of magnetic constituents are reported in XRD
studies.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18— T1-T2 correlation map of the plug CH-14A using two echo spacing showing the echo spacing dependence on the T1/T2 ratio. (a) Acquired
with TE = 100 s and (b) acquired with TE = 400 s.
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Fig. 19—T2 cutoffs for the studied core samples from the Charali ¿eld.
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Fig. 20—T2 cutoffs for the studied core samples from the Gamij ¿eld.
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CONCLUSIONS

NOMENCLATURE:

In the presented case studies, although we have two
contrasting permeability ranges (poor in one set/¿eld to
moderate/high in other), perceptibly low T2 cutoff values
(compared to the default 33 ms T2 cutoff) have been found
experimentally for both the cases. Irreducible saturation
from capillary studies carried out on the same samples,
corroborates the values derived from the NMR T2 cutoff
study as well.
Our study shows the presence of internal ¿eld gradients,
which in turn indicates magnetic susceptibility contrast
between pore-¿lling Àuids and rock matrix. We studied echospacing dependence on the transverse relaxation and could
observe different asymptotic relaxation regimes. Crossplots
of (1/T2A í1/T2i) vs. (TEA2 í TEi2) and T1-T2 correlation
maps bring out the variations in data distributions/trends
(that belongs to different asymptotic relaxation regimes)
indicating different controlling factors, such as varying size,
susceptibility, concentration and distribution of magnetically
susceptible sites as well as different orders of grain sizes
acting together.
Internal gradients have been estimated from the data
points that lie in the free-diffusion regime. In samples from
Tipam formation the estimated maximum internal gradient
is in the range of 72 to 166 Gauss/cm, whereas in samples
from Chhatral pay of Cambay shale formation the estimated
maximum internal gradient is mostly in the range of 346 to
510 Gauss/cm (with internal gradient reaching ~1,436 Gauss/
cm in one sample). In both cases, we obtained a wide range
of T1/T2 ratios. The T2 cutoff as well as T1/T2 ratio do not have
a linear relationship with maximum internal gradient and are
inÀuenced by different controlling factors as discussed.
The presence of paramagnetic minerals, which has
also been reported in mineralogical studies from the same
horizon, produce a susceptibility contrast and creates internal
¿eld gradients along with enhanced surface relaxivity are the
prime factors in reducing the T2 cutoff values.
Understanding the effect of ¿eld inhomogeneities
and restricted diffusion on the relaxation of nonwetting
Àuid is particularly useful for interpretation of 2D NMR
measurements, which in turn is useful for Àuid identi¿cation.
As diffusivity components are underestimated due to
restricted diffusion, and overestimated in the presence of
internal ¿eld inhomogeneities, laboratory measurements
may be required to support interpretation of wireline NMR
data. Knowledge of internal gradients is a key factor in
correcting the interpretation of 2D measurements.
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CPMG =
D=
G=
Ld =
Lg =
Ls =
S/V =
T1 =
T2 =
T2,D =
T2,A =
T2,i =
T2B =
TE =
TEA =
TEi =
Ȗ=
ȡ=
Ĳ=
Ĳd =
ĲE =
ĲȦ =
¨Ȧ =

Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill pulse sequence
diffusion coef¿cient/diffusivity
gradient of the magnetic ¿eld
diffusion length
dephasing length
pore structural length
surface to volume ratio
longitudinal relaxation time
transverse relaxation time
diffusion component of T2 relaxation
T2 with minimum echo spacing
T2 at ith echo spacing
bulk Àuid relaxation
echo spacing
minimum echo spacing
ith echo spacing
nuclear gyromagnetic ratio
surface relaxivity
half of echo spacing
diffusion time
TE/2
dephasing time
spread in Larmor frequencies
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New Robust Model to Estimate Formation Tops in Real Time Using Arti¿cial
Neural Networks (ANN)
Salaheldin Elkatatny1,2, Ahmed Al-AbdulJabbar1, and Ahmed Abdulhamid Mahmoud1

ABSTRACT
Determination of the formation tops is an important
and critical parameter while drilling a hydrocarbon well
since it is one of the main factors affecting selection of the
casing setting depths and drilling Àuid design. During the
¿eld exploration and delineation phase and based on the
geological data, the formation tops are estimated with low
accuracy because of data limitations.
In this study, a potential alternative technique for
predicting formation tops is introduced. This technique
involves application of arti¿cial neural networks (ANN)
and the use of a combination of the drilling mechanical
parameters and the rate of penetration (ROP) to provide
an accurate prediction of the formation tops. Incorporating
the drilling mechanical parameters in this technique is
suggested to help in predicting the true increase or decrease
in the ROP regardless of the Àuctuation on the other drilling
parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate and real-time determination of the formation
tops or the lithology of the formation currently being drilled
is one of the most essential factors to ensure ef¿cient and
safe drilling operations (Al-AbdulJabbar et al., 2018).
Knowledge of the formation tops is required when designing
the casing program because it is needed to select the proper
casing setting depths to ensure ef¿cient zonal isolation, and
to effectively design the correct mud weight, which helps to
keep the wellbore conditions under control (Bourgoyne et
al., 1986; Rabia, 2001; Hossain and Al-Majed, 2015).
Currently, four techniques are used by the drilling
engineers in oil ¿elds to determine different reservoir zones
or formation tops (a) the rate of penetration (ROP) charts,
(b) gamma-ray logs (GR), (c) formation cuttings, and (d)
mud logging (Holstein and Warner, 1994; Crain, 2000; Zhu
et al., 2018). Although all these techniques help the drillers
to delineate the formation tops, each technique has some
limitations, such as high cost, relatively low accuracy, or

Field data from two vertical oil wells (Well-A and
Well-B) from the Middle East were used in this study.
Seventy percent of the data from Well-A (4,436 data points)
was used to train the ANN model, which was then tested
on the remaining 30% of the data for Well-A (1,900 data
points) and validated using the data from Well-B (6,569
data points).
The sensitivity analysis con¿rmed that using a ANN
model that consists of 25 neurons, one hidden layer, and
with the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation function
as the training function, is the optimum for predicting the
formation tops with correlation coef¿cients (R) of 0.94
and 0.98 for the testing and validation data of Well-A and
Well-B, respectively. The developed ANN model showed
high accuracy in estimating the formation tops for both
the testing and validation datasets of Well-A and Well-B,
respectively.

huge manpower, and most of these measurements have a lag
in time or depth that prevents instantaneous estimation of
the formation tops, these limitations restrict the applicability
and reduce the ef¿ciency of the available techniques for
determination of formation tops.
Although the ROP is signi¿cantly affected by the
lithology, several other factors inÀuence the ROP, e.g.,
Àuctuation of the drilling parameters considerably affects
the ROP (Elkatatny, 2018). Therefore, estimation of the
lithology change or formation tops based on ROP only is
not suf¿ciently accurate, especially when the other drilling
parameters are highly Àuctuating. The drill cuttings require
time to reach to the surface, this time considerably increases
with the increase in the hole depth, which means a delay
in predicting the formation currently being drilled (Crain,
2000). Deploying GR logging while drilling (LWD) or
mud logging in every section is not economically wise and
doesn’t provide the required information instantaneously.
GR and LWD sensors are installed a distance from the drill
bit; thus, the currently indicated formation by these logs is
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not the actual formation being drilled by the drill bit. Also,
mud logging has its own lag time, which varies from few
minutes to hours, based on the drilling Àuid and the depth,
since the wellbore needs to be circulated bottoms up in
order to get the mud or the cuttings out of the well (Crain,
2000).Today, most use a combination of these techniques to
improve the predictability of formation tops depending on
section criticality and whether it’s deep, shallow or near the
reservoir.
Recently, several arti¿cial intelligence (AI)
techniques have been applied extensively in different
petroleum engineering applications, such as evaluation
of unconventional resources (Mahmoud et al., 2017a,
2017b), estimation of the bubblepoint pressure (Alakbari
et al., 2016; Elkatatny and Mahmoud 2018), real-time
prediction of rheological parameters of the different drilling
Àuids (Elkatatny et al., 2016a; Elkatatny, 2017), well-log
interpretation (Houze and Allain, 1992; Lim et al., 1998;
Long et al., 2016), estimation of rock mechanical parameters
(Elkatatny et al., 2016b, 2017a), reservoir characterization
(Barman et al., 2000; Finlay et al., 2014; Elkatatny and
Mahmoud, 2017), optimization of ROP (Amar and Ibrahim,
2012; Amer et al., 2017; Elkatatny 2018), pressure-transient
analysis (Aydinoglu et al., 2002; Alajmi and Ertekin, 2007;
Almaraghi and El-Banbi, 2015).
Several previous studies aimed to improve the
predictability of the lithology through the application of the
AI techniques (Rogers et al., 1992; Benaouda et al., 1999;
Wang and Zhang, 2008). All these studies used well-log data
as inputs to teach the AI models.
Benaouda et al. (1999) predicted the formation lithology
in an offshore ¿eld using a neural-network classi¿cation
model with 17 logs: Spectral gamma ray, computed gamma
ray, radioactive potassium, thorium, and uranium, deep,
medium, and shallow resistivity, bulk density, photoelectric
effect, sonic velocity and the oxide contents of calcium,
silicon, iron, titanium, potassium, and aluminium. The
authors applied their model using data collected from the
forearc sedimentary basin of the Izu-Bonin arc south of Japan.
Although the results obtained by the authors are acceptable,
the model was not able to correctly predict the formations
with thickness of < 2 m, this is attributed to the high vertical
resolution of the resistivity logs used to develop the model.
Another limitation of this model is that at certain depths,
the density and photoelectric effect data are not available
and the model is developed based on the remaining 15 logs.
Density is one of the most important logs affected by the
lithology, hence, in the sections where density logs were not
considered in developing the model, the model predictability
will signi¿cantly be decreased.
Wang and Zhang (2008) studied the use of log data to
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estimate the lithology using the backpropagation neural
network. The authors developed their model based on the
sonic transit time and gamma ray logs only. In this study, the
model was developed and tested using data collected from
Kela-2 gas ¿eld, Tarim Basin, in West China. The model was
developed to differentiate between two types of formations:
mudstone and sandstone.
Recently, Moazzeni and Haffar (2015) evaluated the
possibility of using the arti¿cial neural network (ANN) to
determine the lithology of the formation. The authors used
13 input parameters to develop their model, these parameters
are: drill-bit depth, ROP, torque (T), weight on bit (WOB),
bit revolutions/minute (RPM), pump output, pump pressure,
bit size, bit type, length of drilled interval for the current
bit, lifetime of the current bit, mud weight, and total Àow
area of bit (TFA). Most of the parameters used as inputs for
lithology estimation in this model (e.g., drill-bit depth, bit
size, bit type, length of drilled interval for the current bit,
lifetime of the current bit, mud weight, and TFA) are not
directly affected by the change in the formation type but may
be considerably affected by the change in other factors.
In this paper, the ROP and different drilling parameters,
such as mud Àow rate (Qm), drillpipe rotation (RPM),
standpipe pressure (SPP), torque (T), and weight on bit
(WOB) are combined to estimate the formation tops by
applying the backpropagation ANN pattern-recognition
function (nprtool). With this new technique, detecting
formation tops will be faster compared to other methods
since no logs need to be processed, and there is no need to
wait for the drilled cuttings to reach the surface. This ensures
that formations can be picked in real time with high accuracy
at a very low cost since real-time data are already available.
DATA COLLECTION AND PREPARATION
In this work, ¿eld data of ROP, Qm, RPM, SPP, T, and
WOB were collected in the intermediate borehole section (16
in.) from two oil wells (Well-A and Well-B) in the Middle
East and used to develop the ANN model. The data were
collected from the borehole interval in the same formations
in both wells and consist of 6,336 data points from Well-A
and 6,569 data points from Well-B. Both wells are vertical
boreholes and a conventional bottomhole assembly (BHA)
was used to drill the sections under study. The data were
recorded by the surface real-time data transmitter sensor on
a footage base and originally contained the information of
all the operations (i.e., drilling, tripping, and running the
casing) performed on the 16-in. hole section for both wells.
In the ¿rst step of this study, only the data recorded
during drilling operations (when new footage was made)
was captured and the rest of the data were discarded. In the
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second step, the data were further smoothed by removing the
nonrealistic values, the outliers, and the noise. The ef¿ciency
of the moving average technique (MAT) with a span of 2,
3, 4, and 5 and the Savitzky-Golay ¿lter (SGF) in reducing
the noise and smoothing the input data was compared. MAT
is a widely used indicator in technical analysis that helps
to smooth by ¿ltering out the “noise” from random shortterm data Àuctuations, and SGF is a digital ¿lter that can
be applied to a set of digital data points for the purpose
of smoothing the data to increase the precision of the data
without distorting the signal tendency. This is achieved, in a
process known as convolution, by ¿tting successive subsets
of adjacent data points with a low-degree polynomial by the
method of linear least squares.
Figure 1 compares the actual data (blue points) with the
smoothed data (red curve) for the ROP values of the training
dataset (Well-A). The output showed that the use of MAT
with a span of 5 (Fig. 1a) is the best to smooth the input data
without changing its structure signi¿cantly compared to the
other techniques (Figs. 1b to 1e). MAT with a span of 5 was
then used to smooth all the input parameters of the training

and testing datasets used in this study. Although the SGF was
also good in smoothing the input data, as shown in Fig. 1b,
it affected the structure of the input data by neglecting many
data points, thus, it affected the actual trend of the data. On
the other hand, SGF requires long computational time which
will delay the prediction when a new formation is reached.
Since the output parameters or the formation tops in
this study will be predicted using a classi¿cation technique
that gives the model outputs as binary numbers (i.e., 0 and
1), the output parameters or formations 1, 2, 3, and 4 will
be de¿ned for the model using the binary numeral system.
Since every formation must be de¿ned in the model with
a unique format, four digits are needed to differentiate
between the four formations under study using the binary
system. The four digits representing each formation were
de¿ned in the model as a row vector of four elements, three
of them are “zeros” and one is “1” as explained in Table 1,
the position of the element “1” in the row vector is used to
differentiate between the formations. The representation of
the four formations in the binary system is illustrated by the
schematic diagram of Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1— Comparison of the performance of MAT with spans of (a) 5, (b) 4, (c) 3, (d) 2, and (e) SGF in reducing the noise in the ROP for the training
data of Well-A plotted as a function of the formation depth. Blue dots represent the original data and the red curves denote the ¿lter data.
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Table 1—Representation of the Formations Under Study in the Binary Numeral
System Using a Row Vector of Four Elements

DEVELOPING THE ANN MODEL
The ANN model was trained using 70% of the data
points collected from Well-A (i.e., 4,435 data points).
Six parameters, ROP, Qm, RPM, SPP, T, and WOB, were
considered as inputs to learn the ANN model on predicting
the formation tops as an output, the use of the drilling
parameters with the ROP is considered to enhance the
accuracy of the prediction, especially at depths where the
drilling parameters are highly Àuctuating, since ROP at
these depths is not a function of the formation type only.
Figure 3 shows the relative importance of the different input
variables in predicting the formation tops: the SPP has a high
correlation coef¿cient of 0.88 with the formation tops; the
ROP and the torque have moderate correlation coef¿cients of
í0.61 and –0.44, respectively, with the formation tops; while
the correlation coef¿cients of Qm, WOB, and RPM with the

formation tops are only 0.09, 0.04 and 0.01, respectively.
Although the correlation coef¿cients for Qm, WOB, and
RPM are relatively small, including these data with the
input dataset improved the formation tops determination
considerably.
Figure 4 shows the changes in the input parameters of
Well-A as a function of the depth, these are the data used
to develop the ANN model. Figure 5 shows the clusters of
the data collected from Well-A, the clusters are grouped
based on the formations. Table 2 summarizes the statistical
parameters of the input parameters of the training dataset.
Table 2 shows that the ROP in the teaching data used to
develop the model ranges from 5.6 to 114.4 ft/hr, drilling
Àuid Àow rate is between 838.2 and 1109.7 gal/min, RPM
ranges from 68.4 to 157.3, SPP is between 1227 and 3102
psi, T ranges from 6.02 to 24.18 klbf/ft, and the WOB ranges
from 10.0 to 63.4 klbf.

Fig. 2—Schematic illustration of the formation representation in the
binary system for the four formations under study.

Fig. 3—The relative importance of the parameters used to train the ANN
model for formation tops prediction.
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Fig. 4—The six input parameters used to develop the ANN model using the data of Well-A as a function of depth.

Table 2—Statistical Parameters of the Training Dataset (70% of Well-A Data Points)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 5—The clusters of the typical input parameters of (a) ROP, (b) Qm, (c) RPM, (d) SPP, (e) T, and (f) WOB, for the data collected from Well-A. The
clusters are grouped based on the formations.
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The input parameters were selected based on the
outcomes published in our previous papers Elkatatny
(2018) and Elkatatny et al. (2017b) in which the mechanical
parameters were found to considerably affect the ROP,
thus, they can be bundled with the ROP to mask or remove
Àuctuations in ROP caused by changes in the parameters.
This way the model can truly detect ROP changes due to
formation characteristics only and not because of changes in
other drilling parameters.
The ANN model was optimized for its different design
parameters, including the number of the training layers,
the number of the neurons per each training layer, training
function, and transferring function. The optimum parameters
were selected based on the mean squared error (MSE) and
the correlation coef¿cient (R) between the predicted and
actual formation, the model predictability was evaluated for
the number of the neurons, ranging from 5 to 25 neurons.
The use of 25 neurons showed the lowest MSE of 4.4 and
the highest R of 0.989 for the training dataset, as shown in
Fig. 6. Nine training functions of trainlm, trainbfg, trainrp,
trainlscg, trainlcgb, trainlcgf, trainlcgp, trainoss, and
trainlgdx were tested on predicting the formation tops for the
training dataset. Trainlm was found to be the best training
function for estimating the formation tops with the lowest
MSE of 1.6 and the highest R of 0.999, as shown in Fig. 7.
The model was built using nprtool which uses a twolayer feed-forward network with sigmoid output neurons.
The six inputs (i.e., ROP, Qm, RPM, SPP, T, and WOB)
were introduced to the model in the input layer. The ANN
model with one input layer having the six inputs, a single
training layer (hidden layer) having 25 neurons built using
Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (trainlm) as the

learning function and sigmoid function as a transferring
function between the training and output layer, and an output
layer with four outputs, was determined to represent the
optimum ANN model to classify the four formations under
study, as explained in Fig. 8. Table 3 summarizes the design
parameters for the developed ANN model for formation tops
prediction.

Fig. 6—The effect of the number of neurons on the MSE and R between
the actual and predicted formation for the training dataset (4,436 data
points).

Fig. 7—The effect of the training function on the MSE and R between
the actual and the predicted formation for the training dataset (4,436
data points).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Building the ANN Model
At ¿rst, the ANN model was trained by introduced only
ROP as an input to predict the correct formation. The results
showed that, when ROP is considered as the only input
for the ANN model, the actual formation in Well-A was
predicted with a very low accuracy, where the MSE for the
training data (i.e., 4,436 inputs from Well-A) was 30% and
the R is only 0.724, and the MSE and R for the testing 1,900
data points from Well-A were 44% and 0.328, respectively.
In the second step, 4,436 data points of all the six input
parameters (ROP, Qm, RPM, SPP, T, and WOB) were used to
teach the ANN model. The predictability of the ANN model
was considerably improved in this case, where the MSE was
reduced to 4.4, and R is considerably increased to 0.989 for
the training data when 25 neurons and trainlm functions are
used, as indicated in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 9, for the ¿rst formation (Formation
1), 720 depths were predicted correctly, which represent
98.6% of the depths evaluated in this formation, as indicated
in Fig. 9b, while 10 of the depths (1.4%) were incorrectly
determined as apart of Formation 2. In Formation 2, the
ANN model predicted 96.8% of the depths correctly and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8—The structure of the ANN model with a single input layer having
six inputs, a single hidden layer with 25 neurons, and an output layer
with four outputs.

Table 3—The Optimized ANN Model Design Parameters for
Formation Tops Prediction

3.2% were predicted to be in Formation 1 (6 depths) and
Formation 2 (21 depths); 97.7% of the depths evaluated in
Formation 3 were correctly predicted, while 2.3% were not.
The ANN model predicted all the depths of Formation 4
correctly.
Testing and Validating the Developed ANN Model
The ANN model was tested using unseen data from
Well-A, which is the same well used to train the ANN model
at 1,900 depths (Fig. 4), and then tested at 6,569 different
depths in Well-B. All these data points are unseen data which
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Fig. 9—(a) Crossplot of the number of the actual formation depths
predicted correctly and incorrectly, and (b) the percentage of the depths
predicted correctly and incorrectly for each formation, for the training
data (4,436 depths in Well-A).

were introduced to the ANN model after training to predict
the correct formation. In Well-A, the actual formations
were predicted with accuracy and R of 98.0% and 0.98,
respectively, while in Well-B, the actual formations were
predicted with an accuracy of 90.3% and R of 0.94,
respectively.
As indicated in Fig. 10 for the testing data of Well-A,
for Formation 1, which has 289 data points, the ANN model
predicted 282 depths (97.6%) correctly in Formation 1 and
7 depths (2.4%) in Formation 2. For Formation 2, as shown
in Fig. 10a, 359 depths were correctly predicted, which
represent 96.2% of the depths evaluated in this formation,
as shown in Fig. 10b, while 4 and 10 depths were predicted
incorrectly in Formations 1 and 3, respectively. In total,
98.5 and 99.8% of the depths of Formations 3 and 4 were
correctly determined, as explained in Fig. 10b.
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Figure 13 compares the actual and predicted formation
tops for the testing data of Well-A and validation data of
Well-B. As indicated in this ¿gure, the ANN model was able
to provide a correct prediction for the formation tops in both
wells.

(a)

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a new model for prediction of formation
tops is developed based on the application of the
backpropagation ANN pattern-recognition function and
the use of the rate of penetration, mud Àow rate, drillpipe
rotation, standpipe pressure, torque, and the weight on bit as
input parameters. The ANN model was built and trained on
data collected from Well-A and then validated using unseen
data collected from Well-B, both wells are in the Middle East.
The outcomes show that the use of the ANN model with one
training layer having 25 neurons with the use of LevenbergMarquardt backpropagation training function enabled us
to predict the correct formation in Well-A and Well-B with
correlation coef¿cients of 0.98 and 0.94, respectively, and an
accuracy of 98.0% in Well-A, which is the well used to train
the ANN model,, and 90.3% in Well-B, which is a different
well not used to train the model. The developed ANN model
showed high accuracy in estimating the formation tops for
both testing and validation datasets of Well-A and Well-B,
respectively.

(b)

NOMENCLATURE
Fig. 10—(a) Crossplot of the number of the actual formation depths
predicted correctly and incorrectly, and (b) the percentage of the depths
predicted correctly and incorrectly for each formation, for the testing
data from Well-A (1,900 depths).

The model is also validated using Well-B data, shown in
Fig. 11. As explained in Fig. 12, 78 depths of Formation 1
were predicted mistakenly in Formation 2, while 681 depths
were correctly determined. As indicated in Figs. 10b and
12b, 93.9% of Formation 2 depths were correctly determined
and 6.1% of the depths were mistakenly determined to
belong to Formation 3. Fig. 12a shows that 166 and 143
depths of Formation 3 were predicted in Formations 2 and 4,
respectively, and 2,468 (89.0%) were correctly determined.
In Formation 4, 1,355 of the depths were correctly predicted
while 8 and 164 were incorrectly predicted to belong to
Formations 2 and 4, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12a.
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Abbreviations
AI = arti¿cial intelligence
ANN = arti¿cial neural networks
BHA = bottomhole assembly
LWD = logging while drilling
MSE = mean squared error
nprtool = network pattern-recognition function
ROP = rRate of penetration
RPM = revolutions/minute
SPP = standpipe pressure
trainlm = Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation function
WOB = weight on bit
Symbols
Qm = drilling mud Àowrate
R = correlation coef¿cients
T = torque
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Fig. 11—The input parameters for Well-B as a function of depth, these inputs are unseen data used to test the suggested ANN model.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 12—(a) Crossplot of the number of the actual formation depths predicted correctly and incorrectly, and (b) the percentage of the depths predicted
correctly and incorrectly at each formation, for the testing data from Well-B (1,900 depths).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13— Comparison of the predictability of the ANN model for the
formation tops for (a) the testing data of Well-A, and (b) the validation
data of Well-B.
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A Comparative Study of Three Supervised Machine-Learning Algorithms for
Classifying Carbonate Vuggy Facies in the Kansas Arbuckle Formation
Tianqi Deng1, Chicheng Xu2,*, Dawn Jobe3, and Rui Xu1

ABSTRACT
Diagenetic features, such as vugs, fractures and
dolomite bodies can have signi¿cant impacts on carbonate
reservoir quality. Challenges remain in characterizing
these diagenetic features from well logs, as they are often
mixed with changes in mineral and Àuid concentrations. In
this paper, a data-driven approach is developed to classify
vuggy facies based on core and well logs from a key well
penetrating the Arbuckle formation in Kansas. Three
supervised machine-learning methods, namely arti¿cial
neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM),
and random forests (RF), are compared for their accuracy,
stability, and computational ef¿ciency. Hyperparameters
are tuned using cross-validation and Bayesian optimization.
Different feature selection methods and data labeling
schemes are also evaluated to optimize the prediction.

Results indicate predicting a binary classi¿cation (vuggy/
nonvuggy) presents an ~80% accuracy, compared to a ~65%
accuracy using a ¿ve-class vug-size-based classi¿cation
label. A direct input of well logs as training features is
recommended instead of using derived petrophysical
properties. Among the three machine-learning algorithms,
ANN outperforms the other two methods for vug/nonvug
detection, whereas for vug-size classi¿cation, RF is the
best algorithm to apply. This work also suggests RF shows
the least sensitivity to hyperparameters (i.e., maximum
number of splits and minimum leaf sizes) according to the
response surfaces constructed via Bayesian optimization.
For the dataset used in this study, SVM is the most
computationally ef¿cient algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

require either advanced NMR or borehole image logs, and/
or core data, which are not typically available in most wells
due to cost constraints. This paper is intended to demonstrate
a method that can be applied to wells with only basic welllog suites that include resistivity, sonic, density, and neutron
tools.
Challenges remain in using basic well-log datasets to
identify vugs and fractures in carbonate reservoirs. Visual
interpretations of physical core, thin sections and core photos
by experienced geologists are required to characterize vugs
and fractures explicitly. This procedure is time-consuming
and heavily biased, as it is subject to interpreters’ personal
experience. Fractures and vugs will also affect resistivity
and sonic logs via the Archie cementation factor and
bulk acoustic slowness (Ellis and Singer, 2007). Existing
correlations and physical models make assumptions on
speci¿c and simpli¿ed vug and fracture distributions and
are therefore, not universally applicable (Brie et al., 1985;
Perez-Rosales et al., 2002). Additionally, vugs and fractures
can be identi¿ed using a grayscale-value cutoff based on
borehole resistivity images (Cunningham et al., 2004). This

Formation evaluation is challenging in carbonate
reservoirs because of the presence of various diagenetic
features, including vugs, fractures, and dolomite bodies.
These post-depositional diagenetic overprints can affect the
mineralogy, pore connectivity, and pore-size distribution
in carbonate rocks, leading to inaccurate assessments of
effective porosity, water saturation, and permeability (Lucia
2007; Xu et al., 2012; Xu and Torres-Verdin, 2013; Clerke
et al., 2014; Doveton and Watney, 2014). The most accurate
method for identifying vugs and fractures is through
detailed core and thin-section description. Indirect methods
for identifying vugs and fractures include wireline logging
measurements and interpretations. Logging measurements,
such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), can capture
the pore-size distribution and therefore can be used to infer
vugs in carbonate formations (Clerke et al., 2014; Doveton
and Watney, 2014). Borehole image logs can also be used to
directly identify near-borehole vugs and fractures (Luthi and
Souhaite, 1990; Newberry et al., 1996). These techniques
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method is subject to uncertainty regarding the pore-Àuid
types. Vugs will not appear consistently dark or bright in
borehole images depending on the physical properties of the
pore-¿lling Àuid.
New data-driven approaches, such as arti¿cial neural
networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM) and
random forest (RF) are being developed to identify features
of interest in geologic data. Jobe et al., (2018) developed
a convolutional neural network (CNN) based method for
Dunham texture prediction based on thin-section images.
Tang et al. (2011) demonstrated use of a probabilistic neural
network to predict carbonate well-log facies based on basic
well-log sets with an accuracy of 55 to 70%. Bize-Forest
et al. (2018) used well-log derived features, such as rockfabric number (RFN) and Àow zone indicator (FZI) to train
and test machine-learning models. Machine learning has
also been applied in the areas of lithology identi¿cation and
geological mapping, and proved to be capable of obtaining
reliable predictions (Cracknell and Reading, 2014). Xie et al.
(2018) outlined procedures for tuning hyperparameters and
make comparisons of cross-validation accuracy for different
machine-learning models.
Applications of machine-learning models to classify
lithology based on well logs have been widely reported
(Tang et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2015; Hall, 2016; Lang
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019). However, for vug facies
identi¿cation, there is very limited research work focusing
on the comparison of different algorithms and features. In
the following sections, a general procedure is presented for
applying machine-learning models for the identi¿cation of

(a)

vuggy intervals from well-log data. The model is prototyped
using well logs and core data from a key well penetrating
the Arbuckle formation in Kansas. A rigorous comparison
is performed with respect to cross-validation accuracy
between three common machine-learning algorithms: ANN,
SVM, and RF. In addition, sensitivity of the three algorithms
to hyperparameters is studied using Bayesian optimization.
Using original well logs as machine-learning input features
is compared to using log-derived petrophysical properties
for classi¿cation accuracy. Finally, recommendations and
discussion are presented for vug identi¿cation using basic
well logs.
DATA PREPARATION
Data used in this study were collected from core and
wireline logging in the Wellington 1-32 well located in
southern Kansas. The formations of interest include the
Cambrian-Ordovician Arbuckle Group. Dominant geologic
facies include dolomitic mudstones to boundstones, intraArbuckle shales and cherts as well as conglomeritic and
brecciated limestones and dolostones (Fig. 1) (Franseen et
al., 2004). Diagenetic features, such as vugs, fractures, and
dolomite bodies, are commonly observed in the Arbuckle
group interval (Fig. 2). The Wellington 1-32 well used in
this study is an injection well, which penetrates the entire
Arbuckle deep saline aquifer. The well was drilled with
water-based mud and the effect of hydrocarbon on wireline
measurements is considered negligible (Doveton and
Watney, 2014).

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1—Dominant facies in the Arbuckle formation in Kansas. (a) to (d) show dolomite, shale, conglomerate and breccia, and chert, respectively.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 2—Diagenetic features in the Arbuckle formation. (e) and (f) show vugs and fractures in the Arbuckle formation, respectively. (g) shows an
example of dolomitization in thin section (modi¿ed from the Schlumberger Oil¿eld Glossary).

A total depth interval of more than 1,000 ft is used to
develop the machine-learning models presented in this
paper. Available well data included caliper (CAL), gamma
ray (GR), array induction resistivity (AT), neutron porosity
(NPHI), photoelectric factor (PEF), bulk density (RHOB),
compressional and shear slowness (DTCO and DTSM),
NMR T2 distribution, core porosity, and a geological
description.
To assure the quality of the dataset, the following steps
were performed before any well-log interpretation and
machine-learning model training. First, depth shift was
applied to the acoustic logging dataset and core porosity by
setting the bulk density log as the reference and matching
peaks and troughs in each log (Fig. 3). Second, the caliper log
was checked to make sure no signi¿cant borehole problems,
such as washouts and mudcake, were present. Next, the data
were all normalized by the mean and standard deviation of
each log curve before training the machine-learning models.
The ¿nal input dataset included 1,952 core-log pairs, where
75% were randomly selected as training-validation sets and
the remaining 25% were used for testing prediction accuracy.
The selection of input features and output can have a
signi¿cant impact on the accuracy of machine-learning
models. An improvement of 35% accuracy was previously
reported by including FZI and dip class in predicting
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depositional facies over using only quad-combo logging sets
(Bize-Forest et al., 2018). In predicting carbonate facies,
using log-derived features, such as rock-fabric number
(RFN) and rock quality index (RQI), can also improve the
prediction accuracy (Lucia, 2007; Tang et al., 2011).
In this paper, four different input-output combinations
are adopted to (1) ¿nd the best feature for predicting vuggy
facies, and (2) determine the sensitivity of basic logging
sets to vug sizes. In the benchmark case, basic log sets
are directly used as the input features without log-derived
properties to predict vuggy facies based on core description.
In the ¿rst case, mineralogy and petrophysical properties,
such as porosity derived from joint inversion of all the
logs, are also used as input features. In the second case, a
vug-size-based core classi¿cation is used as the training
label. Intervals with poor core recovery were assumed to
contain super-sized vugs. These intervals correlated well
with megaporosity interpreted from NMR T2 relaxation
times (Fig. 4). Megaporosity in this case is de¿ned as the
summation of relation times from the 1024- to 2048-ms bins
(Doveton and Watney, 2014). Finally, since cores can be
biased while sampling and geological description may have
a higher vertical resolution than well logs, an NMR-derived
vug label (based on a megaporosity cutoff) is compared to
core descriptions as the classi¿cation labels for machinelearning models (Fig. 4).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 3—Input well-log features for vug-facies classi¿cation. Tracks (a) to (g) show caliper (CALI), gamma ray (GR), resistivity (Rt), neutron porosity
(NPHI), photoelectric factor (PEF), bulk density (RHOB), and acoustic slowness (DT). The total depth interval is approximately 1,000 ft.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4—Reference facies label derived from core description and NMR T2 cutoff. Tracks (a) and (b) show visual vugginess from core and megaporosity
from NMR. Tracks (c) and (d) show NMR-derived facies and core facies. Facies shown as 1 to 5 in Track (a) corresponding to nonvuggy to missing
core shown in Track (d). Missing core zones are considered as supersized vugs where cores are unable to be recovered (Doveton and Watney, 2014).
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The identi¿cation of vugs is more challenging in the presence
of hydrocarbon. Using a combination of well logs that are
sensitive to both matrix and Àuid can potentially remove the
Àuid effect and improve the classi¿cation results. However,
NMR logs can no longer be used directly as classi¿cation
labels since they are affected by both diagenetic features and
Àuid concentrations.
METHOD
WorkÀow
Figure 5 summarizes the workÀow for predicting vuggy
facies using machine-learning models. The ¿rst step is
rigorous quality control over well logs, core measurements,
and geological descriptions. Core geological descriptions
(text) are converted to a vug-facies log by extracting the
key word “vug” using a commercial script (MATLAB). A
cutoff of NMR T2 porosity is also applied to derive a vugfacies label. A multimineral analysis is performed by a joint
inversion of gamma ray, resistivity, bulk density, neutron
porosity, photoelectric factor, and acoustic slowness. Then
original logs/interpreted petrophysical properties and vugfacies labels are integrated as training and testing set. K-fold
cross-validation (Arlot and Cellisse, 2010) and Bayesian
optimization are applied to tune hyperparameters and avoid
over¿tting. Finally, the prediction accuracy for different
models is compared in the testing set.
Multimineral Analysis
Multimineral analysis is the most common method
of predicting lithology in a mixed-lithology formation by
honoring all the well logs through a probabilistic model
(Quirein et al., 1986). This method assumes a certain logging
response for each endmember component in the formation
and the bulk formation property can be approximated by a
linear mixing law with respect to volumetric concentrations:

(1)
In Eq. 1, ȟb is the bulk property, such as gamma ray
and bulk density, ȟi is the property of a single component i,
and vi is volumetric concentration of component i satisfying
ȈVi =1 . Mineral concentrations were estimated through
linear inversion using a commercial software package. A
synthetic log-derived feature, apparent rock-fabric number
(ARFN) based on total porosity, was also included. The RFN
is de¿ned by (Lucia, 2007) as:
(2)
where t is the total porosity and Swt is the total water
saturation. The ARFN de¿nes different rock classes based
on their permeability-porosity correlation. A larger ARFN
suggests that the total porosity is less capable of conducting
Àuid. This indicates the existence of isolated vuggy porosity
that does not contribute to Àuid Àow.
Machine-Learning Algorithms
There are many cases and discussions on how shallow
learning (e.g., neural networks with only a single layer)
methods and deep learning (e.g., convolutional neural
networks) methods can be applied in petrophysics analysis
(Xu et al., 2019). Based on the amount of data available,
supervised machine-learning algorithms ANN, SVMs, and
RF are implemented as the diagenetic facies classi¿ers.
Hyperparameters of different machine-learning algorithms
are tuned by optimizing cross-validation score via Bayesian
optimization.
Arti¿cial Neural Network (ANN). ANNs mimic the
function of biological neural networks in human brains.
They can approximate any continuous function given
enough training samples and structural complexity. In

Fig. 5—WorkÀow chart of vug-facies prediction.
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the application to petrophysics, they are widely used to
calculate petrophysical properties, generate synthetic logs,
and classify rock facies (Saneifar et al., 2015; Li and Misra,
2017; Mahmoud et al., 2017). The fundamental elements
in a neural network include layers, neurons and activation
functions. The structure of the neural network is simpli¿ed
by using a feed-forward neural network with one hidden
layer. The neurons in two adjacent layers are connected by
a weighted linear combination and an activation function
to introduce the nonlinearity. The most common choices of
activation functions are sigmoid function, ReLU, and TanH.
Due to the size of our dataset, the activation function is
limited to a sigmoid function for the hidden layer, and a softmax function for the output layer. However, for deep neural
networks, ReLU and TanH functions are preferred because
they do not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem
(Glorot et al., 2011).
The value y on the hidden layer is calculated by:
(3)
where xi is the input logs, Ȧi is the weight corresponding to
xi , and ı is the sigmoid function and de¿ned as:
(4)
The cost function and gradient are calculated using back
propagation and the weights are optimized with a conjugate
gradient solver.
Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVMs are classi¿ers
that de¿ne a decision boundary that optimally separates two
classes. In linear cases, the decision boundary becomes a
hyperplane. The construction of the hyperplane that separates
two classes is based on a subset of sample points that is close
to the decision boundary (the support vectors). In the linear
case, two classes are de¿ned by boundaries: w Â x – b 1 and
w Â x – b  – 1. A margin is de¿ned as the distance between
these two hyperplanes as: 2/ۅwۅ. The training of SVMs
maximizes the margin between training points from two
different classes. A box constraint parameter, C is used to
control the penalty when training instances are misclassi¿ed.
For a large value of C, the SVMs will tend to generate a
smaller margin at the risk of over¿tting. A small value of
C will allow more misclassi¿cations at the cost of training
accuracy. In the application to petrophysics, Tan et al., (2015)
apply SVMs for regression to estimate TOC from wireline
logs and compare it to the traditional ǻlogR method.
One advantage of SVMs is that it is easy to apply a kernel
trick to map the lower dimension data and linear decision
boundaries into a high dimension space to solve nonlinear
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classi¿cation problems. Some of the most commonly used
kernels (Trevor et al., 2003) are:
dth-degree Polynomial:

(5)

Gaussian/Radial Basis Function (RBF):

(6)

To reduce the number of hyperparameters, only Gaussian
kernel functions are considered. The kernel is controlled
by the kernel scale Ȗ. In diagenetic facies classi¿cation, a
one vs. one classi¿cation is implemented to generate better
multiclass classi¿cation results because the low number of
classes will not signi¿cantly increase the computational
cost.
Random Forest (RF). Random forest is an ensemble
method based on decision-tree models proposed by Breiman
(2001). A good explanation of decision-tree models can be
found in Bishop (2006). Decision trees divide all samples
into different regions using axis-aligned boundaries. Crossentropy H and the Gini index G, shown in Eqs. 7 and 8,
are often used to determine the performance of decision-tree
models:
(7)

(8)
where pk is the proportion of data points assigned to class k
for a certain region.
RF uses bootstrap aggregating (bagging) to train
multiple decision-tree models by randomly sampling from
the training set and training the decision tree on each of them
separately. The prediction is made by averaging the results
obtained from the ensemble.
In this paper, to reduce the computational time for crossvalidation, hyperparameters considered in parameter tuning
are the maximum number of tree splits, number of features
used for splitting, and minimum split sizes.
Parameter Tuning and Imbalanced Sample Set
K-fold cross-validation (Arlot and Cellisse, 2010) is used
to tune hyperparameters of machine-learning algorithms.
All the samples are separated as either training set or test
set. Within the training set, the samples are portioned into
k groups. Then (k í 1) groups are randomly selected to be
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used for training, whereas the one group of samples left
is used to create the cross-validation error function. The
cross-validation error function is minimized by changing
hyperparameters in each machine-learning algorithm.
For neural networks, the number of units in the hidden
layer and the regularization parameter are optimized.
For SVMs, the kernel is ¿xed as radial basis function
(Gaussian). The parameter kernel scale Ȗ and box constraint
are considered as hyperparameters. For RF, the maximum
number of splits, number of features used for each splitting,
and minimum split sizes are optimized.
Bayesian optimization was implemented using
commercial software package (MATLAB R2018a and
Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox) to obtain the
hyperparameter combination with the highest crossvalidation score. Bayesian optimization uses a Gaussian
Process (GP) as a priori information to build a surrogate
model for the objective function with uncertainty. Then an
acquisition function (usually expected-improvement) is
maximized to decide where to take the next sample:
(9)
where f ’ is the current minimum of function f, (xi, yi) are
observations (Snoek et al., 2012).

One common situation in facies classi¿cation is that
the dataset can be imbalanced: there is a large difference in
the number of samples in the majority class and minority
class (Fig. 6). Downsampling and upsampling were invoked
to address this problem. They are also compared to an
adaptive synthetic sampling approach (ADASYN) based on
interpolations from K-nearest neighbors (He et al., 2008).
RESULTS
The variations of gamma ray, resistivity, neutron
porosity, bulk density, photoelectric factor and acoustic
slowness are shown in Fig. 6. In the ¿rst part, a multimineral
analysis was applied to the Arbuckle formation. The resultant
mineralogy and porosity were used as features for vuggy
facies classi¿cation. In the second part, the classi¿cation
results were assessed using four different feature-label
combinations. They include (1) using original well logs to
predict NMR-derived facies labels; (2) using original well
logs to predict core facies labels, (3) using multimineral
analysis results to predict NMR-derived facies labels, and
(4) using multimineral analysis results to predict core facies
labels.
The linear joint inversion results coupled with porosity
are shown in Fig. 7. The mineral model consists of illite,
quartz, dolomite, chert, and water. The vuggy facies shown

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6— (a) Shows samples distribution in each facies. (b) Shows a comparison of the standardized values of caliper (CALI), gamma ray (GR),
resistivities (RT10, RT20, RT30, RT60, and RT90), neutron porosity (NPHI), photoelectric factor (PE), bulk density (RHOB), compressional and shear
acoustic slowness (DTC, DTXX, and DTYY) in vuggy and nonvuggy zones. In (b) the box shows the 25th and 75th percentiles and the dashed line
shows 99.3% coverage of the data.
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are derived from the NMR megaporosity cutoff at 0.5, and
core description based on vugs and vug sizes. The last track
shows rock-fabric number (RFN). The interpreted results
indicate that the lower half of the Arbuckle formation has
more vuggy zones than the upper part. In the upper part, the
vuggy zone is around 4,250 ft MD. The RFN curve agrees
with core- and NMR-derived facies, where a high RFN
indicates low permeability for a given porosity because the
vugs are not fully connected.
A visual representation of the vuggy facies prediction is
shown in Fig. 8. Three algorithms are compared with four
different input-output combinations. For all classi¿cation

labels, the predictions of NMR-derived label have the best
prediction accuracy, around 80% in the testing set. Vug-size
predictions are more challenging (around 65% accuracy)
because of the uneven distribution in class representation.
Vug-size classes such as centimeter-sized and ¿st-sized vugs
have fewer samples available. Using original logs as input
gives rise to a higher prediction accuracy than using joint
inversion, especially in the case of predicting vug sizes. One
possible explanation is that the joint inversion causes a loss
of information compared to original well logs and involves a
new source of uncertainty when mineral models and mixing
laws are assumed.

Fig. 7—The mineral composition and porosity calculated by linear joint inversion. The facies, from left to right, are NMR-derived facies, core facies,
core facies based on vug size, and RFN. From dark blue to red color labels indicates: no vugs, pinpoint-sized vugs, centimeter-sized vugs, ¿st-sized
vugs, and missing core (caused by supersized vugs).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8—Visualization of vug facies prediction results. (a) and (b) show 2-class vuggy facies based on NMR-derived labels. (c) and (d) show 5-class
vuggy facies from core description. Prediction accuracy is compared using ANN, SVM, and RF. In all four situations, RF shows slightly higher
prediction accuracy than the other two algorithms. A higher prediction accuracy is achieved using original well logs as training input compared to
using joint inversion results.

Table 1 shows the computational cost of ANN, SVM,
and RF for training and prediction in 2-class label and 5-class
label respectively. In all cases, SVM is signi¿cantly more
computationally ef¿cient for classi¿cation than ANN and
RF. ANN and RF show a similar time required for training
and cross-validation. For all algorithms, training a 5-class
label model costs slightly more computational time than a
2-class label model.
The response surface for cross-validation score with
respect to different hyperparameters is shown in Fig. 9. The
cross-validation score in this paper is determined by:

(10)
where i is the index for different classes. To simplify the
problem, the hyperparameters were limited to hidden layer
size and L2 regularization factor for ANN, kernel scale
and box constraint for SVM, and maximum number of tree
splits and minimum leaf size for RF. All three algorithms
have a similar cross-validation (CV) score minimum,
indicating three algorithms have similar cross-validation
accuracy given proper parameter tuning. They have different
sensitivity to hyperparameters. RF has a relatively stable CV

Table 1—Computational Cost of Training and Testing Each Algorithm

The results are generated with a Desktop PC 64-bit Intel Core Coffee Lake 6-Core i7-8700k CPU @ 3.70 GHz and 16
GB RAM. The platform is MATLAB R2018a with Parallel Computing Toolbox.
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score compared to ANN and SVM. The higher sensitivity in
SVM and ANN requires searching in a larger hyperparameter
space which can be computationally prohibitive.
The distributions of the cross-validation scores for all
computed combinations of hyperparameters of each machinlearning algorithm are shown in Fig. 10 for 2-class and 5-class
classi¿cations, respectively. Roughly a normal distribution
is observed, which indicates a reasonable selection of the
hyperparameter spaces. For both 2-class and 5-class facies
labels prediction, ANN results in the highest mean crossvalidation score. But the optimal hyperparameters should
be chosen based on the maximum cross-validation score
and the ¿nal prediction performance needs to be evaluated
on the hold-out testing samples that are never seen by the
algorithms.

Prediction accuracy for the three machine-learning
algorithms based on 10 sets of numerical experiments is
presented in Fig. 11. In the 2-class situation, ANN shows a
higher accuracy for predicting nonvuggy facies than SVM
and RF. For the 5-class facies label, in general, RF has the
highest prediction accuracy. All algorithms show signi¿cantly
lower accuracy in predicting centimeter-sized vugs and ¿stsized vugs because too few samples are obtained in those
zones. One interesting observation is that using original logs
as classi¿cation input shows higher prediction accuracy than
using interpreted mineralogy data. The possible reasons for
this are: (a) some useful information is removed through
linear multimineral inversion, and (b) the construction of a
multimineral model involves other uncertainty, such as the
endmember property for a single component.

Fig. 9—Response surface of cross-validation score as a function of hyperparameters showing the sensitivity of each algorithm to hyperparameters.
The best hyperparameter set is shown in red dots where the highest CV score is taken. SVM shows higher sensitivity to hyperparameters compared
to ANN and RF.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10—Histogram of the cross-validation scores. (a) and (b) show prediction accuracy for 2-class and 5-class labels, respectively. Hyperparameters
are tuned using Bayesian optimization and the three machine-learning algorithms are compared for prediction accuracy (ANN, SVM, and RF).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11—Prediction accuracy boxplot based on 10 sets of numerical experiments. (a) and (b) show the prediction accuracy for the 2-class NMRderived facies label. (c) and (d) show the prediction accuracy for 5-class core facies label. (a) and (c) are predicted with original logs whereas (b) and
(d) are predicted with linear joint inversion results. The red, blue, and black colors show results from ANN, SVM, and RF, respectively. The box shows
the 25th and 75th percentiles and the dashed line shows 99.3% coverage of the data.

DISCUSSION
Comparison of Machine-Learning Algorithms for Vuggy
Facies Classi¿cation
For a binary vuggy/nonvuggy facies classi¿cation,
all three algorithms have similar prediction accuracy of
approximately 80%. The use of ANN and RF algorithms,
is recommended because ANN has a relatively high
accuracy for minority class and RF has low sensitivity to
hyperparameters and is less computationally expensive
to optimize. For the 5-class facies labels, RF outperforms
the other two algorithms. SVM is more computationally
ef¿cient than ANN and RF for training, while ANN uses
less time-consuming predictions. This result is in agreement
with other work on the application of ANN, SVM and RF
in lithology classi¿cation using well-log and remote sensing
data (Cracknell and Reading, 2014; Xie et al., 2018). The
ANNs are more Àexible than other two algorithms: with
more hidden layers, ANN can automatically extract features.
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However, optimization of ANNs is much more dif¿cult:
it is a nonconvex optimization problem and can always
have local minimums. The computational cost increases
dramatically with the increasing number of hidden layers.
InÀuence of Feature and Classi¿cation Label
This study found that using linear joint inversion
results for identifying vuggy facies is unreliable because it
leads to loss of information and involves new uncertainty
about mineral model and single-component properties. For
classi¿cation output, identifying vuggy zones using a binary
classi¿cation is more reliable (80% accuracy) compared to a
vug-size-based classi¿cation (70% accuracy). In this dataset,
the number of samples in each class is not the same. Usually,
methods such as upsampling, downsampling, and ADASYN
can improve the prediction accuracy for minority classes
(Provost, 2000; He et al., 2008). These results show that for
the binary classi¿cation, ADASYN improves the prediction
accuracy for nonvuggy zones from 63.2 to 84.9%. For the
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vug-size-based classi¿cation, however, ADASYN generates
inaccurate synthetic samples and decreases the prediction
accuracy because some classes are dif¿cult to distinguish
(Fig. 12). The number of training sample sizes also affects
the classi¿cation accuracy. For the binary vug-facies label,
the test accuracy stabilizes after 200 training samples. For
the 5-class vug-size-based label, the test accuracy is still
increasing after the number of training samples reaches 1,300.
Adding new training data can still improve the classi¿cation
accuracy for the vug-size-based label (Fig. 13).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, vuggy facies are predicted using multiple
machine-learning methods for both a binary classi¿cation
and a 5-class vug-size- based classi¿cation. The approach

is demonstrated using data from a key well penetrating the
Arbuckle formation in Kansas. Three machine-learning
algorithms were compared for prediction accuracy,
sensitivity to hyperparameters, and computational cost. A
comparison was made using original well logs directly as
training input and using linear inversion results as input.
The results show that an accuracy of approximately
80% can be achieved using a basic well-log set and machinelearning models for vuggy facies prediction. Prediction using
a vug-size classi¿cation is more challenging, with a lower
accuracy of around 70%. For all three machine-learning
algorithms, ANN shows a higher prediction accuracy for
vuggy-facies identi¿cation while RF is better at predicting
vug sizes. The results indicate that the three algorithms
all have different levels of sensitivity to hyperparameters.
RF displays the least sensitivity to hyperparameters while

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12—Comparison of confusion matrices for without ADASYN (a) and (c), and with ADASYN (b) and (d). (a) and (b) are generated with a 2-class
label while (c) and (d) are with 5 classes. The accuracy is normalized by the total number of true instances per class. For all cases, the machinelearning model is ANN. ADASYN increases the prediction accuracy for minority classes while decreases the prediction accuracy for majority classes.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13—Comparison of learning curves for ANN, SVMs, and RF. (a) and (b) show the testing accuracy for different training set sizes for NMR-derived
vug label (binary) and vug-size based label (5 classes), respectively. For the binary labels, the test accuracy stabilizes after 200 training samples. For
the 5-class label, the test accuracy is still increasing after the number of training samples reaches 1,300.

SVMs are the most computationally ef¿cient algorithm. The
prediction results from SVMs are not as good as ANN and
RF. In a biased dataset where training samples do not cover
all classes evenly, it may lead to unsatisfactory prediction
accuracy for minority classes. In this dataset, data balancing
methods, such as ADASYN, are useful in identifying vug
zones. For the vug-size classi¿cation, however, ADASYN
decreases the classi¿cation accuracy because some classes
are dif¿cult to distinguish from available features.
Future work for this study includes using deep-learning
methods in key wells to classify diagenetic facies based on
NMR logs and borehole images and testing the proposed
methods in hydrocarbon wells and multiwell scenarios.
Moreover, a possible implementation of recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) and hidden Markov model (HMM) may
improve the prediction accuracy by considering the vertical
correlation.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
ADASYN = adaptive synthetic sampling
ANN = arti¿cial neural networks
ARFN = apparent rock-fabric number
AT = array induction resistivity
Bagging = bootstrap aggregating
CAL = caliper
CNN = convolutional neural networks
CV = cross validation
DTCO = compressional-wave slowness
DTSM = shear-wave slowness
EI = expected improvement
FZI = Àow zone indicator
GP = Gaussian process
GR = gamma ray
HMM = hidden Markov model
NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance
NPHI = neutron porosity
PEF = photoelectric factor
RBF = radial basis function
RF = random forests
RFN = rock-fabric number
RHOB = bulk density
RNNs = recurrent neural networks
RQI = rock quality index
SVMs = support vector machines
TOC = total organic carbon
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Symbols
C=
G=
H=
K (x, x’) =
pk =
Swt =
Vi =
ı=
t =
Ȗ=
ȟb =
ȟi =
Ȧi =

box constraint
Gini index
cross entropy
kernel function for calculating inner
product of (x, x’)
proportion of data points assigned to class
for a certain region
total water saturation
volumetric concentration of component i
activation function
total porosity
scale of Gaussian kernel
bulk physical property
physical property of component i
weight of a node
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Joint Interpretation of Elastic and Electrical Data for Petrophysical Properties of GasHydrate-Bearing Sediments Using Inverse Rock Physics Modeling Method
Haojie Pan1, Hongbing Li1, Yan Zhang1*, Jingyi Chen2, Shengjuan Cai1, and Chao Geng3

ABSTRACT
Accurate interpretation of the petrophysical properties
of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments, such as porosity, hydrate
saturation and clay content, are of great importance
for reservoir characterization and resource evaluation.
Typically, these parameters are estimated using either
elastic properties or electrical properties instead of
both. We propose to take advantage of multiple types of
measurements and improve the accuracy of prediction by
using an inverse rock physics modeling (IRPM) method,
which allows us to combine elastic and electrical attributes.
First, we generate constraint cubes of 3D elastic and
electrical data in the reservoir parameter domain using
suitable rock physics models calibrated by 3D elasticelectrical rock physics templates (RPTs). Then, we
extract the isosurfaces from the 3D elastic and electrical
data constraint cubes with the marching-cubes algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

Gas hydrates are naturally occurring ice-like substances
that are composed of gas molecules (mainly methane) and
water. They are widespread in continental margin sediments
and beneath permafrost, where relatively high pressures
and low temperatures stabilize the hydrate structure. In
recent years, the study of gas hydrates has become an
important research topic because of their recognition as a
potential energy resource, as a negative controlling element
in global climatic change, and as a critical factor affecting
sea-Àoor stability and safety issues (Sloan et al., 1999).
Hence, the detection and evaluation of gas-hydrate-bearing
sediments are of great signi¿cance. Generally, the presence
of gas hydrates is associated with increases in the elastic
velocities and electrical resistivity of gas-hydrate-bearing
sediments (Lee and Waite, 2008).Thus, these two types of
information are commonly used to quantitatively estimate
the petrophysical properties of hydrate formations. Elastic
velocities are generally most sensitive to changes in porosity
and lithology. Electrical resistivity, on the other hand, is often

Finally, we use the iterative least-squares method to ¿nd
the optimal intersection point of three isosurfaces by
minimizing the objective function. To demonstrate the
feasibility of this strategy, we apply it to synthetic data and
well logs measured at the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP)
Hole 1247B drilled on the Hydrate Ridge, South Cascadia
Margin. For the synthetic data, the estimated petrophysical
properties are consistent with those produced using noisefree initial synthetic model parameters. In addition, our
estimated results for real ¿eld localities consistently ¿t
with the core data. The smaller root-mean-square errors
between inversion results and referenced petrophysical
properties for both synthetic case ( 0.06) and real ¿eld
data ( 0.061) further con¿rm that the inverse rock physics
modeling method is feasible for estimating petrophysical
properties by integrating elastic and electrical properties.

highly dependent on hydrate saturation and its distribution
(Gomez and Dvorkin, 2007). By combining these two sets of
measurements, we can improve the prediction accuracy and
reduce the uncertainty of the interpretation.
Rock physics models comprise many of the same elastic
and electrical properties and petrophysical properties (e.g.,
hydrate saturation, porosity and clay content). Although
numerous elastic and electrical rock physics models are
capable of modeling hydrate accumulation, the application
of these models is limited by the fact that they are sitespeci¿c, empirically derived from laboratory measurements,
and customized for local geological factors (Liu et al.,
2015). Rock physics models generally need to be calibrated
using experimental data or well logs from the area under
consideration (Avseth et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2015). After
calibration, these suitable models can be used to perform
forward modeling or inversion of geophysical data.
The estimation of petrophysical properties from
geophysical measurements is an inverse problem which
is complicated to solve and has nonunique solutions.
Thus, robust and Àexible methods for estimating reservoir
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properties are essential for successful quantitative
interpretation in reservoir characterization and monitoring
settings. Inverse rock physics modeling (IRPM) (Johansen et
al., 2004; Moyano et al., 2011) has proved to be a very useful
and ef¿cient in predicting rock properties using appropriate
rock physics models. Some authors have applied this method
to analyze and predict the petrophysical properties from well
logs and seismic data. Moyano et al. (2015) proposed an
IRPM procedure for the prediction of reservoir properties
from seismic data with a spatial constraint. Bredesen (2016)
performed quantitative reservoir characterization using
IRPM based on the seismic inversion data. Liu et al. (2017)
estimated reservoir parameters with a constrained IRPM
method using the prestack seismic inversion results. Zheng
et al. (2017) predicted the reservoir properties with inverse
digital rock physics modeling. However, the correlation
between objective function and computation ef¿ciency and
speed remains poorly understood. Moreover, little work has
been done on the joint interpretation of elastic and electrical
properties using the IRPM method.
To investigate the feasibility of incorporating both
electrical data and elastic data for the estimation of
petrophysical properties, we propose a joint inversion
scheme using an IRPM approach. First, we select and
calibrate the appropriate elastic and electrical rock physics
models based on the core data and well-log interpretations.
Then, we construct the 3D constraint cubes of three inputs
based on the models. After that, we use the marchingcubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) to extract the
isosurfaces for the given measured data at the given sampling
point. Finally, we intersect the three isosurfaces to achieve
the optimal intersection point, the coordinates of which
represent three inverted petrophysical properties: hydrate
saturation, porosity and clay content. To test our approach
for application in the quantitative characterization of gashydrate-bearing sediments, we apply it to both synthetic data
and actual ¿eld data measured at ODP Hole 1247B (Hydrate
Ridge).
ROCK PHYSICS MODELING OF GAS-HYDRATEBEARING SEDIMENTS
Rock physics models provide a quantitative relationship
between petrophysical properties and elastic and electrical
properties. Various theoretical and semiempirical models
have been proposed for the quantitative delineation of gas
hydrate-bearing sediments.
For elastic rock physics models, Lee et al. (1996)
proposed weighted equations that weight the Wood (Wood,
1941) and Wyllie (Wyllie et al., 1958) equations; this
equation is simple to use but lacks a strictly theoretical basis
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and the weighting factor requires well-log or core data to be
calibrated and constrained. Dvorkin et al. (1994) and Dvorkin
and Nur (1996) proposed a contact-cementation theory
(CCT) which is often used to calculate the elastic velocities
of hydrate-bearing sediments by supposing hydrate to be
either accumulated at grain contacts or evenly enveloped
on the grain surface. Helgerud et al. (1999) offered a ¿rstprinciple-based effective-medium theory (EMT) based on
the modi¿ed upper or lower Hashin-Strikman boundary
(Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) and Hertz-Mindlin contact
theory (Mindlin, 1949) by treating gas hydrates either as
part of matrix grains or part of pore Àuids. Carcione and
Tinivella (2000) assumed an idealized arrangement in which
sediment, hydrate and pore Àuid form three homogeneous,
interwoven frameworks, and then developed a three-phase
Biot-type equation (TPBE) to calculate the elastic properties
of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments. However, it is dif¿cult
to derive the sediment and hydrate framework moduli. Lee
and Waite (2008) proposed a simpli¿ed three-phase equation
(STPE) based on the expressions for moduli of sediments
and hydrate frameworks proposed by Pride et al. (2004),
and for dry framework proposed by Lee (2005). Also, some
other anisotropic models for calculating elastic velocities
have been proposed. For instance, the layered-medium
theory (White et al., 1955) combined with STPE (Lee and
Collett, 2009) or EMT (Helgerud et al., 1999) can be used
to calculate the velocities of sediments containing fracture¿lling hydrate.
For electrical models, Archie’s equation (Archie,
1942) is frequently used to calculate the resistivity
response. This model, however, is an empirical law that is
developed to determine water saturation in clean sands from
measurements of resistivity and porosity across a sand-Àuid
mixture. When clay minerals are present in the sediments,
Archie’s equation is no longer accurate. This is mainly
because the presence of clay minerals signi¿cantly lowers
resistivity. Thus, it is crucial to account for the effect of
clay content on the resistivity when calculating the hydrate
saturation. Simandoux (1963) proposed a shaly sand model
by introducing another conductivity source arising from
shale- (or clay-) bound water. Other models include a shaly
sand model proposed by Waxman and Smits (1968) and a
dual-water model by Clavier et al. (1984). On the basis of
Archie’s law and the Simandoux equation, Lee and Collett
(2006) established a relationship between the amount of
clay conductivity and the Archie constants, and proposed a
method of correcting for the clay effect on the estimation
of water saturations. Sava and Hardage (2007) applied the
modi¿ed Archie equation (MAE) to predict the gas-hydrate
concentration and the associated uncertainty for well-log
data from the Green Canyon area of the Gulf of Mexico.
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Ellis (2008) investigated the feasibility of self-consistent
approximation (SCA)-differential effective-medium (DEM)
model to predict the hydrate saturation by accounting for the
effect of clay content. Cook (2010) proposed an anisotropic
resistivity model to evaluate the gas-hydrate saturation for
fracture-¿lling hydrate-bearing sediments.
Pan et al. (2019a) diagnosed hydrate morphology with
the crossplot of P- and S-wave velocities versus hydrate
saturation, and concluded that hydrates mainly occur as pore¿lling form in the sediments at the studied site ODP Hole
1247. Hence, we relate elastic properties with petrophysical
properties by using the Gassmann equation (Gassmann,
1951) with EMT, and employ the modi¿ed Archie equation
to obtain the resistivity.
Effective-Medium Theory
Dvorkin et al. (1999) proposed a modi¿ed HashinShtrikman-Hertz-Mindlin theory to calculate the elastic
moduli of high-porosity ocean-bottom sediments. The main
assumption of this model is that the modulus behavior
of sediments at critical porosity (0.36 to 0.40) can be
characterized by that of a dense random pack of identical
elastic granular grains. Then, the modulus of sediments
at intermediate porosity can be derived with the modi¿ed
upper or lower Hashin-Shtrikman bound for the mixture
of two endpoints’ components: the pure solid phase with
zero porosity, and the pure Àuid phase with 100% porosity.
It means that the model is suitable for both consolidated
and unconsolidated sediments. On the basis of this model,
Helgerud et al. (1999) further developed an EMT model by
accounting for the effects of hydrate formation and partial
gas saturation. It starts by computing the effective bulk and
shear moduli of the dry rock frame at critical porosity using
Hertz-Mindlin contact theory (Mindlin, 1949):
(1)

Gma are calculated from the moduli of m mineral constituents
using Hill’s average (Hill, 1952):
(3)

(4)
Where Ki and Gi are the bulk and shear moduli of the
ith mineral constituent, fi is the volumetric fraction of the
ith mineral constituent. The effective pressure P can be
calculated as
(5)
where ȡs and ȡÀ and are the densities of the solid and Àuid
phase, respectively; g is the gravity acceleration; h is the
depth below the seaÀoor.
For porosity values ranging between zero and the critical
porosity, the bulk modulus and shear modulus of dry rock
can be derived by interpolating the grain elastic modulus and
the elastic modulus of dry rock at the critical porosity with
a modi¿ed lower Hashin-Shtrikman (H-S) bound (Dvorkin
and Nur, 1996):
(6)

.
(7)
For porosities above the critical porosity, these moduli
can be calculated using the modi¿ed upper H-S bound:
(8)

(2)

where c is the critical porosity (0.36 to 0.40); KHM and GHM
are the elastic moduli at critical porosity; the coordination
number is np = (20 – 34 +142),  is the porosity; Gma and
ߥma are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of rock frame,
respectively. ߥma is related to Gma and Kma (the bulk modulus
of matrix) by ߥma = 0.5(Kma – 2/3Gma)/( Kma + 1/3Gma). Kma and
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(9)

The saturated bulk modulus, (Ksat) and shear modulus,
(Gsat) and shear modulus can be calculated using the
Gassmann equation (Gassmann et al., 1951) as:
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(10)

(11)
where Kdry is the dry bulk modulus, Gdry is the dry shear
modulus, and KÀ is the modulus of the pore Àuid.
Finally, the elastic velocities of the sediments,
compressional velocity, Vp, and shear velocity, Vs, can be
computed using the following formulas:

Modi¿ed Archie Equation
Gas hydrates are electrical insulators, in the same way
as hydrocarbons are, and their presence will increase bulk
resistivity. Therefore, in principle, we can use the same
techniques to estimate hydrate saturation as those used to
estimate hydrocarbon saturation in the oil industry. The
most common empirical technique is the Archie equation.
This equation has been used to analyze resistivity responses
of Àuid-¿lled porous rocks for more than six decades in the
form (Archie, 1942)
(17)

(12)
and
where ȡb is the bulk density calculated from
the volumetric average of the rock densities,
ȡb = (1– () 1– Vsh ) ȡs + (1–  ) Vsh ȡsh+  Sgh ȡgh+ ( 1– Sgh ) ȡw ,
where ȡs, ȡsh, ȡgh, and ȡw, refer to the densities of sand, clay,
hydrate, and water, respectively; Sgh and Vsh and are, the
hydrate saturation and clay content, respectively.
When gas hydrate exists within the pore space without
affecting the framework, the bulk modulus of the Àuid (KÀ)
is the Reuss average of the bulk moduli of water (Kw) and
hydrate (Kh); and hydrate:
.

(13)

When gas hydrate becomes a component of the drysediment frame, the elastic properties of the frame will be
altered by reducing the porosity. First, the reduced porosity
r is de¿ned as
.

(14)

Then, the elastic moduli of the altered solid phase are
recalculated using Hill’s (1952) average of the hydrate and
mineral components using
(15)

(16)
where
; , Ks and Gs are the bulk and shear moduli of the
mixture of the mineral consitituents, respectively.
Gh is the shear modulus of gas hydrates.
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where Rt is the resistivity of sediments; a is the tortuosity
factor, n is the saturation exponent, m is the cementation
exponent. Here, Rw is the formation water resistivity.
However, Archie’s equation (Archie, 1942) is only suitable
for deriving water saturation in clean sands and not applicable
to the prediction of the saturation of clay-rich sediments. To
overcome this shortcoming, a modi¿ed Archie’s equation
(MAE) (Sava and Hardage, 2007) has been used:
,

(18)

where the clay resistivity Rsh can be measured in the
laboratory. If the core sample is not available, we must use
the resistivity data measured across pure-clay intervals from
nearby ¿elds or rely on published resistivity measurements
for clays in the similar environments. Here, we choose the
value of resistivity of clay minerals as 5 -m (Lee, 2011).
INVERSE ROCK PHYSICS MODELING (IRPM)
STRATEGY
Due to natural variabilities in rock composition, physical
properties, geometrical distributions of constituent, textural
complexities, geological conditions (e.g., compaction
and cementation), and relationships between elastic and
electrical properties and petrophysical properties are usually
complex and nonlinear. This makes it practically impossible
to ¿nd an analytical inverse function to estimate model
parameters from acquired measurements (Jensen, 2011) and
thereby will cause the ambiguities in estimation and poor
stability in the real application. Therefore, a reasonable
and ef¿cient approach for transforming the geophysical
parameters to petrophysical properties is necessary. The
IRPM approach (Johansen et al., 2004, 2013) is a generic
method for predicting petrophysical properties, such as
porosity, lithology and Àuid saturation, from various types
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of inputs and rock physics models. It has been demonstrated
previously on well-log data (Liu et al., 2017) and seismicinverted elastic properties (Bredesen et al., 2015).
In this paper, we extend IRPM to use the elastic and
electrical properties as inputs for quantitative prediction of
petrophysical properties of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments.
This method mainly consists of two steps: rock physics
modeling and inverse rock physics modeling (Bredesen,
2016). In the ¿rst step, we choose and calibrate suitable rock
physics models based on the geologic characteristics of the
target zone. In the second step, we carry out the orthogonal
analysis of input data and take advantage of calibrated
elastic and electrical models to generate 3D elastic-electrical
constraint cubes for various effective reservoir properties,
and then use the marching-cubes algorithm (Lorensen, 1987)
to extract the isosurfaces from the cubes. Finally, we use the
iterative least-squares algorithm to conduct an exhaustive
search to achieve the intersection point by intersecting three
isosurfaces of three input datasets with a minimal objective
function (Jmin) (less than given error İ). Figure 1 shows the
workÀow of the IRPM strategy for reservoir parameter
prediction. In the following sections, we discuss this strategy
in detail.

IRPM can be used to obtain the intersection point by
intersecting three isosurfaces calculated from rock physics
models in the reservoir parameter domain. The IRPM
method involves four steps (1) orthogonal analysis of input
data, (2) the generation of 3D rock physics constraint cubes,
(3) extraction of isosurfaces, and (4) the search for the
intersection point. The bulk and shear moduli and density
for the sediment constituents are listed in the Table1.
Table 1—Basic Parameters for the Sediment Constituents

The properties of gas hydrates are from Lee and Waite (2008); the
others are from Lee and Collett (2009). The bulk and shear moduli of
a matrix composed of quartz and clay are computed using Hill’s (1952)
average equation.

Orthogonal Analysis of Input Data
The best combination of measured properties for
obtaining stable solutions largely depends on the local
shape of the isosurfaces at the intersection points (Johansen

Fig. 1—WorkÀow for reservoir parameter prediction based on the IRPM method.
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et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016). The main reason is that no
intersecting line exists when the two isosurfaces are parallel
to each other, while it is possible to get the intersecting line
when the isosurfaces are nonparallel, especially for the two
perpendicular isosurfaces. Thus, we should use the scalar
product of the normal vectors of isosurfaces to perform
orthogonal analysis of input data and choose the suitable
combination of elastic and electrical properties used for the
IRPM. The orthogonal property between two isosurfaces
can be expressed as
(19)

with Lm× Lm × Lm equidistant nodes. Here, Lm is set to be
51. Next, the elastic and electrical properties for each node
can be calculated based on the abovementioned elastic and
electrical models. Finally, the elastic and electrical properties
constraint cubes can be generated, as shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

Where OFd1,d2 is the orthogonality factor, d1 and d2
represent the two input data parameters.

sh

and

sh

denote the normalized gradient vectors of two single-value
isosurfaces at the intersection points. Then, we can use a
mean orthogonality factor MOF to evaluate the applicability
of input data. It can be written as:
,

(20)

where OFd1,d2 represents the orthogonality factor of arbitrary
two input data. The indices i = 1,2,...N and j = 1,2,... N . N is
the number of orthogonality factor. If the MOF tends to
zero, which indicates that the orthogonality of different
isosurfaces at intersection points is strong and helpful to
¿nd a unique solution. On the contrary, if the MOF tends to
one, the orthogonality of different isosurfaces at intersection
points is weak and likely to produce nonunique solutions.
Generation of 3D Rock Physics Constraint Cubes
The IRPM approach is strongly dependent on the
rock physics constraints between the effective elastic and
electrical properties and the petrophysical properties. On the
basis of rock physics modeling, here we adopt the P-wave
impedance, Poisson’s ratio, and logarithm of resistivity
as the input datasets. Meanwhile, the hydrate saturation,
porosity, and clay content, related to the x-, y- and z-axes in
a 3D coordinate system, act as the expected output datasets.
Firstly, the minimum and maximum values of these three
petrophysical properties analyzed from core data or welllog interpretations are used to make up the corners of
the constraint cubes. For instance, one corner for (Sghmin,
min, Vshmin) coincides with origin position and the corner
diagonally to it is de¿ned by (Sghmax, max, Vshmax). Then, the
3D reservoir parameter domain can be divided into a grid
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 2—Three-dimensional constraint cubes for elastic and electrical
data in the reservoir parameter domain: (a) P-wave impedance, (b)
Poisson’s ratio, and (c) logarithm of resistivity. The colors correspond to
the data parameter values.
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Typically, for a given property d, the discretely sampled
constraint cube ĳ is

(21)
where
To improve the prediction accuracy and extract all the
reservoir parameter combinations corresponding to a set
of ¿xed data values, we need to perform a resampling of
discrete constraints ĳ. Before resampling, we can retrieve
the minimum (ĳmin) and maximum (ĳmax) values of ĳ. Linear
interpolation can be expressed by

(a)

(22)
where ĳj is the continuous scalar ¿eld function;
and J = 1,... Lĳ. Lĳ denotes a prede¿ned number of values of
the measured data to be extracted.
Extraction of Isosurfaces
Any given set of petrophysical properties will be
equivalent to one speci¿c data parameter value, while a
single value corresponds to numerous possible reservoir
parameter combinations, which form a surface denoted as the
isosurface in the reservoir parameter domain. In other words,
all of the points on the isosurface are possible solutions for
the given data. For the speci¿c measured data dobs, its singlevalue isosurface ISdobs(Sgh, , Vsh) can be expressed as:

(b)

(23)
Generally, the single-value isosurface can be extracted
using the marching-cubes algorithm (Lorensen, 1987) or
isosurface function in Matlab software. The projection
width of the isosurface on the three axes represents the
constraint capacity of the elastic-electrical properties on the
petrophysical properties, which suggests that the estimation
of petrophysical properties will be more accurate when
the projection width is much narrower. For example, the
isosurfaces in Fig. 3 denote a rock property with a P-wave
impedance value IP = 2.937 km/s Â g/cm3, Poisson’s ratio
value PR = 0.4764 and the logarithm of resistivity value
log10(Rt) = 0.2833 ȍ-m. The constraints placed on porosity
by P-wave impedance are stronger than those imposed by
the other two parameters. The constraint of resistivity on
hydrate saturation is stronger, with a narrower projection
width on the x-axis.
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(c)
Fig. 3—Intersection of three different isosurfaces. (a) The intersection of
P-wave impedance (IP) and Poisson’s ratio (PR), (b) the intersection of
P-wave impedance and the logarithm of the resistivity log10(Rt), and (c)
the intersection of Poisson’s ratio and the logarithm of resistivity.
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Search of Intersection Point
Figure 4a shows that the intersection of every two
single-value isosurfaces produces an intersection line; three
intersection lines will intersect at one stable point (marked
by a green circle) (Fig. 4b). To obtain the optimal intersection
point, we can perform an exhaustive search with the leastsquares algorithm by solving the following equation:
(24)
Where ISIP(Sgh, , Vsh), ISPR(Sgh, , Vsh), and
ISlog10(Rt) (Sgh, , Vsh) refer to the single value isosurfaces
of the P-wave impedance, Poisson ratio, and logarithm of
resistivity, respectively. Through three intersections we can
achieve three intersecting isolines, which provide us with all
of the combinations of petrophysical properties. Only these
isolines are needed to obtain a solution. Hence, the objective
function is given by:

(a)

(25)
Then, we further reformulate the above mis¿t function
as:

(26)
where (Sgh,IP , IP, Vsh,IP ), (Sgh,PR , PR, Vsh,PR), and (Sghlog10(Rt),
ghlog10(Rt), Vshlog10(Rt)) are the possible point coordinates on the
isosurfaces ISIP(Sgh, , Vsh), ISPR(Sgh, , Vsh), and ISlog10(Rt) (Sgh,
, Vsh), respectively. By minimizing the above objective
function, we can acquire the coordinate of the intersection
point (0.368, 0.621 and 0.416), which represents the predicted
values for hydrate saturation, porosity and clay content for
the given sets of P-wave impedance-Poisson ratio-logarithm
of resistivity values (2.937, 0.4764 and 0.2833).

(b)
Fig. 4—The intersection of (a) three single-valued isosurfaces, and (b)
and the intersection of three intersection lines. The isosurface for P-wave
impedance corresponds to 2.937 km/syg/cm3, while the Poisson’s ratio
and logarithm of resistivity are 0.4764 and 0.2833 ȍ-m, respectively.

APPLICATION
The application section is divided into two parts: ¿rst,
we validate our method using noise-free synthetic data
(Example 1) to investigate its feasibility for the prediction of
petrophysical properties. Second, we apply our method to a
well-log dataset (Example 2) measured at ODP Hole 1247B
in Hydrate Ridge.
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Synthetic Example
We start by building an initial model that contains 54
points, and each point corresponds to hydrate saturation (10
to 30%), porosity (0.4 to 0.6) and clay content (10 to 50%)
(Fig. 5). This allows us to calculate the synthetic datasets
of P- and S-wave velocities and impedances, velocity
ratio, density, Poisson’s ratio and resistivity using EMT
and MAE models. Then, Eqs. 19 and 20 can be used to
evaluate the mean orthogonality factors for different input
data combinations. Figure 6 reveals that, in this case, the
combination of IP, PR, and Rt, in general, provides the most
stable solutions, while a combination of Vp, Vs, and VP/Vs
provides the least stable solutions. Additionally, combining
IP, PR, and Rt is only slightly poorer than using of IP, PR,
and Rt. This is mainly because different input information,
such as, of IP, PR, and Rt, can effectively keep a strongly
nonlinear relationship with petrophysical properties. Finally,
we use the synthetic P-wave impedance, Poisson’s ratio
and logarithm of resistivity as input data for forecasting the
petrophysical properties using the IRPM method.

in Fig. 8. It can be found that the estimations predicted
from noise-free input data show a fairly good match with
the initial model parameters. Moreover, the results from
the noisy input data (±5% change) show that the inverted
porosity is much more robust compared with clay content
and hydrate saturation. It is predominately due to the fact
that the three inputs are highly correlated with porosity and
clay content, which makes them constrained with each other
for the predictions. Since the hydrate saturation is strongly
sensitive to resistivity and insensitive to S-wave velocity,
which will cause large error in the prediction when using
the noisy P-wave impedance and Poisson’s ratio as the
input data. Overall, the IRPM method not only allows us to
predict the petrophysical properties by integrating the elastic
and electrical properties, but also provides us a strategy to
evaluate the corresponding uncertainties of the estimation.

Fig. 6—Comparison of mean orthogonality factors for different input
data combinations.

Fig. 5—Synthetic model with variations of hydrate saturation, porosity
and clay content. The unit of depth is meters below sea Àoor (mbsf).

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the IRPM results from
the input data with free noise and with ±5% perturbations.
To validate the performance of this inversion method, we
also calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) errors of inverted
petrophysical properties for three sets of input data, as shown
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Field Example
To further verify the ability of our proposed method to
estimate petrophysical properties, we apply it to the gashydrate-bearing sediments at ODP Hole1247B, Hydrate
Ridge (Trehu et al., 2003). For the bottom-simulating
reÀector (BSR) located at 128 mbsf (Trehu et al., 2006), we
choose to focus on the gas-hydrate stability zone extending
from 85 to 125 mbsf. We assume that the matrix of the gashydrate formation consists of sand and clay, and the pore
space is only saturated with gas hydrates and water. For the
selected site, ODP Hole 1247, conventional wireline logs
and logging-while-drilling logs are available (Shipbord
Scienti¿c Party, 2003). For this study, we use the conventional
wireline logs from Hole 1247B. The well-logging data in
our studied zone mainly include P- and S-wave velocities,
density, resistivity and gamma-ray (GR) measurements.
To calibrate the rock physics models, we construct 3D
logarithmic resistivity-P-wave impedance-Poisson’s ratio
RPTs and adjust the modeling parameters to harmonize the
RPTs with the projected data clouds (Fig. 9). The colored
legends in Figs.9a and 9b represent the hydrate saturation
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Fig. 7—Reservoir parameter solutions and relative errors (REs) produced from P-wave impedance (IP), Poisson’s ratio (PR), and logarithmic
resistivity (log10(Rt)) using IRPM method. The model parameters are symbolized by blue squares and the inverted solutions from noise-free input data
are denoted by red circles. The cyan and green stars represent the inverted results with ±5% perturbations in the input data.

Fig. 8—The RMS deviations for the inverted petrophysical properties with three different sets of input data.

interpreted from resistivity and the porosity derived from
density, respectively. By comparing the measured data with
the 3D RPTs, we obtain the parameters associated with the
two models. For EMT, the critical porosity and coordination
number are 0.4 and 4, respectively. For MAE, the tortuosity
factor is 1.05, the cementation exponent is 2.4, and the
saturation exponent is 1.9386. Here, 0.4 ȍ-m was used for Rw
based on a salinity of 35 ppt, a geothermal gradient of 53°C/
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km and an inferred seaÀoor temperature of 4.26°C (Shipbord
Scienti¿c Party, 2003). Moreover, Fig. 9 indicates that the
gas-hydrate saturation ranges from 0 to 40%, the porosity
varies between 0.4 and 0.7, and the clay content falls to 30
and 90% for Hole 1247B. We can take advantage of these
estimated ranges as the effective boundary conditions of the
x-, y-, and z-axes in the reservoir parameter domain for the
application of IRPM.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9—3D rock physics template of P-wave impedance, Poisson’s ratio, logarithm of resistivity (log10(Rt)) versus hydrate saturation, porosity and
clay content. The superposed data are well-log data from ODP Hole 1247B. The different colors refer to (a) hydrate saturation, and (b) and porosity
interpreted from resistivity and density logs, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the elastic and
electrical properties computed from the elastic and
electrical models with the actual measurements and the
inversion results (green lines) of the well-log data and their
corresponding references, including core data (blue dots)
and other previous interpretations (red lines) (Guerin et al.,
2006) of Hole 1247B. The left three panels are the measured
and simulated P-wave impedance, Poisson’s ratio and
logarithm of resistivity, while the right three panels are the
predicted hydrate saturation, porosity and clay content and
their corresponding references. Here, the reference hydrate
saturations are derived from P- and S-wave velocities with
CCT or resistivity with Archie’s equation, as well as chloride
data (yellow dots) (Shipbord Scienti¿c Party, 2003). The
hydrate saturation calculated from chloride data using the
equation Sgh = 1/ȡgh·(1 – Clpw/Clsw) (Yuan et al., 1996), where
Clpw is the measured chloride concentration and Clsw is the in
situ baseline pore-water chlorinity which can be determined
by smoothly ¿tting the chloride data with a second degree
polynomial of depth (Wang et al. 2011). The reference
porosities are calculated from density and derived from
moisture and density (MAD) samples (Shipbord Scienti¿c
Party, 2003). The reference clay values were obtained from
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data (Shipboard Scienti¿c Party,
2003) and from GR log data using the standard equation
Vsh = (GRlog í GRmin)/(GRmax í GRmin), where GRlog is the
measured GR log value at any given depth, and GRmax and
GRmin are the maximum and minimum GR log values.
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In general, the simulated data match well with the
measured data, suggesting that a good convergence between
elastic and electrical data. Also, we can further visualize that
the analysis results based on core data are largely consistent
with our inversion with the exception of a deviation
associated with free gas around 110 mbsf; the P-wave
velocity and Poisson’s ratio decrease, while the resistivity
increases. The inverted hydrate saturation falls among
the results derived using only elastic properties and only
electrical properties. This means that the use of the elastic
properties or electrical properties alone is a less effective
method for evaluating gas-hydrate saturation. Also, the clay
content calculated only from the gamma-ray measurements
will result in large errors in the highly unconsolidated
marine sediment. Furthermore, to make the comparison
more intuitive, we generate the crossplots between inversion
results and the corresponding reference values (Fig. 11). In
addition, we calculate the correlation coef¿cients and the
RMS errors for each petrophysical properties. Usually, the
higher correlation coef¿cients and lower RMS coef¿cients
represent the smaller difference between the inverted results
and the referenced predictions. The correlation coef¿cients
between inverted results and core data at given depths are
generally much higher than those predicted from single
elastic or electrical properties. Based on the statistical
analysis of correlation coef¿cients and RMS errors, we can
conclude that this inversion approach enables us to achieve
more accurate petrophysical properties from the elastic and
electrical properties.
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Fig. 10—Inversion results using the IRPM method. From left to right: P-wave impedance (IP), Poisson’s ratio (PR), logarithm of resistivity (log10(Rt)),
hydrate saturation (Sgh), porosity ( )כand clay content (Vsh) at ODP Hole 1247B. The red and green lines represent measured data and simulated
results in left three panels. The inverted results from the RPTI method are denoted by green lines in the right three panels. Results obtained using
previous interpretation results as references are shown for comparison (hydrate saturation calculated from CCT (Guerin et al., 2006) in red line, from
Archie’s equation (Guerin et al., 2006) in yellow dashed line with electrical resistivity, from chloride data in yellow dots; porosity obtained from density
log in red line, and from MAD in yellow dots; clay content computed from gamma ray in red line and from XRD in yellow dots.).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.11—Crossplots between inversion results of petrophysical properties and the corresponding reference values. (a) hydrate saturation (Sgh), (b)
porosity, and (c) clay content.

DISCUSSION
Recently, two main methods for reservoir
characterization using rock physics inversion have been the
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focus of much attention: IRPM (Johansen et al., 2013) and
3D RPT inversion (Li et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2019b, 2019c).
Although both methods can be used for the simultaneous
inversion of petrophysical properties in the 3D spatial
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domain, there are several important differences. First, the
IRPM method performs the estimation in the reservoir
parameter domain, but the 3D RPT inversion is performed
in the elastic (-electrical) data domain. Second, the former
method exhaustively searches the intersection point of three
isosurfaces by using the least-squares algorithm to minimize
the objective function of 3D coordinates from different
isosurfaces, while the latter method can realize its estimation
by using the grid-searching method to look for the minimum
distance between the projected data and the adjacent node.
Finally, the IRPM method can be impacted by the prede¿ned
error, the number of nodes and the sensitivity between input
data and petrophysical properties, as well as the established
objective function, whereas estimations produced using the
RPT inversion are dominated by the presetting minimum
interval between two adjacent nodes, the sensitivity between
input data and petrophysical properties and the chosen
model.
IRPM is used to ¿nd the intersection point (best
inverse solution) exhaustively from the three isosurfaces
(all possible solutions) extracted from the 3D rock physics
constraints using the iterative least-squares algorithm. It
is noteworthy that, unlike the conventional gradient-based
inversion method, IRPM avoids calculating the Jacobian
matrix, which requires much more run time and enough
storage capacity, especially for the high-dimensional inverse
problem. Based on the synthetic example and real application
discussed above, it is clear that the IRPM method is effective
for the quantitative interpretation of the petrophysical
properties of gas-hydrate-bearing sediments. However, the
application of the IRPM method may lead to no solution or
more than one solution; therefore, the effective introduction
of prior information is of great importance for this strategy.
Liu et al. (2017) demonstrated that the inverse rock physics
modeling can improve the accuracy of the estimations when
adding the constraint information in the objective function.
To further improve the computation speed and reduce the
risk of no solution or multiple solutions, we can also take
advantage of the estimations from 3D RPT as constraints
for the prediction of petrophysical properties from IRPM. In
addition, the extended IRPM method can be developed for
the estimation of high-dimensional petrophysical properties
with multiple input datasets.
We predict the intersection point of the three isosurfaces
by constructing the objective function (Eq. 12). However,
the form of the objective function may play a key role in
calculating the speed and the stability and accuracy of the
solution. Hence, it is necessary to build the appropriate
mis¿t function to quickly search for the stable and accurate
intersection point. For example, we not only establish the
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function with the intersection of three isolines achieved by
intersecting any two of the three isosurfaces, but also build
it with the intersection of one isosurface and one isoline,
which is obtained from the intersection of the other two
isosurfaces. The objective function can be expressed as:
(27)
where the isoline ILIP,PR denotes the intersection of isosurfaces
ISIP and ISPR. In addition to above two objective functions,
we can also establish the objective function as:
(28)
where the isoline ILIP,log10(Rt) signi¿es the intersection of
isosurfaces ISIP and ISlog10(Rt). This function requires us
to calculate the arbitrary two isolines from the extracted
three isosurfaces, and then obtain the intersection point by
intersecting the two isolines.
To investigate the calculation ef¿ciency and accuracy
for three different objective functions, we now use the noisefree synthetic log data generated by synthetic models in Fig.
5 to invert the petrophysical properties with the parallel
calculation (Intel Core 4 and 16 GB RAM). Then, we
compare the inversion results based on different objective
functions shown in Fig. 12. Interestingly, the hydrate
saturation is more stable than other two parameters with
different objective functions, which might be attributed
to the high sensitivity of hydrate saturation to resistivity.
Moreover, we calculate the RMS errors of inversion results
(Fig. 13) and evaluate the computational ef¿ciency (Fig.
14). The results demonstrate that searching the intersection
point by directly intersecting three isosurfaces is more time
consuming than those by intersecting one isoline and one
isosurface or two isolines, but it is more accurate than the
other two cases. Even though the computational speed
improved a lot for the intersection of two isolines, the
accuracies of the results, such as porosity and clay content,
are heavily reduced. It is most likely to be caused by the
larger cumulative error. For the intersection of one isoline
and one isosurface, although the accuracy of inversion
results, especially clay content, is less than that from directly
intersecting three isosurfaces, the computational speed has
been largely improved. Consequently, the objective function
for intersecting on isoline and one isosurface will be a
good choice for the prediction of petrophysical properties
from prestack seismic inversion results, whereas the direct
intersection of three isosurfaces is recommended when
performing the predictions from well logging measurements.
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Fig. 12—Comparison between real model parameters and inversion results for three different objective functions.

Fig. 13—The RMS errors for the inversion results of petrophysical
properties with three different objective functions.

Fig. 14—The average calculation speeds of three different objective
functions for performing IRPM with the synthetic logs data.
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Seismic data have been widely used for hydrocarbon
exploration, but it is not equally reliable for Àuid saturation
discrimination. We have seen this effect from the comparison
between the joint inversion results (e.g., hydrate saturation)
and interpretations from elastic properties alone in the ¿eld
example. By introducing the electrical properties, we have
shown that the IRPM predictions of petrophysical properties,
especially hydrate saturation, are better constrained than
those from elastic properties alone or electrical resistivity
alone. Thus, we can extend our approach to the joint inversion
of seismic-derived elastic properties and electromagneticderived electrical properties in future work.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new joint inversion
strategy based on the IRPM to invert elastic and electrical
data for predicting petrophysical properties in gas-hydratebearing sediments. This technique uses suitable elastic and
electrical rock physics models to generate the 3D constraint
cubes and obtains the intersection point by intersecting the
extracted isosurfaces for the given measured elastic and
electrical data. A good match between the inversion results
and core samples with lower RMS errors (less than 0.061)
at ODP Hole 1247B suggests that this approach is feasible
to accurately delineate gas-hydrate-bearing sediments by
integrating elastic and electrical data.
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NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
BSR = bottom-simulating reÀector
CCT = contact cementation theory
EMT = effective medium theory
GR = gamma ray
IL = intersection line
IP = P-wave impedance
IRPM = inverse rock physics modeling
IS = single-value isosurface
MAD = moisture and density
MAE = modi¿ed Archie equation
mbsf = meter below seaÀoor
MOF = mean orthogonality factor
PR = Poisson’s ratio
RAM = random access memory
RPT = rock physics template
SCA-DEM = self-consistence approximation-differential
equivalent model
STPE = simpli¿ed three-phrase equation
TPBE = three-phase Biot-type equation
XRD = X-ray diffraction
Symbols
tortuosity factor
measured chloride concentration
in-situ baseline pore water chlorinity
two input data
measured (observed) data
volume fraction of gas hydrate in the matrix
volume fraction of the ith mineral constituent
shear modulus of dry rock
shear modulus of gas hydrate
shear modulus of matrix
effective shear modulus calculated from
Hertz-Mindlin theory
Gi = shear modulus of the ith mineral constituent
Gs = shear modulus of solid phase

a=
Clpw =
Clsw =
d1,2 =
dobs =
fgh =
fi =
Gdry =
Ggh =
Gma =
GHM =
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Gsat =
J1,2,3 =
Kdry =
KÀ =
Kgh =
KHM =
Ki =
Kma =
Ks =
Ksat =
Kw =
Lm =
Lĳ =
m=
n=
OFd1,d2 =
P=
Rsh =
Rt =
Rw =
Sgh =
Vp =
Vp/Vs =
Vs =
Vsh =
ȡb =
ȡgh =
ȡs =
ȡsh =
ȡw =
=
c =
r =
ĳ=
ĳj =
vma =
log10(Rt) =
Sd =

shear modulus of saturated rock
objective funtions
bulk modulus of dry rock
bulk modulus of Àuid
bulk modulus of gas hydrate
effective bulk modulus calculated from
Hertz-Mindlin theory
bulk modulus of the ith mineral constituent
bulk modulus of matrix
bulk modulus of solid phase
bulk modulus of saturated rock
bulk modulus of water
number of grids in reservoir domain
number of values of the measured data
cementation exponent
saturation exponent
orthogonality factor for two input data
effective pressure
clay resistivity
resistivity of sediments
formation water resistivity
gas-hydrate saturation
P-wave velocity
ratio of P-wave and S-wave velocity
S-wave velocity
clay content
bulk density
density of gas hydrate
density of sand
density of clay
density of water
porosity
critical porosity
reduced porosity
discretely sampled constraint cube
continuous scalar ¿eld function
Poisson’s ratio of matrix
logarithm of resistivity
normarlized gradient vectors of two
single-value isosurfaces
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Review of Micro/NanoÀuidic Insights on Fluid Transport Controls in Tight Rocks
Ayaz Mehmani*1, Shaina Kelly*2, and Carlos Torres-Verdín1

ABSTRACT
MicroÀuidics and nanoÀuidics have been used in the
oil and gas industry for pore-scale research experiments
and as application-speci¿c tools (such as lab-on-a-chip
PVT analyzers). The former technology constructs pore and
pore-network proxies on compact lab-on-a-chip devices.
Such proxies are then used to investigate the impact of
speci¿cally tuned geometric and/or material variable(s)
on Àuid transport via direct observation with microscopy.
This paper reviews micro/nanoÀuidics ¿ndings by the
authors and other geoscience and general porous-media
researchers. Findings are related to the impacts of pore size,
surface chemistry (wettability), Àuid type and composition,
and surface texture (roughness) on Àuid transport variables,
such as effective viscosity, imbibition, capillary trapping,
adsorption, and diffusive processes. For example, the

INTRODUCTION

Predicting multiphase Àow dynamics in subsurface
formations requires understanding Àuid behavior at length
scales spanning from subpore to ¿eld (herein, subpore scale
refers to length scales that are pertinent to single pores). The
genesis of tight rocks is preceded by a myriad of mechanical
and chemical reactions from weathering during sediment
deposition, to bioturbation, pressure dissolution at high
temperature and pressures, and authigenic clay growth
after burial. The resultant morphological and topological
complexities of the pore space, as well as nontrivial surface
chemistry properties can cause deviations from traditional
petrophysical Àow models, such as Carman-Kozeny
for absolute permeability or Brooks-Corey for relative
permeability. Subsequently, such equations can result in
non-negligible errors in the assessment of the storage and
Àow properties of highly diagenetic rocks. For example,
Byrnes et al. (2008) showed that although the CarmanKozeny equation can predict permeability in the same order
of magnitude as core measurements, it did not capture
permeability variance with porosity; such differences in

authors’ microÀuidic ¿ndings include a critical surface
roughness value beyond which capillary trapping during
drainage increases drastically due to changes in subporescale Àow regimes. The authors’ nanoÀuidic ¿ndings
include that the Àuid polarity and surface chemistry of a
silica nanocon¿nement can lead to additional contactline friction that causes signi¿cant deviations from the
continuum Washburn equation for imbibition; these
effects can potentially be incorporated in the quantitative
analysis through an increased effective viscosity. Finally,
this review highlights practical approaches for using labon-a-chip devices and their associated pore-scale ¿ndings
as diagnostic tools to augment petrophysical laboratory
measurements and guide ¿eld-scale pilot operations.

permeability were up to an order of magnitude.
MicroÀuidic and nanoÀuidic chips (also referred
to as lab-on-a-chip devices and sometimes generally
as micromodels) are synthetic porous media that can
be fabricated in a controlled manner. These lab-on-achip devices allow control/characterization of synthetic
microscale and nanoscale geometry, which dramatically
reduces the variable space when studying unconventional
pore-scale behavior. Fluidic devices allow interstitial Àuid
movements (typically interfaces or tracers) to be visualized
directly, which is challenging to accomplish in coreÀood
experiments, especially in tight rocks. Research at the
subpore scale and pore scale (where pore scale refers to
an explicit ensemble of multiple pores) attempts to explain
and correct discrepancies observed between estimated and
measured rock transport properties. This review covers
examples where micro/nanoÀuidics have shown to be
promising experimental tools for diagnosing nontrivial porescale transport phenomena.
Despite the recent spike in interest for geologic
applications of microÀuidics (Jacobs, 2019), the ¿eld
actually originates in the late 19th century in the form of
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Hele-Shaw cells (Hele-Shaw, 1898). Micro/nanoÀuidics has
yielded several notable research contributions within the
oil and gas industry. For example, microÀuidics has been
leveraged to investigate the extent pore-structure features,
such as coordination number and pore-throat-size ratios (i.e.,
pore aspect ratio), impact residual oil saturation (Chatzis
et al., 1983). MicroÀuidics has also made observation of
viscous ¿ngering possible (Saffman and Taylor, 1958),
highlighting the effects of mobility ratio on breakthrough
time and ultimate recovery following various enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) methods. MicroÀuidics has demonstrated
the occurrence of snap-off during drainage, elucidating
one of the ¿rst known pore-scale phenomena contributing
to capillary trapping (Roof, 1970), which is currently still a
topic of research for pore-scale numerical models (Raeini et
al., 2014; Herring et al., 2018). Furthermore, microÀuidics
has catalyzed the ¿eld of multiphase pore-network modeling,
a popular reduced-order pore-scale modeling approach
(reduced-order numerical models refer to algorithms that
capture simpli¿ed descriptions of Àuid dynamics), through
a series of what are now regarded as classic research articles
Lenormand and Zarcone (1984, 1985) and Lenormand et al.
(1988). The Lenormand et al. (1988) proposal for a parameter
space based on two key nondimensional numbers, capillary
number (v/ı)|displacing and mobility ratio (displacing/displaced), is
still used to characterize immiscible Àow as stable, capillary
or viscous dominated (Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010; Islam
et al., 2014; Mehmani et al., 2019a). Due to fabrication
challenges, nanoÀuidics is generally a less studied ¿eld in
the oil and gas industry. However, the study of Àuid Àow
under nanocon¿nement is of considerable interest for the
production of unconventional (nanoporous) rocks and recent
nanoÀuidic pursuits have ranged from studying nanoscale
wettabilty effects (Kelly et al., 2018) to probing completions

Àuid imbibition in nanopore network proxies (Kelly et al.,
2016b; Hasham et al., 2018).
Given the presence of multiple length scales when
analyzing Àuid Àow phenomena in earth sciences, it is
challenging to categorize the use of micro/nanoÀuidics in
the spectrum of subpore to ¿eld scales. In addition, despite
ongoing insights made by using microÀuidics, workÀows
for academic and industrial research and development,
geoscience applications are not well-established. Figure 1
shows how micro/nanoÀuidics can provide information for
reservoir simulation grids corresponding to characterized
facies. In this article, we review each of the micro/
nanoÀuidics applications shown in Fig. 1; that is, their
applied and diagnostic capabilities, derivation of functional
relationships, and ability to benchmark numerical models.
We conclude with a roadmap for leveraging micro/
nanoÀuidics for applied research efforts in the oil and gas
industry.
APPLIED MICROFLUIDICS
MicroÀuidics requires extremely small Àuid volumes
for analysis (on the order of ȝL). This feature renders
microÀuidic Àuid analyzer platforms attractive in the
oil and gas industry since they can assist in conserving
available crude oil samples that accurately represent insitu composition. In addition, the time scales associated
with microÀuidic experiments are shorter than traditional
laboratory-scale apparatuses, resulting in faster turnaround
times. For example, successful designs for obtaining
thermodynamic phase diagrams (PVT analysis) leveraging
microÀuidics have recently been accomplished (Mostow¿
et al., 2012; Fisher et al., 2013). Those microÀuidics-based
PVT analyzers use a serpentine channel with membrane

Fig. 1—Micro/nanoÀuidics can be used to measure reservoir Àuid properties (applied microÀuidics) on small sample volumes, identify effective
production methods (hypothesis testing), establish functional relationships between reservoir quality, chemistry and Àow, and benchmark subporescale and pore-scale numerical methods. The latter can inform dynamic inputs (such as relative permeability curves) for reservoir simulation gridblocks.
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pressure sensors installed along their path. A Àuid sample
is injected with a constant Àow rate, which corresponds to a
pressure gradient along the channel. Interstitial visualizations
allow gas/oil ratios to be determined directly for each
pressure measurement. Turnaround time is reduced from
hours to minutes with three orders of magnitude less Àuid
volume consumed as compared to a traditional PVT cell.
In addition, the miniature nature of microÀuidics enables
temperatures to be changed in minutes instead of the hours
typically needed for a traditional PVT analyzer cell. Labon-a-chip devices have also shown use in measuring bulk
Àuid properties, such as bitumen-CO2 diffusivity (Fadaei
et al., 2011), minimum miscibility pressure of CO2 in oil
(Nguyen et al., 2015), asphaltene content (Schneider et al.,
2013), and Àow-induced polymer degradation (Nghe et al.,
2010) in orders of magnitude smaller volumes and shorter
time scales as compared to traditional analyses. In addition,
microÀuidics can provide rapid supplemental ¿rst-order
information, such as identifying the most impactful solvents
for heavy-oil recovery (Lele et al., 2018).
MicroÀuidic platforms have also been used for the case
where limited rock material is available (such as cuttings) or
where there is a desire to isolate measurements to a speci¿c
subcore-scale lamina. Such works include capturing Àow
in micromodels composed of 2- to 3-mm thick rock slabs
sandwiched between glass plates with gaskets via CT scans
(Tomutsa et al., 1990; Sun et al., 2004), microplug cylinders
embedded in a lab-on-chip devices (Nguyen et al., 2013),
and injecting geologic substances, such as bitumen, into a
microÀuidic channel for controlled diffusivity measurements
(Fadaei et al., 2011).
Given the heightened surface-to-volume ratios of
microÀuidic conduits, bulk Àuid-property measurements
become sensitive to the surface chemistry and rugosity of
the chip itself. However, using microÀuidics as measurement
tools for properties related to Àuid-rock interactions must be
approached with caution. Earth science addresses porous
materials that are complex and dif¿cult to replicate in the
laboratory (a catalyst that reduces millions of years of
mechanical and chemical reactions into days has yet to be
discovered). In addition, surface texture is an oftentimes
overlooked property in micro/nanoÀuidics. As ongoing
research on using high-resolution microscopy is revealing
(Schmatz et al., 2015) that ignoring the unique surface
mineralogy and roughness of a formation can lead to
erroneous characterization of reservoir wettability hysteresis.
Ergo, as opposed to the promising results of microÀuidics
in measuring bulk Àuid properties, microÀuidics may be of
limited use when used to directly determine the petrophysical
properties of rocks (see Fig. 2). Core-based methods, despite
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their challenges in operation and longer time scales, should
still be considered the gold standard in measuring Àuidrock interaction properties. Meanwhile, microÀuidics is an
additional tool to probe results.
Finally, the novelty of lab-on-a-chip devices, in contrast
to traditional measurement methods, implies a lack of
standardized workÀows and best practices. Performing
microÀuidics in production mode therefore requires
specialized care and experience for ensuring consistent
accuracy and reproducibility (for example, examining and
mitigating chip fouling and leakage). Computational Àuid
dynamics simulations can assist in identifying relevant
parameters inÀuencing an observed behavior and therefore
make inference-based measurements of Àuid-rock interaction
properties possible. We note that fabrication of microÀuidics
is not necessarily cheap (as cleanroom facilities usage is
typically needed), can be time consuming (for instance, it
takes the authors, on average, two weeks to generate a single
glass micromodel), and can sometimes require the usage of
extremely hazardous chemicals (such as hydroÀuoric acid
for etching glass).
Overall, we posit that the state of using lab-on-a-chip
devices for measuring bulk Àuid and rock transport properties
for earth science applications is analogous to the use of such
devices in medicine. Speci¿cally, although a rapid blood
test may reveal cancer biomarkers in a patient, traditional
clinical practice is still required to con¿rm and elaborate on
the presence of the disease in the appropriate physiological
context.
DIAGNOSTIC MICROFLUIDICS
Testing Hypotheses
Given the ability to visualize interstitial Àuid movements
in microÀuidic networks, microÀuidics is a powerful tool
to verify hypotheses related to Àuid Àow in porous media.
This feature is especially helpful in EOR, where a particular
chemical mix or Àow recovery method is speculated to
increase production from a reservoir. For instance, glass
micromodels have evidenced that tertiary gasÀooding of
residual waterÀood oil increases because of the formation
of thin oil layers between gas and water for a positive
spreading coef¿cient (ıwg > ıog + ıow) and water-wet system
(Oren et al., 1992). The importance of oil ¿lms in tertiary
gasÀooding has been further investigated via microÀuidics
(Dong et al., 1995; Keller et al., 1997) and the presence
of oil ¿lms was ultimately incorporated into three-phase
pore-network models (Piri and Blunt, 2005a, 2005b). The
pore-scale ef¿cacy of other EOR operations, such as lowsalinity waterÀooding (Du et al., 2019), steam-assisted
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2—MicroÀuidics has been shown capable of rapidly (a) measuring hydrocarbon PVT properties (Mostow¿ et al., 2012), and (b) identifying effective
solvents for heavy oil recovery (Lele et al., 2018). Extrapolating such applications to determining rock transport properties must be approached with
caution given (c) subpore-scale complex Àuid behaviors (Schmatz et al., 2015) on account of geometric and surface properties.

gravity drainage (De Haas et al., 2013), water-alternatinggas injection (Dehghan et al., 2012), surfactant/polymer
Àooding (Mejia et al., 2019b), microbial EOR (Khajepour
et al., 2014), and nanoparticle injection (Xu et al., 2016) has
been studied with microÀuidics. The challenges in testing
EOR agents and techniques are similar to those discussed
in previously; that is, rocks, in contrast to micromodels, are
not simple porous ensembles with ideal smooth surfaces.
While microÀuidics provides a Àexible parameter space,
any inferences from microÀuidics should be anchored on
coreÀood experiments as much as possible.
Benchmarks for Processes That are Challenging to
Simulate
Direct numerical simulation of Àuid interstitial
movements at a representative domain size is both nontrivial
and computationally costly. The obstacles are especially
challenging for unconventional rocks where pore spaces at
multiple length scales are in close proximity to each other.
Although numerical advances to counter computational
challenges have been made, including hybrid (coupling
Darcy Àow with the Navier-Stokes equation) and multiscale
pore-level simulations (Mehmani et al., 2013), the veracity
of these simulations needs to be con¿rmed with experimental
data. MicroÀuidics offers the unique ability to provide
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controlled Àuid behavior observations for benchmarking
numerical methods. In addition, microÀuidics experiments
can offer a priori rules and conceptual models for reducedorder simulations, such as pore-network models (PNM).
Pore-network models have bene¿ted directly from
Àuid percolation rules (Lenormand and Zarcone, 1984;
Valvatne and Blunt, 2004). Their contribution to reducedorder modeling is still ongoing, as recent fast experiments
visualizing drainage interfacial movements have shown that
capillary invasion jumps are nonlocal (Armstrong and Berg,
2013). This observation implies that spatial distribution of
immiscible phases during drainage is not simply a function
of critical capillary pressure thresholds, as assumed in
invasion percolation algorithms (Mason and Mellor, 1995),
but also a function of local Àuid velocities. In addition,
conceptual models have been provided through microÀuidics
experiments, which are a priori qualitative descriptions
of complex Àuid behaviors, for the spatial distributions of
immiscible phases in unsaturated fractured rocks (Wan et
al., 1996; Jones et al., 2018). Other predictive numerical
methods have bene¿ted from microÀuidics experiments as
well, including determining solute transport in moderate
and high Peclet numbers (Mehmani et al., 2014), spatial
distribution of immiscible phases (Niasar et al., 2009) and
morphology of unstable Àow (Chen et al., 2018).
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The advantage of microÀuidics for providing controlled
environments for benchmarking numerical methods is offset
by their typical limitation to two dimensions. However,
micromodels can in fact be extended to three dimensions, as
was developed by Avraam et al. (1994) through fusing three
substrates together, with the middle layer containing drilled
“pores” connecting two etched pores/throats. The somewhat
ungainly additional step of adding a third layer for bonding is
potentially the reason why microÀuidics has been primarily
limited to only two dimensions. Boundary effects along chip
edges are a factor to consider as well. Nonetheless, given that
microÀuidic devices enable visualization of various local/
macroscopic transport properties in controlled environments,
they can still serve as ¿rst-order benchmarking tools for
numerical models; an example of this is the impact of surface
roughness on immiscible Àow dynamics (Frank et al., 2018;
Mehmani et al. 2019a).
Upscaling and Integration
Upscaling pore-scale dynamics in earth science is a major
challenge and requires transforming sophisticated pore-scale
numerical models into applicable parameters for ¿eld-scale
reservoir simulations. These reservoir-scale simulators
are often limited to a few inputs per rock type (porosity,
permeability, capillary pressure, relative permeability, etc.).
In contrast to other disciplines, such as those investigating
synthetic or biological porous materials, analytical upscaling
of porous geomaterials is much more intractable, given the
presence of space and time-induced heterogeneity from
subpore to ¿eld scale. Upscaling exercises for tight rocks
are therefore phenomenological (albeit with some physical
descriptions formulated via a conceptual model); that
is, linkage between emergent nonlinear phenomena and
small-scale properties is established following a variety of
laboratory and numerical experiments. The shortcoming
of this approach is that a single self-consistent model that
can also link various nonlinear emergent properties to each
other becomes challenging to establish. For example, in
unconsolidated grain packs or conventional sandstones, the
greatly simpli¿ed bundle-of-tubes model has been shown
to be reliable (Peters, 2012a). The model’s deviation from
experimental data is linked to tortuosity, which can, for all
practical purposes, be used as a ¿tting parameter. However,
the model is incapable of linking capillary pressure saturation
curves with relative permeability without additional ¿tting
parameters (Peters, 2012b). This discrepancy is because
the error of the bundle-of-tubes model is inherent to its
conceptualization of a three-dimensional (3D) porous
medium; that is, capillary trapping following invasion
percolation cannot be replicated by a bundle of parallel
tubes. Tight rocks, with complex diagenetic histories and
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likely tortuous pore systems, further exacerbate the problem
of upscaling, as obtaining robust core data measurements to
compare to phenomenological models becomes dif¿cult.
MicroÀuidics, despite its challenges representing a
3D domain with high ¿delity to rock pore texture, can
incorporate microscale and macroscale heterogeneity such
that relevant Àuid-rock interaction properties are identi¿ed
and a parameter space for upscaling is derived. For example,
upscaling the effects of intrinsic wettability changes (a
subpore-scale parameter) on oil recovery at the mesoscale,
i.e., length scales just above pore scale where continuum
assumptions for Àuid movements appear valid, has been
shown with lab-on-a-chip devices (Zhao et al., 2016).
MicroÀuidics have furthermore proven useful in determining
mesoscale heterogeneity effects, such as permeability
contrast, on foam-based oil recovery (Conn et al., 2014).
Further, Mehmani et al. (2017, 2018) have upscaled the
impacts of microfracture connectivity and surface roughness
on capillary trapping during imbibition and drainage.
In addition to testing hypotheses and benchmarking,
microÀuidics enables observation of nonlinear emergent
relationships, some of which can be dif¿cult to simulate.
Direct Àuid movement observations have been used to make
quantitative descriptions of interstitial single-phase Àuid
movements using particle velocimetry (Datta et al., 2013).
The authors discovered that the local Àuid velocities in a
glass-bead pack follow a non-Gaussian distribution, which
is intuitively consistent with throat-size and path-length
distributions calculated from random grain packs (Bryant et
al., 1993; Mason and Mellor, 1995). In other work, the local
velocity visualization based on particle imaging velocimetry
(PIV) measurements has discovered that nonwetting
compressible phases at dead-end pores are not stagnant but
impose a shear stress on the trapped wetting phase (Y. Li
et al., 2017). Such pore-scale insights contribute directly
to planning chemical oil recovery procedures where local
Àuid velocities alter the ef¿cacy of the displacing agent. For
instance, Qi et al. (2017) con¿rmed the ability of viscoelastic
polymers to increase oil recovery (via coreÀooding)
subsequent to waterÀooding. Even though they did not
investigate the pore-scale mechanisms responsible for the
increase in recovery, it is likely that changes in local velocity
impact recovery. PIV can provide quantitative relationships
between trapped saturation of oil and the local velocity of
the displacing phase.
Viscous ¿ngering is a common occurrence during
primary water/gas oil recovery in heavy-oil reservoirs
(Doorwar and Mohanty, 2017). Such unstable immiscible
displacements are computationally challenging to simulate
(Doorwar and Mohanty, 2014). Lab-on-a-chip devices have
allowed viscous ¿ngering dendrite morphologies to be
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directly visualized and quanti¿ed as a function of capillary
number (Stokes et al., 1986; Li et al., 2009), gravity effects
(Islam et al., 2014) and wettability (Zhao et al., 2016). Such
quantitative descriptions can directly link various Àuid/rock
properties to Àow patterns and how effectively displacing
agents distribute in the formation. Determining relationships
between rock transport properties, such as permeability
and capillary pressure, and Àuid-rock interaction properties
is also possible with microÀuidics. Micromodel twodimensionality has been shown to skew said relationships
quantitatively, but qualitatively, lab-on-a-chip devices are
capable of providing insightful information (Avraam et al.,
1994). For example, micromodels have determined that the
nonwetting relative permeability increases with capillary
number and Àow ratio (qnw/qw), and in contrast to assumptions
made in reduced-order pore-scale modeling (Mason and
Mellor, 1995; Valvatne and Blunt, 2004; Bultreys et al.,
2015; Mehmani et al., 2019b), is dependent on the movement
of trapped ganglia at low capillary numbers (Avraam et al.,
1994; Avraam and Payatakes, 1995). Given the relative ease
of fabricating microÀuidics as compared to nanoÀuidics,
mesoscale experiments can be conducted in representative
elementary volumes (although the latter has currently not
been subjected to a systematic investigation).
Figure 3 shows a summary of using microÀuidics as
a diagnostic tool. Because micro/nanoÀuidics is in two
dimensions (2D), it cannot replicate a 3D representative

elementary volume (REV) of an actual rock sample. A
representative elementary area (REA) of a micromodel for
a particular transport property can be achieved by using a
“large enough” system. To our knowledge, a systematic
study toward determining REAs in microÀuidics for various
transport phenomena has not been conducted. The REA can
be determined by consecutively increasing the porous domain
size and repeating the experiment until a plateau is reached
when visualizing the transport property. In our literature
survey, the majority of microÀuidics were designed either
as an idealized pillar ensemble or a homogenous disordered
medium. More complex porous systems that resemble
diagenetically altered rocks were recently published by
the authors (Mejia et al., 2019a), but to our knowledge a
systematic study of their domain representativeness is
lacking. We therefore recommend (see section on Industry
Applications and Best Practices) microÀuidics as a
diagnostic tool for hypothesis testing or for acquiring ¿rstorder approximations that can be subsequently adjusted via
history matching.
DIAGNOSTIC NANOFLUIDICS
Testing Hypotheses
In contrast to microÀuidics, nanoÀuidics enables the
replication of nanometer-scale inÀuences on Àuid behaviors.
For example, Hasham et al. (2018) used a nanoÀuidic chip to

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3—Diagnostic microÀuidics can be used to test hypotheses for identifying EOR methods, benchmark numerical models, and establish upscaled
relationships. (a-left) micromodel surfactant Àooding (Mejia et al., 2019b) can assist in (a-right) interpreting coreÀood recovery plots (Qi et al., 2017)
(a-right). (b-left) Flow experiments on rough micromodels can help in benchmarking (Mehmani et al., 2019a) (b-right) direct numerical simulation
algorithms (Frank et al., 2018).
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compare the in¿ltration rates of deionized water, potassium
chloride solution and slick water and select the Àuid type with
the highest amount of Àowback (amount of recovered fracture
Àuid following hydraulic fracturing). The nanoÀuidic chips
had depths of 175 nm and micrometer scale widths and two
types of grain shapes (circles and squares). Methodologies
such as this are foundational in that they enable investigators
to visualize interstitial Àuid dynamics in a nanoslit pore
network, an insight not possible with conventional capillary
imbibition experiments on shale plugs (Dehghanpour et al.,
2013). Deviations of capillary imbibition experiments on
shale core samples from a dimensionless form of Washburn’s
equation have been attributed to water adsorption and the
generation of microfractures (Dehghanpour et al., 2013).
Spontaneous imbibition experiments in nanomodels with
pore textures similar to those of shale cores used for bulk
imbibition can further elucidate such deviations and provide
selection criteria for the most desirable fracture Àuid. It is
important to note that, unlike conventional sandstones,
3D micro-CT visualization of Àuid interfaces within pores
is currently intractable for many tight rocks (in particular,
mudrocks) given their submicrometer pore sizes. Recent
promising nano-CT visualization techniques of imbibed
shale core samples have been published (Akbarabadi et al.,
2017) but are still often resolution-limited and need to be
investigated further for the development of facile workÀows.
WorkÀows for nanoÀuidic fabrication have been
adopted to investigate EOR methods, such as huff-and-puff
(Zhong et al., 2018) and the ef¿cacy of adding surfactants
to fracturing Àuids for oil recovery (He et al., 2014, 2015).
However, compared to leveraging microÀuidics, research
on this topic is still in its infancy. An underused approach
to studying nanocon¿nement effects on Àuid transport uses
synthetic nanoporous media. For example, Gruener et al.
(2012) conducted spontaneous capillary-rise experiments in
a disordered nanoporous medium (Vycor glass) with mean
pore radii of 4 nm and dimensions of 4.6×4.6×20 mm3. The
authors found an anomalous front broadening behavior that
was attributed to elongated pore aspect ratios (~5 to 7) but
not nanocon¿nement effects. The authors had used neutron
radiography to visualize the mesoscale Àuid movements.
In other works, Fogden et al. (2015) tracked the diffusion
of a miscible liquid (toluene) in a diiodomethane saturated
shale sample with micro-CT. The authors could visualize
the front movement and therefore discover nanoporous
inÀuences at the mesoscale during production. Given the
subpore- to mesoscale heterogeneity of tight rocks, coupling
direct nanoÀuidics visualization with mesoscale imaging is
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imperative for upscaling to discern prominent inÀuences on
Àuid Àow and benchmark numerical models effectively.
It is important to note that the majority of geosciencetargeted nanoÀuidic designs used to study Àuid transport
have been nanoslits (nanometer scale only in one dimension
(1D)), with a few fully nanoscale exceptions such as Kelly,
et al. (2016a) and Kelly et al. (2018). This selection appears
to be due to fabrication ease, as generating nanometers in
two dimensions requires electron-beam lithography, which
is time-consuming compared to photolithography (used to
fabricate nanoslits; which are micron-scale patterns etched
nanoscale in depth). The presence of a second nanometerscale dimension can enhance surface-liquid molecular forces
and give rise to signi¿cant deviations from the nanoslit
results. For instance, although H. Li et al. (2017) showed that
at 10 nm slits, deviations from Lucas-Washburn’s equation
for spontaneous imbibition are minimal, measurements with
nanochannels with nanometer scales in two dimensions
deviate signi¿cantly from Lucas-Washburn and YoungLaplace’s equations (Kelly, et al., 2016a). Figure 4, as will
be discussed below in the section Observed Functional and
Emergent Relationships also discusses how such nanoscale
results are highly dependent on material properties.
Benchmarks for Processes That are Challenging to
Simulate
Considerable nontrivial observations on the behavior
of Àuids in tight rocks have been made by calibrating
nanoÀuidics, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and
numerical models. For example, analytical equations for gas
Àow in single nanotubes (Beskok and Karniadakis, 1999;
Roy et al., 2003; Javadpour, 2009) are generally derived
based on segmentation of Àow into regimes separated by
their Knudsen number (ratio of mean free molecular path
to characteristic channel size). Such equations were then
used in single-scale and two-scale pore-network models
to observe the sensitivity of apparent permeability to pore
size at various pressures and temperatures (Sakhaee-Pour
and Bryant, 2012; Mehmani et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2014).
However, experimental veri¿cation of these models with
hydrocarbons at in-situ conditions remains open. Comparison
of analytical models, such as the aforementioned example to
controlled nanoÀuidic experiments is especially important,
since signi¿cant deviations with molecular-level simulations
have been shown. Wang, Feng, et al. (2016) showed that slip
Àow of methane in calcite nanopores is twice slower than
the slip Àow predicted by Beskok and Karniadakis (1999)
indicating the inÀuence of attractive surface forces on
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Fig. 4—Roadmap of the variable space that can be probed with nanoÀuidics to establish functional relationships for determining effective transport
variables.

transport. Wang et al. (2017) furthermore utilized molecular
dynamics simulations to show that diffusion of supercritical
methane is dependent on mineral types and moisture
content. Riewchotisakul and Akkutlu (2016) discovered
an unexpected contribution of adsorbed layers to Àuid
permeability for the organic nanopores of Marcellus shale
through molecular dynamics simulation.
NanoÀuidic devices as standalone tools can identify
nontrivial inÀuences of surface chemistry which can
then be further investigated with numerical models. For
instance, Al¿ et al. (2016) showed that contact angles of
three different hydrocarbons decrease due to surface forces
in 10 nm nanoslits (in other words, Àuid af¿nity to pore
walls increases) whereas Martic et al. (2002) have shown
dependence of contact angle on Àuid velocity in the early
stages of imbibition. A reliable molecular level simulator
can expand on such data to establish functional relationships
between contact angle (both static and dynamic) and slit
size, pressure/temperature values and pore-wall mineral
types. Two-phase drainage/imbibition experiments have
been successfully visualized in 1D nanoslits as well (Wu et
al., 2014). Such experiments can validate liquid movements
calculated via molecular dynamics simulations. For instance,
Wang, Javadpour, et al. (2016b) showed that n-octane
molecules in inorganic nanoslit with aperture sizes down to
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3.6 nm continue to retain a bulk Àuid Hagen-Poiseulle-type
velocity pro¿le with a slip boundary condition assumption.
On the other hand, in organic nanoslits (with aperture sizes
1.5 to 11.2 nm), molecular dynamics simulations have
found a plug-like no-slip velocity pro¿le for octane (Wang,
Javadpour, et al., 2016a). Bakli and Chakraborty (2012)
proposed a functional relationship between capillary ¿lling
of water in nanopores, intrinsic wettability, and surface
roughness using molecular dynamics simulations.
Similar to microÀuidics, nanoÀuidics, conceptually, holds
the potential to establish upscaled functional relationships
that can ultimately be used in reservoir simulation grids as a
¿rst-order approximation (with subsequent accuracy gain by
history matching). However, as discussed in the following
section on Robust Fabrication, fabricating nanochips
and performing Àow experiments in them is challenging.
Unconventional nanoÀuidics fabrication methods (Kelly
et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2016a) and ultimately reducedorder numerical simulations, such as pore-network models
(Mehmani et al., 2013; Mehmani and Prodanoviü, 2014) can,
therefore, be used to expand the domain of investigation into
representative scales. Currently, attempts to obtain upscaled
constitutive relationships for rock transport properties using
nanoÀuidics (and to a lesser extent microÀuidics) are sparse.
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Observed Functional and Emergent Relationships
As alluded to in the previous section, various
experimental and numerical studies have evidenced that
interfacial interactions can govern Àuid and solute transport
in nanoscale con¿nements; however, the generation
of robust predictive nanoscale transport models that
decouple competing phenomena has proven challenging.
Liquid imbibition, the capillary pressure-driven Àow of a
liquid into a gas, provided a spontaneous mechanism for
Àuid conveyance and observation in the nanochannels.
For example, through a series of polar and nonpolar
liquid imbibition studies in different sized silica-glass
nanochannels, Kelly et al. (2018) show how nanoÀuidic
experiments provide an approach to probe the inÀuence
of pore size, surface roughness, hydrophilicity, solvent,
solute and resultant interfacial interactions on effective
nanoscale transport values including boundary layers/slip
lengths, capillary pressure, liquid viscosity, diffusion, and
interfacial gas partitioning coef¿cients. The ¿ndings were
benchmarked against bulk values and the classic LucasWashburn equation for imbibition, which does not consider
interfacial Àuidity effects. Overall, imbibition ef¿cacy in the
hydrophilic channels decreased dramatically below LucasWashburn trends with decreases in channel size, increases
in liquid polarity, and solute presence. The imbibition
anomalies were attributed to physical/chemical adsorptiondependent excessive contact-line friction at interfaces and
increased effective viscosity, whereupon the results matched
a modi¿ed version of the Lucas-Washburn equation.
Meanwhile, nearly frictionless transport of both gases
and liquids, including water, within carbon nanotubes
(CNT) has been observed with both MD and experimental
work. Insights gained from MD simulations include that
water con¿ned in CNTs exhibited extremely fast responses
to osmotic pressure (Kalra et al., 2003) and that light gas
transport in CNTs is at least three orders of magnitude higher
than in crystalline zeolite membranes (Skoulidas et al.,
2002). Holt et al. (2006) show that experimentally measured
Àuid permeability actually increases with decrease in CNT
size, a ¿nding counterintuitive to Poisuelle-Àow predictions.
The superÀuidity effect is attributed to the hydrophobic and
extremely smooth surfaces of graphene (see Fig. 5).
The aforementioned material cases, silica and CNTs,
represent endmember in terms of surface polarity and
wettability. There is a need to probe and collate results for
upscaled terms such as effective viscosity and diffusivity
as a function of nanoÀuidic experimental properties. These
variables can be benchmarked against bulk values, analogous
molecular dynamics simulations, relevant special core
analysis ¿ndings, analytical solutions (where available), and
continuum theories, the goal being to assess a convergence
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of Àuidic ¿ndings. Figure 4 displays a visual roadmap of
the variable space that can be probed with nanoÀuidics.
Figure 6 provides a summary of how to use nanoÀuidics as a
diagnostic tool.

Fig. 5—Diagnostic nanoÀuidics can reveal anomalous functional
relationships, such as the increase in water permeability with decrease
in carbon nanochannel size, as presented in the work of Holt et al. (2006)
shown in this ¿gure. “Air (red) and water (blue) permeability as measured
for three DWNT (double-walled carbon nanotubes) membranes (DW#1,
2, and 3) and a polycarbonate membrane (PC). Despite considerably
smaller pore sizes, the permeabilities for all DWNT membranes greatly
exceed those of the polycarbonate membrane.”

ROBUST FABRICATION
Fabrication is a roadblock in large-scale and/or routine
application of micro/nanoÀuidic workÀows for petrophysical
applications. These workÀows are not routinely offered by
core analysis vendors. Fabricating micromodels appears
deceptively simple, yet any in-house fabrication efforts
require experienced staff. Given the many ad hoc recipe
adjustments that arise due to unpredictable (and sometimes
unexplainable) obstacles, such as production discontinuation
of a particular photoresist or changes in glass substrate
composition, a continuous expertise lineage in a research
laboratory is critical. Transferring fabrication steps to other
groups must be done in detail and with extensive illustrations.
An ideal fabrication recipe should require inexpensive and
widely available material, can be transferred in articulable
and repeatable steps, and abide by health, safety and
environmental (HSE) protocol. The importance of clear
dissemination of experimental steps, which given their
fabrication nuance, is particularly important for lab-on-achip devices, has prompted several peer-reviewed journals,
such as MethodX and Journal of Visualized Experiments, to
dedicate documentation space for researchers to share their
fabrication methods in suf¿cient detail.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6—Diagnostic nanoÀuidics can be used to (a) test hypotheses related to nanoporous media, and (b) benchmark numerical simulations. The recent
development of facile fabrication techniques for multiscale unconventional rocks can be leveraged to establish upscaled constitutive relationships
for rocks. Image (a-left) shows an imbibition experiment conducted on a 3D Vycor glass (Gruener et al., 2012). Such experiments can provide a
standardized control tool to assist with verifying (a-right) core-scale experiments conducted on shale samples (Dehghanpour et al., 2013). (b-left)
imbibition experiments on nanochannels (Kelly, et al., 2016b) can be used to benchmark molecular dynamics simulations (Oyarzua et al., 2015).
Recent developments in facile nanoÀuidics fabrication techniques (c-left) may allow the establishment of upscaled constitutive relationships (Kelly,
et al., 2016).

As was discussed previously, micromodels have
typically been designed to capture multiphase Àow dynamics
in simple geometries to identify nontrivial subpore-scale
Àow behavior and benchmark analytical models.
We discussed in preceding sections that given the
complexity of pore-space topology in porous geomaterials,
reservoir-on-a-chip designs have been introduced to
validate direct numerical simulation algorithms as well as
reduced-ordered two-phase Àow predictions using porenetwork models. However, functionalizing micromodels,
that is altering their surface properties to resemble those of
reservoir rock materials, is an underexplored area in lab-ona-chip devices for earth science applications. The majority
of the studies on functionalizing micromodels have been
directed toward changing surface wettability.
Wettability in microÀuidics can be altered by either
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changing the substrate material with a particular native
wettability (such as glass for water-wet and PDMS for oilwet media) or administering chemicals post-fabrication.
The wettability-alteration method depends on the type of
substrate and bonding method used in fabrication. For oil-wet
PDMS substrates, oxygen plasma treatment can temporarily
generate water-wet surfaces prior to bonding (Bhattacharya
et al., 2005). For nonfusion bonding, such as PDMS to glass,
the pattern resolution for wettability alteration will depend
on the resolution of the hard mask used (Zhou et al., 2010).
For glass microÀuidics using fusion bonding (heating the
substrates to sintering temperature), wettability changes can
be implemented after the micromodel is fabricated. This
change in wettability can be achieved by coating the porous
space with silane (Grate et al., 2013; Mejia et al., 2019b)
or aging the micromodel with crude oil (retaining crude oil
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inside micromodels for a prolonged period of time) (Song
and Kovscek, 2016). Incorporating controlled mixed-wet
distributions is dif¿cult but can be achieved to some extent
by manipulating the phase distributions of the silane/crude
oil based on their viscosity differences with the original
phase in place (water for instance) and exploiting the
particular geometrical features of the micromodel. Recently,
a stop-Àow-lithography (injecting oligomer inside a channel
and stopping the Àow prior to polymerization) (Dendukuri
et al., 2007) has been developed to incorporate mixed-wet
porous patterns inside glass microchannels by injecting and
UV-initiating hydrophilic and oleophilic polymers (Lee et
al., 2015). To what extent such wettability alterations can
give rise to wettability patterns similar to rocks at reservoir
conditions requires additional research.
Etching depth in micro/nanoÀuidics is dependent on the
application. For instance, if a gravity drainage experiment
with a reservoir Àuid sample is required then the pore size
should be on the same order of magnitude as the formation
rock. In contrast, if a theory is investigated with idealized
Àuids (such as mineral oil instead of crude oil), then more
Àexibility exists with using dimensionless parameters such
as capillary number or Bond number. For nanoÀuidics,
H. Li et al. (2017) have shown that if the pore width is in
micrometers, then one can ignore nanocon¿nement effects
perpendicular to the micromodel plane. If both pore width
and pore depth are in nanometer scale, then nanocon¿nement
effects on Àuid properties, such as viscosity and capillary
pressure, become considerable (Kelly et al., 2018). Overall,
the micro/nanoÀuidics design depends on the particular
problem statement and can be simpli¿ed accordingly.
As shown in Fig. 7a, functionalizing micromodels may
require fabrication recipes that go beyond changing surface
wettability. Weathering and deposition of authigenic minerals
give rise to surface properties that are highly different from
smooth silica/glass/PDMS surfaces with altered wettability.
Figure 7b shows a functionalized micromodel in which
kaolinite was deposited on glass-silica micromodels; these
micromodels were subsequently used to study the effects of
clay detachment and migration on oil recovery following
low-salinity waterÀooding. Figures 7c and 7d show two
novel examples of using native calcite minerals/shale rock
samples as etching substrates to investigate reactive and
two-phase Àow dynamics. Applications of functionalized
micromodels are highly pertinent to tight rocks given the
extensive diagenesis associated with their formation.
There are several options to make nanoÀuidic
platforms more accessible to investigators. For example,
CNT membranes used for Àuidic studies consist of CNTs
embedded within a ¿ller matrix material (an excellent
review of CNT nanoÀuidic platforms is provided by Noy
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et al., 2007); these constructs can possibly be tailored to
represent mudrock constituents. In addition, self-assembly
chemistry instead of lithograph methods can be used to
generate large amounts of sublithography scale pores. To
probe wettability, options include synthesis of organicinorganic hybrid materials (Ford et al., 2005; Hoffmann
et al., 2006) or simply aging the devices with crude oil or
brine. The synthesis of smaller pores (i.e., smaller than
attainable with electron-beam lithography methods) within
relatively larger nanopores (traditionally easier to fabricate)
by means of hydrocarbon deposition has been performed
as well (Radenovic et al., 2008). In that method, adsorbed
hydrocarbon is polymerized/immobilized by the electron
beam.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7—(a) Polarized plane light (PPL) image of grains coated with
chlorite cement (see arrow) (Mehmani et al., 2019b) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of chlorite cement (Ulmer-Scholle et
al., 2015). (b) Functionalized micromodels by depositing kaolinite clay
on pore walls (Song and Kovscek, 2015). Micromodel fabricated using
(c) calcite mineral (Song et al., 2014) and (d) shale (Porter et al., 2015)
as the etching substrates.
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INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
Repeat experiments are, in general, necessary for
establishing uncertainty intervals for an observed Àow
behavior. Micro/nanoÀuidic experiments should therefore be
subjected to repeated runs. However, the time scales of each
Àuid Àow experiment and fabrication time/cost can render
brute force Monte Carlo-like assessments unfeasible. This
challenge is also encountered by molecular and pore-scale
numerical simulations. Recent data-sharing initiatives by
journals, such as the Transparency and Openness guidelines
published by Science (Nosek et al., 2015) and adopted by
the American Geophysical Union, are bene¿cial for data
aggregation and uncertainty quanti¿cation.
Regarding industry applications, Àuid/core analyses
remain the preferred measurement methods and micro/
nanoÀuidics should not be considered as a replacement
for core measurements. In the absence of core samples,
synthetic cores fabricated based on geological information
are a potential future avenue but currently have not been
suf¿ciently explored. For instance, fabrication of 3D
representative cores (pseudocores) has been attempted with
3D printing (Head and Vanorio, 2016), but this method is
currently limited by printer resolution and challenges with
control of pore-surface texture and chemistry. It is very
feasible that the 3D printing technology will improve with
time. As Head and Vanorio (2016) discuss, CT scans, a basis
for pseudocores, started with millimeter resolution until they
rapidly reached micrometers and even nanometers in their
voxel resolution. Other methods, such as 3D laser engraving

hold promise as well. Finally, 3D media, such as Vycor
glass (Gruener and Huber, 2009), can serve as interesting
proxies for nanoporous rocks, though their geologic
representativeness may not be ideal. We therefore propose
that, in the case of limited availability to reservoir Àuid
and rock samples, micro/nanoÀuidics can be used to obtain
¿rst-order estimations of rock-type-dependent transport
properties. Such estimations can subsequently be corrected
with history matching. Figure 8 shows the use of micro/
nanoÀuidics in providing Àuid and rock transport property
measurements when only limited samples are available. The
example in Fig. 8 shows the application of microÀuidics to
determine an approximate residual saturation for a vuggy
rock following waterÀooding. The residual saturation
provides a starting point for reservoir development and can
be adjusted as ¿eld data become available.
For core measurements that require impractical time
scales, which is typical of two-phase Àow properties of
tight rocks, micro/nanoÀuidics can provide a priori rules
for alternative investigations with reduced-order numerical
methods, such as pore-network models. Micro/nanoÀuidics
should be leveraged when current pore-network model
algorithms or, in general, digital rock physics simulation
prove inadequate in accuracy. Further, micro/nanoÀuidics
are ideal for quick veri¿cation of hypotheses involving
the ef¿cacy of EOR methods. Similar to the use of applied
micro/nanoÀuidics, each hypothesis testing effort should
be informed with production ¿eld data. The use of micro/
nanoÀuidics for rapid hypothesis testing is shown in Fig.
9. A given hypothesis should be ¿rst investigated via core

Fig. 8—(Upper) Roadmap for incorporation of micro/nanoÀuidic studies for obtaining a ¿rst-order approximation for a Àuid or rock transport property.
(Lower) An example application of the roadmap for determining the residual saturation of a vuggy carbonate sample. Petrographic thin section is from
Scholle and Ulmer-Scholle (2003) while the microÀuidics experiment was investigated in Mejia et al. (2019a).
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measurements (high accuracy) and digital rock physics
(ability to provide large parameter space for sensitivity
analysis). If the hypothesis remains undetermined, micro/
nanoÀuidics can serve as a diagnostic tool to validate the
hypothesis. In the case of reservoir quality characterization
and access to a robust chip fabrication facility, micro/
nanoÀuidics can be used to perform a rapid sensitivity
analysis of the implications of a particular reservoir
property. In the example provided in Fig. 9, the hypothesis
of whether authigenic cement can enhance oil recovery
following gas injection was investigated with microÀuidics
(Mehmani et al., 2019a). This hypothesis can be dif¿cult
to test via coreÀooding (given challenges in isolating/
decoupling pore-scale variables) or digital rock physics (the
high voxel resolution required to capture submicrometer
roughness length scales pushes the boundaries of imaging
resolution and computational cost). The main advantages
and disadvantages of the three methods illustrated in
Fig. 9 (micro/nanoÀuidics, digital rock physics and core
measurements) are shown in Table 1. We emphasize that the
three methods should be considered as complementing one
another and exclusive.
Finally, we recommend that outsourcing micro/
nanoÀuidics work to vendors be done with the agreement to
deliver as many measurement details as possible. Otherwise,
long-term partnership with an academic institute that

develops expertise in lab-on-a-chip devices and provides
workÀows for company review is encouraged. Such a longterm approach can additionally assist in developing and
updating in-house micro/nanoÀuidics workÀows.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on this review, we recommend lab-on-a-chip
devices as tools to augment petrophysical laboratory
measurements when the following criteria are met:
(1) Practicality/Simplicity in Design – Fabrication of
the devices is facile and replicable such that many
disposable devices are available. Examples of chips
of varying complexity were reviewed herein.
(2) Consistency – One critical variable, such as pore size,
material, or Àuid composition is tuned at a time to
form robust functional relationships, leveraging the
critical bene¿t of controlled Àuidic workÀows, as
contrasted to actual rocks.
(3) Validation – Anomalous Àuidic observations should
be complemented with theory and/or molecular
dynamics and other direct numerical simulation
methods, again leveraging the powerful bene¿t that
the majority of the Àuidic geometry and boundary
and initial conditions are known.

Fig. 9—(Upper) Roadmap for incorporation of micro/nanoÀuidic for hypothesis testing and reservoir characterization. (Lower) an example application
of the roadmap for validating the hypothesis whether authigenic surface roughness can enhance oil recovery during gasÀooding. Results are from
Mehmani et al. (2019a).
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Table 1—Main Advantages and Disadvantages of Micro/NanoÀuidics, Digital Rock Physics, and Core Measurements

nontrivial

Ideally, such lab-on-a-chip devices can be implemented
as Àuid-transport calibration standards such that the
aforementioned Àuid behaviors can be mapped back to
pore-size distributions and other matrix topology properties
already quanti¿ed in petrophysical and reservoir quality
workÀows (e.g., via mercury porosimetry, nitrogen
adsorption, NMR, petrography, etc.). In sum, use of Àuidic
devices as ¿t-for-purpose high-throughput diagnostic and
upscaling tools has immense potential for the oil and gas
industry and earth science research in general.
NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
CNT = carbon nanotube
CT = computed tomography
DWNT double-walled carbon nanotubes
EOR = enhanced oil recovery
HSE = health, safety and environmental
MD = molecular dynamics
PC = polycarbonate membrane
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane
PIV = particle imaging velocimetry
PNM = pore-network model
REA = representative elementary area
REV = representative elementary volume
SCAL = special core analysis
UV = ultraviolet
Symbols
qnw =
qw =
ıog =
ıow =
ıwg =

flow rate of the nonwetting phase
flow rate of the wetting phase
interfacial tension between oil and gas
interfacial tension between oil and water
interfacial tension between water and gas
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CORRIGENDUM
Addendum to Tutorial: Thomas, E.C., 2018, Capillary
Pressure Tutorial Part 1—It’s a Jungle in Here,
Petrophysics, 59(4), 421–427.
Let me begin by saying “mea culpa.” I did not
provide the necessary references for this tutorial (at least
it is not an erratum). The references I discuss below were
provided by Professor Emeritus, Dr. George Hirasaki,
Rice University. Dave Murphy provided the key directive
pointing to Dr. Hirasaki. To both friends I give my
thanks. These references reÀect the exciting discoveries
of Professor Geraldine L. Richmond, her post-docs and
graduate students at the University of Oregon. Professor
Richmond is not the only researcher delving into this
new territory. Here are a few of the references I neglected
to include:
1. Brown, M.G., Walker, D.S., Raymond, E.A.,
and Richmond, G.L., 2003, Vibrational SumFrequency Spectroscopy of Alkane/Water
Interfaces: Experimental and Theoretical
Simulations, Journal of Physical Chemistry B,
107(1), 237–244. DOI: 10.1021/jp0218589.
2. Hore, D.K., Beaman, D.K., and Richmond, G.L.,
2005, Surfactant Headgroup Orientation at the
Air/Water Interface, Journal of the American
Chemical Society, 137(26), 9356–9357. DOI:
10.1021/ja51492o.
3. Walker, D.S., Hore, D.K. and Richmond, G.L.,
2006, Understanding the Population, Coordination,
and Orientation of Water Species Contributing to
the Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy of the VaporWater Interface Through Molecular Dynamics
Simulations, Journal of Physical Chemistry B,
110(41), 20451–20459. DOI: 10.1021/jp063063y.
Brown et al. (2003) provide a short, simpli¿ed
explanation of the ingenious experimental apparatus. You
have to supply foreknowledge of infrared spectroscopy;
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one such fact is that allowed absorption transitions can
only occur in molecules that possess a dipole moment.
Hore et al (2005) and Walker et al. (2006) presented
me with a new fact, namely that not every water molecule
in liquid water is hydrogen bonded with four other water
molecules. As the title of the tutorial suggests, there
is ¿erce in-¿ghting in the water jungle to achieve four
hydrogen-bonded partners. At any given moment, a
water molecule may have fewer than four coordinated
water molecules in their sphere of inÀuence. Think of it
as a game of musical chairs; at any given time we wish
to stop and count, not every water molecule has four
hydrogen-bonded partners. Thus, the number of water
molecules can exceed the number of hydrogen-bonded
“seats” and the authors have named them “free” O-H (no
hydrogen bond). It is these “free” O-H groups on water
molecules that orient this “free” OH group into the vapor
phase of a water/vapor interface.
Hore et al. (2005) show that there is a tendency in
any surfactant with an alkyl hydrophobic tail to orient
it into the vapor phase (or hydrophobic phase). The
authors chose to work with sodium dodecyl sulfate,
one of many such surfactants found in cleaners. The
preferred orientation of the SO4= is for the sulfur to
reside at the interface which places three S-O bonds in
the hydrophyllic phase leaving one S-O bond to reside
in the hydrophobic phase, roughly oriented 16° from the
normal to the interface. The alkyl group is bonded to the
O and stretches out into the hydrophyllic phase. Note,
since all the alkyl bonds are single bonds, they are free
to rotate at every C atom, producing innumerable twists
and turns for the alkyl group. Of course, the head group
does not have to be sulphate, but can be any organic acid
or base.
Well, I hope I have not put you to sleep with this
addendum. I am personally quite excited about learning
more about the orientation of molecules at interfaces.
They have started with simple systems and I anxiously
await results on solid/liquid interfaces.
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